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In the literature on natural disaster, impressionistic descrip- 
tions are numerous and available, while analytical studies are rare 
and generally unavailable to a larger reading public. Among those 
who are familiar with these analytical studies, an earlier unpub- 
lished version of Irving ROSOW'S monograph has often been cited 
as significant. Originally prepared for the Disaster Research 
Group, National Research Council--National Academy of Sciences, the 
publication of the study was prevented by the termination of the 
activities of the group. Yhen the Disaster Research Center (DRC) 
was formed at The Chio State UnivPrsity in 1963, a monograph series 
was planned to include the works of others as well as the studLes of 
the Center. It was in this context that we asked Rosow for per- 
mission to publish his study. However, unexpected complications 
prevented the planned publication of the work by DRC until this time. 
!?e are now fortunate to be ab12 to include it as one of the initial 
volumes in the Disaster Research Center Historical and Comparative 
Dfsasters Series. 

The study provides a unique opportunity to observo the problem 
of emergency authority in natural disaster. In addition, it pro- 
vides the opportunity to observe this problem in two different tor- 
nadoes, one in Nassachusetts and the other in liichigan. 
field work was done i.n 1953, neither the problem nor the analysis 
is dated. 
which have emerged since that time, subsequent studies have 3ot 
added knowledge which would substantially change its direction. 
footnoting, however, has been somewhat updated to point to these 
more recent studies for the r5ader. 
are organized today on a som?tihat different basis than they were 
when the study was done. 
defense offices. 

While the 

tJliile the analysis ;lops not incorporate conceptualizations 

The 
' 

Some of the community groups 

This is particularly true of local civil 

In the revision which appeara here, we wish to acknowledge the 

Thanks are also due to a number of typists 
cooperation of Professor Rosow and his patience in awaiting the 
appearance of his work. 
who worked on different drafts, with particular appreciation being 
extended to thosa who have typed the final version, Deborah M. KTaUS, 
E. Ii. Simon, Jackie Tatom, and, especidly, H. Harold FultOn. 

Russell R. Dynes 
E. L. Quarantellf 
Co- D Lrec t or s 
Disaster Research Center 
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Few cornunities face recurrent natural crises, although some do. 
In the hurricane belt along the southeastern seaboard, the tornado 
areas of the southwest and groat plains, the flood basins of the 
great rivers, or the districts with snow avalanches in the Alps, 
natural catastrophes may be r'requent, sometimes seasonal affairs. 
Emergency skills and procedures have been reduced to a fine art in 
these areas. The local residznts are familiar with crisis-breeding 
conditions, they know how to prepare for impending disaster, and 
they know how to cope with the problems that natural calamities leave 
in their wake. 
ganizations are impressive, and they keep the human and physical 
toll of catastrophes minimal. 

The experlenc? and efficiency of their emergency or- 

But what of other commuiiitios that are not cormonly exposed to 
such freaks of nature? The avsrage town or city whose only exper- 
ience with disaster is limit?d to an occasional newsreel shot on TV? 
These cornunities have no experiznced disaster organizations because 
they have no need of then. But sonetirnes, and in a statistically 
predictable way, such communities are suddenly engulfed by a natural 
catastrophe--earthquake, tornado, flood. !Jhile they may be freaks 
of nature, their human toll can be appalling. 
unusually severe because of the very forces that caused th, =m to 

They are often 

- erupt so capriciously. 

These improbable, unexpzctzd and unfamiliar catastrophes may 
,I 

be devastating. They impose a s w e r e  stress on an inexperisnced 
community and test its adaptabllity to critical circuriistances. 
social niceties, pretenses an3 cliches that grace the community's 
normal life are rudely thrust aside. The water, so to speak, is 
wrung out of the system in the face of some compelling and unusually 
unpleasant facts of life. 

Many 

Because the cornunity has no appropriate emergency system, Lt 
must improvise one out of the nornal social material a t  hand. The 
process by which this occurs litzrally becomes a matter of life and 
death to many people; it has great practical importance for the 
disaster specialist; it nay release fundamental an3 enduring institu- 
tional changes; and it may contain some crucial lessons about 
community systems that can only be learned in extreme situations. 

All comomnity energencfss arz not the sams. It is not simply 
a matter of the degree of strain that is involved; the kind of strain 
is also important. An earthquake and a race riot of equal destructive- 
ness and disruption are not simply equivalent crises to thz cornunities 
they affect. In social crises, public authorities are czlled on 
to mediate power struggles siithln a cormunity rent asunder, to control 
conflicting interests, or to Lieit conflict and govern disputes. .They 
are under constant pressure to act on behalf of one part oE the 
community agafnst another. But in natural catastrophes, these partisan 
political differences should be minimal. 

- 

Disastsrs exert fairly pure 
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stresses that do not result directly from social strife, id3ological 
controversy, or conflicting interest. Consequently, public author- 
ities can rzspond to disasters with unusual freedom of action; seldom 
do they have comparable opportunities or obligations to act vith 
such lack of constraint. 

Under these circumstanc?s, how do public authorities actually 
- respond? In the disruption or' strange natural disasters, how does 

an emergeacy system develop to cope with the devastating proslems? 
Does a division of labor arisa that assures effectiva leadership and 
is consolidated into a consansual system of authority? Do solidary 
interests prevail or does th2 crisis release or even intEmiCy 
conflicts in the authority systm? The present research addresses 
such basic questions. 

5: 

This is a study of the =r;crgcncy authority systsms that 
crystallizsd in four tornado-stricken communities. Th-r ficld work 
was carried out imediatcly rlftcr the disasters in th2 surmer of 
1953, and the analysis and original manuscript Were completed early 
in 1955. The research was sponsorad by the Disaster Ressarch Group, 
National R?search Council of the National Academy of Sciences, 
and the work vas scheduled for publication shortly after its com- 
pletion. But, unfortunately, the sponsoring group was terninated 
before the book could be published. 

Publication plans were r,wived by the Disaster Research Center 
of The Chio State University. The original manuscript was slightly 
condensed and tightened in its organization. And the Disaster 
Research C a t e r  generously assumed the responsibility for inserting 
appropriate references to relwant: studies since 1955. This later 
work has apparently not datzd the original analysis which has more 
than sfmple historical inter2st and remains significant for current 
theory. I am extremely grateful to Professors Russell Dynes and 
E. L. Quarantelli, Co-Directors of the Disaster Research Center, for 
their cooperation in preparing tho, manuscript for publicatfon when 
other commitments made it impossible for me to attend to this per- 
sonally. However, I was ab12 to do the final editorial work myself. 

Needless to say, some unwitting errors are alniost inzvltable 
in a one-man study of the chaotic aftermath of tornadoes. Informants' 
partial exposure, incomplete knowledge and conflicting perspzctives 
almost ensure this, and careful cross-checking of facts cannot 
eliminate all mFstakes. 
but I must assume responsibility for whatever inadvertent errors 
rema in. 

The pr?-sent report is as accurato as possible, 

Irving Rosow 
January 1974 
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CHAPTER I 

A SCHEM FOR AUTHORITY IN DISASTER 

Authority is often problematLc in many aspects of normal cornunity 
life. Understanding it then becones important, and the opportunity to 
understand it is offered by examining thoee communities that undergo 
crises vhich involve problems of authority. This is frequently found 
,Ln comunitiee that experience disaster. tJe are not concerned with 
disaster-hardened cornunities which have refined emergency system, but 
rather those vith disasters of freakish or unusual occurrence. 

An unfamiliar disaster presents an unclear situation, and people 
tend to interpret or "structure" unclear situations according to what 
La familiar to them. This is difficult in disaster precisely because 
the experience is so unusual and strange. There are no precedents to 
follow. tJhile there are strong pressures for people t:, help, the 
disaster itself does not give clear guides about what to do or how 
to act. 
respond directly to the inmediate needs vhich they see before them. 

So, without an adequate frame of reference, people may 

These disasters do not occur & vacuo; they strike established 
communities with a definite 80Cial structure in which different people 
have different obligations to the community. Public authorities are 
under special pressure to act decisively because of their heavy res- 
ponsibility for community safety and welfare. 
not expect them to act as randomly as other prlvate citizens, but to 
take their community role as an initial frame of reference. Two 
aspects of their normal roles may be Significant for disaster: 

Therefore, we should 

A. SkFlls and training which fit them for certain activities 
better than others. 

B. The S C O D ~  of resuonsibtlity and authcxity which their pos- 
itions or departments carry. 

Skflls and Responsibility as a Frame of Reference. In this 
sense, public authorities and agencies can bo divided into three 
groups, each with different kinds of skills and different ranges of 
responsibility. These three groups are public officals, police 
organizations, and specialized public service agencies. 

1. Public OFFICIALS. Mayors, governors, city aldermen are 
political officals. (A) Their skflls are largely executlva, ad- 
ministrative, and managerial. They are qualified, ideally, to make 
policy decisioas based on overall appraisals of problems and to 
administer programs which put these policies into action. They do 
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this by delegating responsibility and coordinating various activity. 
t?hfle they are, in some sense, specialists in organization, their 
main experience is with political, legal, and governmental affairs. 
(B) Their resDonsibility i6 broad and diffuse rather than specific 
They are responsible for cornunity safety and welfare in the most 
general sense. I?hile immediate operattng responsibiltiy may be in 
the hands of departments or delegated to subordinates, officials 
are legitimately responsible for the management of all public affairs 
under their jurLsdiction. They can be concerned with anything from a 
debenture bond issue for new public housing or academic freedom in 
the public educational system to garbage collection in a tenement 
block or the rest-rogm facilities in a local playground. Thus, 
their responsibilites and authority tend to be flexible and broad 
rather than specific. 

2. POLICE Organizations. Local and state police, sheriffs, and 
the National Guard are examples of police organizations, (A) Their 
skills include many fairly routine jobs, such as traffic directisn, 
but they are primarily trained to act with direct initiative in various 
emergency sltuations. At any scene of disorder, thcy must-be prepared 
to take charge, to take decisive physical action and to exercise force 
if necessary. (B) Their responsibilities are the enforcement of the law 
and the maintenance of public order, safety, and protection. This 
responsibility is fairly open and diffuse, 
at almost any time or place for a variety of services, from quelling a 
rlot or policrng a strike-bound plant to caring for a lost child or 
rushing 8 pregnant woman to the delivery room. Vhile eheLr respons- 
ibilities are fairly flexible, they are significantly narrower in 
scope than those of officials. The concrete situations with wSich 
they deal consist mainly of various forms of trouble, particularly 
those which threaten to become dlsorder if unchecked on the spot. 

Police may be called upon 

3. Specialized Service AGENCIES. These include miscellaneous 
groups concerned with public safety (fire departments, Coast Guard, 
Ctvil Defense) or public welfare (welfare departments, Red Cross , 
Salvation Army) and cjther technical services (hospitals, public 
works departments).’ 
spec€fic and they cover technical specialties of one kind or another. 
(B) Their resuonsfbilites are confined to the particular public services 
which they provide. 
directly concerned with problems outside their own spherea, nor do 
their responsibility and authority extend beyond their imediatc 
functions. 

(A) the skills of these groups are all highly 

The agencies are not, in their public roles, 

Thus, these three levels of public authority vary in the range 
of their public responsibility, from the broadeet jurisdiction of the 
officials to the most restricted scope of the special agencies. 
Because authority cust be adequate to the discharge ‘ J f  responsibility, 
the range and kind of authrity varies among these three Levels. 
Similarly, the skills also vary among these groups. The officials 
furnish broad ccrmunity leadersh€p, the police provide social controL, 
and the agencies render various technical services. 
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But these different normal roles do not necessarily give clear 
guides for concrete disaster activity. Tha emergency itself create8 
needs which are compelling and specific. Casualties must be extri- 
cated and given medical treatmnt; people who lost their homes must 
be housed; fires may have to be fought; victims must be fed; crowds 
must be controlled and property protected. 
normal life creates many specific needs which require particular 
services. The e!<.Lll to be found in the three levels of public ser- 
vants are not equally useful in tending to the concrete needs, but 
some are more clearly applicable than others. 

, 

All the disruption of 

~ 

Typically, the normal roles with the clearest relevance for 
'~7 disaster are those of the agencies which have the most technical, 

specific skills. 
a qualified judge of unsafe drinking water; a city councilman or a 
police sergeant is not. 
ponsibility and furnish leadership in the spheres of their most special- 
ized competence. 
these public servants as more "appropriate" leaders than others for 
certain needs. 
crisia value, they offer the basis for an initial division of labor. 

A bacteriologist in the Public Health Department is 

Thus, agencies can be expected to take res- 

To this extent, the disaster itself can "select" 

Because normal rolea do not have interchangeable 

Signiftcantly, however, the specialized sheres in which ap- 
propriate leadership can be "indicated" by the disaster are the most 
limited in scope and do not touch on the responsibility for general 
cornunity order and welfare. The specific, technical services are 
peripheral to .the coordination of overall community effort. 

In these larger spheres of disaster control, the police may have 
somewhat clearer guides to action than higher public officials. The 
police are trained to go to scenes of disorder and take charge. In 
a disaster, this should furnish them with some initial guides. The 
trouble spots which draw them should naturally center on the stricken 
area, but would also include various community facilities activated 
by the emergency (hcapitale , reltef centere , major roads, etc .) . 
But, in contrast, the skills and responsibility of public officals 
provide only the most tenuous, ambiguoue clues to their appropriate 
disaster action. 

Thus, the skills on the three levels of public roles have different 
value as disaster guides: 
where to go and what to do; the police can be fairly clear about 
where to go, 9lthough they may be quite unclear about what to do 
before' they arrive; the agencies can usually be extremely clear about 
what to do, although there m y  be some confusion about %-'here to go 
(this will very with the particular kind of service). Thus, those 
with the great@@€ cornaunity responsibility have the vaguest indication 
about theit proper disaster functions, while those with the narroweat 
responsibility have the clearest notions of their proper disaster 
roles. 

the officials may be quite unclear about - 

Leadershio and Authority. At this point, we must make a diatinc- 
tion between leadership and authority. Ususally they are closely 
related; people in positions of authority are expected to furnish 
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~ leadership. Indeed, capacity for leadership is ,@ne of the qualities 
7by which people normally rise to positions of responsibility and 
' authority. 

For 3ur purposes, leadership is the ability to plan, organize, 
and direct the activities of other8 in order to achieve certain 
goals. Authority is the acknowledged right, power, or obligation to 
exercise that leadership and to have directives obeyed. 
leadership refers to personal competence in an organization, authority 
refers to the legitimate rights and duties of an office or a 
posit i m .  

Thus, where 

Sy this to!cen, normal community roles show a close correspondence 
between leadership and authority under wnrhday conditions. 
are routinely expected to furnish adequate leadership in spheres 
whlch their authority covers. But, according to our analysis, 
a disaster begins to dissociate the tvo. 

People 

The distinction between leadership and authority has great im- 
prtance for an understanding of how disasters can be managed. U1- 
timately it is ncccssary to know how much actual leadership is furn- 
ished by public groups and how effective this is in bringing a dis- 
aster under control. To clarify this, we must ask two uestions: 
(1) Hqw does p w e  and simple leadership (or competence)' in many 
isolated spheres spontaneously 
system? 
integrate scattered, sirtple leadership activities into an overall 
leadership system? 
emergency authority, or how does normal authority create active 
emergency leadership? Chat determines each process? ?hat is the 
ultimate effect nf each procese upon the control of disaster? 

into a comprehensive authority 
(2) How is the eutharlty of normal roles actively used to 

In other wcrds, h.Jw does normal leadership create 

Inevitability of Conflict. The opantaneous responses to disaster 
by different public authorities must almost inevitably lead to variws 
kinds of conflicthg leadership, There are several reasons for this. 

First, as we have seen, the normal community roles give some 
basis for a rational division of labor in technicaL services, but only 
ambigaoun guides for field leadership and coordination of the overall 
emergency mobilize t ion. 

Second, in the absence of clear role expectations, the pressures 
of responsibility force action to be based on many private definitions 
of appropriate behavior. (3arton 1970; Dynes 1974; Taylor, Zurchcr, 
and Key lk170) 
eously and indepecdently by several groups or officials. FTithout 
coordination, the private definitions and independent operation 
must inevitably lead to conflicting decisions or directives which 
operate at cross-purposes . Thue, because of disparate perspectives, 
the leadership has conflicting results even when evdrybody is pri- 
vately working toward similar goals. 

Leadership in many spheres may be assumed siaultan- 

,'_ 
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Third, some conflicts may actually be motivated. The pressure 
of crisis may release normally controlled antagonism, hostility, or 
rivalry among authorities. These private vendettas induce dispar- . 

aging attitudes or conflicting interests which may flare up during 
disaster and prevent cooperative agreement on cammon ends, means and 
a division of labor. 

Fourth, the obligation to the comunity creates such strong 
pressures to furnish leadership that some groups may actively strive 
to dominate others. This may have several causes: (A) Some groups 
may feel responsible for activities which others have undertaken, 

c7 (B) Some may feel that others are not performing adequately and step 
in to take charge, and (C) Some may feel the strong need to make their 
active participation conspicuous or to demonstrate their adequacy to 
the demands of the situation or to test private prugrams of mobili- 
zation. While these possibilities do not necessarily carry over 
rivalries from the normal system, they can generate new frictions in 
the heat of the crisis. And these may result in competitive striving 
between authorities . 

- 

Fifth, there may be strong conflicts between different values. 
(A) In the Integration of activities, some authorities may feel that 
those with broader responsibility should supervise and coordinate, 
while others regard these as mechanical processes which can beet 
be handled by "action" rather than "policy" groups or by specialists 
rather than non-specialists. (8) Further tensions may exist between 
values of bureaucratic authority on the one hand, and on the other, 
either (I) humanitarian values focused on inmediate human suffering 
and need, or (2) anti-authoritarian, anti-bureaucratic, ant€-organ- 
izational attitudes. The humanitarians m a y  want to plunge directly 
in and help without any delay or distraction from organizational 
considerations and the integration of operations. Others may use the 
disruptlon of normal control to escape from the authority or super- 
vision of superfors. Disaster affords a rare opportunity for freedom 
of action and freedom from conformity to normal bureaucratic rules 
and procedure . Both the "humanitarians" and the "anti-authoritar- 
ians" may resist the directives of others and strive to act in- 
dependently. Thus, efforts to integrate or control operations may 
be met by conflicting value priorities so that the forces alternately 
tug one way, then another. 

The Resolution of Conflict. Regardless of its type, the presence 
of conflict must soon become apparent. 
not long remain 
coordinated effort. There are strong pressures to clarify operations 
and increase effectiveness. The resolution of some conflicts will 
help to improve operations, while the clarification of disaster roles 
will resolve others. 

Community authorities can- 
ignorant of disruptive rivalries or the absence of 

The modes of conflict resolution usually involve increased agree- 
ment about a situation. 
agree on stmilar facts (although not necessarily on a sirnLlar inter- 
pretation). In the settlement of disaster roles and the division of 

That is, the conflicting parties come to 
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authority, there are several patterns which may operate: (1) different 
Leaders may join forces and operate together as equal partners; (2) 
certaia services nay be clearly divided so that one leader takes over 
one sphere and another the other; (3) one leader may explicitly sub- 
mit to the leadership and authority of another; (4) an unstable 
equilibrium based on strain and limitation of conflict may be reached; 
(5) unresolved differences may be submitted to a mutually recognized 
superior for settlement; (6) a leader may intervene to settle a 
conflict between his subordinates; (7) one leader may strive to 
dominate critical resources and the means of control, thereby gaining 
the power to exercise authority over others; (0) differences may be 
irreconcilable and rival leaders may prefer to avoid each other and 
operate independently without coordination; or (9) one leader m a y  
simply withdraw from operations and cede the ground to his rival. 

The first few ways of settling conflict are those most likely 
to be consensual, while the last few are not harmonious. The latter 
are not settlements of conflicts , but adjustments to conflicts 
that are not resolved. Again, however, it must be emphasized that 

~ objective conflict refers to more than sheer rivalry and competition; 
it also includes any disruptive operation or working at cross-purposes, 

,-7even in a spirit of cooperation, 

Authority in Functional Spheres. The settlement of conflict 
increases agreement and common expectations. 
ating effectiveness to be improved by the consolidation of leader- 
ship and authority. This integration should be seen most clearly in 
specific technical services where the division of authority should be 
most harmonious. There is a high availabizity of competenca. Oper- 
ating procedures and effectiveness may be judged by fair objective 
standards derfving from the normal work of the agencies. 
fewer decisions about vhat must be done and more about should 
undertake which work. There can be a clear task-orientation which 
simplifies the division of responsibility for particular functions , 
This is based upon roughly common definitions of problems. 
eequently, between people who have no normal authority over one another 
(i.e., peers), roles can be clarified by dividing technical work, 
by sharing it, by merging operations in a unified service, by opera- 
ting separately but in coordination. 

This map enable oper- 

ThLre are 

Con- 

Where a normal hierarchical arrangement exists between or within 
agencies, we may expect this to continue as the disaster framework 
for specif tc, technical services--unless special adjus tmcnts are . 
made for particular operating requirements, 

Comprehensive Authority. In the resoZutiun of conflicts in the 
stricken area, we would expect police organizations to assume leader- 
ship and authority. Because the disruption and breakdow or‘ controls 
call for decisive physical action at the scene of the disaster, we 
would expect police toconverge upon the field as the locus of their 
primary responsibility. Operating prohlems might then lead to their 
mobilization of necessary resources, communication with the public 
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and various agencies, assistance of agency centers autside the field, 
etc. Thus, starting from the field, their action might expand out- 
ward into the community. Some of these actions would presumably be .' 

subject to the authority cif agency specialists; the responsibility 
of police here is to assist experts and to respect the authority of 
their technical judgments. In other cases, the police might act on 
the basis of their primary responsibility as field authorities. 

In general, vie would expect other groups to acknowledge as 
Legitimate the Zeneral authority of the police in the field, but to 
respect it less as specific decisions require technical conpetence. 

The range of alternatives open to the officials is broad. They 
would be expected to discharge certain responsibilities to the larger 
comunity, such as giving progress reports of disaster work, expressing 
community solidarity, etc. These, however, concern secondary disaster 
obligations to non-victims rather than the main disaster problems. 

Vis-a-vis primary problems, the officials miGht define their 
main responsibility as furnishing active leadership. In this case, 
they might either attempt to take active charge of field operations 
or of some of the particular technical services (such as welfare 
activities) ; or they might try to coordinate these various functions. 
Thus, their authority would be based on their broad responsibility 
rather than competence. Cn the other hand, officials might docide 
that technical services are specilaists' problems and field control a 
"police functidn." In that case, they might then define their own 
rale as -supportive and stand by to give whatever assistance the police 
and the agencies might ask, such as the mobilization of certain 
resources or the bringing in of outside help. 
petence rather than their own responsibility would determine authority. 

Here others' com- 

Uhatever their basic decision, the officials ' action would include 
functians in the larger community and then might move in varying de- 
gzees into the field or into technical spheres. Tothe extent that 
officials enter the operating field and spheres of technical service, 
their activity would overlap that of the agencies and the police 
(especially as police operations expand outward from the field into 
the community). 
responsibility takes precedence over skills as a determinate of 
authority. This could create severe strains because there is a 
discrepancy between the officials ' authority and respons ibility and 
their command of premium skills or technical competence. 

The degree of overlap would indicate that officials' 

In the area of overlap, the discrepancy between authority and 
competence may vary considerably. In the most technical services 
(viz., hospitals), it vould be large and dear. In less technical 
agency services (viz., housing), the discrepancy might be smaller and 
less clear. In the field operations, a discrepancy might no longer 
be objectively deaonstrable, but might become a matter of judgment. 
Accordingly, if officials press their active leadership and their 
formal authority we might expect several consequences. As the 
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discrepancy betveen theiz authority and apparent con?pet?nce decreases, 
ne might expect (I) incrcas ingly tense and ins table conflict resolutions ; 
and (2) less role clarification and less integration of a Leadership 
system. The aost technical services should be least affected because 
the control cver the necessary skills is not easily affected sinply 
by an assertion of authxity. aut authority over leas technical 
functions might be subject to shifts and manipulation by thz shzpr 
arrogation of decisions. Specialists msy resist these on many 
grounds, thus making for instable resolution of conflict and liinited 
role clarification. Undzr these circunstances, :7e might expect a 
predominance of indecisive adjustnent and resolution cf conflict. 
If coordinated autharity and leadership have major effects on disaster 
operations, such resolutions may become disruptive. 

The sitaation of formal authority vrithout corresponding cmpetence 
and de facto leadership without corresponding authority highlights 
the possible strains betveen responsibility and sE.ills as competitive 
bases of emergency authcrity. 

Local and Cutside huthori.tics. To this point, :le have considered 
the relations among local comunity authorities. But t5c active 
participation of groups from outside the community raises additional 
authority problem, This is particularly true Tihen incamin3 people 
are high officials, higher-echelon superiors of local oyganizations 
(viz., Red Cross), or sinply speclalist groups of high competence. 
Their formal responsibility in the local situation nay bo, highly 
ambiguous. In general, 77e may expect that the greater involvement 
and iimediate responsibility of local authorities will be ac!cnovledged 
as a superior moral claim to authority. This might even override many 
hierarchical relatLons between local authorities and direct-line 
administrative superiors. Therefore, except for several special 
circunstances ,3 ve should expect no outsiders to assme direct 
authority unless: 
them to take charge, and (2) the resources of outside organizations 
are urnistakeably superior to those of the local groups. 
trto conditions dc not mean that outsiders will necessarily assurne 
general responsibility, but only that both conditions should be found 
in cases  here they do. 

(I) local authorities request or clearly allov 

These 

In summary, then, tze have the following general expectations. 
The n c m a l  system is taken as a frame of reference for emergency 
action. Morttal roles have different values as clear guides to dis- 
aster problems. Xesponsibility pressures nonetbeless force action on 
t3e basis of private ddfinitions. There are certain sources of in- 
evitable conflict arnocg leaders: 
flicting interests, or conflicting values. kesserzs to resolve 
conflicts in the interest of effective operation zay be most success- 
fully realized in technical spheres because of objective standards. 
In other spheres, tSere may be unstable resolutions which arise from 
strains betveen valaes of diyect action VS. organization, and from 
discrepancies betveen responsibility -and competence. 
she clearest aLlocation of authority should be related to txhnical 
spheres, to normally clear hierarchial relationship, and to outsiders' 

their private definitions, con- 

In genepal, 
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respect for local prerogatives. The most tenuous resolutions should 
arise in the comprehensive authority Sphere6 and reflect severe 
responsibility pressures and ambiguous criteria of competence. 

These problems were examined in the research to be reported. 
The project involved an intensive qualitative study of the response 
to two tornadoes that struck four towns in liichigan and Massachusetts 
in the summer of 1953. 
precipitately, hard on the heels of the events. In this sense, 
it exemplifies almost pure "opportunity" research. 
interest focused on comunications patterns and the emergent 
authority structures . But unlike conventional studies , little time 
was available for prior conceptualization, analysis and research 
design. However, the original concern with authority generated a 
great deal of valuable qualitative data for analysis. 
logical considerations are discussed in Appendix I, "The Research 
Study .'I 

The study was undertaken quickly, almost 

From the outset, 

Xethodo- 

FOOTNOTES : Chapter I 

1. The illustrations among the officials, police, and agencies 
include offices and department6 which are outside the municipal es- 
tablishment (such as Governors, State Police, or Coast Guard) and 
some which are not strictly public organizations (such as Salvation 
Army). The nori-local and quasi -public groups normally take major 
roles in disaster and their relations to local public authorities is 
of prime importance. 
they assume responsibility for community welfare. 
are included here. 

Though they are not community authorities, 
Therefore, they 

2, 
syaonpous . Since leadership subsumes competence, we can regard the terms as 

3. 
Red Cross by which the local chapter holds a "disaster beachhead" 
until a team of disaster specialists arrives from national head- 
quarters to take over local operations. 

Viz., the declaration of martial law, or the regulations Gf the 



Chapter 11 

TH% AWTOIIY OF DISASTEB 

Vitnesses can seldom adequately express the effects of tornadoes. 
They often lapse into cliches or recount fragmntary incidents in an 
effort to depict the great confusion and disorder. One senses the 
frustration of cormunication, for experience creates a gulf which 
talk does not effectively bridge. Feelings and isolated impressions 
are conveyed well, but not an overall picture of the larger event 
itself and what took place. 

Accordingly, in this chapter, we trill try to suolmarize briefly 
vhat happens after a tornado. First, we vi11 place the aftermath 
in a time perspective. Then we will describe the ismediate needs 
and problem which must be met. Finally, 178 will consider' the major 
response patterns of victims, community members, and various public 
authorities. This introduction will provide some general background 
and perspective for the data in subsequent chapters on Uorchester, 
Holden, Shrewsbury and Flint. 

Time Stanes in Disaster. Disasters disrupt individual and 
community alike, and the problems of both become the responsibility 
of public authorities. 
time periods after a tornado pasees. 

These problems vary according to different 

The post-tornado phase can be divided into three stages: (1) 
Rescue, (2) Emergency, and (3) Rehabilitation, These can be dis- 
tinguished from one another by several variables: the relative 
prominence of human survival or property problems, the relative clar- 
ity of problems, action governed by compelling urgency or long-term 
time perspectives, the degree of rational con rol that can success- 

own d is t inc t ive features. 
fully be imposed on the solution of problems. f Each stage has its 

1. Rescue. This is literally the life-and-death phase. It 
Lasts about eight to sixteen hours after a tornado. 
includes the rescue and evacuation of victims; the provision of emergency 
nedical treatment for all casualties; the conduct of a systematLC 
final search of the stricken area to see that no victim has been 
overlooked; accounting for all residents of the area; the provision 
of emergency feeding, clothing or housing for displaced people. 

This period 

The rescue stage is over when the final search is completed or 
the last casualty at a hospital has been attended by a doctor, which- 
ever comes later. 

2. Emergency. This is the stage of transition between these 
ffrst critical hours and the subsequent long-term recovery. It is an 
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interim period of recuperation, clean-up, and routinization of ac- 
tivities. During this time, a provisional life is organized for the ,' 

rehabilitation period ahead. Control is successfully imposed over 
the remaining disaster problems and arrangements for handling them 
isre regularized. These problems include the re-uniting of separated 
family members, removal of public safety hazards, recovery and safe- 
guard of personal property, clearance of debris, resumption of controlled 
admission to stricken areas, restoration of disrupted facilities, 
preliminary appraisal of damage for long-range aid programs, and a 
shift in control from police and public safety agencies to admin- 
istrative officials. 

- The emergency period is ended when disaster work has been 
,?routinized and controls lifted and normal work responsibilities 
have been resumed. 

3. Rehabilitation. This is the period of long-range recovery 
and the restoration of normal life conditions. It invariably entails 
reconstruction work. Community rehabilitation can last months or 
years. 

There are marked changes in community sentiment during these 
stages. 
community solidarity. 
however temporarily, the most stringent taboos. This reaction is 
most conspicuous during the rescue stage. A notable illustration 
was observed some years ago after a tornado hit Vicksburg, in the heart 
of the Deep South: 

Among the immediate responses to disaster is a surge of 
These feelings may be strong enough to waive, 

And in this emergency period, human values under- 
went a change. White helped black and black helped white. 
There were no distinctlons in admission to hospitals; 
whites and Negroes lay side by side in the shock rooms, 
gave their blood side by side, were hospitalized in 
the saae rooms. 
was destroyed and where lives were lost, white neighbors 
threw open their homes to injured &groezT and calmed 
and nursed them. (Samuels 1954) 

In the Jefferson Street area, which 

But as the disaster experience recedes, the sentiments of 
solidarity gradually subside and the pre-disas ter patterns reassert 
themselves. Thus, In less than three months after the tornado, 
during the rehabilitation period, Vicksburg presented another 
pciture : 

Today Vicksburg is well on the road to its normal 
life again. The Small Business Administration has 
approved loans to those with resources; houses are 
rising over the ruins, and, though the debris is still a 
problem, the town has clearly overcome adversity. . 

Likewise, the o3p folk-ways are back in full force. 

2 The policy of fraciaL/ mixing and non-separation 
has now been dropped as spontaneously as it began. 
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The disequilibrium of the rescue period and the restoration of 
stable features of conmunity organization during rehabilitation 
simply illustrate the rofound and comprehensive adjustments which 
disasters precipitate. s 

Time Focus af the Present Study. This study of authority is 
focused upon the Rescue Period and the beginning of the Emergency 
stage. Some of our Interests extend slightly beyond this time to 
the end of the emergency phase. But our attention will be devoted 
primarily to events of the rescue period. 

Duration of Rescue and Emergency Stages. The period of time 
encompassed by this study is that of the rescue and emergency stages 
together. bJe noted that the rescue phase lasts between eight and 
sixteen hours and that the emergency is over when disaster work is 
routinized and normal work responsibilities are resumed. These 
two stages apparently last almost one week. 

This can be shown objectively by the effect of the tornado upon 
the issuance of traffic violation tickets. Since police are so active 
during the time of greatest disorder, their emergency service comes at 
the expense of their routine work -- which includes the control of 
traffic violations. 
can confidently be attributed to their disaster work. Accordingly, 
we can compare the number of tickets issued daily after the tornado 
with a normal pte-disaster period in order to see how long it takes 
for the disrupted routine duties to return to a normal level. 
week immediately before the tornado provides the norms of conven- 
tional daily activlty. 

Any sharp decline in such routine police duties 

The 

The police departments of the two large cities in our study, 
!lorces ter and Flint, have kindly furnished the figures of their 
moving traffic violation tickets before and after the tornado. Ve can 
compare the daily number of post-tornado tickets with the number is- 
sued on the corresponding "normal" day of the week before the disasters. 
The daily post-tornado tickets can be expressed as a percentage of 
the previous week's norm for that day. 
violation tickets appears in Table 1. 

- ; 
,l 

The course of moving traffic 

Table 1 

TRAFFIC VIOLATION TICKETS AFTER THE T O I W W E S  
IN WORCESTER AND FLINT 

Daily Tickets as a Percentage 
of those Issued on the Same 
Day of the Veek before Tornado Day of 

Tornado - !.le e k Vorces ter Flint 

Tornado Day 
Second Day 
Third Day 
Fourth Day 
Fifth Day 
Sixth Day 
Seventh Day 

4 09. 122% 
36 23 
16 32 . 

44 66 
50 313 
100 14 0 
82 82 
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Table 1 shows that after the disaster, traffic violation tickets 
drop drastically to fractions of their pre-tornado level and they re- 
main down for almost a week. On the day after the tornado, only 36% ' 

as many tickets were issued in Worcester as a week earlier and Flint 
had only 23% as many.4 The post-tornado ticketing activity was low 
for five days and did not resume a normal level until the sixth day 
after the tornado. The disaster absorbed the attention of police for 
five days. But by the sixth, they were able to assimilate further 
disaster activity into their regular schedule of normal duties. Thus, 
the routinization of disaster services which terminates the emergency 
period was accomplished in about one week. The emergency stage could 
truly be judged as over. 

The authority patterns which we will study, are concentrated in 
the rescue period, but also extend through much of the first week 
after the tornado. 

In this time perspective, what actually happens? What problems 
does the tornado create? 

Problems may be seen as substantive and as organizational. 
The substantive problems are the primary work requirements set by 
victims, property, and hazards; organizational problems involve the 
arrangements and procedures which are set up to meet these primary 
needs. The substantive problems set the goals of action and the or- 
ganizational pmblems cover the means to achieve them. 
tional problems are our primary concern. 

The organiza- 

Substantive Problems. Primary needs exist within the stricken 
zone and outside it. Those within the disaster area may be called 
"field" problems and those outside "social services" (including major 
medical attention). Although gome relationship does exist between 
type of activity and where it occurs, no hard and fast line can be 
drawn between these functions. Some social services (viz., feeding, 
supplying safe drinking water) do extend into the impact zone. Sim- 
ilarly, field services (viz., traffic control, mobilization of equip- 
ment) do extend into the community. 

Although the field and social services cannot be completely 
separated in space, there does tend to be sharp dfvision of labor. 
'The function of any given official or agency can usually be designated 
ips clearly "field" or "social service. 

The field authorities tend to be mainly police and law enforce- 
ment officers of various kinds. 
fire departments or the Civil Defense) may also be prominent in the 
field, but usually their authority is not comparable to that of the 
police. The field authority assumed by political officials varies 
greatly. Other groups (viz., public works or highway departments or 
the Civil Air Patrol) are customarily active in the field, although 
seldom in an authoritative role. 

Other public safety agencies (such as 

The social service authorities tend to be specialists in public 
aid and welfare. They include agencies like the Red Cross, local wel- 
fare department lvation Army, etc. Other specialists tend to be 
highly technic medical people, radio experts, etc.). 
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Some organizations, notably the Civil Defense, assay both 

field and social service functions. But their relative inexperience 
and amateur statue vis-a-vis the experienced professional groups 
in both spheres generally leave them at a disadvantage in asserting 
effective authority. 

Field Problems. Tornadoes are typically followed by severe 
rainstorms and hail, but the three Massachusetts towns s tudied 
vere spared this complication. 
but also the misfortune to be struck at txiligbt. Then the tornado 
passed, the entire area vas blanketed in darkness. The three toms 
vithout rain vere htt earlier in the evening and had a short period 
of limited visibility. None of the towns had a serious fire. 

The Flint area not only had rain, 

Under a tornado's impact, homes are destroyed and damaged. 
Cars and furniture or other large heavy objects (including small 
buildings) are carried great distances and deposited (or hurled) 
haphazardly. Smaller item of all descriptions are scattered about 
indiscriminately, and formidable obstacles of debris are everypihere. 
Trees are felled and roads are blocked. Public utilities are 
destroyed or disrupted, There are no telephones for corrmunica tion, 
no vater for drinking or possible fire fighting, no electricity for 
light and power, etc. Ruptured gas mains and gasoline from cars 
create explosive fire hazards. The entire area is converted into 
a disorganized, amorphou~ chaos in which physical movement itself 
is difficult and at times impossible. In this chaos are victims -- 
some trapped under collapsed homes, nany casualties, some stunned 
and unable to -take care of themselves, some plunged into grief, 
many frantically trying to reach their loved ones. 

Under these conditions, authorities are faced with many Frcb- 
lems. They must survey the area to clarify the operating problems 
and needs. Victim must be found and and casualties evacuated to 
hospitals. To reach casualties and move them, roads must be unblocked. 
Heavy machinery is often necessary. 
vided for workers in the field (lights, shovels, stretchers, power 
chain satrs, bulldozers, electric generators, etc.). Traffic must 
be managed. 
to allow vork to go on and ambulances and other emergency vehicles 
to move. 
access to the area must be limited. Final searches must be con- 
ducted and residents accounted for, Field workers must be fzd. 
Property must be collected and protected and potential looting 
prevented. The dead must be brought to a morgue, identified, and 
later released to !..in. Public safety hazards, such as dangerous 
buildings or pools of open gasoline from damaged cars, must be 
cleared away. Debris must be removed, a11 roads open, and the area 
generally cleared. Disrupted utilities must be repaired, a task 
left to the utility companies themselves (and they do an impressive 
restoration job). A pass system must be instituted to contrql 
admission to the stricken zones. Different classes of passes must 
be worked out, so that residents are distinguished for 'utility workers, 
other workers, postmen, visitors, etc. Eventually, although not 
necessarily in the first week, all controls are removed. The area 
is thereafter regarded a6 a special work rehabilitation zone but is 
treated no differently from any ather part of the community, aside 
from special tax concessions or similar policies. 

Assorted equipment must be pro- 

The general congestion in the field must be controlled 

Unhelpful sightseers must be kept out of the way and 



Social Service Problems. The social service problems deal mainly 
with the reception of persons displaced from their homes. At the hos- 
pitals, cssualt?esmust be screened to separate the minor from the severe- 
ly injured, and thehospitalized patients must be sorted into surgical 
and nonsurgical cases. Additional hospital bed8 must be found and the 
stock of critical medical items (viz., oxygen tents) kept in good supply. 
Doctors and especially nurses must be directed to hospitals. Victims 
must be channeled to centers of help. Housing must be found for dis- 
placed people (a need greatly over-estimated, at least in urban areas, 
by inexperienced officials and public alike). Separated families must 
be brought together. Inquiries about residents ' personal welfare and 
temporary location are received from anxious relatives and friends and 
the information must be supplied. The needs usually result in some sys- 
tem for the registration of victim, including the casualties in hos- 
pitals. Emergency feeding must be provided for the homeless and for 
volunteer workers. Certain personal necessities for which there is an 
immediate or continuing need (viz., diapers and cribs, warm clothing 
and blankets, sometimes hearing aids or spectacles, diabetic supplies 
and similar specialized items) must be provided almost immediately. 
Relief and rehabilitation infornation must be well publicized and arrli- 
cations handled. Mail deliveries and similar public services have to 
be improvis ed . 

These illustrations are far from exhaustive. An almost infinite 
number of welfare and socLal service problem8 arise. 
to most of them independently, but authorities seldom anticipate this 
and feel responsible for attending to all preesing needs. 

VLctFms attend 

Conditiona of Problem SDlution. Despite the ravages of these tor- 
nadoes, one condition was suprenely important in both events. The means 
to cope with the emergency remained essentially intact. The serious 
damage and destruction of community facilities remained locali ed, and 
the basic resources of the communitiea were almost unimpaired.5 In this 
sense, the disasters were personally tragic, but they did not incapacitate 
the communities. Resources were intact, and the problem centered on 
their effective mobilization and use. 

- 

In this context, then, how were the problems dealt with? First, 
whet were the spontaneoue responses of victims and other unorganized 
groups? 

Independence and Self-Reliance. The firet striking feature was 
the dependency pattern of those moat personally affected by the tornado-- 
victims, their families, and frlends. Victim preferred to receive and 
give help within the closest and most familiar circles. 
help first from family, friends, and neighbors. Then they turned to 
larger, but lesa intimate, membership groups (church, place of work, 
local cornunity institutions). They looked next to other individual 
members of the community (casual acquaintance8 and strangers). 
these sources of help were exhausted did they turn to the impersonal 
formal organizations. These were almost invarLably the most familiar, 
established cornunity institutions (radio stations, police, welfare 
departments, etc.) . The fLnal, least preferred choices were the special 
disaster agencies (Red Cross, Civil Defense, etc.). Spontaneous help . 

People sought 
-7 

Only as 
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was also offered according to this principle of the donor'e closeness 
and personal importance to the victim, 

Taken together, the general responses were characterized by &- 
formal self help and spontaneous mutual aid in preference to reliance 
on public services. This will be documented presently. This pattern 
caused Inexperienced authorities to over-estimate the food, clothing, 
and housing requirements which they would actually be called upon to 
provide. 

Mass Participation, Apart from these responses of victims, there 
was a general mass convergence upon all scenes of disaster activity: 
at the stricken zones, at hospitals, agency offices, and other centers 
outside the field, (Frtize, Mattewson, 1957). This mass participation 
had four typtcal features vhich we can call sightseers, mass volunteers, 
$3666 dOMtiOn6, and ma58 assault, 

StRhtsee_rs_. Many people uho were completely unaffected by the 
disaster flocked to the stricken zones out of sheer curiosity. 
Their lack of involvement evoked strong hostility from authorities, 
helper3, and victims alike. Some people were quite innocently 
caught In the disaster zone when the tornado struck, and they 
were mistaken for sightseers. Others who came from curiosity 
became helpers, while some who came to help could not get into 
the field. But aside from these, there were unquestionably 
large crowds of inquisitive slghtseera who aggravated the coni 
gestlon. . 

Mass Volunteers. The convergence of crowds of pe3ple on the 
field end en other centers epitomized the mass participation. 
Soee people were In or near the disaster scene, others came 
from the community, and still others came from other towns. 
They came as individuals and as groups in a steady stream to 
give whatever help they could. Many represented public and 
private organizations of all types. Most, hovever, were simply 
anonymous community members vlth no special disaster skills. 
They came spontaneously in large numbers from all quartera and 
stayed as long as they were needed. Nowhere was there a scarcity 
of willing, eager volunteers. 

Mass Donations. Aside from voluntary services and manpower, 
the disaster released a spontaneous flood of all hinds of 
supplies: food, blood, bedding, clothing, housing, flesh- 
lights, shovels, floodlights, power generators, short-wave 
radio seta, trucks, the use of bulldings, fire engines, and 
all kinds of heavy construction equipment, such as cranes, bull- 
dozers, and clambuckets. In these mass donations, many items, 
but particularly the heavy equipment, vere in over-supply and 
often poorly timed. (In some disasters, such as floods, there 
may.never be enough critical equipment in the affected areas.) 

Mass Assault. The manner in which problems were' attacked, es- 
pecially in the field, is expressed by the term, mass assault. 
Under the emergency pressure, disaster needs were perceived in 
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narrow terms. 
first problem that came to hand, wrestled with it by main 
force until it was accomplished, and then plunged into 
the next specific need that confronted them. Almost no 
attention was paid to any problem except the particular 
victim being helped, the tree being chopped, the collapsed 
wall being propped up. There was intense concentration 
on a single point at any one time. Various work teams 
had a short, unstable life, breaking up when a specific 
task was finished and spontaneouely regrouping into other 
teams. In this fashion, an urgent attack was concentra- 
ted ou a series of discrete points all over the field until 
the work was done. 

On arrival, halpere plunged into almost the 

The spontaneous mas8 participation,which expressed the soli- 
darity of the community, was distinguished by urgency, anonymity, 
vast energy and a narrow focus. 

Effecte of Mass Participation. The mass participation had 
both positive and negative results. The main negative effect 
was the extreme congestion vhich developed in the field, at hos- 
pitals or other disaster centers, and on the roads between them. 
At various times and places, movement was almost paralyzed and 
extreme measures were sometimes necessary to break the most severe 
bottlenecks. At one point, for example, a long line of cars which 
had been haphazardly parked on a vital rand was removed by tipping 
them over onto- the shoulder. 

- 
c, 

There were also several poeitive consequences. The first 
affected rescue operations. The very brunt of the rescue work 
and evacuation was borne largely by the spontaneoue volunteers 
who poured into the field immediately after the disaster. Al- 
though the mass assault was unorganized, the vast energy of the 
anonymous multitude simply drove the rescue work along regardlese 
of efficiency or direction. 
eystem, and it probably saved mayy lives. 

She9r manpower w a ~  a substitute for 

The second positive consequence waa the effect on the supply 
of all types of resources. 
unplanned concentration of vital resources where they might be 
needed. These included everything from raw manpower or expert 
skills (doctors and demolition specialists) to transportation or 
critically needed supplies (chain saws, blood, lights, short-wave 
radios). 
an overwhelming amount was the unplanned result of mass partici- 
pation. - from-heaven because help often appeared where and when it was 
needed by sheer chance or accident. 

Part of the congestion waa due to an 

While many specific item had to be specially mobilized, 

This adventitious supply process will be termed manna- 

In general, the mass participation tended to follow its 
own inflexible course. While things were accomplished, the 
spontaneoue response8 followed people's familiar pathways. 
Ea tablished habits or familiar community facilities (viz., main 
roads, popular hospitals) were used to structure the situation, 
to orient behavior, end to channelize action. While this helped 
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i7 fn many respects, it led to congestion and the overload of some 
community facilities while others were ignored. Main roads were 
choked while parallel side street8 a block away were empty. 
Whenever possible, familiar behavior patterns were followed with 
an extreme drive and urgency. 
extremely intractable and difficult to direct into more effective 
alternative ChaMe18. The entire problem merits the close study 
of specialists in mass behavior (Barton, 1970). 

This made the mass participation 

Insofar as the mass participation was largely unorganized 
and undirected, it was made up of the sum of actions of many 
individuals, 
Tolstoy's War and Peace in which he comments on the Russian te- 
treat from Moscow: 

Its comequences are reminiscent of a passage from 

The tales and descriptions of that period without 
exception tell us of nothing but the self-sacrifice, 
the patriotism, the despair, the grief, and the heroism. . , 
In reality, it was not at all like that. It seems so to 
us, because we m e  out of the past only the general 
historical interest of that period, and we do not see 
all the personal human interests 
time, And yet in reality these pereonal interetits 
of the inmediate present are of so much greater impor- 
tance than publfc interests, that they prevent the 
public interest from ever being felt--from being noticed 
not at all, indeed. The majotity of the people of that 
period took no heed of the general progress of publtc 
affaira, and were only influenced by their immediate 
peraonal intereate. And these very people played the 
most useful part in the work of the time. 

&t the e n  of thaf 

Authorities' Responses. Be have considered the spontaneous 
responses of victims and anonymous volunteers. 
backgrougd we can consider the outstanding features in the opere- 
tion of authority groups. 
situation to another, as the ensuing chapters w i l l  show. 
varied by tom, by group, by .stage cf disaster.. 
ferent modes of furniehing or not furnishing leadership. 
were varLoue epproachs to the problem of organization. But 
certain common tendencies can be delineated. 

Against this 

These were highly variable from one 
They 

There 
There were dif- 

First, authorities shared ~ o m e  of the main features of the 
popular responses. In particular, they had their own verison 
of a mass assault, often tackling imedlate problems piecemeal 
and working at them as discrete tasks unrelated to other negds. 
This operation was not always quite 88 disorganized and amorphous 
as that of the private volunteers, but took on certain etructured 
characteristics 

Second, they mobilized resources. There were three patterns 
which made up the procesa of supply. 
whether authoritLes found suppliers and controlled delivery. 
In the first pattern, manna-from-heaven, they did neither. In 
the second, E?ve_ supply, they Loceted suppliers, but left delivery 

These varied according to 
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to them. There vas a mass mobilization of fairly common items 
(flashlights, trucks). Emergency calls were sent out and mass 
donations were trusted to saturate the operating arena. Typi- 
cally, the necessary items came flooding in, almost in waves. 
(In Holden, resources were mobilized in this way, but their 
entry to the field was, in fact, controlled in order to avoid 
congestion.) The third pattern is pin-point supply. This 
involved a highly critical, specific item for which there was 
no adequate substitute (oxygen tent, scarce blood type, electric 
generator). The item was specifically requested at the point 
of need, procured by authorities and sent: directly where it was 
needed. Thus, Ln pin-point supply, authorities located the 
item and controlled delivery. !mile Zcnna-frpjTheaven probably 
accomted for the 1al:gest v o l w e  of resources, it: importance 
declincd as more specialized and scarce items were needed. 

Third, authorities furnished some leadership, supervision, 
and coordination 13f operations. 
the social services than to the field. 
able division of labor and responsibility, some work of -private 
volunteers was supezvised, some attention was given to bottle- 
necks and circulatian problems , and there was some rudimentary 
systemization of specific functions (final searches in the field, 
casualty screening at hospitals, establishment of emergency 
morgues, collection of personal property, development of pass 
systems). 
ppcess of Sganiza-t-il itself. Consequently, the degree of 
effective leadership and control varied, but was generally 
limited . 

This was more applicable to 
There was a highly vari- 

There was generally a more organieed approach to the 

Fourth, public agencies also furnished larger individual - worksoss. than the private volunteers . These groups were 
experienced in working together as teams, they had strong co- 
hesiveness and a sense of group identity. Consequently, the 
work unit was stable and continuous and could be used for trouble- 
shooting. 
showed a similar cohesion and stability.) 

(Some private volunteers, notably adolescent groups, 

Fifth, overall authority among agencies tended to be deter- 
mined less by personal leadership, performance or experience 
with disasters than by the adequacy of existing organization. 
The nost adequate organization was found in those agencies with 
the most resources, the largest number of easily recognized men 
who were used tc working together, a well-developed communi- 
cations system, and clearly structured responsibility levels. 
(There were two notable exceptions to this: 
respected leader with outstanding organizing ability; the other 
was the town of Holden which mobilized social services along 
communal rather than agency lines.) 
adequate Organization were typically police. They were normally 
accustomed to giving orders. 
organizing large scale work systems or in supervising continuous 
work activity. 
separate organization and seldom to intezrating their activities 
with those .. other groups. These factors were reflected in 

one was a decisive, 

The groups with rhe most 

But they were not experienced in 

They were also accustomed to operating as a 
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the next point. 

Sixth, almost all public agencies tended to operate in- 
dependently of one another. 
initiative with little reference to other groups. Their con- 
tact was haphazard and sporadic. To be sure, there was some 
liaison among blocs or clumps of agencies. But this followed 
loose networks of cooperation, largely (but not exclusfvely) 
within similar occupational or institutional groups (hospitals, 

Nany worked strictly on theirown 

- police, political officials, public works department6). 
cy 

Seventh, some formof ad hoc disaster committee invariably 
developed in each totm. This was organized late in the rescue 
period or early in the emergency stage. Its purpose was to 
integrate all disaster operations. But the committee vas usually 
so preoccupied with ismediate and long-term f iscal. problems that 
it tended to rubber-stamp suggestions of separate operating 
agencies and provided 'Little comprehensive leadership. 

Eighth, authorities could impose quite _effective control 
over many disaster_ problems from early fn :he_ emergency staae, 
but were far more ineffective and helpless throughout the rescue 
period. 

- 

The Relativity of Control. The participation patterns die- 
cussed in this chapter expose important problems about the natue 
of leadership in disaster. 
explicit leadership structure. But the leadership of authori- - ties - effectively --- g o g t ~ o 1  and regulate &s-a-s;gr action, particularlx 
during the rescue period? 

The authority systen constitutes an 

- 
In other words, how much difference does an authority aye- 

tern actually make in meeting dieaster needs? Does any attempt 
at rational organization of-operations have aajor effects? Or 
would the disaster problems be solved as effectively sirnpiy by 
an undirected m a w  assault? 
get done in about rho same amount of time without the interven- 
tion of formal authorities? Can the authority system, then, 
be a significant controlling force or is this simply an illusion? 

FJould all the necessary things 

Toletoy, for example, flatly asserts: 

Those who were striving to grasp the general 
course of events, and trying by self-sacrifice 
and heroism to take a hand in it, were the most 
useless member8 of society; they saw everything 
upside ~ O F A ,  and a11 that they did with the best 
intentione turned out to be useless folly. . . 
The present study can give clues, but.no definitive answer 

to the problem. No antitrier is possible before we clarify the 
conditions under which control can be effective. This requires 
that the problem be separated into two parts: 
decisive issue depends on tho abFlFty of authorities to achieve 
,specific control over the mass participation. 

(1) The most 
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(2) The limits of this ability can only be judged from the 
most competent leadership. 
vculd then follov: hou frequently do such leaders occupy 
positions of comunity authority?) 

(A related, but separate question 

This brings the problem one step closer to its elements. 
In order to judge the effect of leadership on mas8 participa- 
tion, ne must be able to distinguish between good and mediocre 
leadership. This is difficult because there are no adequate 
independent criteria of good leadership in disaster. !le are 
instead tempted to confuse the issue by rating leaders accor- 
ding to their apparent_ effectivenese, i.e., by the "results" 
in the field. 
udices the question. If we want to learn about the effect 
of leaders on participation, we cannot use participation to 
classify the leaders. 
sures of leadership may not be available, the judgment of a 
leader's quality must alvays be based on hie orientation, 
approach and mode of operation, but not on his nominal effects. 
Only then can we eventually discriminate the possible .effects 
of different leadership by comparing disasters with similar 
operating conditions and Eimilar problem to be solved. 

This must be avoided because it completely prej- 

Although satisfactory independent E- 

The illdependent judgment of leadership quality must be 
based on the authorities' approach 
?*?e must ask, not simply that they did, but 
cisions, how they selected goals and worked out means ta achieve 
them. 
between pOS8fbb solutiona with given resources and operating 
conditions? 
of organizatlon in diaastet, 
uttimately, perhaps, measured) by the strategic decisions which 
authorities make about such problem. 
phasia on how authorities approached various problems of organi- 
zation, 

problem of organization. 
they made de- 

Row did they define the problems, how did they choose 

Chapter.\TII contains an outline of major problems 
Leadership may be judged (and 

Out data lay heavy em- 

A8 we have indicated, this study cannot demonstrate the 
ultimate effectiveness of authorities' action. There are no 
objective criteria of effectiveness, although some rudimentary 
time-indices or rates might be suggested for future studies: 
the time taken to evacuate all casualties, to attend to various 
types of hospital ca~es, or to start mass feeding with hot 
meals. Hany disasters must be studied before the effects of 
leadership under comparable operating conditions can be evaluated. 

In the four t o m a  to be reported, no really effective di- 
rection and control seemed to be achieved over the rescue 
operation, although some isolated processes during this period 
were most impressively handled. The towns with perhaps the 
most effective leadership were Holden and Shrewsbury, and we 
:?ill use them as arbitrary standards of "better" leadership 
for purposes of judging particular leadership performance. Yet, 
even in Holden and Shrevsbury the direct control over field 
operations and the ma88 assault was not great. 
interviews are a poor basis for such judgments. 

L-' 

Retrospective 
But the data 
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indicate that regulation vas limited, that some cohesive work- 
teams under a central control opera,ted as free-floating trouble- 
shooters against circulation bottlenecks, and that strategic 
equipnent was distributed fairly evenly among the five zones 
in the field. Thus, the authority system had a more direct 
effect on the t73rking conditions of the mass assault than on 
the mass assault itself. 

Phen we compare Holden (vhich had "better" leadership) 
with Flint ("tiorsa" leadership), it seems that a comparable 
nurr.Ser of casualties vias evacuated from both places tn a 
similar period of tiem. But, ve cannot even evaluate this 
finding properly because ue cannot standardize for the oper- 
ating conditions. !?e do not know whether Plint's injured 
might have reached the hospitals In one-half the tine if 
there had been different leadership; or, similarly, whether 
the evacuation of Holden's casualties might have taken tvice 
as long simply without the roving trouble-shoo ters . 

For reseue operations, the naked mass assault night 
be just as effective a6 the leadership furnished by authori- 
ties. Cne the other hand, in Holden, systematic control 
vas perceptibly effective in operations which supported ac- 
tivity in the field with help from outside: mobilization 
of resources, entree to the stricken area, "controlled" wave 
supply, communications within the field and between the field 
and outside. Even this control vas based on the independent 
operation of various authorities. 

There is, incidentally, no reason to suppose than any 
authority sys tern organized in the field would become inf lexi- 
ble during the rescue period, although some rigidity might 
develop during the emergency stage (vhen quite effective 
controls are quickly established). 

Clearly, however, despite the variation among our four 
totms, the positive control over rescue operations was never 
zreat in an absolute sense, Throughout this report, then, 

,, n any reference to effective control is STRICZLY UWTIVE. 
This cannot be emphasized too strongly. 
understood, that unless Otherwise qualified, comparisons 
of authorities' effectiveness sinply mean _relative2 Freater 
or relativzly less. 'JhhLle the present study leaves opsn 
the measurement of authorities ' effectiveness, it provides 
preliminary naterials for future reference. 

v 

It should be clearly 

Cnc further caveat is in order. Cur basic data ate, 
of course, qualitative. But inevitably under the circurz- 
stances of such research, they could not systematically 
provide coaparabl.. coverage in all four toTms. Thus, c;f 
the full range of possible disaster problems, our study in- 
plicitly s z p l e d  different parts of the spectrum more haavily - .. -. 
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in different places. Thereby, each town is richer in scme emphasis . ,  

and focus than another. Some significant comparative materials are 
certafnly at hand and will be examined intensively. But for the 
most part, each town presents a specially rich perspective on cer- 
tain problems that the data on the other towns do not cover to the 
same extent. 

FOOTNOTES: Chapter I1 

: 31. It fs possfble to derive a systematic typology of disaster 
atages frcm variables such as these (although this is not necessary 
'for the t h e  perspectfvea of the present study). For a diecussion 
of the atrempta to develop a time-space model, see Dynes, 1974. 

2. Samuels, 1954, It is significant that the color taboo was 
temporarily waived under two condftlons: (a) the legitimacy of 
the normal taboo was not challenged; (b) the crisie was defined as 
a temporary episode Ln whfch the weakening of the taboo was not the 
object of organized ?olitical action. 

3. It f8 quite doubtful that the pre-disaster patterns are ever 
reeetablfshed completely. Varioue changes in cornunity structure 
are probably LnevitablG, and disasters contain unusual opportuni- 
ties for studfes of sc.:iaI change. CF. Prince 1920; Anderson 
1969; Blanshen 1975; and Ross 1976. 

4. On the day of the tornado, Worcester had 40% a8 many tickets 
a8 usual while in Flint 122% were issued. This reflects the dif- 
ferent time of day that the disasters occurred. Worcester was hit 
just at the onset of the evening rush-hour traffic, 80 the tornado 
came before this heavy ticketing period and stopped the iseuance 
of tickets. 
rush was over and the normal number of ttckets had been already 
issued. But the prompt effects of the disaster are to be noted in 
the following day's activity. 

In Flfnt, the tornado struck after the evening traffic 

5. 
the relevance of disaster experience for hypothetical military 
situations. 

Thfs difference between civil and military disasters limits 
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Shrewsbury and Holden are strictly residential suburbs of 
Worcester, each lying within ten miles of the parent city and no 
more than five miles from ita outskirts. The two towns appeared 
remarkably similar at the time of the tornado. 

As dormitory suburbs of Worcester, both towns reflected the 
growth of suburbia during the decade of the war. 
lation of the greater Voteester metropolttan area grew by 8% be- 
tween 1340 and 1950, the two suburbs burgeoned in this period. By 
15'50, the 1940 population of Holden increased 52%; that of Shreas- 
bury increased 40%. This trend has apparently containued since 
the 1950 census when Holden's population vas approximately 6,000 
and Shrewsbury's slightly over 10,000. 

While the popu- 

In both census years the age and sex composition of both towns 
was virtually identical (See Table 2). 

Table 2 

A= AND SEX COMPOSITION OF HOLDEN AND SHRETJSBURY 

IN 1940 AND 1950 

Percent* Percent of Population in Each Age Group: 

- 1940 . Under 15 --_I_-- 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 5%- i Ia le 

Eo Zd zn 2 5z 16% 16% 14% 13% 16% 49% 

S h r e m  - 
bury 23 16 16 14 14 17 46 

1950 - 
Holden 2 79. 12% 16% 179. 12% 169. 49% 

Shrevs- 
- bury 25 12 16 15 12 19 4c 
,T, :Qhere are no significant differences in the sex composition 

of age groups. 

The suburban character of the totms, is further empahsized by the 
proportion of children and adolescents. Almoet exactly one third 
of the population of both tovms in both census years was under 
21 years of age. 
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In keeping with the gzneral pattern, private home-owners 
predominated in each totm. About tvo-thirds of the d~iellinq units, 
 ere avmer-sccupied in both places, and the average 1350 value 
of all dwelling units exceeded $10,900. This indicates the towns' 
class composition: 
which burgeoned after the war tc provtde homes for business and 
professional men. 
Protestant, with almost no representation of rncialandethnix 
mincrities. 

they were middle and upper-middle class sxburbs 

These people ~7ey.e overwhelmingly native, white, 

Both tovms were suburbia. 3ut they were sufficiently old and 
established to assimilate their pos t-war in-migrants in venerable, 
tree-shaded streets. Both communities had deep roots and staunch 
community cores to stablize their quick growth. 

As the slightly larger town, Shrewsbury had a larger municipal 
establishment. There was a compact, efficient administtative center 
of t o m  offices, police and fire departments. Its small, but full- 
time police force was headed by a forceful curnudgeon-like chief. 
Holden had one full-tirile constable assisted by several part-time, 
unpaid volunteer auxiliaries. Both towns had their own fire de- 
partments. Each t o m  belonged to an association of small towns 
organized for mutual-aid in fire and police emergencies--Holden 
to one made up of toms to the north, Shrewsbury to another to the 
east. Both towns had small Red Cross chapters. 

The tornado struck both Shrewsbury and Holden with minutes 
of the time that Vorcester was hit. 
at& communications with the outside were totally disrupted in both 
tovms. 
development, and the property destruction was confined to homes 
including some new residential neighborhoods of $25,090-$45,300 
houses. These stricken areas vere somewhat dispersed in Holden and 
rather difficult to reach from the center of town after the tornado 
passed. In Shrewsbury the destructLon was more concentrated and 
more accessible. 

Except for short wave radio, 

Neither suburb had any significant industrial or cormnercial 

Overall Field Authority 

The sticken zones in Shrettsbury showed a series of circumferen- 
tial streets with cul-de-sac offshoots rather than a gridiron lay- 
out. 
off a number of strategic intersections on the perimeter. The 
areas vere concentrated enough to allow personal coverage by a 
field supervisor and were close enough to the town center so that 
contact could be maintained between the field and a headquarters 
by runner if need be. 
the field was concentrated in one center rather than dispersed in 
several places. 

Access to the neighborhoods could be controlled by sealing 

Consequently, operating headquarters for 

In its police chief, Shrewsbury had a vigorous, competent 
local leader who knew the community well. 
considerable respect in the community and among other police 
agencies in the region. He coamanded the outward symbols of author- 
ity and p%:"V@d to be a dee' 

He apparently enjoyed 

Ive leader who approached the emergency 
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in relatively comprehensive, strategic terms. The remainder 
of the full-time police force consisted of a sergeant and 
several men. 

The lack of other public resources testified that Shrews- 
bury was a small town. Other public safety services were 
limited. .Civil Defense, for example, was almost completely 
defunct, the victim of public apathy and lack of funds. As 
an emergency organization, the agency was impotent, lacking 
facilities, program, or trained personnel. Shrewsbury had 
no hospital. Major medical problems were, in effect, evacu- 
ated with the casualties to other towns. Thus, Shrevsbury was 
not faced with a continuing program of nedical support and its 
resources thereby limited the range of problems to be met. 

This simplified the kind, but not the amount of help re- 
quired from the outside. The limited public manpower left 
Shrewsbury strongly dependent on outside reinforcements, par- 
ticularly on organized groups capable of police functions. 
Access to outside help was restricted by the tornado's effects, 
but this was not completely incapacitating. A11 telephone 
lines between Shreasbury and the outside were knocked out. 
But the police radio furnished a direct, effective link to 
its association of mutual-aid towns. Although this limited 
the number of places which could be reached directly, any 
requests could be relayed if necessary. The simple link posed 
no dilema-of choice and was effective in getting help. 

In comparison with the other towns studied, Shrewsbury's 
disaster was set in a compact framework which could be more 
clearly visualized and directly grasped. 
to be handled was not as great as those of the other towns, 
The field situation was attacked by a vigorous local leader 
of acknowledged competence. Although .Shrewsbury's disaster 
was the most clear-cut of any studied, complication developed 
between the field authority and the townspeople. 

The range of problems 

* * * * * ;t ;k * 

then the torando struck, it released the familiar mass 
assault by survivors, neighbors, and volunteers. Victims were 
evacuated as well as possible in any available vehicles to 
hospitals in Worcester and elsewhere in the area. The mass 
assault consisted of fluid, unstable groups that worked with- 
out any organization. 

The first concerns of the police chief were to organize 
manpower and to develop a comprehensive picture of the disaster 
problems. He said: 

Hell, we couldn!t begin to get things into 
shape and find out what was happening until we 
could get a perimeter dra*m around the area. You 
had to seal it off and get it cleared. Or else 
you never would know who was hurt and where, and 
who was working LL.d who was there for a joy-ride. 
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He judged that the overall situatLon could be controlled 
and supervised only with stable, disciplined teams. For this 
purpoee, the small size of the Local police force was a handi- 
cap. HLa, ffrat step was to get some organized reinforcements. 
He radioed an emergency call for police from the mutual-aid 
association towns. Then, with the help of the local Ameri- 
can Legion post, he had Shrewsbury ' Q auxiliary police mobilized . 

Outside assistance was meanwhile being sumoned indepen- 
dently from another source. When the storm passed, one of 
the town's councFlmen went to Worcester to get help. He also 
stopped several times en route to telephone another nearby 
town, but he could not get a call through, The traffic jam 
necessitated changing automobiles twice as well as walking. 
Finally, after an hour, he managed to get a call through to 
the NatLonal Guard at the Worcester Armory. It took him another 
half hour to drive bask to Shrewsbury, By this time, an hour 
and a half after the tornado, the National Guard had already 
arrived . 

While help was being mobilized and the mass assault was 
going on, the police chief conducted a personal survey of the 
areas of destruction. From the field, he kept in radio con- 
tact with poltce headquarters at the town center and gave a 
running report on conditions in various sections. As help 
gradually arrived (viz., Shrewsbury police auxiliaries and 
outside police forces) , he assigned them to critical sections 
and bottlenecks which his survey had disclosed. 

The survey itself clarified the overall situation, and 
on the basis of this information, the police chief formulated 
a comprehensive plan of action. Reinforcements were being 
fitted into this plan as they arrived in small groups. T4hen 
the first contingent of sixty militiamen arrived an hour and 
a half after the tornado, about 150 assorted police personnel 
were on hand and the full plan for comprehensive operations 
became possible. 

The police chief went into immediate consultation with 
the National Guard commander, outlining the overall field 
problem and hie basic plan of attack. This was directed 
primarily to search-and-rescue operations and to property 
protection. 

Comprehensive Strategy. The basic plan vas to seal off 
the stricken areas and limit access to them by a perimeter of 
strategic roadblocks which the chief had selected. This lar- 
ger disaster area was further subdivided into five separate 
zones, each with its own system of internal control points. 
By this means, control could be exercised over initial access 
to the disaster area, entry to the separate zones, and move- 
ment within the zones. One man in charge of each zone would 
check the course of search-and-rescue operations. 
progress reports and results would be consolidated on a master 

Running 
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record at police headquarters. When a street (and then a 
zone) was finally declared "Clear" after a final search, 
disaster workers would leave and a guard would keep it 
strictly closed. After that, nobody would be allowed in- 
side on the first night, not even residents of habitable 
homes. The overall field operation would be supervised by 
the chief, and necessary equipment or resources would be 
secured through the mutual-afd towns. Property collection, 
road clearance and movement of debris would be organized the 
following day on 8 zonal basis. A strict curfew would be 
established, and a system of daily passes would allow pro- 
gressively more liberal access to the zones. Perhaps the 
notable feature of the plan was the system for centralizing 
information. 

The overall plan of control w a s  quickly agreed u p m  and 
instituted. It was directed by the police chief with the 
assistance of three aides: the militia commander, the Shrews- 
bury police sergeant, and the councilman who had smmoned the 
militia from rlorcester. The police chief's office at the town 
center became disaster headquarters from which the improvised 
organization directed operations. 

A detailed map of the tovin, containing every building and 
dwelling unit, became the central intelligence board. Road 
blocks vere laid out, areas were zoned, and cen were given 
assignments. The five residential zones were fairly distinct 
and the blocked roads which had to be cleared for operations 
were pin-pointed and opened. 2 

Organization vas kept simple. Somebody was placed in 
charge of each zone and the work in each went on fairly in- 
dependently of the others. Search-and-rescue parties covered 
whole blocks fairly systematically under loose supervision 
and direction. This was perhaps as much a process of keeping 
a close check on developments as giving detailed instructions. 
Sound trucks were used to make announcement8 in the field and 
give directions. 

The police chief moved about In the field fron one zone 
to another, keeping in touch with supervisors, giving directions 
and checking operations. 
police headquarters, relayed information on work progress and 
needs, and coordinated some operations. His coordination of 
the work in different zones consisted largely of shiftfng man- 
power and equipment as work progresaed and bottlenecks deve- 
loped. 
the field and headquarters. 
roving, coordinating field headquarters. 

Re maintained radio contact with 

He provided the major liaison among zones and between 
In one sense, he represented a 

In headquarters itself, work progress was continuously 
mapped. 
it was crossed off the map and a guard was established to keep 

lected about all residents--from the field, from registration 

V%en a block was searched and declared free of victim, 

- it closed to ev2rybody. At the same time, information was col- 
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lists, and from people at headquarters. This gave an 
additional check on missing persons and possible victims 
who had not been located. 

In this fashion, the victims were rescued and evacuated, 
the strcken zones were steadily cleared, the channels of the 
mass assault were under observation, residents were eventually 
accounted for, and the entire disaster area was brought under 
guard to safeguard property. The key to the process was the 
systematic knowledge about what was happening €n all parts of 
the field. 

O m t h e  second day, the duties of the police chief shifted 
to more administrative problems: 
removal of public safety hazards and debris, road clearance, 
traffic control, scheduling shifts of police contingents on 
disaster duty and arranging to feed them, assisting the town 
Disaster Committee in damage surveys for state and federal 
relief funds, and supervislon of the curfew and pass system 
which was instituted. As the initial rescue stage shifted to 
the emergency phase, political officials assumed increasing 
responsibility and leadership in community recovery. 

the collection of property, 

MartLal m. On tornado night, some confusfon developed 
over the issue of martial law. At a special meeting of the 
Disaster Committee, town officials took the unusual. step of 
issuing their own declaration of "martial law." This decla- 
ration was quite beyond their authority and had no legal 
status because this power resides only in the Governor. 
Actually, after a hurried inspection of the disaster areas 
early Ln the evenfng, the Governor had officially declared 
a state of emergency in the entire path of the tornado. 
authorized the state couunander of the National Guard to 
mobilize the milfta, to cooperate with and assist local 
authorities in clearfig and policing stricken areaa. But 
he did not declare a state of martial law. 

He 

While town officials may have been hazy about the process 
of a martial law declaratioa, what they intended vis-a-vis the 
police chief ie equally unclear. They may have intended to 
place the militia in complete charge or they may only have 
sought to augment the police chief I powers. 

p 

Clearly, however, they regarded the National Guard as 
essential for order and an intrinsic part of the authority 
system. Their declaration and the presence of the large nun- 
bet of militiamen in town created the impression among towns- 
people that martial law was in effect and served to legitixoize 
actions of the Netional Guard. 

' 

But whatever the effect. an the tomepeople, the announcem6nt 
had no effect on tha relations between the militia and the 
police chief or on the structure of authority in the field. 
The National Guard commander douhtless understood the legal 
aspects of the situation and declined the authority (and 
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responsibility) "conferred" by the Disaster Cmmlttee's declara- 
tioh. 

The legal factors in the situation may be quite SeCOnd€iry, 
whoever. If the Governor had actually declared martial law, 
this would have changed the forum1 locus of authority in town. 
But it seem probable that the de facto leadership and the 
effective authority would have remained in the hands of the 
police chief, even if exercised officially through the National 
Guard. That is, the local chief would doubtless have retained 
the major dec is lon-making power. 

Outside and Local Groups. This touches upon the larger 
problem of the relation of outsiders to local authorities. 
The National Guard and the other police groups had not simply 
been "ordered out," but originally responded to a direct call 
from the town itself. When they were assembled, the potential 
authorities included (1) a strong local leader without a signi- 
ficant professional organization, (2) a series of small groups 
of profeaslonal police, and (3) the National G u r d  with both 
competent leadership and a sizable organization. On ttreir 
arrival in Shrewsbury, the various groups from the mutual-aid 
towns and the National Guard contingent all reported to Shrews- 
bury police headquarters and spontaneously accepted the leeder- 
ship and authorlty of the Shrewbury chief. The c o m n d e r  of 
the militia also issued explicit orders to his own men that 
they were to take directions from the local police chief, but 
from no other town officials. This occurred before the Gover- 
nor announced that the Nation81 Guard was to assiet local 
authoritiee, and their deference represented a spontaneous re- 
sponee of the militia and other police groups. 
clearly acknowledged the integrity of the Shrewsbury chief, 
and, given this professionally competent local leader, they 
implicitly recognized the superior responsibility of local people. 
It ie diffleult to judga how authority and deference would have 
been structured if there had been no competent local leader. 

The outsider8 

The militia commandet'e deprecation of the leadership 
value of the other town officials indicates that private n o r m  
govern the relations among law enforcement groups, and these 
might have continued to operate within another formal system, 
such as an official declaration of martial law. 

The actions of 8 second outeide group add another dfmen- 
sion to the private police norms. On the afternoon following 
the tornado, 8 small Air Force contingent appeared In Shrewe- 
bury, apparently to relieve the National Guard unit. 
without notice and without the knowledge or request of anybody 
in Shrewsbury, including the militia whom they were ostensibly 
to relieve, Nobody in town knew who sent them or had fathamed 
the mystery by the time of inter~iewing.~ 
Air Force unit reported to nobody in town and contacted nobody 
in authority. 
off Fcials . Then, again without notifying anybody, they quietly 
left t o m  that evening, 

They came 

In any case, the 

They remined completely independent of local 



Though minor in itself, vhen this unit's action id juxta- 
posed TJith that of the other outside groups, it poses a problem. 
Since some outside groups did subordinate themselves volun- 
tarily to local authority while another did not, then the factor 
of outside location cannot alone explain the datar 

The outside organizations, hotkiever, can be distinguished 
by two variables which may account for their different orien- 
tations e Those uho did acknowledge local authority were 
groups vh ich were themse Lves embedded in loca 1 communities . 
The police  ere from other towns; the mFlitFa unit represen- 

.'7 ted Uorcester, and its members vere aLL local residents. In 
contrast, the Air Force unit belong to the national military 
establishment. Its members shared no common tie with any 
community. As an organization, it had no symbolic identity 
with nor roots in a local community. 

Furthermore, those groups with local community ties were 
aleo indigenous to the region. idany of their members had som& 
informal contact with Shrewbury, were familiar with .the town 
or had friends there. The Air Force unit, on the other hand, 
had no contact with the totm nor any ties vith the region. 
Thie unlt represented "remote outsiders .I' 

The outside groups that vere positively and negatively 
oriented .to local authority can be distinguished by these 
two variables: community embcddednes and regional indigenousness. 
Groups which are positive on both counts should show a greater 
involvement and identification with the local community, a 
greater involvement and identification with the local community, 
a greater respect for the integrity of local institutions, 
and therefore, a greater disposition to accept local authority. 

These tendencies were perhaps reinforced by additional 
pressures in the situation. 
assignment of timfted responsibility. 
entered a much more amorphous situation. The comprehensive 
authority assumed by the Shrewsbury police chief permitted 
the other police agencies of the region to limit their own 
responsibility in a situation of imperfect control. 
Force unit was not faced with the possibility of such broad 
responsibilLty if there had been no decisive local leader. 
The regional groups were prepared to accept responsibility for 
the total situation if necessary, whereas the Air Force unit 
vas not confronted with this prospect. 

I Our analysis suggest that the same two variables which 
predispose outside groups to subordinate themselves to local 
authority might also predispose them to accept full responsl- 
bi1Lty if no adequate local leaders are present. Both hypo- 
theses mighc be investigated in future research. A fourfold 
typology of close and distant communal. and nun-communal 
agencies provides a framework for the analysis of outs idere' 
adjustment pat terns. 

The Air Force group had a specific 
The other outside groups 

The Air 
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Private and Public Interests. A final problem in 
Shrevsbury developed in the relations between ttie police 
chief and the disaster victim. It indicated that the author- 
ity of the chief was basically confined to the field itself 
rather than to disaster policy, and that as the rescue stage 
receded the authority of the polLtica1 officials rose. This 
vas made clear by the resolution of strong tensions which the 
curfew and pass system created in the heat of the emergency 
and for several days thereafter. 

It also exposed a fundamental breach of community solidar- 
ity when public and private interests clashed in fairly 
irreconcilable terms. It brought out the different effects 
which disaster hed on people with different involvement and 
responsibility. As a result, different values appeared among 
the victims, the field authorities, and the political officials. 

The curfew and pass system had its roots in the search, 
clearance, and guard process of the first night when every- 
body except authorized workers and off Lcials was denied access 
to the stricken zones, This restriction even applied to 
res idents with undamaged homes in the area Furthermore, 
outside the field, the curfew required everybody in tmm 
except authorized werkers and officials to be indoors and 
off the streets after dark. 

The system vas planned so as to loosen controls gradually 
and liberalize access to the stricken zones. Residents with 
habitable homes would be permitted to use thefr houses after 
the first night, subject to the curfew. Other residents would 
first be permitted to enter cleared zones on foot to salvage 
what they could from their homesites. Later a resident would 
be able to take in his car for hauling. After this, he would 
be able to drive two friends or hired workers in to help him. 
Finally, he would be able to bring in helpers and a truck. 
Then controls would be removed. 
trol vas tentatively scheduled to take about a week if all 
vent we L 1 

This plan of gradual decon- 

The system tias to operate with three categories of daily 
passes: 
nent workers and people with continual, legitimate business 
in the areas (viz., utility repairmen, milkmen, postmen)j 
and finally a pass with a new color every day for privately 
hired workers. 

one color for a11 residents; another color for penna- 

This rigorous control vas based on the chief's decision 
that the most effective protection of everybody'e property 
could be achieved by a cordon sanitaire which allowed only 
carefully screened poeple on inside streets during the day 
and nobody at all-at rikght. He feLt that this promised far 
greater control, especially at night, than more liberal en- 
tree plus checks to make sure that the people within the area 
were all properly authorized. From his point of view, some 
personal sacrifices would maximize the protection of everybody's 

Q 
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property and min€mize possible leaks €n the system. 
sumably, if nabody were abroad at certain hours, then nobody's 
scattered possessions would be molested , The minimization 
of possible leaks depended upon maximum control over access 
to the area. 

Pre- 

Accordingly, the curfew and pass system vas quite strin- 
gently enforced, especially on the first night when nobody 
could do anything in the uncleared area8 except disaster 
work. Hence, residents tiere not admitted to cleared zones. 
Although they were able to occupy habitable homes from the 
second day (remaining indoors after dark), nobody could enter 
or leave restricted areas without passes. The control sys- 
tem operated roughly in the way it had been planned, just a8 
the field operatfona had followed a very general plan, 

But apparently public pressure forced a speed-up In the 
original timeetable, for considerable friction and resent- 
ment developed- As the police chief indicated: 

Then there were some other people who got 
a little bit excited because we didn't let them 
go in the first night to r w g e  around and see 
what they could salvage of their clothes and 
personal belongings, 
Actually our system prevented looting. 

They were afraid of looters, 

Many Local resident8 were concerned about their personal 
p0813@Ssio~1~---ClOthet3, valuables, sundry papers and documents, 
furnishings, and objects of sentimental value. 
to get into the area to recover what they could, and feelings 
ran high. 

They wanted 

After the first night, there were additional reasons 
to get into the zones after curfew. This typical account 
appeared Ln the local press: 

As one guard answered a couple who blistered 
him with demands and threats that they need a 
change of personal clothing from a leveled area: 

I1 Gee, lady, don't blame ---that's the 
Tell ny sergeant, he'll tell order we got. 

my captain, who'll tell the commanding of- 
ficer, eventuaLly,..." 

This mild satire on bureaucracy indicates thet the individual 
case warrants sympathetic understanding. Nonetheless, de- 
spite their sympathy with individual hardships, the guards 
defined their responsibility according to the viewpoint of 
the police chief. 
officer: 

This was underscored by one National Gusrd 

Our orders are to protect the property 
of personp vho suffered tornado damage, and 
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property that lies open to passersby.. 
mcane extra caution and all-outieffort. 

To the guard and his superiors, the scattered property is 
amorphous, anonymous, and impersonal. 
general and impartial. 
most of the guards who have no aey of knowing what belongs 
to t;hom, there is no principle by which guards can distin- 
guish betveen legitimate salvage (recovering one's oxin 
property) and looting ("recovering" soambody else '8 property). 
Consequently, the guerda could sympathize with individual 
victim and still insist that the only practical solution 
ley in strict daytime controls and complete restriction at 

Responsibility is 
Vhen residents are strangers to 

- 
;-? 

night. 4 

Residents, however, did not share this view and pro- 
tested bitterly and vehemently. To the victim, the situaion 
was intensely personal and the scattered property was not an 
unidentifiable ms8. They objected to the curfew and pass 
Bystem on various grounds--that it was enforced prematurely, 
that it deprived them arbitrarily and improperly of their 
rights, that it was too rigorous and severely administered. 

Local VIP's repreeeated a special case among the resi- 
dents. They were poeple of coneiderable prestige, powet, 
and influence. Apparently, some of them were locally 
prominent poLitica1 figures who used political threate Fn 
trying to influence the pol€ce chief to relax the system. 
The chief, whose animus to politicians was open and pointed 
during the interview, unburdened himself.in this fashion: 

These goddam politicians were worse than the 
disaster itself. They thought that they were 
special characters and had special privileges 
coming to tham. Some of them l€ved in sections 
rihich were bdd2y hft,but their o m  houses Fiere 
O.K. Vhen they got tired of helping out about 
four o'clock in the morning, they figured that 
they'd go home to bed. rhila everybody else 
stayed on working, It vas O.R. if they were 
bushed and really couldn't stay any longer. 
So they could go and get some sleep. 
didn't mean the& they had to sleep in their - own beds that Lfirsj night. 
thought that vhen we vanted to keep the areas 
clear and keep everybody who wasn't working 
off the streets that this vae a good idea 
for other people--for tho next guy--but that 
thia didn't apply to hLm. And they tried to 
raise holy hell with me for not letting them 
go into one of the areas 80 they could sleep 
in their own bed that night. 
swore up and down that he'd have me for this. 
He threatened me that he vas going to call the 
Governor. He is supposed to have an 'in' with 

But that 

These guys 

One of them 
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the Governor. I taLked to the Governor when he 
came through here Lon the night of the torrrildg7 
and he told me not to worry about these guy8 and 
go ahead and do what had to be done, that he'd 
back roe up. 

The access of reaidento to stricken areaa is apparently 
an endemic disaster problem, No other conmunity studied had 
the same degree of control aa Shrewsbury and nowhere else 
WBB the meane of property protection so vociferously protested. 

The problem that this presents is why people cannot be 
reassured by strict controls h i c h  are calculated to maximize 
property protection. The answer lies in the riake which the 
program ia designed to reduce 88 contrasted with other possi- 
bi'titiee which the residents 6 e ~ e  as operative and which prompt 
theft anxiety and intuitive distrust. 

The program of authorities is intended to minimize looting 
and pilferage by excluding unauthorized persona Certainly 
residents are equally concerned about looeing and theft. 
may grant that such a syatern may restrict looting, but: does 
not alimfnate other cau8es of 1068 which the guards cannot con- 
trol. 
i t e m  from necessary search or clearance operations, such as 
bulldozere moving debris. 
mnt8 away"(after all, a big wind did all the damage to begin 
with). 
to mention watercolor paintings. Then there are possible de- 
fects within the official ~ystern, such as unreliable neighbors 
or guards L I O  rhemseLves 
And, of course, there is the poseibilfty of literal leaks in 
the eystem--looter8 who elude guards or come in 88 authorized 
agents, 
anxious. They cannot acknowledge the system to be foolproof 
against additional f08e, vhether from looting or other urncon- 
trolled causes. 
tLes, but can give no personal guarantee. Consequently, resi- 
dent8 want to protect themeelves from all contingencies, to 
eliminete rather than minimize further Loss. 

They 

Such leaks might fnclude the destruction or loss of 

Wind can blow loose papers and docu- 

Rain and dampness can ruin fabrics or furniture, not 

might be tempted by hose items, 

Residents are aware of such imperfections and they are 

The system rnanipulatee statistical probabili- 

Ultimately, these conflicting interests of private indi- 

The conflict between the police chief and the 
vidual8 and public authorities became fairly inflexible and 
irreconcilable. 
residents was compromised by reducing the transition period. 
For several days, in the face of mounting protests, the chlef 
stood firm in his ineietence that strict enforcement of the 
curfew and pass eyatem w a ~  neceseary. Despite the pressure a€ 
residents and the protea ts of locally prominent individuals, 
he adhered to the basic plan. But thre". days after the tor- 
nado, the political preesures became too great and a permanent 
pass system supplanted the daily passes which had been in use. 
The chief claimed that after the initial excitercent (when the 
basts of protest wa8 removed.), people c a m  to appreciate hfs 
perspective. HP "Eserted: ' 
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tie had to protect these people against themselves, 
After a couple days /~asaedj and theee people had a 
chance to cool off, some of them came to me and thanked 
me. They thanked me for pro tecting them againet them- 
selves. One woman ssia to me, 'I wa8 furious with you 
for not letting u8 &of in, but I see now that we were 
our own worst enemiee.' They began to realize after- 
wards that their belonging8 were eafer when nobody was 
let in, and everybody had to be in off the streets by a 
certain time instead of wandering around. 

While the chief reported that the modificiation of the 
pase system was hie own decision, we aap assume that the dis- 
satisfaction and pressure of the residents were decisive forces, 
Probably more skillful public relations by the chief could have 
eased the curfew and pass situation-if he'had been concerned 
with public relatione. 
ciana included a more general class prejudice against the well- 
to-do families in the area. 
exacted theft conformity and may have been an exercise-of police 
power beyond operational neceseity. 
of a working class neighborhood might have been more liberally 
applied. 

Possibly hie animosity against politi- 

The rigid enforcement of control 

Possibly the protection 

The protests of the resideate were expressions of private 
individuals rather than organizational challenges. They ob- 
jected to specific decisions and the chief's mode of exercieing 
authortty rather than his riRht to do SO. If the opposition 
had developed within an organizational framework, it might have 
directly challenged his further right to exercise authority, 
Future research might examine authority challenges based UPOR 
such policy Conf LiCtS 

* * * * * * *  - 
In summary, the outlfnea of Shrewsbury'e authority situa- 

tion were simple and straight-forward. The police chief took 
firm control of the eituation, mobilized and built an orgsni- 
zation from local and outside groups who accepted his decisive 
leadership and authority. 
did not eignificantlp challenge his authority or affect his 
poeition, but ultimately obliged him to moderate hi8 policies, 

cloee-up of the ground-level leadership in operation within the 
field itself. 
view above the ground-level, especially of the broader organi- 
zation of re80urces in support of the field operations. 

The public friction and pressures 

Of the four towns studied, Shrewsbury provides the clearest 

In the next town, Holden, we will have a good 

Social Services 

The welfare needs brought about by the tornado in Shrewa- 
bury were considerable, if not severe, for a small town. Official 
agenciee launched their aid programs quickly and effectively, 
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but welfare needs were met mainly on a private basis by victims 
themselves and by spontaneous mutual aid tu the community. 

Because Shrewsbury had no hospital, casualties were evacua- 
ted to other towns. Consequently, data on the number of casual- 
ties are not accurate, The beat figures indicate that Shrewsbury 
suffered fewer than ten deaths; about 200 people were injured, 
40 of them seriously. If the experience of the other towns 
in the study is any criterion, &host 100 of the injured may 
have required hospitalLzation the first night. Similarly, 
there are no accurate data on the number of people Left home- 
less. 
100 damaged, many of them in need of major repairs to make them 
safe, Shrewsbury .almost certainly had more than 1000 people 
homeless the firs t night . 

But since 200 dwelling units were destroyed and another 

When the tornado passed, the local chapter of the Red Cross 
was quickly activated and it moved swiftly to mobilize its social 
service program. Town officials allowed the chapter to take 
over a modern public school building for use as the emergency 
Red Cross headquartera and disaster relief center. 
was new and well equipped. The organization concentrated all 
its socfal services there: feeding, temporary dormitory housing, 
clothing distribution, etc. 
feeding in the school cafeteria claimed that thay began to serve 
meals an hour after the tornado. 

The building 

Women in the chapter who took over 

When the tornado had passed, local doctors immediately 
went to the aid of victims. After the first cruah of rescue 
work and ercergency aid in the field, several doctors set up 
an aid station fn the Local Grange Hall. This statlon was soon 
integrated into the Red Cross program and another first aid 
station waa set up at disaster headquarters. 
local doctors manned these two stations. 

A staff of six 

On the night of the tornado, an emergency meethg of town 
officials was held at the school which was the relief center, 
There the Red Cross was designated aa the official agency to 
direct the dfsaster relief program. There were no demurrers 
or objectionrr to the authority of the Red Cross. 
ment simply formalized the facto situation. 

The appoint- 

PubLic announcements urged disaster victims to register 
at the relLef center. 
aid throughout the cornunity limited the services rendered by 
public agencies. In general, services of the Red Cross were 
used more by volunteer workers in the disaster than by victims, 
National Guardsmen and other volunteers we e the main benefici- 

But spontaneous self-help and mutual 

aires of dormitory facilities and feeding. 5 
The Red’Crose could provide no information on the number 

of victim billeted in the dormitory or the number of homelees 
for whom it found other emergency housing, 
zation furnished detailed figures on its significant disaster 
services. The unavailability of these figures in Shrewsbury 

Usually the organi- 
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indicates that thd szrvices to victims were comparatively limited. 
Zf the experience of Holdsn, whsre a ccmparable number of people 
vas made homeless, is applied to Shrewsbury, the public housing 
of victim would have been €nconsequential. 
pattern is typical, then victims apparently arranged their own 
accomodations without recourse to official agencies. This 
would explain the generally low demand for public social services. 

If Shrewsbury’s 

Social. services were also furnished by other public and 
private groups as well as anonymous community members. For 
example, the night after the tornado Civil Defense announced 
that food, bedding, and medical supplies were available for 
distribution at the town center. 
tornado, the Air Force flew in three tons of bedding, clothing, 
and medical supplies for Shrewsbury, and Civil Defense picked 
up these supplies for the Red Cross, 
was distributed by Civil Defense which served, in effect, like 
a Red Cross depot. 

Three or four days after the 

Part: of this shipment 

In addition, the fire and police departments distrdbuted 
food at the town center, a large private estate was opened as 
an energency houaing facility, several impromptu canteens were 
maintained by churches and others, and on the morning after 
the disaster one church provided a day nursery for children Ln 
order to free parents to attend to pressing disaster affairs. 
AB mutual aid in the community, these separate activities vere 
aleo limited, although together they probably exceeded the 
total Red Croas services. But this other mutual aid was no 
reflection on the authority of Red Croea because no other group 
formally assumed full responsibility for the welfare of a11 
victims. Thus, authority wae never in doubt. 

* In swmnary, then, the major social service agency in 
Shrewsbury was the Red Cross whose responsibility and authority 
were universally acknowledged and legally affirmed. 
public and private group8 furnished relief activities which 
supplemented those of Red Cross, and this mutual aid probably 
reached the victim8 more effectively than the Red Cross ser- 
vicee. 
by everybody. 

Other 

The authority of the Red Cros8, however, was recognized 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. 
townspeople took up a public collection to send 8 team which 
he had coached to compete in the Olympic Games. 

Some years eerller, the chief had been honored when the 

2. There is a comon assumption that maximum mobility is equal 
to optimum mobility, and hence, that all blocked roads should 
be cleared as soon a8 poaeibk. Road clearance also creates 
entry channels and control problems. 
are uneseential for operations provide valuable natural bar- 
riers, and manpower m a y  be freed by leaving them uncleared 
during rescue. 
which road8 can be used in this way. 

Some blocked roads which 

But accurate survey work le necessary to judge 

3. 
cials who did not know what to do with one Air Force unit which 
appeared on the morning after the tornado. 

They might have been sent by Worcester Civil Defense offi- 

4. 
of distinguishing between looting and salvage by unfamiliar 
people with passes. 
prives guards of 80- available checks. 

Presumably during the days guard8 would be just as incapable 

But night complicates the problem and de- 

5. The police chief made it hie private responsibility to feed 
the local police auxiliaries and police reinforcement8 from 
the mutual-aid towna. Hi8 task waa eased by varioun donatio-, 
including a ton of ateaka flovn in by a Nev York newspaper the 
day after the tornado, and these were supplemented by a second 
shipment within a week. 



Chapter IV 

HOLDEN 

Holden is the second suburb of Tjlorcester in our study. Although 
somewhat smaller than Shrewsbury, the town was similar and euffered 
as severe or slightly more losses. 
about 200 casualties. About 100 people were hoepitalized, forty of 
them with major fnjurfes. Close to 400 .fuelling8 were affected; al- 
most half of these were completely demolished and about one-third 
suetained major structural damage. Over 1,500 people were left 
homeless by the tornado. 

Ten people died and there were 

On a central square at the heart of town stood the Town Hall, 
municipal offices, and two of the main churches, Nearby were other 
churches and the fire station. After the tornado, the spontaneous 
reaponses of cornunity members were focused upon this town center 
and all community services were organized there. The Town Hall and 
the adjoining buildings became the rallying point of the community. 
Consequently where Shrewabury's disaster mobilization followed organi- 
zational linea, the activity in Holden had a distinctly ccrl::unnl 
character. It reflected membership in the community rather than 
affiliation with an agency. We will later consider this fundamental 
difference between Shrewsbury and Holden. 

Overall Field Authority 

While the effects of the tornado were roughly similar in the 
two towns, Holden was in worse straits in relation to its resource8 
and needed even more outside help than Shrewsbury. 
smell district hospital of some 60 beds with which to cope with over 
200 caaualtiee. 
Holden authorities could not similarly shed medical responsibility. 
Assisting the hospital became a major concern on the first night. 
Thus, Holden could not limit the range of problems which it handled. 

Holden had a 

While Shrewsbury "exported" a11 its medical probleme, 

I Holden had a smaller munici.pal establishment than Shrewsbury, 
with a polfce force of only one full-time constable and fi few unpaid, 
p a r t - t h e  volunteers. 
tfcularly qualified to deal with emergencies, and the police constable 
did not have the pereonal leadership capacity which distinguished the 
Shrewsbury police chief. The other municipal services and staffs were 
equally restricted. 

A8 a non-professional group, it wa8 not par- 

Against these limitations , Holden had some positive reaources. 
The crucial factor was the presence of a state police post on the 
outskirte of town. 
CoICmunications. The telephone system was completely inoperative, 
both within the town and to the outside. 
and fire truck, Holden had radio contact with the mutual-aid association 
to which tt belonged. 
network of the state police. 

This was a source of manpower, leadership, and 

But through its police car 

This radio link was supplemented by the radio 

- 
0 In addition, the town had a emall, but viable Civil Defense with 

an energetf- leader. 
bore so& mod@st, bv+ 

Under his direction, a program of advance planning 
xible fruit when the tornado struck.1 
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Vhile the agency was by nc beans a professional emergency organization, 
it was a nucleus for the mobilization of the tam's energy. 
neither adequate to the disaster, nor completely helpless. To the ' 

extent that any local group could act for the town, Civil Defense 
was the most capable of furnishing leadership. 

It was , 

Thus, while Holden had no local leader conperable to the Shrews- 

A loose dual authority system 
bury police chief, it did have the local state police post and a 
small, but viable Civil Defense group. 
developed. The state police served as an independent "umbrella" 
which covered the town organization, They collaborated with local 
leadership, but did not defer to it; they encompassed the town struc- 
ture, but did not absorb it or destroy its identity. In turn, the 
town organization consolidated around Civil Defense. 

Although a large reservoir of outside manpower was available, 
nobody from other outside agencies occupied a leadership position or 
was important in the dual authority system. 
of Holden center ou the state police and the town. 

The authority problems 

* * * * * e * *  

Then the tornado broke, the familiar patterns of spontaneous 
rescue and mass assault quickly developed in the stricken areas. 
non-tnjured immedfately began to help family menbere, friends, and 
neighbors and rushed them to the Holdea District Hospital in trucke, 
caral statiou wagone, etc. Nearby volunteers also rushed iato the 

The 

- - area to help. 
l, 
Y 

The t a m  and the Uolden State Police immediately went into action 
They both flashed word of the disaster to the outside, indeoendently. 

the state police over their private radio network and the Civil De- 
fewe director over the mutual-aid association channel. 

At the Tara Hall, the Civil Defense director held 8 hurried con- 
sultation with some aides and the mayor. 
police car at Town Hall to provide for communication with the mutual- 
aid towns. 
get a picture of the toraado'e effects. 
a survey of the field and helped in the hunt for a missing baby, 
his return to Town Eall, he divided the disaster area into its four 
natural zones aad assigned one aide to check on operations in the field. 
A system was .rmrked out for diepatching volunteers who reported at 
Towa Hall. 

He stationed the Holden 

Then he went to inspect the stricken zones in order to 
lie spent about an hour on 

On 

The commander of the local state police post assigned men to 
various sections of the strlcken area. 
radio-equipped cars into the four natural zones and these were vir- 
tually ffxed stations to be used for communications within the field 
and to the poet. The state police tried to give as much direction 
and leadership-to the mass assault as possible. They plunged into 
teecue and evacuation, attacked bottlenecks and obstructions, and 
tried to untangle traffic. But above all, operational information 
flowed steadily over the field radios with reports of thegrcund situa- 
tiou, acc*~mt8 of action being taken, and a running analysis of 
emerg ir b lems . 

The organization worked four 
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The Framtngham post of the state polfce, ?0-35 mfles from 
Holden, was the organizatfon's iistrfct headquarters. They pfcked 
up the first word of the tornajo and started a general mobflfzatfon 
of personnel an3 resources Ln the region. The dfstrict conmanier, 
a captain, le€t some general instructions an3 irnmedfately set out 
€or Holden with a detafl of men. 
trafEic jams, end the trip took a little more than an hour. 

They were delayed by numerous 

The radfo trafffc of the Hollen post an3 its cars in the field 
could be monitored by the Framingham post and by all state police 
cars wfthin recefving range. Accordingly, en route to Holjen, the 
Framfngham corcmander carefully monitored the rad io corrmunications 
in the field. -From this, a pfcture of the operating sftuatfon 
graluelly emerged. The LnEormatfon reflected field conditions fairly 
unfformly and cornprehensfvely. On the whole, the flow of coIpmun- 
fcatfons was one-way. 
the HoL3en men, but the communications withfn Holden were closely 
monftored from the outsfde. 

There was very lfttle communfcation to 

On the basfs of this informatfon comtng from the ffeld, the 
Framfngham post took actfon to support operations. Framfngham did 
not waft €or specific requests from the ffel-1, but the men judged 
whRt the situation requfred and rnobflized equfpment, supplfes, 
an3 personnel from the entire area. The post sent these resources 
to Holden In steady waves. For example, ft was clear from the 
outset that Holden Hospftal was swamperf.* 
Frftmingham State Police recruited doctors, nurses, and ambulances 
and sent them in. They took help mainly from smaller towns fn the 
regfon to avof3 drafnfng the resources of Worcester. The Framing- 
ham post became, in effect, the strategic reer base. 

Accorlfngly, the 

Meanwhile, the field representative of the town tried to keep 
track ot operatfons and inform the town of progress, bottlenecks, 
and nee38. Because the small organtzatfon had severely limited 
communicatfons facilities and could not cover the spread out zones, 
only a spotty picture could be relayed to Town Hall. 
struggled along as well as possfble. On the basis of the lfttle 
fnformatfon whfch he could pull together from hfs afles and 
people corning fn from the field, the Cfvil Defense director re- 
quested help from the mutual-aid towns. 

But they 

Localized attempts by Cfvfl Defense to direct work in the 
field were ineffective. 
little orgenfzatfon wfth whfch to operate. 
w-7re also anonymous fn the ffeld. 
was not organized under town superviaion as in Shrewsbury. 

The smell agency was inexperienced an3 had 
The Town representatfvee 

Help from the nefghboring towns 
> 
< 

G The arrfval of the state police comriander from Framfngharn 
lfttle more than an hour after the tornado permitted a more system- 
atfc division of labor in the ffeld. Wfth two rankfng state police 
officers, one could be in the field at all tfmea without-tryfng to 
cover both the field an3 the post. The Holden captain then took 
a more active role in the field, staying wfth the ground opsratfons 
an3 solfdffying the liaison with the town. It was also Erom the 
reinforcements of outsLde state police and other groups that the 
state police c amentsed the Esur fixed cars in the 



four zones. They stationed one patrol car at the hospital, another 
at Town Hall, end kept several others cruising through the t o m  and 
the stricken areas to provide mobile coverage. The state police com- 
munications system Itas comprehensive. It Trovided the town with its 
first systenatic field coverage, with links among the major operating 
centers (Holden post, Town Hall, and Holden Hospital), and vith nu- 
nerous outlets to the Pramfnghcrrt poet ani the outside The Holden 
captain maintained liaison directly with the Civil Defense director, 
sometines through the state police car stationed at Town Hall for 
this purpose. 
be channeled through the State police netmork. 

Requests for anything which the tam required could 

Ifhire the Holden captain tried to coordinate operations on the 
ground, the Prainghen c m a n d c r  took over the local state police 
post and the larzer strategic organization. With the help of state 
police who were cominz in, he extended and tightened the perimeter 
of roadblocks which had been hastily started before his arrival. 
less than two hours after the tornado, the entire Holden area vas 
effectively sealed off, and thereafter a tight control was imposed 
over entry to the stricken zones. 

In 

The large supply of outside help, including that mobilized by 
the Frmingharn State Police vas balanced by regulating access to the 
field, As much as possible the outside help wae routed from various 
approach roads to the Eolden post. 
controlled under directFon8 from this post, 

All entry at the perimeter was 

The admittance of help was regulated in accordance with the 
developing field situation. The Franingham commander kept a close 
check OQ operations. 
and the tam. 
to keep a check on possible trouble spots, and revealed developing 
needs. 
for two days. Thus, the captain maintained a strategic overview of 
the situarioa which vas necessary to integrate action in the field 
and outside. 

He made personal surveys of the stricken zones 
This supplemented the radio traffic in the field, helped 

Holden Hospital was a regular point on the captain's itinerary 

On the basis of these surveysa he determined what outside help 
should be admitted and could assizn it to various parts Qf the field. 
This included the assignment of state police reinforcements who were 
expected to operate at ground level without further supervision and 
detailed direction, but with a maximum of flexibility. 

Thus, outside resources vere cormitted to the field as long as 
they were needed. 
ticular kind of help--whether doctors, private volunteers, bulldozers, 
rescue teame, municipal police zroups or whatever--the further entry 
of this assistaxe wes cut: off. 
and that particular type of assistance was no longer recruited. 
of this surplus help riae kept in reserve at the perimeter, but most 
of it waa sent away. 

then the field was adequately supplied with a par- 

The Franineham post vas a190 informed, 
Some 

The field surveys also revealed the need for highly specific 
itens which were then sought by the Franingham post. 
first night many r - - d s  involved specific zedical supplies for Holden 

During the 
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Hospital. Cn direct requests from the field, the Framingham post 
became au emergency-locator center, arranginL, for example, to have 
blood plasma and sundry antitoxins sent from an army base. Specific 
non-medical requests were similarly filled, This service tended to 
be fairly quick and most items were delivered in the field within an 
hour after they were ordered. 

At the Framingham post, several other things happened with the 
information which came out of Holden, The state police manazed to 
fill a breach in the state Civil Defense organization. Except for 
the state police, Holden was completely isolated from contact with 
the regional and state Civil Defense organizations which were re- 
sponsible for helping such small towns in the event of emergency. 
But the headquarters of the state Civil Defense adjoined the Framing- 
ham State Police post. Periodically, the Frarninsham State Police 
informed the state Civil Defense of the general field situation and 
the action which had already been taken. These summaries were almost 
in the nature of the courtesy service because they were too late to 

In this sense, the state police not only took the strategic action 
for which Civil Defense was formally responsible, but also bridged 
the gap in that agency's own communications system. 

be operational messages on which the state Civil Defense could act. 3 

. 

Aside from the inmediate mobilization, the Framingham post also 
took an inventory of regional resources that might possibly be needed. 
They alerted suppliers of specialized services and facilities to stand 
by on call. 
ment, f ire-fizhting groups, aobile feeding companies, Egeiictes with 

They checked facilities and bed space at hospitals in the town of Fram- 
ingham, a nearby army base, and elsewhere in case an overflow of patients 
from Holden Hospital 610uld have to be absorbed in the district.' 
post located emergency housing space (including a nearby bmJ1ing alley) 
and a plcce to get.cots. The operation of the Framingham post involved 
m n y  contacts. Its inccmplete telephone log for the ffrst six 
hours covers five pages of single-space typed entries which read like 
a random sample of services from the classified tzlephone directory. 

These reserves included hauling and construction equip- 

specially trained rescue or first aid teams, and the Civil Air Patrol. 4 

The 

In the field, it was not possible to provide a great deal of 
positive direction for the mass assault. 
a'number of trouble-shooting teams free and shifted them around to 
special problems that were developing and to bottlenecks in the chan- 
nels through which the mass assault churned. The effectiveness of 
these mobile teams rested on the flow of information from all parts 
of the field so that threatening trouble spots could be handled before 
they became major problens. 

But the state police kept 

Once the state police tiere organized, the town became increasingly 
dependent on them. 
contact with them, used their radio to plug the coqunications gap 
between the.field and Town Hall,' and assisted the state police in the 
field. 

The Civil Defense aides in the field kept in close 

The local agency's greatest asset was its knowledge of the town 
Civil Defense was able to bring the accounting ~ and the towuspeople. - 

7 
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for all residents into order. As in Shrewsbury, a detailed map which 
showed each building in t o m  became the master intelligence board. 
As rescue work began to taper off, each zone was systematically searched 
and a close check kept on results. 
the danagcs suffered by every residence was sent to T o w  Hall. Data 
vere also collected from the hospital, from neighbors and relatives 
of missing people, from victims registering at Town Hall, from workers 
and townspeople. A thorough house-by-house final search was then con- 
ducted under the joint supervision of the state poltce and Civil 
Defense representatives. The field reports and other information were 
collated until a complete picture was pulled together. Within 12 
hours after the tornado, every resident was accounted for except one 
missing baby who was not found for three Knowledge of the 
Local community was vital Fa accounting for residents; systematic 
coverage 4" the same period of time would be almost impossible in a 

Xnfotmation on each casualty and 

big city, 

The flood of outside help came steadily during the rescue stage, 
at first €rem nearby towns and later from more distant places. 
of the separate groups were fairly small, few of them exceeding a 
dozen or a dozen and a half people. Their cumulative effect, however, 
was great. With private voluateers, they probably totaled several 
thousand people--for the town served about 2,000 meals daily for a 
week, mainly to disaster helpers. The public groups included various 
police and military organizations, including the National Guard, a 
state police contfngent from a neighboring state, municipal police 
groupIp, Air Force and Navy personnel, etc. There were varfoua state 
departmentp (Public Works, Conservation, Road Commission) and sundry 
other groupe (fire department, Civil Defense teems). There were aleo 
repreeentativee of private organizations. 

Many 

While 200 State Police saw disaster duty, the next largest single 
group wag the National Guard with two companies (about 100 men). 
militia entered Holden on assignment and its role was limited and clear 
cut. They followed the Governor's mandate rather Literally and assiet- 
ed local authorities in po'icing damaged areas. 
apparently restricted to patrol and guard duty in the stricken zones. 
They assumed no broader responsibility or authority. The National 
Guard cooperated well with local officials 8nd wtth the state police, 
accepted the direction of both without working actively or closely 
with either. In view of the active role of the Nattonril Guard ia 
Shrewsbury, it is noteworthy that the militia units La Holden were 
not from the nearby area and had little familiarity or ties with the 
community. 

The 
. 

Their activity was 

After the rescue, evacuation, and final search had been com- 

The shift from an ''action" to an 
pleted, and when the hospital had been stabilized, the rescue stage 
gave way to the emergency phase. 
"adminietraCFve" period was accompanied by a shift in the balance of 
leadership and authority. 
became more active and the state police more supportive. 
was now more qualified to assume leadership and the state police were 
no longer so crucial, although the town depended upon their counsel 
and assistance. But the town officials took the major responsibility 
for decision-making. They planned a work program, scheduled work 

Then the town and Civil Defense organization 
The town 
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crews, arranged a pass system, and managed the removal of hazardous 
damage, the clearance of roads and debris, the collection of property 
and valuables strewn about by the storm, the feeding of disaster 
workers, the search for the missing baby, and the counseltng of df- 
saster victims. By the second or third day, virtually all outside work 
groups were organized on a scheduled basis, and few appeared tiithout 
prior arrangement with the tam. Thus, as the crisis subsided and 
sheer survival did not depend on the adequacy of local officials, the 
town resumed control and its leadership and authority were universally 
acknowledged. 

Symbolic of this authority was a special information newletter 
which the town issued 3r the residents on the day after the tornado. 
No copy of thia documect could be found during the research. Presum- 
ably, however, it contained various official notices about pass pro- 
cedures and available aid, progress reports on disaster work, and an 
outline of future plans. Procedures were suggested for filing insurance 
claims. Residents were also cautioned against the attempts of ''out- 
side profiteers" to capitalize on the tornado. 
director pointed out: 

The Civil Defense 

Vorkers who come in here trying to sell their 
services are not welcome. 
Street, badly hit, where a tioman still lives. A 
man came in trying to high-pressure her into letting 
him remove an overhanging limb for fifty dollars. 
We have the mea to do that kind-of thing ourselves 
.as a service. 

There's a house up on... 

This news sheet was organized not only to give information but 
also to reassure people and relieve their anxiety. Officials tried 
to imprees people that the disaster itself was over and its effects 
were cpickly being removed, that the situation was under control, and 
that the town authorities did not view the emergency impersonally but 
were deeply concerned with the Victims' feelings. As the director 
indicated: 

We wanted these people to understand that this 
thing hit a11 of us. 
hurt or didn't lose our home, still we were in this 
thing and we cared. 

Even though some of us weren't 

We cared deeply about what happened. 

These sentiments illustrate the tone of Holden's communal response 
to the tornado. IJhtle officials were busy with concrete problems, 
they were also concerned with community morale. 
with the disaster went beyond the most effective work solutions; they 
felt involved in broader terms. 
Shrewsbury where morale and community solidarity were subordinated 
to questions of rational problem-solution. The research disclosed no 
public resentment over the exercise of authority in Holden. 

Their preoccupation 

This contrasts with the emphasis in 

* * * * * *  

In overall perspective, the authority system in Holden varied 
with the stag;@ of the dis. -er. During the rescue period, the state 
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police provided the major leadership and authority which the t o m  
officials then took over after the sheer problems of life and death, 
were safely under control. 

The town operated close to its maximum potential, but its powers 
were clearly ut--equal to the demande of the situation, and it had to 
rely heavily on the state police. They were unquestionably the deci- 
efve factor in Holden. Although their direct and immediate control 
over events in the field was Limited, they influenced these events 
indirectly to an appreciable degree. They approached the disaster 
comprehensively and handled some strategic problems effectively. Their 
organization and noma1 operating procedures furnished competent leader- 
ship. The organization was large, well-equipped, and well-trained; 
it had experience and the men worked well together. It was a large 
professional Organization with a rich cmunications system. This 
gave the state police a comprehensive viett of the situation and allowed 
them to grasp its overall dimensions as well as its flurried details. 
Even with the help of people from various agencies and surrounding 
towns, tiwn officials could not muster such an integrated organization. 

Accordingly, the state police helped the town, but clearly kept 
their own autonomy during the rescue stage. The town officials and 
agencies were, in effect, significant people whose needs were incor- 
porated into the state police operations, but who were not regarded 
as superior leaders. The interest and responsibility of local people 
was acknowledged, but their competence was not relied upon. 
police viewed their relation to the town as furniclhiag the help which 
local pea Le could not provide, afnoet in the role of "protective big 
brothers.' Thus, they kept in touch with the town's needs and the 

, activittes of its officials, and they took these into account as "op- 
- erating data" in their own calculations and operations. 

The state 

But the 
-7state police firmly retained their autonomy, and their leadership 
gave them authority. 

The collaboration of the two groups was harmonious, but they had 
a different significance for each other. The town officials described 
their liaison as central, almost as a continuous consultation; the 
state polfce referred to their contact as intermittent and peripheral. 
The Framingham State Police captain observed: 

We had to come in to help these people. There 
was no question about it. 
themselves. They had some good people in there. We 
kept some track of what they were doing and tried to 
give them any help they asked for. But, mainly we 
went ahead and made sure that things got taken care 
of. 
took over again and we gave them whatever help they 
needed. 

They couldn't manage 

When the worst of it was over, they pretty much 

On the other hand, town officials made no pretense about their depen- 
dence, and their horizon was dominated by the state police. 
Civil Defense director asserted: 

The 
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I’ll tell you, these guys were wonderful. 
They noved right in and really took hold of things. 
This thing was too big for us by ourselves. They 
knew what they were doing almost by instinct. They 
got plenty of men in here, too. And another thing, 
they knew haw to work together. 
cooperation in the t2orld from them. 
asked for or needed, we got. They always had a 
man sitting right outside the door and one over 
a$ the hospital, 2nd Capt ... uas Ln End out - /of the Tmm Hal&/ all the time. 
Police saved our lives. We would have been lost 
without them. 

We got the best 
Anything we 

The State 

Thus, in their images of each other, the state police loomed 
much larger to the town than the town appeared to the state police. 
This was an accurate reflection of their relative leadership and 
authority during the rescue phase. 

In this stage, the determinates of authority were similar in 
Holden and Shrevsburp. In both towns, professional police had the 
highest field authority, predominating over semi-professional police 
(National Guard) and amateur civil agencies (Civil Defense). In 

f Shrewsbury, the dominant authority was local (police chief) while 
$n Holden it was non-local (state police).’ Hence, in accordance 
with our original expectations, sheer professional competence and 
leaderahip dcte’rmined authority. 
leadership defer to the authority of a semi-professional or non- 
professional group. 

In neither town did professional 

Martial Law. Nonetheless, although the operating authority system 
in Holden was fairly clear, the t a m  had a “pseudomartial 1aw“’epi- 
sode on tornado night. 
state of emergency was declared. 
terme of martial law, a Worcester newspaper reported tiiat on the 
second night, about 24 hours after the disaster, a sound truck cruised 
through the Holden area with the announcement, “This area is under 
martial law. Unless you intend to stay the night here, please leave.” 
Although aewapaper accounts of the tornado contained frequent errors, 
this incident was not the figment of an overworked reporter’e Fmagina- 
tion. 
martial law announcements. The town officials did not know who ini- 
tiated them, but they did nothing to stop the announcements once these 
began or to correct the error. 

At a special meeting of town officials, a 
Although it was not formulated in 

The research could not establish who wae responsible for the 

The “private“ declaration of martial law is inherentry ambiguous. 
Certainly the strictly legal aspects of the situation are of minor 
interest. Indeed, only one police informant in the present research 
even used the term, “martial law,” correctly. The others used the 
expression to refer to a vague, grave emergency in which anybody wearfng 
a uniform could arbitrarily force those not in uniform to comply with 
their orders. 
ment may well have several effects. Sociologically, it: 

Regardless of its legality, any martial law announce- 
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1. Publicly establishes the undifferentiated authority 
of the uniformed over the non-uniformed. 

2. Notifies the police groups that they have virtual 
"carte blanche" powers in enforcing their control. 

3. Hay crystallize the latent problem of dominance among 
police groups so as to: 

a. intensify existing power conflicts, or 

b. precipitate conflicto in a smoothly working 
system,g Or 

c, help clarify an amorphous authority structure. 

In Holden, the announcements had none of these effects because 
the system of authority was always clear and stable during the rescue 
and emergency periods. The shift in authority was orderly. Future 
research might note the conditions undcr which real and fake martial 
law situations generate or resolve confusion and strain. 

Cutsi.de and Local Groups. How did the outside organizations 
The respond to the authority structure during the rescue period? 

pattern is not as clear-cut in Holden as in Shrewsbury where the 
primary authority was a local figure. In Holden, the leadership of 
the state poiice was generally acknowledged and its decisions eccept- 
ed. T h i s  wa8 reinforced to the extent that the town had no effective 
leaders of its m u  in the field. In effect, then, there was no real 
choice between the t o m  and the state police in the stricken zones. 

Although the data are not sharply patterned, outside groups 
seemed to have different orientations to local authorities. Those 
which came earlier were mainly from small neighboring communities 
and from state azencies with stations in the region; they were the 
most likely to report to local authorities at Town Hall on their 
arrival in Holden. The later groups were mainly f r m  outside the 
region and from larger cities; they arrived after the state police 
had sealed the perimeter and simply accepted the state police as the 
field authority. On the basis of the Shrevsbury data, we would ex- 
pect these early groups to have a higher preference for local authori- 
ties than the late arrivals, and this tended to be the case. 
because of the state police perimeter in Holden, the chance to express 
a preference varied with time of arrival. 
make a choice and the later groups could not. 
results in the expected direction. Consequently, contrary findings 
did not have an equal chance to appear. But pie would speculate that 
the actual results are in fact not spurious and that the orientation 

But, 

The early sroups could 
This reinforced the 

' 

(7 of outside groups would follow the observed patterns. 

The Tmm Authorities. Authority wfthin the state police vas 
clearly structured by the hierarchy of the organization. We have also 
seen how the "unbrella" structure developed between the agency and 
the tam. FJe have yet to review how authority within the town waa 
consolidated about the leaderphip of the Civil Defenss director. 

http://Cutsi.de
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Of the public positions in Holden, only three contained enough 
responsibility for the person potentially to assume overall field 
authority on behalf of the town. They included the mayor, the police 
constable, and the Civil Defense director. When the tornado passed, 
the Civil Defense director iaxnediately agsumed active leadership, and 
the mayor and the police constable supported him. The mayor played 
the role of the responsible political official who had no emergency 
competence, but who could lend special assistance. Accordingly, he 
neither scoad passively aside nor did he attempt to direct operations. 
He stood by at Totam Hall to assist the Civil Defense director and 
to help implement decisions, 
region was valuable in locating sources of help. He was also able 
to reassure the director by authorizing any possible expenditures for 
disaster services, a power which the Civil Defense director did not 
have. The latter reported: 

His knowledge of the cornunity and the 

Ile Lrhe mayo=T stood rizht by me a11 the time. 
Whenever I needed something that we didn't have, he'd 
say, "OK, get it. Don't worry about the money. I'll 
worry about that. You just get anything you need and 
tell them to bill the town." 

You see, Civil Defense didn't have any funds, 
and there was the problem about who was goinc to pay 
for some of this stuff. 
billed for. And I suppose if he wasn't there, it 
wouldn't have made any difference. tle would have 
just gone right ahead and gotten what we needed 
anyhow. He tias just great. Not just about autho- 
rizing noney either, but other things, too. He 
was always there with juet the kind of support 
you needed. Sornetimea he'd know about where to 
get ahold of something or somebody. He really 
took some of the responsibility off your shoulders. 
We were just too damn busy to vorry much about 
some of these things. But because he was there, 
you didn't even think much about them. You knew 
he was behind you 1007. and whatever you figured 
had to be done was O.K. 
fidence. Another thing, he wasn't just butting 
in. He had same good ideas, too. But he didn't 
keep getting in the way. 
just great. Cooperation was wonderful. 

Nost things we never were 

It just gave you con- 

Re via8 a real help, 

The mayor's support was typical of the attitudes of other local 
people, 
Defense director's position. The prominent role of the Civil Defense 
was not arranged in advance, but developed out of the immediate events. 
If the police constable had been an equally qualified leader, the 
authority system might have consolidated under his directon. As it 
vas, the potential authority of Civil Defense actually materialized. 

The mayor nay have been decisive in converting the director's 

This helped to dispel any possible ambiguity in the Civil 

i - - 
leadership to real authority. 
the director's act 

His presence and assistance legitimized 
s and probably stabilized the latter's authority 
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beyond the rescue phase. Although the director discussed the nayor's 
support on tornado night, he did not refer to it for the subsequent 
period. Apparently, after his position vas established during the , 

critical first night, he was able to exercise his authority decisively 
without the nayor's further reassurance. 

Thus, the predominance of Civil Defense in the town was based 
on its potential legitimacy, the pressing need €or Leadership, its 
provision of leadership, the absence of conpeting leaders, and the 
nayor's firm support. 

The State Police as an Operatinz W n i z a t i o n .  The state police 
show .the coordinated functioning of a professional organization. As 
a base for icprovisetion in emergency, its well-defined soles, 2nd 
mutual expectations cannot be equalled by a small, inexperienced group. 

The state police functioned vith a minimum of detailed supervision 
of its men. People at different levels were largely expected to work 
without ismediate direction. This emphasized the clarity of operating 
n o m s  throughout the organization which was epitomized by the one-way 
flow of communication and the informal division of labor: the Holden 
men bore the brunt of the ground-level work, the Framingham comander 
took over the field headquarters, and the Framincham post became the 
outside support base. 

+ 

a 

The integrated node of operation vas taken for granted. The men 
in Holden couiiunicated with one another with the expectation that their 
radio traffic would be monitored by the Frarilingham post where appropriate 
supportive action would be taken. 
expectations of the Civil Defense director. 
aid towns were requests for xecific items. He had no idea what would 
happen with these requests or how they would be handled. 
people were sinply unknown quantities. 
made few requests for specific items. Their communication t7as an 
operational description of the situation. Essentially, :bey knew bhzt 
vas going to happen with this information at the Praningham post. 
They communicated from the field as if their responsibility were ta 
supply informatip_n to a system which was set up to mobilize support, 
They simply assumed that the Franinzham organization would do what was 
necessary outside the area while they themselves did what was neces- 
sary within the area. 
of comunications supported the informal division of labor. 

This contrasts sharply with the 
Ilis messages to the mutual- 

The outside 
The state police in the field 

- 

These common expectations and the free flow 

This reliance upon independent judgment and operating initiative 
stamped the organization throughout. It is based upon the occupational 
norms which guide the training of redruits to the organization and 
which are reinforced in their routine vork. The Framingham commander 
explained : 

When I left here to go to Holden the men in the 
post knew what had happened. 
I didrr't have to tell. them or give then orders.. They 
new what to do in a situation like that. And ecery- 
body is expected to do his job without getting flus- 
tered or needing a lot: of supervision. I didn't worry 

They knew what to do. 
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about what vas going on back here after I left. 
The men in Holden di.dn_f_t have-to worry about 
asking us to come in Lto helpL or vaste a lot 
of tine talking with us. 
1isLening to them Lnonitorine the radio traf- 
fic/. 
themselves when they heard about it. Now the 
tornado tias pretty extreme. 
have to deal with anything this bad. But ve 
learn to take these things in stride, the un- 
expected, you know. That's our job-to take 
care of things without being told. FJell, 
when a man joins that state police, he has 
to learn to use his own judgment and ini- 
tiative. 
him telling what to do all the time. He has 
to learn to f i g c e  things out in a situation 
and size it up and do the right t'ninz. This 
is the tiay tie train our men and this is how 
we tiork. 
They don't sit around waiting to be told what 
to do. 

They knew we were 

The men uho were off duty came in by 

Normally we don't 

We can't have someone stailding over 

All our men can be depended on. 

By this token, the Framingharn post performed several functions 
viithout direction: (1) mobilizing resources and sending th?m into 
Holden for imnediate use, (2) locating specific items which were re- 
quested, (3) taking an inventory of selected resources in the region 
against the possibility of future need, (4) keeping high eschelons of 
Civil Defense abreast of the field situation. The first three func- 
tions revealed an intimate knowledge of the region. 

Their operation showed two other characteristics. First, they 
approached the mobilization of resources in broad, strategic terms. 
Second, the communication logs show that the state police consistently 
turned directly to specialists and experts for highly refined skills, 
equipment, and services. 
particular specialists, they turned immediately to intermediaries. 
These were frequently local community or agency leaders who, as "local 
contact men," were depended upon to find the necessary help in their 
communities or organizations. The specialists themselves were often 
"specialists" in thelr knowledge of primary sources of help unknown 
to the state police. 

TJhen they did not know or could not reach 

The overall operation of the state police demanded a refined, 
integrated organization with clarity of role expectations, independeat 
responsibilfty built into these roles, and a high sense of personal 
identification with the organization. 

- Strapeaic Supply, Eolden shooed very clearly that the volume 
principle of "wave supply," depends on several conditions for its 
effectiveness:10 (1) It demands an abundance of resources in an 
are8 and may not be possible when these are scarce. (2) There must 
be few stricken areas cmpeting for these resources, or the stricken 

,7 zone8 must be fairly cor 

. 

2 
ntrated to allow the rapid shifting of 
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resources as needs change. (3) Wave supply can only be effective 
when it is complemented by the control of access to the field. The 
over-concentration of surplus resources in congested zones becomes ' 3  

highly disruptive, particularly when clumsy, massive equipment (such 
2 as bulldozers and cranes) is involved. 
- In Holden, theee conditions tended to be w t ,  largely through 

the operation of the state police. Their mobilization and control 
of the flow of resources was perhaps the most effective aspect of 
their work. Nowhere fn the Worcester region did one town suffer from 
scarcities because resources were diverted to surfeit another stricken 
place. 

The Choice of Operating Arena. Perhaps the only remaining ques- 
tion about the disposition of resources concerns the choice of operat- 
ir.g crena by the stcte police. They focused 211 their energies on 
Holden and gave no assistance to Shrewsbury. It is not clear why they 
aade Holden almost their private responsfbflity and gave Shrewsbury 
no significant help. Why did they not divfde their help between the 
two town8 on some basis? 

The decision cannot be accounted for by differences in the 
tornado'a impact on the two towns. Casualties and damage were roughly 
comparable, and despite the differences in their size, there is really 
not much to choose between the elcergency resources of one suburb of 
6,000 populatton and enother of 10,000. 

The dilermza is sharpened by the fact that the Framingham captain 
actually passed through Shrewabury on his way to Holden. 
to the field research, it was learned that befora continuing to Holden 
he had inquired about the local eituation in Shrewsbury and was reas- 
sured that things were under control. The t h e  schedule, however, 
indicates that he paased through Shrewsbury before the National Guard 
arrived (and the Shrewabury people did not know that the militla were 
coming). The gaps in data at this point are, of course, perilous. 
But, from all LndLcatione, it seem8 probable that the situation in 
Shrewabury had not yet been stabflized by the t h e  the state police 
passed through, 

Subsequent 

If we monentarily assum, then, that Shrewsbury could have used 
help at this time, this would imply that completely different per- 
spectives governed the operating judgment6 of the state police in their 
choice of arena. ll becos.Gs significant Lf the public need were similar in the two towns; 

The selection of Holden as the field of operation 

The problem of choosing 5e tween the towns invites speculation. 
One possible explanation Fa that the Holden State Polke post repre- 
sented an "advance party" whose comitnent to the field demanded sup- 
port. 
the perspectives of the Framingham State Police so that other places 
might not have lwrned so Large. This w9uld be a direct refLection of 
nrganizational solidarity. 
sponsibility, it might imply that those public needs which vere con- 
sistent with crganizational support were the most clearly "visible." 
This might further imply that the larger public interest does not 

The identification with the Holden State Police m a y  have focused 

'&en posed against impartial public re- 
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actually rank first in the police hierarchy of values and the priori- 
ties they assign various groups. This is sheer speculation at the 
moment, but it is consistent with the different attitude tovard vic- 
tims expressed by the Shrewsbury police chief and the Rolden Civil 
Defense director. 

In sumnary, Holden was a small town struggling without resources 
or adequate Leadership in a situation beyond its capacity. A large 
professional police organization zssumed responsibility in the field, 
Its authority derLved from its leadership and WEB comonly acknowledged. 
The dominant agency respected the moral responsibility of local authori- 
ties, but did not allow this to 3rejudlce its own independent exercise 
of authority and control over operations during the rescue period. 
Subsequently, during the emergency phase, it withdrew to a role which 
supported the authority of local officials and agencies. 

The materials on Holden and Shrewsbury enphasize different parts 
of two system in which leadership and authority coincided. In the 
next chapter, Vorcester does not provide as close a glimpse of opera- 
tions. But It offers a picture of strains arising fr0m.a discrepancy 
between de facto responsibility and leadership on one hand and formal 
authority on the other. 

Social Service8 

When the tornado passed Holden people pouted into the fLeld and 
into the cawunity center to help, 
tomed to assist the local Red Cross on occasion, began to prepare for 
emergency feeding in the baseccent of the Baptist Church at the center. 
They evidently began to serve food about an hour and a half or two 
hours after the tornado and served some 2,000 aeals daily for several 
days, mainly to volunteer workers. A mobile service was also organi- 
zed to feed rescue workers in the field. 
arranged Civil Defense plan, a local dairy delivered milk for infants 
to the center. 
in, clothing was processed and sorted for distribution, housing offers 
were compiled. Registration o f  victims and acccunting for residents 
began almost at once. 

Women, m n y  of whom were accus- 

In accordance with a pre- 

Supplies and donations of varlous kinds began to stream 

But, just as in Shrewsbury, self-help and spontaneous mutual 
aid appeared inmediately in the comunity. 
relatives, friends, neighbors, and often total strangers. There was 
comparatively little dependence on public agencies for social eervices. 
This was attributed to many factors, from even a selfless concern for 
the needs of other fellow victims to 8 slow recovery from the traunatic 
impact of the tornado. For example, a supervisor of the clothing cen- 
ter in the Ccngregztioxal Church Pt the town center observed: 

Victims were helped by 

The trouble is, the people who Lost every- 
thing won't let you give them enough. 
thinking of the next fellow who will cone along. 
But we're asling them to take enough to last the 
season. 

They're 

The self-help pattern was most conspicuous in housing. 
who were Lefr.: temporarily homeless managed to find emergency housing 

The people 
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for themselves. There were some 1,500 homeless persons on the first 
night, yet according to the Holden director of Civil Defense, public 
authorities had to find temporary housing for exactly five people..' 
He reported: 

Ve had offers of 200 spare rooms from Holden 
people for use of the stricken. But we had no 
tal-ers. The homeless were practically all taken 
Ln by frieade and relatives. 

But the low reliance on public help applied less where children vere 
concerned. Adults refused help for themselves, but came to ask for 
clothes and other necessities (viz., baby cribs) for their offspring. 

The pattern of self-help among the victims may typify small 
There nay be considerable social cohesion so that people towns. 

take care of one another during cris is periods. 
greater use of public help might be expected in large urban centers. 
At the same time, it is important that the small t o m  victims were 
mainly of middle and upper-middle class status. They may not only 
receive a great deal of support from friends and neighbo-rs in the 
community, but they may also have an aversion to the acceptance of 
public help. Their class sentiments emphasize the worth of indepen- 
dence and self-reliance. They define their roles as patrons rather 
than ae recipients of public help, disaster relief, or emergency 
welfare which they may regard as euphemisms €or charity. Under the 
stress of cr-isis, they might well assert their values of independence 
and reject the unfamiliar position of relief cllent,l2 thereby reas- 
suring themselves that they "nay be down, but ncrt out."13 

On this basis, 

------ Community >Iembership vs. Agency Affiliation as Bases of Mobiliza- - tion. Public authorities had little experience with disaster. They 
did not expect the victims' low dependence on social services that 
actually develTped, and they quickly went ahead to organize public 
help. In the mobilization of social services there was a spontaneous 
division of labor which cut acros~ organizational lines and developed 
within a cormunity framework. 
functions were not allocated to agencies. 
hensive responaibFlLty or aathority for social services, none claimd 
them, and there was no formal designation of an official disaster 
teLIaE organization. The services were simply perfcrned within the 
framework of the comur.ity. 

Many organizations were active, but 
No agency assurced compte- 

This pattern is expressed by the organization of functions. +'.q- 
istration of vtctims was handled at the Toon Ea11 by the town clerk, 
other town employees, Red Cross members, Civil Defense pecple, volun- 
teer workers, cr whoever happened to take over the registration desk. 
A11 donations were funneled through the Town Hall where they were al- 
located to the appropriate relief service. Housing arrangements were 
handled at the Town Hall, mainly by the Civil Defense director. Feeding 
took place in the basement of the Baptist Church under the direction 
of a woman active in the Red Cross. One clothing center vas set up 
in the Ccngregational Church under the pastor's dfrection and two 
days after the tornado a second clothing depot was organized at the 
nearby Episcw-2' misslon. Consistent statements about the clothing 
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situation were made independently by the chairman of the Red Cross 
and by other people vorking at the center, Cur data show that spon- 
taneous observations about services almost invariably referred to 
needs and activities, but not to organizations. l4 Similarly, the 
staff wor!.ers within any service were people with different organi- 
zational connections or simply unaffiliated volunteers. 

'' 

Thus, while organizations did participate in the social service 
effort, this was informal. Crganizationaf membership bore no relation 
to services performed, and the identity of agencies and the lines of 
separation between them were completely blurred. Functions were 
divided and services integrated within a frame& irk. of commnal effort. 

!!ithin this informal organization, a leadership structure developed 
which vas recognized and followed. The principal leaders tended to 
be people with higher positions in the Red Cross, Civil Defense, and 
the town government. Their decisions and directives soon took on 
the weight of authority. But their authority owed nothing to their 
specific organizational connections, nor was it informally conferred 
upon them. It resulted from the general acceptance of their conpetent 
leadership. None of these leaders advanced claims to exclusive or 
overall responsibility. There was evidence of neither rivalry nor 
competitive concern about prestige, power, or future political advan- 
tage. The general situation was free from contention or friction, 
and it developed informally without official intervention or directives. 

This presents a sharp contrast to the formal system in Shrewsbury. 
Holden had an informal emergence of Authority, an informally coordinated 
dividion of labor, and a mobilization of services which cut across 
organizations within the community! Shrewsbury had a formal allocakion 
of authority, an uncoordinated duplication of services, and partici- 
.pation within the framework of separate organizations. Thlrs, in 
Holden, social services were communal; in Shrewsbury, they were related 
to organizations. 

The tvo towns were essentially comparable in character, in the 
effects of the disaster, and in resulting social service needs. 
Hence, two basic problems emerge: (1) Under these sidlar conditions, 
what produced the different patterns of participation and authxity,? 
(2) !hat effect did these different systems have on operational effec- 
tiveness? !.le have no definitive data on the first question, but two 
factors may have relevance: ecological and demographic. 

Ecology and Symbolic Sentirnes. Firey has analyzed the role 
of sentinents in urban land use and how these sentinents endow certain 
features of a tocm with syinbolic importance for members of a community 
(Firey, April, 1945: 140-148). 
the synbolic features become especially prominent and furnish orienta- 
tion to community members. 
and channelize their responses and action toward them (much as a 
fugitive crininal may seek out the' sanctuary of a church). 
not be a fully rational decision; in a situation which demands actfon, 
the symbol may locate an appropriate arena of action and thereby 
structure the channels of behavior. 

In times of crisis, it is likely that 

Thus, people can be atrracted by them 

This need 
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Some process of this kind seeined to occur in Holden, but not in 
Shrewsbury. PJe have previously indicated that Holden had a town 
center with strong symbolic value while Shrewsbury's town center was 
simply an administrative locale. In Holden, strong sentiments which 
were attached to the institutional setting gave it the significance 
of a community center somewhat reminiscent of the local church which 
integrated villages in ffiedieval Europe. Shrewsbury had no equivalent 
site which carried the same weight of sentiment and which was suitable 
for operational purposes. This was illustrated by the establishment 
of disaster relief headquarters in the school a mile away from the 
town center. Consequently, in Holden, there was a spontaneous con- 
vergence of activity upon the comunity center, while in Shreasbury, 
activity was dispersed to mamy little sub-centers of separate organi- 
zations. 

GeneraTly, physics: settings set the conditions of behavior, 
but seldom determine action and choices directly. These determinates 
lie elsewhere, Ln the meanings which the settings acquire (as in the 
symbolic sentiments in our problem). Our data, however, are not com- 
plete. It is not clear, for example, whether Holden people expressed 
a great deal of apparent cornunity solidarity because there were no 
other outlets for action than the consolidated center; or whether 
Shrewsbury people were equ&Lfy*nnZted ,but had no adequate physical 
center to serve as a rallying point. A discriminating test, if it 
were possible, would be to reverse situations and people, to observe 
the Holden people under Shrewsbury conditions and vice versa. Future 
research might further clarify the relations between ecology and 
participation patterns by examining the apparent reference groups 
(community or organization) in towns with and without symbolic com- 
munity centers.1' 
there were genuine differences in the patterns of identification with 
the comunity. Certalnly the physical facilities in the two towns 
were conducive to different responses. 

The definite impression from our data is that 

Oenographic Composttion and Social Participation. The second 
factor in the participation patterns is that they were nut connected 
with deomgraphic differences. They cannot be accounted for by 
different compositions of the towns. Holden and Shrewsbury could 
scarcely resennble each other more closely in demographic profile. 
The net picture from census data is that of two small t o m s ,  similar 
in size and rate of recent growth, age and sex compositim, ethnic 
composition, housing, affluence and general class structure, and 
apparently similar in the general style of life vhich they sustain. 

1 7  

But, significantly, regardless of how much the tovns resemble 
one another in these respects, other possible differences in social 
integration and cohesion may account for the dffferent responses 
to the emergency. Presumably, similar class patterns and comunity 
structure will not necessarily produce c o m m  attitudes tovard the 
cornunity or the organization of comunity life. And the character 
of a cornunity which can be inferred from demographic profiles will 
not be predictive of the comunity's response to crisis. 

Authority Patterns and Cperational Effectiveness. The second 
b a s k  u s .  stLon about the participation patterns is how the different 
authoiAt2' Bysterns aF-2cted operational effectiveness. 
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laere membership in organizations is coupled with strong con- 
munity bonds, organizational affiliation can be submerged in the 
communal response, with little concern about formal jurisdiction 
or authority. But where allegiance to formal organizations is strong 
and identification with the community is weaker, then the solidarity 
of agencies may force authority problems to be sharpened and formal- 
ized. In the first case, the corrmmity takes precedence, and in the 
second case, the organization. 

The consequences might differ with severity and type of emergency, - but they vary mainly be conditions of leadership. !.%ere disaster 
Q needs do not clearly "select" appropriate leadership groups (viz., 

injuries require doctors), then the formal organizations provide a 
nucleus for the crystallization of leadership and authority. In 
the absence of other active structures, the loyalty to organizations 
can be functional. If competent community leaders or formal authori- 
ties are available, however, primary loyalties to organizations may 
prove disruptive. 

The success of an informal communal response depends upon highly 
competent leadership to improvise and integrate an operating structure. 
Otherwise, with inept leadership, two situations may arise. A highly 
structured, centralized authority system may be estabLished which m a y  
prove inflexible and/or the communal response may lead to non-coordina- 
tion, diffusion of energies, duplbation of some functions an$ neglect 
of others, conflicting directives and ineffective operation, or even 
to competing authority groups. 

Both Holden and Shrewsbury enjoyed competent leadership in 
social services. Although this was exercised informally in one town 
and formally in the other, communally in one and organizationally in 
the other, their systems were comparably effective in the provision 
of services. There was c o m o n  agreement on the structure G f  both 
authority systems. 
.expense of clarity or effectiveness nor Shrewsbury's formal Structure 
at the expense of flexibility or effectiveness. 

Holden's flexibility was not rxaintained at the 

Thus, in summary, ameement on the norm of organization may 
be more significant than their substance or the form of their ex- 
pression. 
ship was more determinate of effective operations than the particular 
franework of authofity--whether official or informal, whether centered 
on agencies or on the comunity. 

The recognition and acknowledgement of competent leader- 

FOOTNOTES : 

1. 
maps of the town which showed each building. 
ments with a local dairy to have milk delivered in case of emergency 
and this began almost imediately in connection with social services. 
Further, Civil Defense had previously classified a large portion of 
the townspeople by blood type. 

For example, Civil Defense had provided itself with highly detailed 
It made previous arrange- 

Vhen the tornado passed, this list 
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was sent to the hospital in order to facilitate transfusions and the 
location of donors of scarce blood types. This information apparently 
proved valuable. These detail8 illustrate that Civil Deferae plana, 
though limited in scope, were of a practical order. 

2. 
40 with major injuries. Sone of these were later transferred to 
other hospitals. Holden Hospital still had 23 of the casualties 
one day after the tornado, and 19 two days after. But on tornado 
night, Holden did not have enough doctor6 and nurses for at least 
four hours. In the other cornunities studied, hospitals had an 
adequate number of volunteer medical people on duty in a fraction 
of thia time. 

Half of the 200 people treated the first night were hospitalized, 

3. The state Civil Defense also relayed this information downward 
to the regional headquarters so that they too would have soffie idea 
of the field situation. This reversed the normal direction of com- 
munications in which information presumably was to flow upward from 
an emergency area through the regional level to state headquarters. 

4, This is in sharp contrast to the attitude of the atate police 
toward the C.A.P. in Flint. 

5. 
during the first night, but this was apparently for specialized 
medical selyices which Holden could not provide. 

6. 
community and vas handled by Civil Defense. 

The state police did transfer some patients from Holden Hospital 

The search for thia child became particularly symbolic for the 

7. In Worcester, for example, the first comprehensive, though not. 
complete, account of residents was not available for five days. 

7 

8. The Holden post of the state police was somewhat marginal and 
might, in some sense, be termed quaei-local. Although the men 
were part of a state agency, the community was part of their work 
setting and their informal work associations included many local 
people. Consequently, their formal and informal ties embraced 
two axes, one to the town and the other to the organization. Sig- 
nificantly, however, these dual involvements created absolutely no 
ct~s~-pres~ures, role conflicte or strained allegiances when the 
tornado broke. Their primary identification with the state police 
was clear. The Holden men showed greater spontaneous awarenes8 of 
and orientation to the town thaa the outside state police did. Con- 
sequently, they assumed the prlncipal liaison functions. But there 
was no question that they operated within the franework of the state 
police rather than the town organization. 

9. 
serious hazards for officials because it confuses formal and in- 
formal relations in the public mind and wfthin the authority system. 
While informally shifting the public locus of authority from thea- 
selves to the police, official8 confer power. 
divest themselves of responsibility for actions of the police groups. 
Thie leave8 the official8 in an exposed position. 

On the applied side, the u ~ e  of pseudo-martial law may contain 

But they do not actually 

In Shrewsbuty, 
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the public officials dfd not long endorse or associate themselves 
with the police chief's stringent pass system. They submitted to 
the public pressures to ease controls faster than he had planned. 
They publicly retained the power to intervene in the situation when 
it became clear to everybody after the first night that there was 
no martial law. But if a pseudo-martial Law is invoked after the 
rescue stage, the apuarent relinquishment of their power places 
public officials in an awkward position. If, as in Shrewsbury, they 
should not support actions taken by police groups and if they should 
wish to rescind them, the informal power position in the authority 
structure may be so anbiguous that their legal control may have 
little effective force. That is, authority may not be translated 
into power. The public announcement of martial law implicitly 
promises to maximize control over the disaster situation. At the 
same time, officials may lose their control over the authority 
orwnization. Members of the community may be led to expect the 
effects of the cmergency to be eased. Yet officials' actual con- 
trol of events m a y  be handicapped at a time then their potential 
abilitv to control is increasing. In other words, a fake nartial 
law may prevent or delay the "natural" resumption of effective civil 
control after tSe rescue stage. 

10. The volume principle is an implicit comnitment to effectiveness 
rather than efficiency in the use of resources. Efficiency demands 
optimum economy in the allocation of resources; effectiveness refers 
to maximum need reduction regardlese of cost factors. Clearly, there 
is no 1:l relationship between them. Vave supply is inefficient, but 
it means that needs in the field are seldom left unsattsficd. It may 
be inefficient to saturate an area with triice as many doccors as are 
necessary, but this insures that casualties arc treated at the maximum 
possible rate. Thus, inefficient supply is almost an inevitable con- 
comitant of maximum effectiveness in meeting emergency needs. 

11. Future research might examine the conditions under which some 
areas are ignored in favor of others. A similar decision was con- 
sciously made, sub-rosa, in Worcester. In Flint, s m e  areas were 
overlooked because of leadership failure in making early surveys of 
affected areas, hut this neglect t7as not a definite choice. 

- 12. 
the client role might account for part of the resentment which vic- 
tims cormonly direct against the Red Cross. 
apparently an endemic Red Cross problem. 
of a tornado earlier that year, investigators report: 

Clearly, the possible stigma felt from the forced acceptance of 
Q 

Client hostility is 
For example, in the wake 

During this emergency, criticism of the 
Red Cross beczme so wide-spread and intense that 
Red Cross officials themselves became concerned.... 
Rumors about Red Cross were rife and extravagent, 
however. The agency was- charged, among other 
things, with selling sandwiches at the canteens, 
requiring repayment for assistance given, and 
'putting up a Red Cross flag and getting some 
plctures before doing anything else.' 
and w r ,  1953, p. 13). 

(Killian 
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13. This may open the possibility that if victims could be persuaded 
to tale an active part in the administration of social services, the 
possible sti,pma of being patronized might be replaced by a context 
of self-help. 
bas is 

They might be more receptive to assistance on this 

14. This does not include Long-range rehabilitation programs of the 
Red Cross or the town which were bound up with these corporate units. 
These programs conformed to official provisions about emergency re- 
habilitation laid down by the national Red Cross or various State 
and Federal statutes. 

15. Clearly, of course, cornunity solidarity and symbolic centers 
may be interdependent and this factor would have to be taken into 
account in any research design. 
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WORCESTER 

Worcester is located about 50 miles west of Boston in central 
Massachusetts. At the time of the tornado, it was 8 city of some 
200,000 people. 
stable in numbers and movement, having varied by leas than 10,000 
persons in the preceding 25 years. 

As an older urban center, its population was faftly 

I4orceeter's economy had an industrial base. In 1950, one half 
of the labor force in the metropolitan area consieted of industrial 
workers, Its total economy was considerably diversified. The prin- 
cipal products were wire and steel goods, but there was also con- 
siderable heavy manufacturing (machinery and equipment, Pullman 
cars, etc.) and a variety of light industry (leather goods, shoes, 
textiles , clothing, ceramics, abrasives, etc.) . Worcester's industry 
was spread among well over 1,000 plants, but their gross product 
had less value than that of the 100 companies in Flint.- Where one- 
sixth (179.) of Flint's labor force was non-manual, one-third of 
Worcester's was similarly employed. 
greater importance as an administrative and cornnercial center. 
Although the city waa located in a rather worn out economic region 
which attracted comparatively little investment capital, it was 
subject to ieas drastic extremes of prosperity and depression than 
Flint. 

This emphasizes Worcester's 

Worcester's ecology wae more sharply drawn than that of any of 
the other cities in this study, and greater contrasts appeared among 
fts neighborhoods. 
sections and more shading in between. The town had smoothed over 
some of the rough early edges and developed a more variegated metro- 
politan flavor. 
excellent muaeum among several in town, parks and play space, both 
a morning and an evening newspaper, and some of the sophisticated 
bustle of urban middle age (as well as its fatigue and deterioration). 
The facilities and amenities of Worcester could clearly accommodate 
a greater range of tastes and life atyles than those of Flint. 

There were poorer and wealthier reeidential 

Worcester had a handful of small colleges, one 

The political structures of Worcester and Flint also differed. 
Flint had two massive power groups--big business and big labor--which 
underlay and utlimately controlled the Flint administration. Because 
the balance of forces in Worcester was neither as definite nor as 
stable ae in Flint, there was apparently more political in-fighting 
and maneuvering. Public officials seemed quite vigorous, alive, 
and efficient. An aggressive, respected mayor showed a marked senee 
of public responstbility and concern for the city's welfare. Other 
local officials were equally energetic; the city had availed itself 
of Federal and State funds for many municipal improveaents. 
these were three public housing projects, the largest containing 
over 3,000 reeidente. 
the tornado. 

Among 

All three of these projects were struck by 
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Worcester had the normally well-staffed, well-equipped police 
and fire departments with independent, self-euf f icient communicatLons 
systems. 
There ware half a dozen sizeable hospitala in town, an active Red 
Cross chapter, and a Civil Defense unit which enjoyed an excellent 
reputation . 

The police department had almost 400 officers and men. , 

After ravaging Holden, the tornado swept down on Worcester 
duttng the evening rush hour when the roads were clogged with 
homebound motorists. 
the city, striking the three public housing projects and other 
residential neighborhoode. Some 70 residento were killed and al- 
most 800 were injured, about half of them seriously enough to be 

them were completely demolished and 1,200 sustained major damage. 
Perhaps 8,000-9,000 people were dieplaced from their homes, although 
some estimates ran as high as 12,000.1 The value of the destruction 
exceeded $30,000,000, over three t i m s  greater than that of any 
other town studied. Thie reflects two factors: (1) the stricken 
parts of Worcester had substantially higher hous€ng density than 
the other three towns ; and (2) there was significant non-residential 
damage to a factory, a college, and other public institutions which 
the other tovns did not suffer. 

It bore through several outlying sections of 

- hospitalized. About 2,500 dwelling units were affected; 250 of 
'' 

Overall Field Authority 

Worcester ie of particular interest because of its Civil Defense 
agency and the problems which arose out of it. 
most active, well-developed Civil Defense organization of the four 
t o m .  It was relatively well financed, its program compared very 
favorably with national standards at that time for local groups, 
(Scott 1953: 375-385; Garrett, 71; Anderson 1969; Dynes and 
Qoarentelli 1975), and it enjoyed a good reputation. 
was still in the process of development, it WBB held up as a model 
for the organization of municipal CLvil Defense groups. 
Worcester provides the only case in our data of a comparatively 
large,thriving Civil Defense agency with8trongoffiCfal support. 

Although the mayor was the titular head of the agency, actual 
executive authority was in the hands of the full-tima director, a 
police lieutenant on indefinite assignment from the police force. 

The city had the 

Although it 

Thus, 

According to the legal arrangement8 existing at the time of 
the tornado, Civil Defense was to be the overall ntln€cipar authority 
in the event of any civil emergency (aside from social services). 
The agency had the responsibility to direct and coordinate all 
operations, receive requests for help, mobilize 'and allocate re- 
sources to the field, and so on. 
would ostensibly perform the functions undertaken by police groups 
elsewhere. 
and t'voluntarily't subordinated themselves to Civil Defense leader- 
ship and authority. 
in an organizational chart with Civil Defense at the apex. 

In other words, Civil Defense 

All municipal departments cooperated in this program 

These provisions for emergency were formalized 
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All public agencies were fully aware of these formal arrange- 
ments, but theLr voluntary submission to it was a legal fiction. 
The city government legally committed the municipal departments to 
the program and the latter had no option in the matter- Their real 
skepticism about the qualification of Civil Defense and their re- 
luctant subordination to the agency became abundantly evident in;me- 
diately after the tornado. 

The regional and city CIvl1 Defense shared an office in the 
TJorcester Auditorium where each unit had one telephone. 
organization had no reeourcea of its own, but was responsible for 
linking the small towns in the district (like Holden and Shrewsbury) 
with the State Civil Defense at Framingharn, On the basis of thie 
liaison, tha state headquarters w a ~  supposed to send help to the 
towns. Over a period of time, the distinction between the regional 
and city units became blurred by their close contact in the joint 
headquarters. ThFa was reinforced during the disaster by the break 
in communications between the regional office and the stricken subur- 
ban t o m .  
dispatchir: volunteers to the field, and so on. 

The regional 

The regional representative helped the city group in 

The advance planning of Civil Defense had reached a high 
point about one month before the tornado with a full-drees practice 
test in 8 simulated emergency. The entire staff was mobilized for 
this "dry run" and had an opportunity to rehearae emergency roles. 
A8 a preparation for disaster operations, the thing of the drill 
was excellent and the staff referred to it with pride. 
It with 8 Valuable clarification of proceduree. 

They credited 

On the whole, however, they failed to appreciate how the rehear- 
sal was and was not valuabla. It was m e t  effective for the rnobili- 
zation of key officials and for emphat3iZing the primary tesponsibi- 
lity of each division heed vithin the organization (so that the 

3 communicationa officer set up a HAM radio network rather than 
organized traneportation). But beyond thie, the dry run and the 
formal emergency plane had dubious training value. 
contributed nothing to the handling of maes participation. 
actual event, Civil Defense followed no plan, but simply sent all 
able-bodied volunteers and donations of equipment into the field 
with no knowledge of their effects or the needs of the situation, 

- 

Basically, they 
In the 

The emergency wa8 met strictly by mass assault and by whatever 
leadership the police could provide. 
stages, Civil Defense was simply one of many participating agencies. 
It provided no overall leadership, direction, coordination or 
suthority at any time as it waa expected according to the organiza- 
tional chart. 

During the rescue and emergency 

Furthermore, after the emergency waa over, Civil Defense had 

Their leadere accounted for a l'succeesful operation" by 
only the vaguest knowledge of how the disaster had objectively 
handled. 
general references to "excellent cooperation" and "magnificent corn- 
munity spirlt." Aside from anecdotes, they had no comprehensive 
picture of the field eituetion or how their activities were related 
to it, 

been 

Other o-anizcitiono, however, had similar problems of 
ova lua t Loa, 
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F&en the tornado passed, the hospitals and pollce learned of 
the disaster almost immediately. All available ambulances, which 
were controlled and dispatched by the police, were sent to the 
stricken areas. The entire police force was ordered into the 
field. The fire department sent several rescue teams on the first 
wave of equipment to go out. 
continuous operation. 
training auxiliaries for several years. 
ally called out imediately after the tornado, most of them reported 
for assignment without having heard of the mobilization, going either 
to police or fire headquarters, or directly to the field. The police 
auxiliaries quickly began to relieve the regular police of traffic 
problem and worked with little supervision, while the auxiliary 
firemen were active in rescue and fire fighting. 

The rescue and evacuation became a 
The police and fire departments had been 

Although they were offici- 

The immediate organization and supervision of field operatione 
vas spontaneously taken over by the police. On the basis of a brief, 
superficial survey in working their way into the stricl-en area, the 
Chief of Police and four of hLs deputies quickly split up the area 
into four zones. Each deputy took charge of one section vhile the 
chief moved about in the field, keeping in touch with the overall 
situation. Radio communication linked the four zones, the police 
chief and police headquarters in town. 

In dividing the stricken area, the police intentionally assigned 
a "low priority" to one small section vhich was not as badly hit as 
the other four. One officer stated in the interview: 

Confidentially, we just ignored the....area 
for a long time because they were not hit as bad 
and we had our hands full with the others. 

This omiesion was not 8 formal decision so much as a tacit agreemat, 
but a rational judgment nonetheless. 
field survey, however superficial, will become relevant when we 
consider Flint in the next chapter. 

This decision, based upon a 

ABidc from rescue work, the police imedistely attacked con- 
gestion and circulation difficulties which were aggravated by the 
heavy evening rush-hour traffic. 
simply abandoned their care on the roads when they went to help the 
Lnjured. 
serious obstr-cles to the flow of ambulances, fire engines, and 
other vehicles, including those taking casualties to tho hespitals. 

In the fringe areas, many people 

These care and the usual disruptLon of 8 tornado were 

Some 58 men fron the Department of Public !fork8 worked with 
the police, rapidly opening the main r o d e  within half an hour after 
the tornado. 
ment were assigned by radio to clearance jobs under the control of 
a central coordinator. This operation noved quickly and systemti- 
cally . 

Crews with power saw8, bulldozers, and other equip- 

Uhile the traffic jams and blocked roads were being unsnarled, 

2 the police began to set up s perimeter of control points which 
reached 3.nto all the a r D q s  within half an hour after the tornado. 
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As the worst of the congestion vas eased, the regular police shifted 
the control of traffic and the roadblocks increasingly to the 
Auxiliary PolLce and turned to other disaster work. Before the 
night was well advanced, the roadblocks were also being manned by 
State Police, National Guardsmen, and sone Civil Defense volunteers. 

In the early rescue period, the field work proceeded mainly by 
mass assault. Most of the actual rescue and evacuation was carried 
out by private volunteers. 
and give some loose supervision to parts of the operation. The 
work of independent agencies was largely uncoordinated, except for 
selected problem, such as the cooperation of the police and public 
works crews in the methodical clearance of blocked roads. It wa8 
easier to coordinate this organized aid, especially from the muni- 
cfpal departments, than the private volunteers because the former 
worked as cohesive teams. In general, the police loosely supervised 
these department6 (espekially fire, public works, and auxiliary 
police and firenent). 
of heavy equipment, such as crases and bulldozers, fairly well in 
the rescue operation. 
to pinpoint spots where heavy equipment was needed, and-it was 
assigned accordingly. 

The police were able to keep track of 

They were able to control the distribution 

Streets were rather systematically inspected 

There was great concern over various safety hazards. Although 
almost a dozen structures burned, quick work by the fire department 
contained the fires and prevented them from spreading into areas 
that had no.water pressure in the mains. 
people against smoking (there were open pools of gasoline) and 
about live wires (the power plant had actually cut off the main 
current). 

Loudspeakers also warned I 
Frequently, bottlenec!:8 could not be brolLen vothout special 

equipment, such as vinches , cranes, jacke, acetylene torches, power 
chain sawa, electric generators, end floodlights. There vas 8 
premium on people who could operate this equipment or understood 
construction and demolition work. 
as pure manna-from-heaven. Necessary equipment was sometimes even 
caught in the dinaater area by the tornado. 
example, reported the experience of two men: 

Many of these resources appeared 

One news story, for 

Both are construction men, and were returning 
home...after a day's work. 
trailer-truck on which reeted a tractor. 

They were driving a 

"All of. a sudden...I saw a chimney flop 
over ...L ancJ/ a rooftop sail by our truck..." 

Both &&T nezt-unloaded their tractor , and 
started clearing L a d  avenue, once the storm's 
fury had swept over then. _-- 

"After that, Luz/ stayed on LThgT avenue 
and started clearing the rubble with our bull- 
dozer. We worked...for tvo and a half hours, 
opening 1'- the road so that the first doctora, 
nurses .obulances could get in.. . . " 
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In a similar vein, a police sergeant reported that a power saw 
was necessary to remove a large uprooted tree which had blocked a 
road. He looked up and at that moment saw someone coming along 
the street with a power saw. Afterward8 he observed: - 

I'll be damned if I know where all the &at;eLT 
chain saws came from. You never see them around here. 
About the only ones who have any use for them are 
farmers in the backwoods or someone like that, for 
clearing their land. But, hell, when we needed them 
they just seemed to sprout up all over the place 
like mushrooms. I don't know where they came from. 

Some specialists, including doctors, came to the stricken 
zones in great numbers. Others were caught in the area by the 
tornado, among them the head of the Department of Public Florks who 
mobilized quipment and Work crews on the spot from his radio-equipped 
car 

Operating groups mobilized resources, partially by liaison in 
the field, but mainly by independent action. Needs were radioed to 
various headquarters. The separate agencies tried to locate the 
requirements through their customary euppliers and other sources. 
In general, specialized suppliers were tried first. For example, 
when the police needed 500 flashlights, they Located the largest 
hardware wholeealain Worceeter and he opened his warehouse for 
the Lights, -Or when the police chief wanted police reinforceffients, 
he arranged €or them directly and had 20cruisers brought in from 
another city and 50 more from a town in an adjoining state. 
larly, the fire chief supplemented his rescue equipment by direct 
request to an out-of-tom fire chief, 

Simi- 

In addition to the fire department rescue teams, two rescue 
trucks came from the State Civil Defense headquarters about an hour 
and a half after the tornado. Worcester's Civil Defense had rescue 
equipment stored in B warehouse, but there was no transportation 
for it and almost no personnel skilled in its use. Consequently, 
the city CIVIL Defense did not get a rescue team into the field 
until three hours after the tornado. 

Less specialized equipxent also tended to be secured directly 
and independently: 

The Army, Navy and Air Force had all furnished 
supplies and equipment,,. Theoretically district 
Army Headquartere Were charged vith the responsibi- 
lity of coordinating the assistance of the arned 
services, but m05t of the individual posts and bases 
had been furnishing direct: assistance upon request 
from the comnunities.. . . 

One of the most confusing factors in the whole 
thing wae tho lack of centralization of federal 
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supply. 
they felt like and asking for equipment. 

Apparently everybody vas calling whoever 

Several aspects of the mobilization are noteworthy. (1) The 
supply process was not integrated or strategically handled, as, 
for example, in Holden. (2) Civil Defense was almostutterly ig- 
nored as a supply source. (3) Those giving and receiving aid 
frequently had the sane occupation; police helped police, firemen 
approached fire departments , e tc. 

Some first aid stations were set up for victims in the field, 
but, on the whole, these were not organized during the first two 
and a half hours. By this tlme, most of the serious casualties had 
been evacuated, and the casualties still in the field riere mainly 
minor. There was almost no screening of the injured before they 
reached the hospital. Doctors usually came to the field without 
adequate supplies and were handicapped unless they used the first 
aid equipment of the police cruisers or the rescue teams. There 
vere some first aid stations which rrere improvised mainly for volun- 
teer workers, one of them set up by the police. 
ultimately provided two in the field for its own men and mother 
in its Armory. 

The National Guard 

Vhile the active direction of work and the coordination of 
activities were not great, a check vias maintained on operations. 
No central field headquarters was established. But the movement 
of the police chief among the zones helped to keep the larger pic- 
ture in ~ o m e  balance, In this sense, the field operation followed 
a pattern similar to that in Shrewsbury, although the degree of 
control was not as great. The original survey information was 
steadily augr?.ented by loose liaison and the flow of operational 
communications. 
independently rather than within an integrated system. 
of work was most marked in loosening bottlenecks. 
were also noted by another researcher: 

But ground-level activity tended to go on fairly 
Direction 

These patterns 

There vas no centalized damage control 
point established in Vorcester. Various 
services such as police, fire and National 
Guard units operated their own centalized 
control without too much relation to other 
services. This meant that these services 
vere each taking independent action without 
coordLnation except on the spot Lin the 
field/.,.. 

By and large the Police and Fire 
Departments cerried the brunt of the 
disgs ter operations . . . .Such planning 
/as/ vas carried out was the Police De- 
partmcnt*s.own emergency planning for 
normal emergency situations. 

-- 

Cperations were improvised accordi ng to knowledge of the field 

Id need8 and in furnishing the limited amount 
situation at any ?'.'en time, 
action in meet%. 

The police took the most effective 



of strategic leadership which appeared. 
the rescue period was largely confined to critical, pin-pointed 
problem. , ,  

(but not all) of their work was uncoordinated. Rescue, evacuation, 
and other operations were mainly a mass assault on discrete problems. 

Positive direction in 

Vhile many trained specialists were in the field, most 

Outside the field, there vas even less coordination than within. 
Separate agencies operated independently and there r.7as comparatively 
little communication between various headquarters in tom. 

Nevertheless, within about an hour and a half after the tornado, 
the congestion had been relieved on the roads in the fringe area 
and on the main streets leading to the hespitals. It was possible 
for traffic to flow without interruption at 50 miles an hour from 
the stricken zones through downtown Ilorces ter to the more remote 
hospitals beyond. The bulk of the casualties, and aLmost all the 
seriously injured, were removed within two and a half hours. 
Apparently, the entire disaster area was evacuated and under guard 
in about five and a half hours. 

- 
<? 

Notably missing from the picture of overall leadership is the 
Civil Defense. There are few opportunities tol.assess the spontaneous 
work of this emergency organization. ??e can review its operations 
in the light of its leadership responsibility and its formal overall 
authority. 

Civil Defense. Because the tornado struck after office hours, 
the local otgaization got off te a delayed start. The state police 
at Boston (e) managed to phone one of the Vorcester Civil Defense 
officers at his home and he hurried dotmtown to re-open the Audito- 
rLum headquarters about half an hour after the tornado. Other 
staff members heard that au emergency had arisen and also came in. 
They began to phone the rest of the staff. Within 15 minutes a 
nucleus of key division heads had arrived and started to phone their 
own staff members. 
staffed with the top operating heads, The lower-echelon operating 
personnel were not as efficiently alerted and arrived along with 
the stream of private volunteers who bagan to come to the office. 

On the whole, the headquarters was fairly quickly 

The local director of Civil Defense had been driving home when 
the tornado caught him in a traffic jam on the fringe of the stricken 
areas. He saw some casualties and damage, 8 roof blown off a house, 
impassable road8 and fire apparatus. 
victims without realizing what had taken place. He learned about 
the tornado from a passing police cruiser which brought him back to 
Civil Defense headquarters. He arrived about an hour after the 
disaster and found the mobilization of staff people underway and 
volunteers starting to stream in. 
fragmentary impressions of the field situation from his limited 
exposure in one fringe area. 

He began to help some of the 

The director had only the most 

Civil Defense reported that it mobilized 1,500 trucks and other 
vehicles in three hours. How instrumental the agency actually was 
in the organization of this transportation, however, is unclear. 
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Numerous vehicles apparently appeared spontaneously or in response 
to general radio appeals. Because of their uncontrolled use, how- 
ever, many of them aggravated congestion almost as much as they 
helped. One researcher reported: 

However, there was no central disptatch point and 
most of these vehicles were merely told to report to 
the disaster area and make themselves useful in any 
way they could. This made for a great deal of traffic 
congestionand did not make for good coordination or - /effective/ use of the vehicle8 available. 

Civil Defense was represented in the field almost exclusively 
by untrained volunteers. They streamed into the Auditorium head- 
quarters where the able-bodied were screened out and given Civil 
Defense armbands and sent into the field, but without direction 
or supervision. The director estimated that almost 2,000 volun- 
teers participated in the disaster under Civil Defense auspices. 
Most of these were presumably sent out during the first three 
hours or so. Hundreds of others were steadily thanked and turned 
away, although many of them milled about in the Auditorium corri- 
dors on the chance that they might eventually be needed. 

One exception to these untrained volunteers was the rescue 
team which reached the field about three hours after the tornado, 
or after almost all the major casualties had been removed. This 
team was a product of Civil Defense training, albeit the only 
one in existence. While the agency vas committed to a wholesale 
training program, it was scarcely beyond the planning stage 
(whether from organizational factors or public apathy is unclear). 
According to one survey of local training programs: 

The organization chart posted in the Civil 
Defense headquarters set up a training unit - /for volunteers/. I was informed that this was 
a paper unit that had not rgally gottell started. 
Again the fire and police Ldepartmentd were the 
only units that had oLganized professional trai- 
ning Lfor auxtlfatieg/. l was unable to find 
out how much first-aid training had been accom- 
plished by the local Red Cross chapter, but there 
was no evidence of any organized first-aid units. 

R e  police and fire auxiliariee worked in team and relieved the 
F -Jfessionals of considerable responsibility. 
rescue team, Civil Defense had no trained groups in the field. 

c3 Except for their armbands, Civil Defense volunteers were Lndis- 
tingufshable from any other private volunteers. Some National 
Guardsmen claimed that many Civil Defense workers used the arm- 
band to get into the stricken zones for sight-seeing purpases, 
If the militia were wrong about the volunteers' motives, their 
error may have sprung from an expectation that Civil Defense 
would send disciplined, ekilled teams. 
of volunteers wa8 similar and indicates that Civil Defense 
recruits were as unprofessional as private helpers. 

Aside from the ' 

Instead, the performance 
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Significantly, the mobilization and commitment of resources 
vas going on almost completely in the dark.. During the early 
rescue stage, Civil Defense had only the vaguest knowledge of 
the location and extent of the disaster. For several hours, it 
had little information about the field situation or the kind of 
help which was needed. Fragmentary reports began to filter into 
headquarters about one and a half to two hours after the tornado. 
These were mainly impressions about the field from occasional 
volunteer8 rho returned to the office. During the period when 
most of the help was dispatched, Civil Defense operated almost 
completely without specific information. 

There were two immediate cuases of the agency's severe iso- 
lation from events: (1) Civil 3efense had no direct communica- 
tione vith the field nor systematic contact with any other operating 
agency; (2) Civil Defense headquarters was serviced by only two 
tele hones and this created almost a complete communications 
-'The telephone bot t leneck which began when the staff 
was mobilized in the first hour simply continued as a chronic 
obstacle. It was almost impossible to get a call through to the 
office.5 Other agencies which did have information on the field 
situation could not have reached Civil Defense on any stable basis 
even if they had wished. Information was coming out of the stric- 
ken zones, but practically none of It was getting back to Civil 
Defense. The consequence8 for an overall leadership working with- 
out information have been succinctly stated: 

It is clear that a constant flow of infor- 
mation upward is the essential basis of the flow 
of command downward, and the effective command 
cannot be established...unttl adequate information 
as to (1) the damage and effects and (2) the Civil 
Defense regource situation is avtlllable. This em- 
phaslzes the &=partame of field agents for gathering 
information Lanil of the comunications syetem for 
transmitting it.. . . 

The result vas that Civil Defense operated mainly by hearsay 
and inference to construct a tentative imave of the disaster from 
scraps of information. It had no comprehensive view of the situa- 
tion nor the factual basis for strategic decisions. Consequently, 
the assigment of individual volunteers or trucks became a series 
of disjointed tactical actions rather than part of a strategic 
operation. This is in sharp contrast to the supply system of the 
state police in Holden. 

The telephone bottleneck at the Civil Defense office set 
critical limits on the volume of possible communications. This 
in itself might have sufficed to prevent the agency from provi- 
ding significant leadership. But isolation from the field cer- 
tainly removed it from a leadership position. The cnmunications 
problem was only a symptom of the agency's inexperience and failure 
to furnish leadership. There are several clear indications of this. 
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1. Civil DeLense too!:: no action to strengthen -c_- its operating 
positioz. (a) Immediately after the tornado, the Telephone 
Company maintained a standby crew to make emergency installations 
for operating agencies. 
extra installations made immediarely,6 Civil Defense did nothing 
to supplement its two telephones until the fourth and fifth days 
after the tornado (when its operations had virtually ceased). 
(b) Civil Defense did nothing to get survey information (or its 
equivalent). 
sought such information from other operating agencies. 

Although other organizations did have 

It neither had a survey team in the field, nor 

2. Civil Defense did not fully appreciate the extent of 
its isolation and the inadequacy of its information. To the 
organization'e officers, the vortex of disaster activity appeared 
to be located right in Civil Defense headquarters. The telephones 
were constantly in use, mobs of people flooded the small office, 
sirens were going by, the office was bursting with activity, there 
were incessant and conflicting demands on everybody's time. With 
so much going on, the hectic atmosphere was that of being in the 
very thick and center of things. 
orders about an endless variety of small details, the feeling 
was quickly generated that the office was the very nerve center 
of the emergency. In this atmosphere, it was not appreciated 
that factual fnformatioq about the field came only in intermit- 
tent trickles from various casual sources. There was no flow of 
information and none resulted from the organization's initiative. 
Clvil Defense people were scarcely aware of their objective iso- 
lation in a remote offlee at the end of a tenuous telephone line. 

Amid the profuse issuance of 

3. Under the pressure to act, the lack of information was 
not felt as a handicap so long as there was an ability to take 
some action. Action was not blocked. ?.eZardless of its immediate 
relevance for the field needs, something could be done. So long 
as there were channels for activlty, there was no effort to get 
information. This has several implications. (e) Civil Defense 
bad no fund of disaster experience which could stabilize its 
perspectives and act as a check on its working assumptions. 
(b) With its insulation from the field and with the pressure of 
would-be volunteers, Civll Defense responded to events in its 
h e a d a u a r te rather than to conditions in the field. In other 
words, there was a small mass assault on headquarters' problems 

real arena of Civil Defense operations. 
perience, information may be sought when positive action is blocked. 
For example, in the Civil Defense headquarters, a regional admin- 
istrative assistant was responsible for helping the small towns 
in the area. 
knew nothing of its effects, scope, or location except that it had 
hit Holden. 
He vas helpless to act on this basis and accordingly he undertook 
a "survey" in order to define his operating problems. 
telephone the various outlying towns in order to determine the 
places which needed help. After failing to reach Shrewsbury, he 
extended his phone calls systematically to one town after the 
other. 

- 

- 

2 rather than on field needs. In effect, the office became the 
(c) Regardless of inex- 

He knew that a catastrophe had occurred, but he 

He had no idea about the other t m n s  in the region. 

He tried to 

Vhether or not he could establish telephone contact became 
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his criterion of emergency. 
had been hit by the disaster. But when the telephone lines were 
dead and he could make no contact, he regarded the town as a 
disaster area. Xn this way, in about half an hour he managed to 
build up a reasonably accurate picture of the tornado's course and 
a list of the stricken towns. Cn this basis, he directed Civil 
Defense directors in those towns which had not been hit to send 
help into those which he had defined as stricken. Of course, 
such a telephone "survey" was simpler than a ground survey in 
Worcester. But because his possible courses of action were 
virtually nil, his basic orientation was at least to get information. 
The city Civil Defense, however, could act despite its lack of 
information. Ironically, the local organization might have become 
more effective if it had had less chance to act indiscriminately 
and were obliged to inform itself of the objective situation. 

No town that he could reach by phone 

4. The internal operations of Civil Defense were neither 
integrated nor marked by clear policies and procedures. The 
accounts of the director and those of other staff members contained 
little evidence of coordinated operations. Civil Defense super- 
visors tended to act independently, while coordination, communica- 
tion, direction, division of responsibility, and handling of 
resources were largely improvised in haphazard fashion. The 
operations of the various divislons were not related to one another. 
Mor was coordination assumed by any higher Civil Defense echelon. 
One outside observer specifically noted: 

Although the State Civil Defense Director 
moved into towa, there wae no evidence that he was 
actually assuming responsibility for the 
coordinatioa of services. 

Policies were not clearly formulated or commonly understood. 
Contradictory procedures led to inconsistencies and confusion. For 
example, the regional administrative assistant authorized police 
reinforcements to be brought in from another state. This author- 
ization was countermanded by the State Civil Defense director. 
He was wil ing to bring in equipment from out of state, but not 
personnel.' While he insisted that this was a fundamental policy, 
the regional executive had been unaware of it. Such procedural 
confusions were not uncommon. The evidence fails to show any 
significant internal integration of the organization. 

5. Civil Defense overestimated its own role in the disaster. 
It8 images were focused on activities in headquarters rather than 
the field SO that it did not assess its role property. 
spectives had some objective supporte, but took little account of 
the large disaster picture. So Civil Defense became the innocent 
victim of the "part-for-the-whole" fallacy; it saw its role as much 
larger than vas actually the case. 

Its per- 

I 

a 
In these respects, Civil Defense contrasted with the police 

who took over the actual leadership responsibilities. Civil Defense 
was simply one of many independent participating agencies. 
not coordinate any operations or provide any overall leadership. 
Its authority was purely formal. 

It did 
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Against this perspective, how did other operating agencies 
regard Civil Defense? Did they look to it for leadership and 
invest its decisions with the same authority as those of the police? 

Civil Defense enjoyed little prestige among other orgsziza- 
tions. I t u a s  not viewed as a leadership or authority group. This 
reflected the agency's inexperience, lack of achievetient, delayed 
mobilization, untrained personnel, and the absence of its leader- 
ship from the field. 

In the matter of resources and suuply, other agencies generally 
ignored and by-passed Civil Defense and recruited what was necessary 
elsewhere. Certain types of "housekeeping" or service functions 
were literally dumped into the organization's lap. For exanple, 
no field aeency made any serious attempt to feed disaster workers. 
They simply informed 8ed Cross or Civll Defense that f w d  was 
needed and expected them to arrange feeding. This expactation of 
service but not operating functions was reported by members of 
both Civil Defense and other agencies. It is one of the few points 
upon which alnost all informants agreed. Thus, the professional 
organizations viewed Civil Defense essentially in the sa&.@ category 
as the Red Cross, i.e., as a "service" rather than an "operating" 
or leadership group. 

Because professional agencies regarded Civil Defense as an 
amateur group, they treated it accordingly. I4ost of them simply 
ignored the organization. But the police who had asswried the 
actual field leadership had much stronger views. To them, Civil 
Defense was incapable of meeting ita formal leadership obligations. 

Strains from Leadership-Authority Discrepancies 

The discrepancy in the structure of formal and actual respon- 
sibility and authority contained deep strains for the police. 
But these were eventually relieved during the rescue stazc, and 
consequently they probably did not seriously inhibit field oper- 
ations in Vorcester. 
can drastically restrict operations even during the critical rescue 
period. If the basis of strains in Worcester had not h e n  re- 
solved, or if Civil Defense had insisted on its authority in the 
field, operations certainly might have suffered. Therefore, we 
will now analyze some concomitants of the strains to clarify how 
they might discourage formally unauthorized professional groups 
from assuming overall leadership. 

!le have earlier noted that authority conflicts 

1. Official emergency organization may become over-elaborate -- and inflexibA even though disasters are not effectively met by 
bureaucratic rigidity.8 
rational efficiency, or from a desire for power, prestige, or an 
easy life which. a secure organizational niche affords. 'Such elabor- 
ation, regardless of its  root^, may involve a cumbersome and 
unwieldy chain of command above the field level. One informant de- 
scribed the pyramid of formal authority cJhfch the Worcester Civil 
Defense be strode : 

This may spring from a concern with 
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Civil Defense is working in a big overall 
chain of command. There are lots of levels above 
the operating level. First, there's the state 
level, 2nd below them the city and region. That 
neans fthe regional assistant/ and / a e  mayoy/. 
Under him, at the next-level, comes /_the city 
Civil Defznse director-. 
sqecial st_aff and his =;enera1 staff--all the 
/_operatin& departments, police, fire and so 
on. Then you finally Get dovn to the ground. 
i h . 7 ,  uhen you got to decide about doing something 
out there, you can't start going through all the 
levels in a chain of corrmand l!ke this to get Civil 
Defense's 0.K. 

Then he's got his 

But even improvised systems can also become elaborate. A 
pure case occurred in the Netherlands flood of 1353. As the flood 
waters rose, American units were called in to assist the Dutch. 

Cnce General Eddy was established as Ccmmander 
in Chief of this operation, he proceeded tu set-up 
administrative headquarters at The Hague consisting 
of top echelon officers of ALmy, Air Force and 
Navy, with Dutch liaison officers and liaiscn 
with the Ulitary Allied Assistance Group in 
The Hague. ... The next organizational step was 
a field headquarters at Breda, Holland, closer to 
the flood area.... Soon the headquarters at 
Breda also proved to be too distant from the 
scene of the disaster. Forward units were 
established at Woensdrecht for helicopters. 
Gther units chose their field operations on the 
basis of need.... There was an extremely large 
and unwieldy organization for a small military 
operation. The extremely high level of cornand 
at Tine Hague which may well have been necessary 
because of international complications was 
very unrealistic and very far distant in terms 
of the disaster needs. 
set of channels that was quite unnecessary and 
extremely time-consuming, where time was of 
the essence. 

It appeared to provide a 

FJhile such a many-echeloned formal organization may have been a 
precaution against international complications, the bureaucratic 
approach to a fluid situation proved inflexible. 

Inexperienced organizations which are engaged in emergency 
planning rather than routine operations may be the most prone to 
such bureaucratic elaboration. 
ranges of possible.prob1ems. 
ity of their vrorking assumptions and procedures such as routine, 
workaday operations night provide. Thus, one informant claimed 
that Fn Civil Defense: 

Their responsibility coveys unknown 
They have no check on the rational- 
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They sit around on their fannies looking at fancy 
organizational charts on the wall like little Napoleons. 
But they don't know anything about emergencies. 
all on paper. 

It's 

When the bureaucratization of authority leads to inflexibility, 
effective leadership cannot be provided. This becomes a source of strain 
for both the formal and potential leaders and those to be led. 

2. The field situation demands speedy, direct action regardless of 
niceties of formal organization. Flexibility and initiative may almost 
be assumed as major values in disaster. Unexpected operating needs 
create pressures which official organizational provisions do not take 
into account. Consequently, formal procedures are undermined and tend 
to be waived in favor of direct action and improvisation. 
when organization is inefficient, procedural norms give way to sub- 
stantive pressures. This was the case in the Hetherlands flood: 

In other words, 

Although the organization vas extremely top 
heavy, with trenendous delays bettieen comunication 
and action, in practice, field units often ignored 
these channels and acted without reference to them, 
since It was the only way they could get their job 
done.. . 

The result of placing the command at too high an 
eche-lon in relation to the, mission tias that the frustra- 
tion of following channels led to the ignoring or 
evasion of formal channels and the setting up of a 
great number of informal channels. 
of such channels leads to a breakdmm in the estab- 
lished set-up. 

The proliferation 

Thus, when the formal structure is rigid, operational pressures in the 
field lead personnel to by-pass the chain of command. 

Up to some optimal point, this increases flexibility (even of 
effective leadership systems) without necessarily compromising coordi- 
nation. But beyond this point, further independent operation does 
complicate the problem of integration. 
problem is to locate the point of diminishing returns where continued 
by-passing reduces effectiveness. 

The analytic and operational 

'Ihile by-passing is rationalized on the grounds of compelling 
necessity, participants are quite aware of what they are doing. 
one policeman hotly exclaimed: 

As 

People were lying around out there dying. What 
are they supposed to do, lie around and die waiting 
for Civil Defense to come around and pull a house off 
his back? What are E supposed to do, stand around' 
waiting for him to die until Civil Defense gives us an 
order? 
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Thus, although the actor justifies direct action, he is avare of ig- 
norinz the official energency system. 
Defense had no leaders in the field, it was easy to igiore the organ- ' 

ization during rescue operations. But this decision between conflicting 

determinate when operations suffer. 

Insofar as tJorcester Civil 

P.. :" values causes strain. Ve will presently observe which values become 

3. Professionals view non-professional ar;enLies as inadequate and 
regard their leadership with indifference or contempt. Professionals 
(especially police) inbist that big ernerzencics demand skills which 
amateurs simply do not have. The pressures on the police to provide 
independent leadership tiere intensified by their repudiation of Civil 
Defense as incaclpetcnt amateurs. The disparagement of inexperienced, 
non-professional organizations may play on several themes: 

a. The professional-amateur distinction openly challenges the 
adequacy of the amateur group: 

A disaster like this is really a police job, it's 
a FolFce operation. But in an energency, the police are 
subordinate to Civil Defense according to State -Law.. . . 
This just ties the hands of the police department. 3ut 
what the hell do GUYS over in Civil Defense 1;not.l about 
sonetXnc like this? ?lothin'. thy, hell, it took 
then three hours to get themselves untangled and get 
one single rescue team out there. Big deal! Can you 
depend on people like that? They Got nice guys over 
there--personally nice I mean--and a couple of them 
are capable. 
handling emergencies--any khd. 
organization. 
to do tihen sonething like this happens. Sure, they 
can help just like anyone else. But they can't E 
a show like this. 

' 

gut they don't really know anything about 
And they have no real 

You just can't expect them to know what 

b. The assumed incompetence is attributed not only to inexperience, 
but to patronaze and sinecures: 

Civil Defense is just tied up with lots of red 
tape. It has no flexibility, just no flexibility for 
emergencies at all. For one thing, there are too 
many cups in Civil Defense taking bows. Sone of them 
have nice cushy jobs. 
political appointments. 

A lot of them are just plain 

c. 
which are not serious operating obstacles: 

S m e  criticism may be leveled at relatively minor weaknesses 

Cn top of all this, they don't even !:now how much 
money they got to spend and what they can spend it on. 
You can't worry about ordering something in a disaster, 
vhethcr its zonna have to be paid for or not or who 
is zonna pay the bill. 
don't worry about it then. Civil Defense doesn't know 
for two weeks if it can authorize something. 

You ::nov about it, but you 
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This kind of criticism was merely a fillip of a general disparagement. 
The authorization of expenditures was never a genuine concern or a 
deterrent to action anywhere during the rescue period. Ihnicipal and 
state executives took over financial problems. 9 

These materials indicate that Civil Defense was a highly charged 
symbol which the police disparaged. While its formal authority 
was acknowledged, Civil Defense leadership was not respected. This 
simply added to the strains in the field. 
rescue period, authority and leadership rested in different hands. The 
people making the decisions did not have the authority, and the people 

During a critical part of the 

2 with the authority did not make the decisions. 
Q 

The authority-leadership discrepancy raises several questions. If 
there is a serious emergency, why should such a discrepancy even generate 
strains at all? Vho feels the strains most? When may the strains in- 
hibit the exercise of overall leadership (and presumably reduce operating 
effectiveness)? What interests or values does such inhibition safeeuard? 
We will consider these questions in the next few pages. 

Disaster participants generally agree that everybody-should "rise 
to the occasion." This means initiative ("Ve had a job to do and we 
did it."); decisive action ("This thing sure separated the men from 
the boys."); and flexibility ("What are we supposed to do, stand 
around waiting for him to die until Civil Defense gives us an order?"). 

When the -legitimate authorities do not provide zenuine leadership, 
they implicitly do not "rise to the occasion." Basically, some strains 
arise from the sheer fact that disaster problems will not be solved 
if everybody assumes that formal role expectations are being met. 
For, with leadership failure, these common expectations become disrupted 
and confused. 
then shrouded in a twilight zone of obscurity. 
specific action becomes ambiguous. 
failure is complete or partial, whether some responsibilities are still 
being discharged, which of the others have been taken Over by someone 
else, and which are untended. Thus, when formally planned leadership 
fails, there are strains because common expectatipns break down. 

The "appropriate" degree of independent initiative is 
The proper kind of 

It is unclear whether the Leadership 

When legitimate authority fails, a second source of strain may 
arise from competition to fill the leadership gap. 
appears in the Netherlands flood, then the dikes broke, many different 
authorities converged on the disaster zones: 

A clear instance 

There was almost universal agreement among our 
respondents that the Dutch scene was a chaotic one 
administratively speaking. No one appeared to be 
in charge. In one province. . .representatives from 
sixteen governmental agencies moved fnto the 
province as a kind of secondary invasion, each 
one .attempting to carry out his responsibility 
as he saw it. There was some evidence to 
fndfcate that each group felt its responsibility 
was the greatest, and that it should be in 
charge r the tots1 eefort. . . , 
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In the case of the flood, the victim knew of 
the disaster before anyone else did. All underground 
cables were eliminated, hence the victim could not 
even make known his plight to th.e potential rescuer.... 
In Holland there was no telephone equipment in 
operation during the rescue phase .... Nr. Kunst, 
one of our respondents, a ham operator and owner of 
a radio store, was the first person to receive a 
message from the beleaguered city of Zierkzee. 
He. ..was attempting to put a portable radio trans- 
mitter into operation while representatives of 
three different government agencies were also in 
the room arguing wSere it would be sent when it 
was fixed. ... The argunent, hcwever, continued 
and must be considered the kind of conflict 
which occurs when there is no one in charge. 

Even without competition, improvisation by new top leadership may 
reflect on the adequacy of official leaders and openly call into 
question the legitimacy of their authority. In Worcester, this factor 
crystallized around the professional-amateur distinction.- The police 
felt that authority should be determined by professional competence, 
and that the leadership failure of Civil Defense forfeited the basis 
of its claim to authority. 

The challenge to legitimacy may spread diffuse strains throughout 
the system, but these are not equally distributed. 
concentrated among the rival organizations and are nore intense ln the 
upper-echelon staffs than the lower positions. Where ground-level 
people are geared to immediate operating needs, those in higher positions 
normally deal with the more comprehensive problems of organization, in- 
cluding strategy, coordination and policy. They are sensitized to 
these problems. Furthermore, they are involved in the formal system, 
they are aware of its structure and policies, and they are presumably 
committed to it. Consequently, they are expected to conform to it. 
When they ignore or violate it5 provisions (or allow their subordinates 
ta do so), this must be regarded a8 a knowledgeable decision. This 
fosters the appearance of competition in a situation in which cooper- 
ation is presumably demanded. 

They are notably 

The Legitimate authorities may regard such a bid for independent 
leadership not only as purposive, but perhaps even as an intended vio- 
lation of their prerogatives, especially if they deny their own default 
in leadership. If there are latent antagonisms or rivalries between 
the groups, the improvised leadership, though defended on the ground 
of operating effectiveness, may be felt as maliciou8 intervention or 
an open sttack. 

These strains, then, may have volatile effects on the relations of 
the groups. Delicate problems are openly raised in a most indelicate 
way. The status, the reputation, and perhaps even the career prospects 
of some participants m a y  be at stake. This is among the greatest sources 
of anxiety, strain, defensiveness, and hostility which disaster may 
release in the emergency authority system. 
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In Worcester, the interviews indicated that there was a tremendous 
concern with this' problem. Civil Defense respondents seemed to divert 
the interviews from questions of agency performance to other matters 
while the police were specifically preoccupied with performance. The 
police focused attention on relations among operating agencies and 
community leaders; Civil Defense respondents talked instead about mass 
participation. The police dealt specifically with themes of agency 
competence and the leadership-authority discrepancy; Civil Defense 
people emphasized general themes about community solidarity, successful 
teamwork, community spirit. The police asserted that basic issues 
and tensions existed; Civil Defense reported cooperation and harmony. 
The police seldom ever mentioned rewards or recognition for perfor- 
mance; Civil Lkfense people, pointing out their "service" orientation, 
denied a concern for credit or prestige, but raised the question of 
rewards repeatedly. Possibly the most significant value for the 
police--the constraint which the formal system placed on their customary 
freedom from direction--was never mentioned by non-police informants. 

If the formal authorities should fail in their responsibilities, 
there is no assurance that they would waive their prerogatives so as to 
encourage the filling of the leadership gap. If they did not, this 
would probably inhibit new leadership and limit operation81 effectiveness. 

I This inhibition might appear under several conditions. It would be most 

emergency need8 themselves might not be as serious and extensive as in 
major catastrophes, and might not have the same strident urgency. On 
balance, the strains from impugning the competence and challenging 
the legitimacy of formal authorities might well override the pressure 
to accept overall responsibility. The severity of the emergency is 
not compelling enough to arrogate overall leadership. In the words 
of one informant: 

;I likely to develop in "moderate" rather than severe disasters. The 

It is a tricky problem. Partly it depends on what 
constitutes an "emergency" and when is there a "disaster .I' 
You have to be careful because it depends partly on 
legal definitions which are decided after the fact. 
And it is important because of these legal aspects. 
For example, let's say something happens--like the 
tornado here. A policeman has to make decisions. 
Let's say he has to break into this house to get these 
people out. 
work. But supposing it isn't an obvious, clear-cut 
disaster to everybody. 
declared, it might turn out there there was no 
official energency. And he had no warrant to go 
into that house. So afterwards, his rescue work 
in what turned out not to be an official disaster 
may no longer be regarded as a rescue work. It ' 
can turn out to be breaking and entering--or even 
vandalism if he happened to pull some things out of 
a burning house. Now this may be an extreme case 
which is improbable, but these things sometimes 
have strange legal quirks which are not settled at 
the time of the emergency. 

- 

This looks like plain disaster rescue 

If no state of emergency was 

The jurisdiction and prerogatives of legitimate authority are normally 
set by instttut 1 procedures. They are nor the fruits of unregulated 
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cornpetition, nor subject to arrogation or casual adoption. Authorities 
claim their prerogatives and do not cocnonly brook an infringement of 
these richts calrcly. 

But second, if new leadership is inhibited, then effective disaster 
operations are implicitly subordinated to the future harnony of rival 
groups. The alteration of formal roles raises the risk of humiliating 
appraisals of formal authorities. The failure might be grave enough 
to provoke a political fight for the realignment of power and authority. 
Large stakes may be won and lost. 
the stability of future role relations and raises problems that rivals 
must accormodate as they continue to "live together" in t'ne municipal 
family. Therefore, when leadership is inhibited, this avoids unpleasant 
future consequences and safeguards future relations. 
side if the default in leadership is tacitly denied or ignored. 

The very issue of competence threatens 

Tension may sub- 

In Worcester, the police did not force the issue into the political 
arena, nor did they inhibit their overall leadership during the rescue 
stage. In by-passing Civil Defense, they may bave flung -down tke 
gauntlet as a challecge for that asency to pick up. Civil Defense, how- 
ever, did not respond to the challenge, assuming- that was the intention 
of the police. 

Thus, if there are latent cleavages or power strugzles in the 
authority structure, the decision to fill the leadership gap may pre- 
cipitate them and make them manifest. The impetus of their eruption may 
cause a greater deviation from the formal emergency system than is 
strictly necessary for operations (viz., the police completely wrote 
off Civil Defense as a possible source of any help). The immediate 
results may appear to undermine the formal system. The rival groups, 
however, seem even more aware of the possible future consequences. 
The long-run effects of such conflict nay be nininial or may revise 
the formal system, but not necessarily to everybody's satisfaction. 

Many deviations from the formal system (whether pre-planned or 
improvised) are often attributed to ambiguities, confusion, "private 
definitions" -- factors arising from communications failures that 
can presumably >e corrected. lo 
promote the integration of operations. Communications may help to 
clarify ambiguous situations in which actors have conflicting facts and 
perspectives, but share common values and have no conflicting interests 
at stake. However, communications may not alter a situation in which 
there are c o m o n  perceptions, but conflicting interests and values about 
basic issues. Such situations can only be handled through the normal 
modee of conflict resolution -- one of which is avoidance. This is 
precisely how the relations between the Worcester police and Civil Defense 
were accommodated during the rescue period. While the telephone 
bottleneck fostered this adjustment, the basic failure to cocmunicate 
was prompted 'by avoidance. 
but did not resolve them because it did not affect their causes. 

Sheer communications will not invariably 

This afforded a means of handling tensions, 

We can suraarize the discussion to this point. 



The conflicting pressures of disaster needs and a formal authority 
system stimulate flexible, independent operation. This was intensified 
in Worcester by the presence of professional and amateur groups within 
the leadership sphere. There was a purposive departure from the provi- 
sions of the formal authority system. A strained, tersion-ridden 
situation developed from the discrepancy between leadership and authority. 
The leaders of organizations were sensitive to the deeper implications 
of this discrepancy. Because of the bindin2 lezal basis of official 
authority, there was no prospect of a satisfactory resolution of the dis- 
crepancy. There was a reluctance to force into the open humiliating 
power conflicts which held little hope of a tension-free nodus vivendi 
in the future. In the effort to fill the leadership gap, the strains 
were handled by strict avoidance between the parties. 
relieve the strains, but did allow operations to go forward. 
official authorities denied that tension existed and rationalized the 
avoLdance on the zrounds of technical communications difficulties; the 
de facto leaders acknowledged both the avoidance and the strain. Civil 
Defense was a highly-charged negative reference group for the police. 

This did not 
The 

* * * * *  

Informal Lecitfmation. The relationship between the police and 
Civil Defense was informally resolved by a superior authority figure -- 
the mayor of Worcester. He was the lesa1 head of Civil Defense, just 
8s the Pyesident is Commander-in-chief of the armed forces. He entered 
the field some four hours or so after the tornado and worked in the 
stricken zones with the police chief, Although much of the rescue work 
was already accomplished, his participation in the field informally 
legitimized the police leadership. 
hi8 presence meant that the police chief's independent operation no 
longer formally by-passed the Civil Defense organization. The mayor's 
authority sanctioned and legitimized the chief's decisions and action. 
If any question should arise, there was no need to take the agency head- 
quarters and executive officials into account. 
relieved the Civil Defense organization of any responsibility for action 
taken in the field, It incidentally enabled the police to issue some 
directives to Civil Defense headquarters, as in the feeding of field 
workers. Thus, in effect, the police were interposed between the Civil 
Defense chief and that agency rather than being subordinate to the or- 
ganization. As in Holden, the mayor's support tacitly endorsed the 
authority of the police (and this was formalized in a minor, but sym- 
bolic decision on passes several days later). This helped to clarify 

2 the position of the police and eased the strains which had existed be- 
.$ore the mayor arrived in the field. 

For as nominal head of Civil Defense, 

The mayor's presence also 

5 

The mayor's support also enabled the police chief to implement his 
deckions freely. As a gesture of obeisance to the formal system, police 
headquarters had made perfunctory attempts to give Civil Defense occa- 
sional reports on the rescue operation (although their calls were seldom 
completed). Once the mayor was in the field, the police gave up even 
this activity and made almost no further attempt at contact. 
severely limited communications between the groups were even more reduced. 
If anything, this aggravated the isolation of Civil Defense headquarters 
and almost completely cut the agency off from strategic field informa- 
ti.on.11 

Thus, the 
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The mayor treated the police as the forernost operating leaders. 
His sanction gave them autonomy and shifted the effective locus of 
authority. His own contacts also shifted from the Civil Defense or- 
ganization to the police, thereby reducing the inter?)lction between the 
two top Civil Defense officials (the mayor and the dxrector) . The re-. 
sponsibilities of Civil Defense declined steadily from the middle of 
the rescue period through the emergency stage. This. shift in power 
was stable and considerably reduced the strain on the police because 
their dominant position was now sanctioned. Although the new relations 
were not formalized, they were accepted by public officials. 

The mayor and the police chief had some differences over operating 
problems while in the field. According to all reports, their frictions 
seemed to be work-focused rather than personal. Both men had forceful 
character and they hammered out their differences on the spot. Some of 
them wer2 resolved by the weight of the mayor's power, and the police 
were not always happy about this. One policeman observed: 

The Lzayod was the top man. He knew he was the 
top man and he acted like the top man. Eow he is an 
intelligent guy. He hae a teacher's background. But 
after all, what the hell does he know about this sort 
of thing and the best way to handle it? 

Here the political official is depicted as iniervening in a specialized 
situation which the police could handle better. 
this restriction on their autonomy. 

And they chafed under 

Significantly, however, there was no conflict over authority pre- 
rogatives as such. The normal superior authority of the mayor was clear- 
ly recognized and, in the last analysis, it prevailed. When their judg- 
ments could not be reconciled, the police chief deferred to the mayor, 
and their normal hierarchical relations were retained. 

Outside and Local Groups. Estimates of the number of outside groupo 
which helped in Worcester varied, but there must have been about 75-100. 
These included private, municipal, state, federal, civilian, military, 
and out-of-state organizations. 

With one exception, which will be considered presently, outsiders 
respected local authority. 
Worcester police. Outsiders were primarily oriented to their institu- 
tional counterparts in Worcester, initially reporting to them, working 
with them, and accepting their direction. Thus, fire agencies helped 
the Worcester fire department, police worked most closely with the po- 
lice, medical people served the hospitals, etc. Others helped out where 
they were assigned. Thus, scme worked later on the evaluation of dam- 
ages for federal emergency aid applications or assisted the Public Works 
Department in cleanup, etc. 

In the field, all groups deferred to the 

The largest outside organization in t7orcester was the National 
Guard. . Units from several cornunities were mainly on patrol and guard 
duty. Working directly under the police, the militia had little to do 
with other groups. 
to work with; they simply avoided him and dealt directly with the two 

The police found only one militia officer difficult 
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top officers. The Civil Defense director claimed that the militia came 
in specifically to assist his organizition and completely subordinated 
itself to Civil Defense authority. But, according to officers of the 
National Guard, they had practically nothing to do with Civil Defense, 
even though they were billeted in the Worcester Auditorium where the 
Civil Defense oEfice was located. No data from any other source support 
the Civil Defense director's contention. 

Indeed, the National Guard figured in the only case in which local 
authority was apparently not respected by outsiders. This concerned 
passes to the stricken zones. Ultimately the confusion over passes in 
Worcester assumed the proportions of a classic comic-opera, but lacked 
the incisive resolution which is the conic-opera staple. 

Passes to the stric!ten areas were originally issued independently 
by several agencies: Civil Defense, the police, the local housing au- 
thority, and the militia. After their experience with some Civil De- 
fense volunteers on tornado night, the National Guard soon refused to 
honor other agencies' passes and recognized only their own. The research 
could not definitely establish why the milltia repudiated others ' passes. 
They apparently felt that sight-seers and other unauthorized people were 
securing passes. But some local groups were annoyed: 

The National Guard behaved just: like it was a 
martial law situation -- which in fact it was not. 
There never was any martial law declared. They were 
supposed to come in and help the town. But some of 
them'acted like it was martial law, 

Possibly the status of the National Guard was not clear to all its men, 
although it was clear to its officers and Worcester officials. 

On the afternoon folLowing the tornado, all the groups concerned 
held a meeting in the mayor's office to straighten out the pass problem. 
Then the authority for issuing passes T.J~S confined to Civil Defense and 
the police. This decision vas either unclear to the other organizations 
or some snag affected its public announcement. The following day, an- 
other meeting of Civil Defense, the police, and the Worcestar Housing 
Authority was held in the mayor's office, in order "...to eliminate con- 
fusion which resulted from contradktory directives issued yesterday. " 
At least the role of the National Guard vas apparently clear: 
to have no pass-issuing authority. This final meeting on passes was 
held as scheduled. It was then agreed that the police were to have the - sole authority to issue passes, but that these police passes could also 
be obtained from Civil Defense and the Housing Authority. The Housing 
Authority would decide which housing project tenants were eligible for 
passes in accordance with the safety of the tenant's building. But passes 
to the housing projects were to be under the control of the National Guard. 

. 

It was 

These arrangements were succinctly sumarized in public announce- 
ments in the newspapers the following day: 

The Police Tepartment is the only agency with 
authority to okay passes into disaster areas, Prayor.. I 

said last night. 

There no exception to that rule. 
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The story directed housing project tenants to get their passes from 
the Housing Authority. 
nature of the Chief of Police, but were to be controlled by the National 
Guard. The meaning of "authority" over passes could not be clarified in 
the research. The situation was altogether confused and confusing. 

These would be valid only if they bore the sig- 

This equivocal settlement was never clarified formally, but was 
informally adjusted in practice. 
known. 
tem worked smoothly. 
this time because safety hazards had been cleared and the reclamation 
of private property was almost finished. The final consolidation of 
pass-issuing authority in the hands of the police became a legal fiction. 
All passes bore the stamped signature of the police chief, but they 
could be secured from any of the agencies concerned. 

How this adjustment occurred is not 
But by the fourth or fifth day after the tornado, the pass sys- 

There was comparatively little need for passes by 

For our purposes, the pass situation was significant for several 
reasons. 
of local credentials. It was arbitrated by a commonly acknowledged 
superior authority (the mayor) rather than straightened out by the 
participants themselves. The rights of local groups were asserted. 
The decision to center authority in the police was the public confirma- 
tion of its overall field authority. 

It was precipitated by an outside organization's repudiation 

But the confusion in public announcements about passes indicates 
that force8 outside the authority arena may influence events within it. 
Mass comunications institutions may not be decisive in the general 
distribution of authority. But tbeir choice of authoritative public 
spokesmen can have a definite influence during the early fluid period. 
They place before the public one perspective of authority and focus 
attention on selected authority groups. 

Ambiguity in the authority system was reflected in conflicting 
public announcements and directives. The reliability of their sources 
varied tremendously. Some agencies or officials saw only a minor por- 
tion of the larger picture. 
There were 3 m e  completely conflicting role conceptions as well as po- 
litical jockeying and in-fighting. 

Some were uninformed and others misinformed. 

Decision8 were made without informing or consulting the people con- 
cerned. 
municated between agencies or filtered down to lower echelons. Ground- 
level personnel were confronted by people who were following directives 
about which these personnel were unaware. This intensified the "in- 
stability" of latest information and affected not only the public's 
confidence in the authority system, but also the confidence within the 
authority structure itself. 

Sometimes these were announced publicly before they were com- 

- 
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The publicatfon of confusion as "news" intensified the ambiguity 
of the authority system and increased the pressure for clarification. 
The code of the journalist demands that he get the news and that the 
facts be straight. As one radio station manager pointed out: 

A broadcaster has a deep public responsibility. 
You must bear in mind the effects you are having on 



listeners. If you are careless or even worse, irrespon- 
sible, you can bring people to the point of panic. Our 
job is to give them the. news, to give it straight and 
calmly, and to get the facts. You have to be careful 
about rumors and exaggerated and unconfirmed reports. 
You have to be sure about the facts and give them with- 
out hysteria. 

This concern for facts, however, vas not matched by a stability of 
- facts. It vas difficult to verify a fact tJhen the "facts" varied accord- 

For tvo days ing to the organization and level of the persons consulted. 
after the tornado, it was difficult to publish simple objective informa- 
tion, reports, or directives with any confidence. For example, if radio 
stations wished to give instructions about getting passes to restricted 
areas, they had no assurance that one agency would indeed honor the passes 
of another. Clearly, the station's reputation for reliability and integ- 
rity could be affected by factors beyond its inmediate control. 

r;l 

In the face of conflicting reports from different sources, the 
journalist tries to identify qualified authorities and thereby sustains 
the pressures to clarify the structure. His search for accuracy in- 
evitably brings him to those officials and groups about which there is 
the greatest agreement among the authorities themselves. The manager 
of a radio station formulated a remarkable statement: 

Need builds the authority, Whom do you believe 
when'you are broadcasting? Who is the real authority? 
There is a confused picture from confused lines of 
authority. They are superceding overlapping, and 
parallel to each other, all at the same time. I sup- 
pose there has to be a clash between them at first until 
they get straightened away. But the confusion still 
lasts for a long time. 

So what do you do? You try to set up some kind of 
a standard. At first you say nothing is official un- 
less it comes from the police. Then you decide nothing 
is official unless it comes from the police or Civilian 
Defense. 
then nothing is official unless it comes from the 
police, Civil Defense, or Red Cross. Then you figure 
it has to be from the National Guard and finally from 
the Disaster Relief Committee. You see, the authority 
builds up to higher and higher levels. 

Pretty soon the Red Cross gets in on it, and 

It is the need uhich 
h ic h bu i 1 d s the author it y . 

9. : Do you cean that the list of orgznFzaticns 
which have authority grcws, or that hFgher 
organizations absorb the authority of the 
lower ones? In other words, after the 
disaster Relief Committee is operating, do 
you still recognize statements of, say, 
the Red Cross or the National Guard as 
authoritative? 



Now, thdt's the sixty-four dollar question. Like 
I say, you try to set up standards, but you can never 
really work out anything completely satisfactory. It 
is pretty tentative and rule-of-thmb because of all 
the confusion. And there are no clear-cut answers that 
come out of this confusion. In the last analysis, you 
look for the facts first and then try to find out who 
can speak with authority about these. 

But who knows the facts and can speak with 
authority about them? That is the dilemna of the 
broadcaster that we get back to again. Whom can he 
look to among all the officials who can tell him things 
authoritatively? That is why a central clearing house 
of information is important so that we know what we are 
dealing with and what we are giving out to the public. 
When there is just confused authority, the broadcaster 
has to do the best he can. He has to make private 
decisions about what he will regard as authoritative 
sources. As I said, you start small with the police, 
and as the need builds the authority, you gradually 
move up the scale to higher people and officials. But 
this is where we came in on this merry-go-round, and 
I suppose that it doesn't really answer your question. 
I don't know if there is any single answer. 

The problems of the journalists underscored conflicting images 
of authority groups among agencies and public alike. 
news reports probably stimulated organizations to tighten their 
neglected liaison aad integration. There was no central "official" 
information source, but the mayor increasingly came to approximate 
one. The convergence upon him as the official authoritative 
source resulted from the efforts of press and radio people to 
stabilize their work situation. Nonetheless, increasing reliance 
upon the mayor undoubtedly reflected the confused picture and 
sharpened the need to arbitrate the authority of Red Cross and 
Civil Definse over social services and of the police, Civil 
Defense, the National Guard, and the Housing Authority cver 
passes. Conceivably, if these conflicts and ambiguities bad 
not arisen or if they had been resolved without the intervention 
of superior authorities, the search for definirive spokesmen 
would have stopped short of the mayor. 
to the clarification of the structure that finally emerged. Es- 
sentially there is a conflict of respcnsibility between operating 
authorities and members of the Fourth Estate. On tornado night, 
reporters, photographers, radio commentators, columnists, news- 
reel ccmcramcn, assorted technicians, and network executives con- 
verged upon Worcester and thronged agency headquarters. Informants 
tlaimed that the visitors seriously interfered with disaster work 
and indignantly regarded them as an imposition. ,One police officer 
complained that he was obliged to take two separate groups of top 
broadcasting executives on conducted tours of the devastated areas 
on tornado night. Almost the identical problem arose during the 
Netherlands flood: 

Conflicting 

The journalists contributed 

* I  
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- 
a 

. . .Various other transport aircraft as indicated 
before served to transport press and VIP's. 
point, the air became dangerously cluttered with air- 
craft and completely undisciplined. 
hazard to rescue craft.... 

At one 

This was a serious 

This would seem to be a general problem, regardless of type of disaster 
or other circumstances. 

The effect on operations can be imediate and direct. Some infor- 
mants claimed that reporters were tying up telephones in order to send 
out their stories. One informant observed that at Civil Defense head- 
quarters where there were only two telephones: 

Civil Defense was bogged down with reporters and 
top network brass. People had to waste time and drop 
what they were doing to talk with them. Important work 
was kept waiting. While 1-was there, one reporter 
grabbed the phone out of /z%e Civil Defense director's7 
hands to phone a story in, 

Most significant, however, is the impotence that authorities felt 
in dealing with newsmen and influential outsiders. 
heatedly stated: 

As one respondent 

But you had to be nice to these guys. If you 
weren't, they would butcher you in the papers. That's 
what gets me. You couldn't tell these bastards off or 
else they would crucify you. 
defend yourself, there was no way to answer them. 
Then, the next thing you'd know, the public would be 
down your neck. 

And there was no way to 

Thus, authorities felt that their hands were tied and that they had 
to defer to journalists and VIP's or face the risk of unpleasant re- 
prisals. That their fears were not imaginery is illustrated by the 
following news story which is quoted in full for its documentary 
interest. 

PRESS COVERS DISASTER AMID DIFFICULTIES 

Covering the disaster by press wasn't as easy as 
it might seem. There were complications, not the least 
of which was a measure of opposition by certain police, 
National Guardsmen and overzealous CD volunteers. 

One reporter, driving up through.. .Street with a 
big "Press" sign on his car, was hauled up short by a 
determined young policeman. 

'?here to?" he demanded. 

Reporter Explains 

The reporter explained he was On an assignment to 
the. .hartmentc for the LNewspapeg/. 
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The Policemn shook his head firmly. "There's 
enough reporters up there nowI" 

This led to certain heated argument about whose 
right it was to decide how many reporters were enough. 
The reporter finally got through, but it took time. 

In Shrewsbury 

In Shrewsbury, one CaEtain.. .of "C" Company arbi- 
trarily refused to let a LNewspaper/ photographer take 
pictures in the hard-hit...Street vicinity. 

He did say, "Sorry!" once in a while and "'It's 
OrdersI", but other than that he held firm. 

The damaged houses were only a few hundred yards 
away and the photographer offered to shoot from the edge 
of the road bordering the houses. 
adamant. He even went further by refusing to let the 
photographer reed a house number on...Street, and ob- 
jectad violently when another National Guardsman was 
asked to walk up to the door and read it. 

But the captain was 
- 

(? 

(P.S. Captain. That plane swooping by an hour 
later carried a photographer with tele- 
photo lens who got the pictures after all. 
What a target to have missed!) 

Several reporter8, dog-tired from a hard night's 
work, who lived in the general areas flanked by the 
hundreds of traffic "police" who sprang up from 
nowhere, practically had to fight for their lives to 
get home to sleep. 

They had their credentials -- the time-honored press 
passes which in most places are open sesame to almost 
anything. But on this night of nights it didn't seem 
to work. 

Those reporters too tired to argue, shrugged their 
Some of them shoulders and took eight-mile circuits. 

did get home, to be sure. But it was a battle all the 
way. 

The happiest &wspape=T reporter resorted to 
subterfuge and put on his NaV81 Reserve uniform to do 
his work. 

Nobody even dreamed he was really a reporter in 
disguise, and he was able to go anywhere he wanted to, 
even home to bed without being molested. 

We are not momentariLy concerned with the merits of the particular cases, 
but Icerely with the fact that the fear of repercussions is realistic. 
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The authorities, VIP's, and journalists have brief contact and then 
go their separate ways. The VIP's have a private audience in circles of 
political influence. The news transmission belt delivers journalists' 
images or caricatures of authorities to the public audience. 
and public pressures affect the nebulous, but vital climate of opinion 
which impinges on authorities. If they were previously unaware of the 
pervasive public relations problems that dog the heels of disaster agen- 
cies, they are quickly disenchanted. The cloak of official authority 
provides no insulation or immunity from the demands of informal power 
groups, but, on the contrary, attracts them. The net effect of these 
pressures is to inhibit operational effectiveness, significantly in the 
interests of future security. 

Both private 

There ie a conflict of interest between public authorities and 
people of informal power and influence who demand a certain level of 
cooperation, if not obeisance, The authorities recognize that these de- 
mands may inhibit effective operations, but at the sane time see these 
people as potentially threatening if not punitive. 
pressures, and despite their resentment and antagonism, the higher local 
authorities typically acquiesced and cooperated fully with the jour- 
nal is t 8.12 

In these cross- 

In summary, Worcester presented a sharp discrepancy between the locus 
tn amateur organization failed of authority and overall field leadership. 

to meet its leadership responsibilities and the gap was filled by a profes- 
sional police group. 
as appeared in the smaller areas of Holden and Shrewsbury, but they did 
furnish whatever supervision and integration did materialize. 
overall leadership was comonly accepted as authoritative by other oper- 
ating groups, both local and outside. But insofar as there was 8 viola- 
tFon of the formal authority system, it created severe strains for the 
nominal and actual leaders (Civil Defense and police), They accomo- 
dated these strains by avoidance, The redistribution of effective au- 
thority was informally legitimized by a superior figure (the mayor) and 
subsequently was more openly symbolized in a concrete decision (over 
passes). 
without re-defining their legal position. 
where the same issues of competence and responsibility were involved, 
the suferior power of the nayor rather thaz the competence of the police 
settled the locus of authority. I!orcester also illustrated the strength 
of informal influentials in securing exemption from formal restrictions 
and deference from official authorities. In the process, emergency 
norms were subordinated to future interests. 

The police did not provide as effective leadership 

Their 

This reversed the formally specified relations of the groups 
In other conflicts, however, 

0 

Social Services 

Worcester's social service needs reflect a disaster to a densely 
settled metropolitan area in which: (1) the impact zone8 were localized 
(unlike some floods) and (2) the community's means of coping with the 
problems were not severely impaired. Estimates of damage varied widely. 

The victims did depend heavily on the social services of emer- 
gency agencies. Yet an open fight flared in Worcester for authority 
over social services. This dispute, between the Red Cross and Civil 
Defense, was formall-- ubmitted to higher authorities for settlement. 
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The case is signifkant as the only open conflict in our study which was 
officially decided by superiors, and it merits close review on this ground 
alone. The limited demand for public help may be an important condition 
in the persistence of such an open conflict for authority. 

Independent Pre-Disaster Planning. Prior to the tornado, the local 
Civil Defense and Red Cross chapter had made separate plans for emergency 
social services: Relief, housing, registration of victims, handling per- 
sonal welfare inquiries, and medical mobilization. The Red Cross chapter 
had a refined disaster plan based on the experience of the national or- 
ganization. The Clvil Defense plan had similar operating procedures, but 
was generally in a much earlier stage of development. Moreover, each or- 
ganization functioned independently of the other, and there was no co- 
ordination of their planning. 

Red Cross. The 8uccees of the Red Cross plan preeupposed that or- 
ganization's control over the evacuation of victims and residents from the 
field. casualties were to be funneled through a system of Red Cross field 
shelters where they would be registered and medically screened. Some would 

- be removed to hospitals and others simply be given necessary first aid on 

would be channeled to a central point outside the area for registration13 
and emergency relief. Casualties at the hospitals would be further checked 
to identify any persons who may have been missed. Ostensibly this system 
would ideally inaure that 811 disaster victims, whether casualtie8 or not, 
would be registered. This information would then be consolidated at a 
central point: (1) as a basis for estimating victims' probable housing 
and relfef needs, and (2) as information for the section handling personal 
locator and welfare inquiries from friends and relatives of possible vic- 
t ims . 

 the spot. Non-casualties who did not pass through the field shelters 

To support the overall program of social services, there was also a 
comprehensive inventory of community fecilities and various resources, in-. 
cluding emergency housing, medical information, suppliers of food, and 
other services. 

The Red Cross program of assistance for the hospitals was organized 
to supply emergency medical personnel and such requirements as drugs, 
blood, Instruments, beds and bedding. The chapter's medical section in- 
cluded a special committee to integrate the work between hospitals. 
was made up of Red Cross representatives and one doctor from the staff of 
each local hospital. 
to keep the committee informed of the activities, problems, and needs which 
developed at his hospital. 
whatever help was necessary. 
lished by the Red Cross to support the hospitals. 

It 

In the event of disaster, each doctor was supposed 

In turn, the Red Cross would locate and supply 
Thus, a liaison system was formally estab- 

This emergency medic81 plan also included a register of medical per- 
sonnel in the area who might be mobilized for disaster work. The list 
contained 150 doctors, 35 dentists, 75 professional nurses, and 37 trained 
first-aid people. They were all classified by residence and availabiltiy 
for service. In addition, particular community facilities which might be 
pressed into medical service were earmarked, including a description of 
the Worcester Street Railway plant as a possible sire for a temporary hos- 
pital. The emergency medical plan was to be supplemented by first-aid 
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teams in the field and in the field shelters, by blood collection, trans- 
portation services, and the duties of the Grey Ladies at the hospitals in 
looking after the morale and other needs of the casualties. 

The success of the medical mobilization plan depended on an adequate 
supply of doctors and especially nurses. 
the imediate rescue period. 
that trained medical staff would be available to maintain treatment Of 
hospitalized casualties and out-patients after the rescue period. The 
supply of this supplementary staff was a major Red Cross corcmitment. 

This applied to more than just 
It was to be a continuing program to assure 

This overall disaster plan was fairly comprehensive. Basically, the 
Red Cross assumed direct respoosibility for the emergency relief needs of 
victims and for the support of emergency medical care. 

Civil Defense. The Civil Defense plan was much nore rudimentary and 
had developed more unevenly. 
ably more advanced than the medical organization. The social service divi- 
sion was staffed almost completely by social workers from the Worcester De- 
partment of Public Welfare. 
Audttorium as its emergency relief center in the event of disaster. 
pliers of food had been tentatively earmarked. 
completed about six months before the tornado. 
had been located in about 100 different places, including the dormitory 
facilities at two local colleges and the Worcester Armory of the National 
Guard. 

The proposed relief services were consider- 

The division had designated the Worcester 
Sup- 

A housing survey had been 
Facilities for 3,000 people 

The medical section of Civil Defense operated separately from the 
social services division. 
sion would control first aid stations, hospitals, emergency hospitals, .food, 
sanitation, medical supplies, removal of badies, mobile units; the staff 
would include an advisor of nurses and a chief of nursing aid. 
eral objectives were coonnitted to paper, but were scarcely in the prelimi- . 

nary stages of discussion. First-aFd stations and mobile units had never 
been activated. Shortly before the tornado, the agency appointed a nursing 
supervisor to act as an advisor of nurses. 
try be drawn up of doctors and professional and volunteer nurses. 
suggestion was adopted, but had scarcely been implemented before the tor- 
nado. Medical technicians and other personnel had not yet even been con- 
sidered. Many future projects remained to be outlined and the general 
medical plan was still amorphous, 

According to the formal plan, the medical divi- 

These gen- 

She had proposed that a regis- 
This 

Civil Defense had planned no system of field shelters (the crux of the 
Red Cross plan) nor other channels to guide victims from the field to the 
emergency relief center. 

Formal Division of Responsibility. Despite their different stages of 
planning, the Red Cross and Civil Defense had similar objectives which 
ultimately duplicated services. 
services as its legitimate sphere of responsibility and proceeded with 
little reference to the other agency. 
the formal, legal division of responsibility on the eve of the tornado. 

Some effort had been made at the 

Each organization regarded emergency social 

This procedure did not correspond to 

The situation was most complex. 
national level to clarify the relations between the two organizations. Six 
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months before the tornado, a "Joint Stateloent of Understanding" was issued 
by the two national offices. This laid down a policy agreement about their 
relations in disaster. ( n e  full text of this Joint Statement of Unde,r- 
standing is reproduced in Appendix 111.) 

Its major provisions interpret existing legislation to the effect 
that Civil Defense should coordinate the disaster plans and operations of 
Federal agencies; these agencies are authorized to assist in disasters by 
furnishing various services and supplies (including food , housing, medicine) 
which may be distributed ". . .through the American National Red Cross 
otherwise." (italics inserted) Moreover, the Red Cross should carry out 
its traditional social services in food, housing, medical care, and re- 
habilitation. "The Red Cross in carrying out its relief program will, as 
heretofore, exercise administrative and financial control over its own 
operations." The two agencies should ostensibly continue their joint and 
supporting action in the activities for which Red Cross is responsible. 
On the national and local levels, the agreement specifies, there should be 
liaison, mutual planning, and exchange of information between the two or- 
ganizations. Finally, the Civil. Defense agrees "to assist" the Red Cross 
in its relief responsibilities and the Red Cross agrees "to assist" the 
Civil Defense in its relief responsibilities. 

As a policy agreement, the understanding seems fairly straightfor- 
ward and clear. It assures cooperation and goodwill between two agencies 
which are apparently independent and autonomous. However, the provisions 
of the Understanding are so broad and flexible that almost any construction 
can be put on them to justify almost any concrete action. 

. ment can accoumadate a wide range of specific operating arrangements and it 
may be difficult to asses8 their consistency with the policy. For example, 
L medical research team for the Committee on Disaster Studies made the for- 
lowing interpretation: 

The policy agree- 

f- 

The agreement between the American National Red 
Cross and the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
which assigns to the former the responsibility for 
the general welfare and social rehabilitatizq of 
disaster victims and to local authorities Lz/ the re- 
sponsibility for the emergency rescue, evacuation, 
and emergency medical care of the injured, does not 
seem to have been clearly understood by the local 
representatives of the Red Cross and of Clvii De- 
fense lin Worcesteg/. 

Clearly, then, the value of this guiding policy actually depends upon its 
interpretation and implementation locally, upon the detailed operating 
procedures which the local agencies jointly work out. In Worcester, there 
sinply were none. Civil Defense attributes this to insufficient time. In 
8 private communication, an official spokesman for the Federal agency 
stated that: 

... these two national organlzations had recognized 
the problems involved in working together in natural 
disasters, that they had already agreed upon operating 
procedures which might have avoided serious conflict, 
$ut_ that these understandings and procedures had not 
beaii presented local Civil Defense and Red Cross 
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people in time for them to work out the detailed pro- 
cedures and train personnel before the tornado struck 
them. Experience with more recent natural disasters 
has proven the efficacy of our plans for coordinating 
the efforts of public authorities in such disasters. 
Ve are confident that mistakes such as those made at 
Worcester will not be made again. 

Despite the efforts to work out a satisfactory policy at the national 
level, the limited time for the change and integration of local programs 
left a dlfferent set of arrangements in force in Worcester. Some tvo years 
before the tornado, the Red Cross and the Worcester city government had 
entered into a contract whereby the Red Cross was to have exclusive respon- 
sibility for all emergency social services and all medical assistance to 
hospitals during civil disasters (and would be independent of Civil Defense 
direction); in case of military emergency, civil Defense would have these 
exclusive responsibilities (and Red Cross would operate under its author- 
ity). This did not accord with provisions of the "Joint: Statement of 
Underscanding." At the time of the tornado, the contract between the local 
Red Cross and the city t7as still in force, although Civil Defense had ap- 
parently forgotten its provisions -- the Civil Defense mobilization plan 
still listed Red Cross as one of the special divisions on its staff and 
under its authority. 

The Red Cross Authority Undermined. This confusing background makes 
it clear that there were three sets of conflicting images of the appropriate 
division of authority: The national agreement envisaged two independent 
groups working together; the local Civil Defense assmed it had the over- 
all responsibility, while the local Red Cross chapter assumed that it had 
the overall authority -- and its position was in accord with the local 
agr e erne nt . 

The events in the wake of the tornado quickly showed up the different 
expectations of the two local agencies. Both organizations launched their . 

social service programs independently and a confusion of authority imedi- 
ately ensued. 

The highlights of the first night showed the following developnents: 
(1) Civil Defense managed to start operating before the Red Cross in most 
of the social services which it undertook. (2) Host services vhich Red 
Cross regarded as its responsibility were undertaken by Civil Defense, 
the greatest overlap occurring in relief and registration of victims and 
the least duplication in auxiliary medical. assistance. For example, Civil 
Defense did nothing at all about blood donation. 
the tornado, Civil Defense opened the Worcester Auditorium as disaster 
relief headquarters and announced this publicly over loudspeakers to 
victims in the field and to the ccmmunity through the radio and newspapers. 
This tended to channel people to the Auditorium and to structure social 
services as a Civil Defense function. (4) The Red Cross was unable to 
establish a system of field shelters to control the flow of evacuees 
from the field. 
its relief center nor registration information on which to base its 
mobilization of relief activities. 
first twelve hour8 independently of the Red Cross, and the hospital 

(3) Immediately after 

Consequently, that agency had neither victims coming to 

(5) The hospitals operated during.the 
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coordination plan was not used during the most critical early period. 
(6) The potential relief clients, the victims, attended to almost all. their 
immediate, short-range needs privately without recourse to the Red Cross. 
-or other public agencies. 
.? 

These early events seriously undermined the public position of the Red 
Cross as the responsible community agency and implicitly threatened its 
authority, The head of one Red Crose division stated: 

The City assumed it would take over most of the func- 
tiongof_relief and so on, in spite of the agreement that 
the LReL/ Cross had with the City that we would have 
charge of them. 
rights to these. 

The Red Cross had to establish its 

The agency quickly took steps to defend its authority over social services 
and a difference developed between the Red Cross and Civil Defense. 
the morning after the tornado, the dispute for authority was formally sub- 
mitted to the ad hoc disaster committee of the city government for 
official settlement. 

On 

In order to understand the aigntficance of the decision which the dis- 
aster committee made, ft is necessary to review the actual operations of 
the two organizations in 6ome detail. 
under which the conflict arose and the context in which the disaster 
cormittee arrived at a decision. 
welfare inquiries-, relief and medical activity. They throw strong lieht 
on the amount of reliance by victims and others on the public agencies, and 
hence upon what was basically at stake in the dispute. 
these services as background to the conflict resolution. 

This will clarify the conditions 

Our data cover registration and personal 

We will review 

Kellef. Reports indicate that the Salvation Army was the first organ- 
ization to get into the field with food and the Civil Defense was the first 
agency to get B general relief and welfare program underway. 
torium was opened as the emergency relLef center. Within an hour of the 
first radio announcement of the tornado, 70 members of the Civil Defense 
social service division (about one half the staff) were getting things 
organized. Some staff people began to contact major suppliers with whom 
previous arrangements had been tentatively made. 
mainly sandwiches, coffee, and milk, was improvised. Dormitory and feed- 
ing facilities were opened in the two local colleges and in the Worcester 
Armory. Baby food and other infant requisites were procured. Arrangements 
were made for the reception and registration of victims. 

The Audi- 

Emergency feeding, 

Since public announcements had designated Civil Defense as the disaster 
relief agency, the response of the general public and of community organiza- 
tions centered on the Auditorium. 
immediately. 
various denminations were in and out all during the evening. 
tion A m y  offered whatever assistance was needed and promptly brought 
blankets and cots which were required and set them up in the corridors and 
around the Auditorium. A local psychiatrist volunteered his services early 
in the evening. With the help of two other doctors and six nurses who came 
in, he set up a medical aid station in the Auditorium which operated 

Offers of help began to flood in 
Untrained volunteers came to lend a hand and clergymen of 

The Salva- 
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.cTthroughout the first night. Supplies for this aid station were sent from 
State Civil Defense headquarters at Framingham. 

Other spontaneous offers of help almost overwhelmed the staff who 
were struggling to bring some order out of the confusion. 
tions were simply brought to the Auditorium and deposited. 
cluded food, clothing, and all manner of miscellany such as diapers, 
cribs, etc. Clothing donations burgeoned swiftly and many of the staff 
spent a large part of the first night feverishly sorting the growing piles. 
Other offers, especially housing, came in by phone; these were recorded. I 

Many contribu- 
These in- 

Not all the offers were an unx5ixed blessing, They often demanded on- 
the-spot decisions which staff members were unprepared to make. 
example, one phone call lese than two hours after the tornado briefly 
announced, "I am a caterer. I can feed 500 people in two hours. Where 
shall I bring the food?'' 

For 

Civil Defense simply had no ready answer. 

In the confusion of getting organized, victims began to arrive. They 
were registered by social workers who recorded a minimum of simply identi- 
fying information: Name, home address, temporary location (if known) and 
any pressing emergency needs. The people were fed. 
needed, the victims were free to help themselves or be helped, but cmpara- 
tively little clothing was taken the first night. 
were filled as well as possible. 
items (such ae spectacles) they were given cash, usually in anounte of 
less than fifteen or twenty dollars. Presumably this money came from an 
emergency fund authorized by the city. During the first 18 hours, which 
covered almost all the relief provided through Civil Defense, 31 persons 
recelved a total of $485 in cash assistance. 

If clothes were 

Other Fmnedinte needs 
If clients needed money for emergency 

Fie facilities for emergency housing were almost completely by-passed 
by the unhoused victims. Civil Defense reported it assigned 71 people to 
housing in the college dormftorfes and in the Armory the first night. At 
one dormitory, the supervisor said that only 20 people remained overnight 
although mare than this had came. According to the Xed Cross, all public 
authorities together housed only 41 people. 
the tornado, there were s:ill 31 people using these emergency housing 
facilities. After the first night, the +Red Cross ultimately assigned about 
250 people (almost 60 families) to dormitory housing during the next 
seven weeks. 
unimportant in view of the estimated 8,000-9,000 people left temporarily 
homeless (there were over 3,000 residents in one housing project alone). 
Over 99% of all the displaced people (at least 2,000 families) found 
their own ccomnodation with relatives, friends, neighbors, and even  stranger^.'^ The low use of emergency housing set up by public agencies Is 
one basic index of the preference for self-help and mutual aid as opposed 
to public assistance. 

Apparently one week after 

The minor variation in the figures for the flrst night is 

In retrospect, it is clear that the relief center at the Auditorium 
was shaped only slightly by the advance plan or by steps which Civil Defense 

,' initiated. Rather, the flood of unsolicited help created pressures which 
were met by improvisation. These immediate, unplanned decisions had 
cumulative results in the organization of the center. The i2experience and 
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lack of a plan were less of a handicap in handling 400 clients the first 
night than in handling the mass offers of help, whether of supplies, 
facilities, or untrained volunteers. This is a fundamental problem for 
any disaster leadership. 

Not all of the 400 people who passed through the relief center the 
first night sought relief (some were looking for family and friends) and 
not all of them were tornado victims, Some of them were simply regular 
relief cases on the rolls of the Worcester Department of Public Welfare. 
Subsequently, the director estimated that about one half the applicants for 
help were such regular relief cases, but she could not judge what pro- 
portion of them were bana fide tornado victims. This seems to parallel 
the pattern in the Waco, Texas, disaster where the poor turned ircsediately 
to public agencies for help. On the other hand, in Judsonia, Arkansas, 
there was considerable difficulty in persuading working class groups to 
accept public relief. These variations may be bound up with ethnic 
patterns (different values may be placed on impersonal sources of aid) or 
with mobility patterns (there may be no relatives or close friends in the 
community who might: help) or with aspiration patterns (sone lower class 
groups prize the independence which they associate with the uiddle class). 

Across the street from the Auditorium, the Red Cross headquarters was 
apparently the scene of very little relief activity, doubtless because 
victims had been directed to Civil Defense. 
ular public relief clients made up a significant proportion of the 400 
visitors to Civil.Defense, their ignoring of the Red Cross Is even more 
understandable. Few details could be secured about the Red Cross relief 
services the first night. There were almost no housing applicants and 
apparently very little clothing was distributed. 
generally available at the chapter headquarters and in the field. 
to one source, the Red Cross was said to have provided food for perhaps 
3,000 people in Worcester the first night, but this report could not be 
confirmed. In the present research, Red Cross respondents made absolutely 
no mention of any mass feeding the first night. 
dence of large-scale feeding by the Red Cross or anybody else in Worcester. 
It is possible that coffee and doughnuts were distributed to 3,000 people. 
But in view of the Red Cross reticence in the matter, the data in hand, and 
the absence of confirmatory data from any other quarter, the report must be 
regarded with reservation. 

If non-victims who were reg- 
' 

Coffee and doughnuts were 
According 

We could uncover no evi- 

A8 will presently be seen, detailed figures are available for the over- 
all Red Cross operation in Worcester, but there is nothing appreciable on 
the first night's work. 
data gap) because the Red Cross customarily releases detailed figures on all 
its significant services. This aasumption is strengthened by the separate 
intimationa of two Red Cross supervisors that relief services on the first 
night were not extensive and almost certainly did not equal the help given 
by Civil Defense. A highly respected chapter supervisor explained, "You 
must understand that the first few hours or days are otganizstional, when 
you are getting yourself set up to operate." Thus, aside frum the one uo- 
conffrmed report on feeding, the Red Cross apparently provided signifi- 
cantly fewer social services to victims on the first night than Civil 
Defense. 

This is evidence of low activity (rather than a 
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When the total number of tornado victims is considered, the two 
major public agencies together furnished corcparatively little relief. 
There was some feeding, some re-housing, Some clothing was dispensed. The 
most important help nay actually have been the urgently needed infant 
supplies and petty cash assistance for specia1ized items. Public agencies 
appareatly attended to only a small fraction of the total need whereas 
private efforts accounted for the bulk. 

The unorganized c:munity response was more significant than that of 
the formal agencies. 
through the commercial radio stations which "coordinated" some infoma1 
'relief efforts. For example, a call to a radio station would result in an 
Gnnouncement that Mrs. Jones could put up three people in her hone and that 
she would pick up the first three persons to phone her at a given number. 
Or an announcement would be made that 14rs. Smith, a tornado victim, needed 
a baby crib and she was temporarily staying at a given address. Offers of 
help and requests for aid were all broadcast. Unfortunately, the research- 
could not check these leads to determine the live contacts that wers es- 
tablished between donor and recipient and the aid that actually material- 
ized through the coumercial radio, There is reason to suspect that 
comparatively little actual help resulted and that victims were mainly 
helped by their hosts. The commercial radio, however, documents the 
many choices open to victims, even those who had no intimatss in the 
c m u n i t y ,  but who preferred private help. 

This is highlighted by the mutual aid channeled 

The Worcester relief data refer to the primary survival needs of non- 
casualties. But.beyond food, clothing, and shelter were oth,er needs, per- 
haps equally importayg, in the establishment of connections between separ- 
ated family members. 
of the radio stations' infornal registration and personal welfare in- 
quiries. These data, which we will now examine, extend our analysis of 
the victims' reliance on public agencies to a much broader interested pub- 
lic. 

This personal locator service was one vital function 

Registration and Personal Welfare Inquiries. The registration process 
serves several functions: it provides a basis for estimating probable re- 
lief needs; it helps to locate and account for people; it provides a per- 
sonal information service; it is one means of re-establishing broken 
personal contacts, both locally and between local people and out-of-town 
relatives and friends. 
who are registered and the extent to which other people rely on this source 
of Information. 
paratively few of the potential registrees, and inquiries were conspicu- 
ously directed through private channele, although people used the Rad Cross 
far more than any other social service agency. 

Its effectiveness depends on the nm5er of victims 

In l?o,rcester, Civil Defense and Red Cross registered com- 

We have seen how Civil Defense registered about 400 people the first 
night at the relief center, 
after. 
a ."reception center," these were a11 voluntary, non-casualty registrants. 

The agency had almost no registrations there- 
Since there was no systematic routing of evacuated victims through 

Because Civil Defense had directed people to register at the Auditor- 
ium, the Red Cross intentionally refrained frcm any public announcements 
which might lead to public confusion. It did not call for registration 
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the first night, but did register the relatively small number of victims 
who did visit the chapter headquarters. 

After the tornado, the Red Cross made an abortive attempt to follow 
its original disaster plan by setting up first aid screening stations in 
field shelters. Although this proved unsuccessful, sone effort was made 
to register victims while the experiment lasted. The registration attenpt 
did delay the hospitalization of some casualties and provoked deep re- 
sentnent. One field investigator reported: 

The Xed Cross was rather severely criticized for 
insisting on registering casualties before they were 
transported or evacuated to the hospitals, This sloved 
up the whole process to a great extent and neant that 
people were waiting to be transported to hospitals vhile 
Red Cross vas filling out cards. The net result vas 
that private automobiles would pull up along side the 
line of vaiting casualties, place the casualties in 
the csrs and take then off to the hospitals. This 
Lalsof resulted fa many people going unnecessarily to 
the ho spi ta 1, 

Few registrations were secured IA the field in this way. 

In addition, the Red Cross sent two workers to the hospitals to regis- 
ter casualties as welL as persons looking for injured relatives and 
friends, By early morning, some 12 to 15 hours after the tornalo, the Red 
Cross regarded its census of hospitalized casualties as complete. 
casualty list was probably a consolidation of the registration by the Sed 
Cross workers and the census of patients taken by the various hospitals. 
These names which came from the hospitals are important to bear in nind as 
"involuntary" registrants, people who did not register on their own ini- 
tiative. 

This 

Aside frm the Civil Defense and the Red Cross, some further registra- 
tion was apparently undertaken in the field at the three public housing 
projects, presumably by the Worcester Housing Authority, although there 
are no data on this activity. 

The next problem was the consolidation of registration information 
from various sources, and this became another focal point in the Red Cross- 
Civil Defense dispute. 
registration." 
rehabilitation program whereby disaster losses and financial assistance are 
assessed against an applicant's financial resources. Accor2ingLy, Xed 
Cross collected detafled financial data ou people in the registration pro- 
cess. Civil Defense registration was restricted simply to information 
on identification and Location. No questions were raised about the rcgis- 
trant's losses, earnings, work situation, or financial status. Xhether 
for this or other reasons, the Red Cross refused to accept responsibility 
for the accuracy of information collected by Civil Defense, thereby denying 
the Legitimacy of the Civil Defense registration. Civil Defense said 
that it offered Fts registration file to the Red Cro while the Red Cross 
claimed that Civil Defense had made it inaccessible. "' The rocrits of the 
conflict are less important than the sheer fact that there was a conflict 

One issue involved the interpretation of "proper 
Red Cross registration informtion is tailored to its 
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04 this issue. As a result, there was no consolidation of the registra- 
6ion information of these two agencies, despite the fact that Bed Cross had 
comparatively little registration data aside from the hospital census. 

The lack of consolidation had different effects on the two agencies. 
Civil Defense received very few personal welfare inquiries at any time, and 
almost none after the first night, The Red Cross, hcwever, ultimately 
received several thousand inquiries about possible victims, so that its 
lack of registration information other than the hospital census was a severe 
handicap to the agency. These inquiries lasted about six days and then 
dropped off to almost nothing. The biggest rush of local inquiries cane 
during the first two days. After a lull, there was a pick-up from out of 
town between the third and sixth days, largely from servicemen overseas. 
l4ost inquiries frcm out of town came over the private teletype lines which 
were installed at the Red Cross headquarters on the night of the tornado. 
Some came over a HAM radio network servicing the Red Cross. 

The agency handled the personal welfare inquiries as well as possible 
for the first five days. 
the hospitals and the small Red Cross registration in the field, at 
headquarters, and in the hospitals. The total registrations- from these 
combined sources was probably well under 1,000 names. These data vere 
supplemented by following up other informal information, such as the poten- 
tial victim's place of employment (when contained in the inquiry), and by 
Red Cross volunteer workers' knowledge of the comunity. When these 
sources were unproductive, inferences were dravm about the person's probable 
welfare. If the-potential victim lived at an address outside the disaster 
zone and if his name were not on the casualty list, it was assumed that he 
vias probably all right, and this information would be surrmarized for the 
inquirer. 

It depended upon the casualty lists compiled by 

After struggling along in this fashion for almost a week, the Red Cross 
stumbled onto a wfndfall. 
nado, a master list of tornado evacuees was quietly and unexpectedly de- 
livered to the personal inquiry section of the Red Cross. 
classified people according to pre- and post-tornado addresses. 
completeness of the master list could not be established during the research, 
nor whether it covered only public housing project tenants, or all 
affected residents in Worcester, or people from the surrounding towns as 
well. The list may have been compiled by the Worcester Housing Authority, 
although this is conjectural, and the research could not trace its origin. 

Quite suddenly on the fifth night after the tor- 

This master list 
The 

This master list was the only consolidation of registration inf0nr.a- 
tion in Worcester. 
welfare inquiries was over, the Red Cross thereafter relied on the master 
list as authoritative. 
who compiled the list or where it came from. 

Although it was delivered after the nain pressure of 

But those in the agency had absolutely no idea 

Two aspects of the situation are noteworthy: (1) Neither agency in 
competition for authority had anything to do with the consolidation of 
the information; (2) Where Red Cross refused to accept the registration by 
Civil Defense, it q7as willing to acknowledge as reliable the information 
from an unidentified source. 

,. 
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This incident fits into the overall relations bettieen the two agencies 
and documents their dispute basically as a fight for dominance and control. 
The Red Cross used two different standards to judge the suitability of , 

similar information from different sources. In its crudest (and over- ' 

oimplified) form, the information from its competitor vas "no good;" the 
infomation from any anonymous non-competitor was "OK." 
authority was disputed, Red Cross rejected the possibility of help; where 
its authority was not an issue, it accepted the proferred help. 
suggests that the Red Cross may make acceptance of its legal authority a 
condition of full cooperation with other ap,encies (although this need not 
extend to its direct relations with clients). Later, other evidence will 
appear that authority rather than service to victims was the controversial 
issue, and that Red Cross did not make the rendering of service contingent 
upon the successful defense of its authority. 

Where its 

This 

Orientation to Public and Private Cormunications Channels 

The data on relief indicated extremely low reliance upon public am =en- 
cies, but there was no basis of direct comparison between the use of 
agencies and of private channels of help. 
inquiries do provide a crude comparison between public and private modes 
of contact. Although the available figures can only be approximate, they 
provide additional perspective on needs which are served by public and semi- 
public agencies and those which are handled by direct private action 
(essentially self-help). 

The registration and welfare 

To assess this, we can distinguish as private communications channels 
those vhich allow direct person-to-person contact and do not depend on in- 
formation in the hands of agencies. There were two channels of this type: 
the telephone call and the telegram. Public media involve no direct 
person-to-person contact. These included the public and quasi-public organ- 
izations which we have mentioned: Red Cross, Civil Defense, the hospitals, 
HAM radio network, and the commercial radio stations. The registrations 
and welfare inquiries through the public media are fairly straightforward. 
For purposes of our comparison, their private equivalent would be phone 
calls and telegrams made to inform others of one's own situation ("regis- 
tration") or to inquire about others' welfare ("inquiries"). On thio 
basis, we can.then compare the amount of registration and inquiry flowing 
through private and public channels. 

Public registration. Civil Defense registered about 400 people, and 
practically no activity came after the first night. Red Cross registered 
far fewer than this in the field and at headquarters. A liberal estimate 
would be 100 registrations. The combined Civil Defense-Red Cross total 
might come to about 500. If we allow even a 100% error of estimate to 
allow for Red Cross registration after the first night, the two organiza- 
tions can be credited with at most 1,000 registrations. 
of hospitalized casualties varied, the highest unofficial census reported 
706 casualties in Worcester hospitals. 
allow even as many as 200-300 non-casualties registered by Red Cross workers 
in hospital corridors, the total registration at the hospitals would not 
exceed 1,000. 
week of service to the Red Crosa, these were almost exclusively incoming 
ixquiries. Thus, the cstinated grand total for all the hospitals, Civil 
Defense, and Red Cross together would amount to less than 2,000 registrations. 

Although estimates 

If we accept this figure, and 

Although the HAM radio handled some 900 messages during its 
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There are no data on the activity of the Worcester Housing Authority. 
The master list which mysteriously appeared at Red Cross seemed to contain 
about 1,000 names, and in the absence of other data, we can tentatively 
even credit these to the housing agency. 

If due allowance is made for repeaters -- people who called more than 
once or more than one radio station -- it is quite likely that the corn- 
mercial radio stations handled as many registration announcementsr7 as the 
combined hospital-Red Cross-Civil Defense total, or about 2,000 people. - 
G Thus, the total of all registrations assigned to all public and semi- 
public institutions amount at most to roughly 5,000. 

Private Renistrations, These consist of telegrams and only outaoin$ 
long-distance phone calls. There are no records of local telephone calls, 
of incoming toll calls, uor, needless to say, of people finding each other 
on a face- to- f ace basis. 

Western Union handled about 40,000 telegrams in the first forty-eight 
hours before its traffic slackened. We can allow 8 total of 50,000 disas- 
ter messages. 
The Western Union manager estimated that almost one-third of these tele- 
grams were outgoing (or "registrations") and about two- thirds incoming (or 
"inquiries"). Thus, voluntary "registration" by telegram alone amounted 
to about 15,000 messages. 

These were almost exclusively between private individuals. 

Outgoing long-distance phone calla averaged about 15,000 daily for 
three or four days before slackening. 
company '8 long-distance "registration" to a conservative total of 60,000. 

We can round off the telephone 

n u s ,  exclusive of local calls, private telephone and telegraph "reg- 
istration" amounted to at least 75,000. 
flated by "repeaters" with more than one message. Even if we were to write, 
off one-third of the total to allow for "repeaters," this would still leave 
at least 50,000 "registrations" undertaken privately. (This does not allow 
for under-enumeration; the welfare of several family members is reported in - each call.) 

m i 6  figure may be somewhat in- 

Even the crudest account conservatively fixes the relative importance 
of public and private registration activity in the total disaster picture. 
Official public agencies registered perhaps 3,000 people and semi-public 
institutions (radio stations) another 2,000. The private channels accounted 
for minimally ten times as many withtn the limited data at our disposal. 

The same procedure applied to assess personal welfare inquiries shows 
that even on a conservative basis, the private total (85,000) is more than 
ten times a8 large as the public and semi-public activfty (7,500). 

A complete surnnary of the estimated figures, adjusted for errors of 
estimate, is consolidated in Table 3 for reference. 
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Table 3 

ADJUSTED ESTIMATES OF "REGISTRATION" AND "PERSONAL WELFARE 

INQUIRIES" HADE THROUGH PLBLIC AND PRIVATE CHANNELS IN WORCESTER 

"Re g i s t r at i o m  'I "1 nquirf e s" 
Pub 1 i c Age nc i e s 

Red Cross (inc. HAMS) 1200 6000-k 

Civil Defense 800 -- 
Housing Authority 

Radio Stations 

Totals 

1000 

2000 
1500** - - 

5000 7500 

Private Media 

Telegram 15,000 35,000 

Telephone (long distance only) 60,000 (50,000) 

Totals 75,000 85,000 

*Rounded from the official figure of 5800 for six days. 

**Includes inquiries at hospitals. 

Our €mediate concern is not to determine absolute levels of inquiry 
and registration activity, for our data allow little precision. 
we are more interested in comparing directly, if crudely, the relative 
preference for private or public channels of action. n e  private channels 
are preferred at least ten times as frequently as the public. It is quite 
likely that if all the facts were available (viz., local calls), the pref- 
erence might be three cr four tiriles a8 high. 

Rather, 

- This may also mean that the low reliance on public agencies for re- 
Qief services (for exanple, in housing) teflects attitudes in the comunity 
that are far more widespread than the victims' apathy or aversion to public 
institutions. 
that few of then appeared at public agencies. But when we consider a wider 
public which can choose freely between public and private channels of 8c- 
tion, the registration and inquiry patterns indicate a strong gontaneous 
preference for the private outlets. 
public were victims, their action must also be included in the larger pic- 
ture of disaster needs. 

Other people may have stepped in to take care of victims so 

Although few members of this broad 

These data, then, add further perspective to the Red Cross-Civil 
Defense dispute. Cur final set of background naterials covers medical aid. 
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Medical Assistance, The tornado's casualty toll cannot be definitive- 
ly established. Different surveys covered different areas and a different 
number of hospitals. 
sources appear as well. One unofficial hospital census reported about 700 
casualties in Worcester hospitals, although not all these cases were neces- 
sarily FJorcester residents. Another investigator reported over 1,200 cases 
in 15 hospitals throughout the greater tlorcester region the first night, 
and of these 179 were still hospitalized after one week, 90 as prospec- 
tively long-tern patients. The Red Cross figures of almost 400 hospital- 
ized casualties and an additional 400 not hospitalized may be taken as 
minimal for Worcester itself. 

But additional discrepancies bettieen different 

The sudden strain on Worcester's hospitals vas distinguished by two 
consequences: (1) the medical mobilization plans of the disaster agencies 
sinply broke down; (2) the hospitals operated independently of then as a 
self-conteined professional cooaunity. 

During the critical first 12 hours, there was almst no contact be- 
tween the hospitals and the service agencies. The Red Cross reported that 
it could not even phone the hospitals for two hours because of j m - e d  
switchboards. Vhen hospitals needed anything or tried to coordinate their 
own operations a bit, they took care of problems themselves or referred to 
other hospitals, both locally and out-of-town. In this way, when they ran 
short of blood or plasma, they had some sent in from other clties. 
also bled their own donors. 
one hospital to another. The hospitals arranged their own transfer of 
patients, somewhat in accordance with different hospitals' ability to ab- 
sorb the influx of patients, although three hospitals handled almost 90% 
of the cases admitted. The actual transfer of patient6 started within two 
hours of the tornado. Some division of labor was worked out. Two neuro- 
surgeons who specialized in this kind of surgery operated at two hospitals 
and patients with head injuries, which were frequent in the disaster, 
were brought to them. Finally, the carefully planned hospital liaison 
committee of the Red Cross slmply never got started. 
doctors on whom the plan depended were too busy treating casualties to 
attend to the liaison functlon. Their primary ccmmitments were pre- 
dictably medical rather than organizational. Thus, the hospitals worked 
the first night with the personnel and facilities at hand (including ' many voluntary doctors and nurses) without recourse to the emergency lay 

They 
Other supplies were occasionally sent from 

The hospital staff 

Gagencies. 

The medical activities of Civil Defense were extremely limited and 
reflected the very early stage of ita planning. 
nurses looked to the agency for direction. There is little evidence that 
they knew of the paper plan for a medical section and they simply ignored 
the organization. 
their services through Civil Defense, 
picture about hospital needs, they referred the professional volunteer 
to any one of the local hospitals. After several hours, when it became 
apparent that the hospitals were adequately staffed, medical personnel 
were asked to inquire again the next morning. 
outside doctors and nurses was kept. 
Defense sponsored the medical aid station in the Auditorium relief center 
the first night. 

Few local doctors or 

Some medical people from out of town did volunteer 
Since agency personnel had no clear 

But no record of these 
Aside from these inquiries, Civil 

ALL these activities were initiated by the people 
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volunteering their help. Civil Defense did, however, manage to locate a 
few critically necessary items, especially an oxygen tent, for beleaguered 
Holden Hospital. Except for this help, the Civil Defense medical 
assistance was never a significant factor, either on the first night or 
afterwards. 

On the other hand, the Xed Cross made some effort to use its advance 
plan, but with little success. 
headquarters bluntly asserted: 

A supervisor of nurses from the national 

The initial plan for G e d i c a g  mobilization just flew 
out the window because the local Red Cross people are 
too inexperienced. 18 

The first day and a half were Largely devoted to the recruitment of per- 
sonnel, collection of blood, provision of transportation, and organization 
of the later medical support of the hospitals. People on the register 

rof medical personnel, including nurses' aides trained by Red Cross, were 
galled soon after the tornado, but with indifferent success. 
people did not learn about the disaster through the Red Cross or wait to 
be surrmoned by the agency. Doctors, nurses, and other specialists re- 
sponded spontaneously to the radio or to other sources of news about the 
tornado and went directly to hospitals or to the stricken zone. Many of 
them, however, came to Red Cross headquarters for infomation about where 
they were most needed. The ineffectivenesa of Red Cross recruitment is 
less significant, perhaps, than the professionals' spontaneous reliance 
upon Red Cross when they wanted direction or guidance. Although its in- 
formation was limited, the Red Cross waa far more important to then than 
Civil Defense. 

Medical 

The Red Cross also mobilized nurses through Boston district head- 
quarters and from other towns in the region. 
portation for medical personnel when it was necessary. 

The chapter furnished trans- 

The Worcester chapter assumed (correctLy) that blood stocks might run 
short, and it did successfully build up supplies of blood. 
to have blood sent from Boston, and the chapter opened its bloodmobile 
within an hour of the tornado so as to bleed the voluntary donors who 
spontaneously began to gather at chapter headquarters. 

It arranged 

The agency's initiative for the first day or so had only negligible 
effects on the medical situation, but thereafter it assmed great im- 
portance. 
the hospitals began to take effect and this was sustained for several 
weeks, A stable supply of nurses and some doctors was recruited from a 
sizable region. 
to 600 nurses (about one-fourth of whom the Red Cross paid). Xed Cross 
scheduled these medical personnel, assigned them to hospitals, and fur- 
nished their transportation. It is not known how much of this recruitolent 
was owed to the National Red Cross personnel, In any case, the organi- 
zation maintained these services until the regular hospital staffs could 
assimilate the long-term disaster patients into their routine. 

Two days after the tornado, a continuous program in support of 

Ultimately, the Red Cross mobilized 30 doctors and close 
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After the initial stages, the Red Cross also introduced some of its 
other auxiliary medical services: Grey Ladies' visits to patients, 
maintenance of current out-patient records, follow-up visits to out- 
patients at home, financial assistance for medical expenses, etc. 

In overall perspective, except for the collection of blood, the medi- 
cal mobilization plan got lost in the early confusion. Subsequently, the 
agency got organized and maintained a schedule of volunteer nurses to 
supplement the hospital staffs for several weeks. This program was put 
into operation about 36 hours after the tornado. 

a 
- 

* * * * *  

Resolution of the Conflict. Although the data reviewed in this 
section have covered services after the first night, it was the early 
activities that precipitated the Red Cross-Civil Defense dispute and 
brought it to a head. 
the two agencies was pointed out by other independent observers. In 
referring to Red Cross and Civil Defense, one team of researchers noted: 

This developed very early. The friction between 

Before each of the other agencies discovered-for It- 
self the role it should play during and subsequent to the 
disaster, there was considerable argument and some 
display of emotion. 

Another researcher, discussing inter-agency conflict, comented: 

These squabbles todk two forms: 
justification for "red tape" (e.g., in Red Cross 
registration and inquiry practices); and squabbles over 
the "possession of the disaster". . . . 

Squabbles over the 

Squabbles, however, between local agencies--e.g., 
between the Xed Cross and Civil Defense over welfare 
administration--also grow out of this competition for 
the privilege of giving help. (IJallace, 1956: 145-146)'' 

The Red Cross was quick to defend its prerogatives in response to the 
early events. 
question and affirn its authority on which Civil Eefense had apparently 
infringed. Four hours after the disaster, top officials of the Xed Cross 
held their first emergency meeting to plan operations. Cne item on the 
agenda was how to cleet the problem presented by the Civil Defeme activi- 
ties. The Red Cross decided to avoid a public fight and settle the issue 
with Civil Defense 2nd the city formally, but privately. 
official explained: 

The agency prinarily wanted to clarify the jurisdictional 

Cne Bed Cross 

Here in Vorcester, th_e Xed Cross simply deferred to 
Civilian Defense /'t firsg/ and tried not to confuse an 
already loused up situation any further. That's Lihy we 
didn't ask the public to register with'us again /_the first 
night7 after Civilian Defense did. 
was Kold back in order to satisfy Civilian Defense's 

?:%at we really di? 



need for more experience. Then tie tried to straighten 
it out on a policy level. 
the public into it. 

But we didn't want to drag 

II Straightening it out on a policy level" meant submitting the con- 
flict for settlement by the emergency Disaster Cormittee on the morning 
after the tornado. This camittee consisted of city officials, munici- 
pal department heads, representatives of state government and of stricken 
towns in the region, and the heads of other operating agencies. At 
the meeting of the Disaster C m i t t e e  that morning, the Bed Cross case was 
presented by an official from the national headquarters who arrived in 
Worcester shortly before the meeting started. It soon appeared that 
deeper issues were at stake than the sheer local dispute. By the time 
the meeting opened, the Worcester chapter of the iied Cross nay have be- 
come almost a pawn in a larger strategy. 

National Politics and Local Fronts. To the national Red Cross, the 
Worcester situation was another local recurrence of a general problem 
vhich had to be met and dealt with repeatedly. 
broached in the "Joint Statement of Understanding" shich had been concluded 
on the natiocal level, but at the time of the !Jorcester tornado, there 
was no assurance of conformity by local agencies. One member of the 
national 22d Cross staff asserted: 

The problem had been 

Civilian Defense just barges in without looking to 
the right or left, without asking anybody. But the Red 
Cross has run into this before in other places and w2 
come to expect it. But this is the way it always is. 
There are always meetings afterwards to clarify the 
situation and we are always holding post mortems. FJe 
try to work it out on a national level first and there 
isn't too much trouble. 
clear agreements nationally. But there is no guarantee 
that the local Civil Defense will behave. I don't know 
if they always know what the national policy is. 
when something ever happens, the local groups just 
barge ahead. They seem to be very jealous about getting 
in on the act. 

t7e usually get together on pretty 

But 

Clearly, the national Red Cross felt that it was confronted with a 
chronic "local Civil Defense problem, I' perhaps because the national CLvil 
Defense had no viable, direct administrative control over the local groups 
and could not achieve "organizational discipline." Consequently, the 
national Red Cross evidently felt that, to iqlement the agreements of 
national policy conferences, it would have to take direct action itself. 
Such a decision could be satisfied in emergencies by a strategy of 
exerting attrition and pressure Locally. 

The adoption of such a course had several effects. One tias the ob- 
vious imposition of organizational discipline upon the Worcester Red Cross 
chapter, A second vas the projection of national politics onto the local 
chapter and onto its relations with other local agencies. 
from precipitating jurisdictional disputes, this may also have strong 
rcpercussions affecting the status of the chapter in the corrsunity. 

Quite apart 

One 
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observer in Vorcester reported: 

The local agencies were able to vork together in 
cmplete harmony, Catholic, Protestant, Coumunity Chest, 
Public !Jelfarc, and local Xed Cross chapter. However, 
as soon as the national staff of the 2ed Cross Disaster 
Service arrived in town and started releasing its own 
publicity, the various local agencies started to compete 
for credit. This resulted in some unfortunate situations 
which did not add to the smoothness of the relief oper- 
ations. 

Third, the pressure of national political issues hindered strong efforts 
for an amicable settlement and a recovery of local solidarity. The fight 
was effectively taken out of the hands of the local chapter which in- 
creased the likelihood of a "showdown" and reduced the chances of corn- 
promise. Finally, the intervention of the national office shifted the 
relative status of the conflicting parties. In place of two local groups, 
the negotiations now involved a young local agency (Civil Defense) and an 
experienced national organization (American National Red Cross). This had 
two consequences: 
prestige of the national organization was a potent factor in negotiations; 
(b) as outsiders, the Eed Cross negotiators were free from any informal 
local pressures. They would soon leave the ccmunity and would not have 
to live with any unpleasant local repercussions of the conflict. 

(a) Although it may not have been decisive, the coercive 

It was clear that the dispute was basically a struggle for dominance. 

The latter wouLd go on regardless, 
The Red Cross kept the question of authority completely separate from 
that of rendering services to victims. 
but the authority problem was an independent matter of principle. 
the relations between the Red Cross and other public groups would be 
affected by the authority settlement, services to victims in need would 
not be held up. This was clear from the way in which the Red Cross re- 
frained from any confusing public announcements the first night and from 
the decision to settle the dispute without involving the public. 
at the very time that the Disaster Committee was meeting to judge the 
argments In the fizht, the Red Cross chapter, Civil Defense, and other 
local agencies were cooperating in one general relief program, a joint 
venture of many agencies participating in the Zed Feather services. 

2ed Cross apparently did not regard this as an infringement of its 
rights. 

While 

Further, 

Be- 
'cause there were no claims to overall authority for these social services, 

The folloriing news iten appeared on the morning after the tornado: 

AGENCIES GRGANIZE TO HANDLE SIELTER, CLOTHING REQUESTS 

Vorcester social agencies vent to work this morning 
to handle requests for shelter and clothing from those 
made homeless. 

A pool of staff workers from the Zed Feather ser- 
vices and other voluntary agencies organized the plan 
at a meeting this morning in the Cornunity Chest ofzices. 

. "  
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Workers are being provided as interviewers to 
provide assistance to those people in the disaster 
area. 

Workers are manning offices at the Housing 
Authority, ... Zed Cross,. ..and Civil Defense head- 
quarters in the Worcester Auditorium. 

Thus, in this situation, the Red Cross willingly cooperated with 
Civil Defense and other agencies to help victims. 
did not highlizht or jeopardize anybody's authority. 
Defense was a separate issue to be .threshed out. 

The voluntary programs 
The fight with Civil 

The Disaster Committee Meeting. At the emergency meeting where the 
dispute vias aired, the Xed Cross based its claim to authority on several 
grounds. Essentially it argued that: (1) The contract between the Xed 
Cross and the city gave Xed Cross exclusive authority over social services 
in the event of natural disaster. This contract vas still binding. 
(2) The current crisis was a natural disaster, not a military emergency. 
Hence, there was no basis for the subordination of Red Cross to Civil 
Defense, but rather the reverse. (3) Red Cross had a long-standing 
tradition of experience with disaster. It was specially coupetent and 
had wide public acceptance. (4) Civil Defense lacked experience, compe- 
tence, and prestige. One Red Cross official asserted: 

Civilian Defense is just too damned inexperienced. 
They just don't know enough about dealing with disasters. 
They don't know what their own responsibilities are, and 
they usurp the functions of other agencies. And Civil 
Defense just simply has no public acceptance. 20 

In rebuttal to the Red Cross case, Civil Defense could advance two 
argments: 
was objectively as good as that of the Red Cross and it satisfactorily 
met the emergency needs of the victims who appeared at the relief center. 
(2) Civil Defense represented a new experiment in the coordination of all 
cmmunity action in emergencies. Although the ultimate consideration may 
be military emergencies, the insistence on a distinction between military 
and non-military crises in the face of human need was formalistic. 

(1) Its performance during the first 16 hours of the tornado 

Something of the atmosphere of the Disaster Committee meeting is 
reported by a psychiatrist who was present: 

At this meeting, all the top men were there.- 
Nobody knew what was going on /zbout the disaster/ yet. 
We were all in the dark and v3c were trying to find out 
what was happening and see 1f we could make s m s e  out 
of everything to decide what was best to do. Everybody 
was doing the best they could. Bur things were still 
confused. 

/7 

The Red Cross had this =my from ilashington there. 
Ne just got into totin that izorning half an hour before 
the meeting. And he didn't knot7 the first thing about 
what was happening. We didn't know what was going on. 



But hc really didn't know what was zoing on. 
this bastard who didn't know a damn thing just stood 
up there as cool as you please and said the Xed Cross 
could handle everything, they c_oLld take care of it, 
everything was under control. /JL/ made no difference 
what it was, they could take care of it, 

An2 

Now everybody knew this vasn't so. The local 
people at Red Cross were swamped. Everybody saw it. 
They didn't have any reserves. They were just 
struggling along the best they could with what they 
had--just like everybody else. They were doing their 
best, but they didn't have anything under control. 

And even though-they &he Disaster Coqgitteg/ 
- 

knew that all this /_the Red Cross assertioG/ wasn't 
true, everyone felt embarrassed and hglpless as hell, 
No matter vhat you said to this guy /_from tJashingtcz/, 
he just answered the same thing--the Red Cross Could 
handle everything. 

The Disaster Committee's embarrassment and helplessness are strong 
evidence that the Red Crose was arguing from a position of strength, 
has important bearing on the fate of Civil Defense as an experiment in 
social change. IQst operating agencies were unaffected by Civil Defense 
and formally acknowledged its legal authority at the  me tine that they 
basically Ignored it. 
directly affected. In defending itself, the Red Cross pressed its 
claims by contractual obligation, insisted on the legal precedent for dis- 
tinguishing military from non-military emergencies, appealed to the 
mral force of tradition, experience, and prestige, and challenged the 
prestige and competence of Civil Defense. 
comparable competitive resources: Legal grounds, formidable experience, 
special competence, imposing tradition, uor overrFdi,ng prestige. As a 
test of strength, it was signifisant that (1) the Red Cross could argue 
ita case not only as an equal before the "court," but as the plaintiff, 
or injured party, and (2) it forced the larger aims of the Civil Defense 
program to be set aside in favor of the inmediate issues which Red Cross 
deemed relevant. 

This 

But the authority and autonmy of Red Cross were 

Civil Defense could point to no 

Curiously, Civil Defense seemed to be the only party at the meeting 
to attach much importance to the sheer performance already displayed by 
the two groups. This casual attention to the social services vhich had 
actually been rendered to clients is a notable departure f r m  traditional 
professional ethics. 
as a relevant consideration in the question of future authority, 
presence of the national disaster staff was a bond on future Red Cross 
qualifications. 

The Xed Cross succeeded in excluding this perfomance 
The 

* _  Thu~, the situation contained two notable features: (1) The struggle 
for authority pitted a traditional, experienced organization against a 
'new, experhental rival; (2) the actual performance in rendering services 
was only a minor factor in deciding the issue. 

:I 
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The Decisi.q. The resolution of the hearing tias a conplete Red Cross 
victory. 
social services, and its jurisdiction was unequivocal. For whatever face- 
saving value it had, Civil Defense was presumably to handle eneqency 
police functions and heavy rescue operations. 
it had dubious value because rescue operations were over and the police 
were beginning to routinize the emergency police functions. 

The Xed Cross officially received exclusive authority for all 

As a face-saving gesture, 

The full authority of the Red Cross vas implemented hediately, 
Other public agencies, including the Worcester CJelfare Board, were spe- 
cifically directed to cooperate with the Red Cross (implicitly to submit 
to its authority). The local press announced that the Xed Cross had 
taken over all relief and registration activities, "effective at once." 
This was spelled out in greater detail by the national Red Cross official 
who explained that the agency had control over feeding, housing, clothing, 
and Iccdical aid for all disaster victims. 
statements of various officials, including the Governor's spokesman 
who announced : 

This was reinforced by public 

The &Red Cross and no other agency can register 
disaster victims for relief. They may later be re- 
ferred to other agencies, but in any case they nust 
first register with the Xed Cross. 

After the Disaster ComnLttee's decision, Red Cross and Civil Defense 
net the same afternoon to arrange details of the transfer of services. 
'Ihey clearly un?lerstood that Xed Cross would handle medical aid, registra- 
tion and inquiry, feeding, clothing, housing, and any other welfare ac- 
tivities that arose. The first aid station in the Auditorium was trans- 
ferred across the street to the Red Cross headquarters. 

there was no other convenient location for it. But it was operated by the 
Fed Cross who reported that unsolicited donations of used clothing from 
all over the country eventually amounted to 200,000 pounds.21 In addi- 
tion to the uscd clothing vhich was distributed, Red Cross ultimately 
gave out 3,500 pairs of new shoes plus some $lS,OOO worth of new 
clothes . 

The clothing center was allowed to remain in the Auditoriun since 

The feeding of victims was taken ovcr by the Red Cross, while Civil 

Giade their own private arrangements and the disaster workers were almost 
the only ones fed by public agencies. This was typical of the general 
situation after the first night: in that staff and volunteer workers at 
almost any agency outnumbered the clients, 
were altered several times, and at one point the Zed Cross operated 20 
mobile and fixed canteens. Finally, after five days, the original arrange- 
ments were restored. 

'Defense was to feed the emergency and volunteer workers. Victins usually 

The feeding arrangenents 

The Red Cross formally took over the operation of all social services 
about 36 hours after the tornado. 
almost 1,000 volunteer workers and helped almost 1,300 families in various 
Iia y a. 

The organization ultirzately supervised 
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Power Conflicts and lublic iqeed. Zhe conflict betveen Red Cross and 
Civil Defense definitely refutes any assumption of invariable comunity 
solidarity in crisis. 
together, the strains can also cleave other segnents apart along frac- 
ture lines concealed beneath the normal hamonious surface. 

Just as emerzencies veld parts of a comunity 

But it is uncertain whether these conflicts erupt indiscrimirztely 
or whether they are affected by the severity of emergency or by tk2 
sequence of events, 
its full severity ttas not yet clear, the tensions between Red Cross 
and Civil Defense were not given coupletely free expression. The Xed 
Cross refrained from "competitive" announcements the first night and, to 
paraphrase one Red Cross spokesman, the agency held back and deferred to 
Civil Defense. 
and within four hours of the tornado made definite plans to defend its 
rights, the actual fight did not reach a decisive stage until after the 
rescue period had passed and the low dependence on public relief became 
quite clear. 
night in the streets. 
public agencies did not house 5,000, 500, or even 100 persons. 

In Vorcester, while the crisis vas at its height and 

Although Red Cross was quite disturbed about its position 

There was no heavy demand for relief, nobody spent the 
Although 9,000 people may have been affected, 

It is interesting to speculate on the possible course of the con- 
flict if there && been an ursent, widespread need for public help. 
the Red Croas even have raised the authority issue? If it had, would the 
Disaster Caxnittee have glven it serious attention? Or accepted a legal 
argument in the face of pressing human needs? Or, indeed, allocated ex- 
clusive authority f:r social services? The discomfort and embarrassment 
of the Disaster Carznittee may have been a "luxury" permitted by the fairly 
limited call on the services in dispute. In realistic terms, the conflict 
had no significant effect on the actual welfare of the tornado victims. 

Would 

On this basis, it night seem that the need for emergency help nust 
be fairly limited before conflicts for authority are allowed to erupt or 
are tolerated if they should arise. 
might take priority over the settlement of administrative rights. 

In other words, the welfare of victims 

But this neat conclusion is definitely refuted by data from other dis- 
asters, notably the Holland flood: 

There was one basic conflict in the Dutch response 
to disaster.... 
tween the Dutch civilian authority and the Dutch m_Flitary 
authority.. . In this operation, reconnaissance /_survey/ 
appeared to be especially weak..., Why the Dutch had not 
already carried out a similar reconnaissance and more 
clearly formulated the extent of the disaster and the 
rescue requirements is not known. 
Dutch hoped to reconcile the conflict between their 
civilian and military people by getting a third party, 
General Eddy, to act as the unifying force.... The 
first twenty-four hours were the crucial ones, however, 
and the hours in which most lives were lost.... The 
delay in bringing rescue units to the scene appears to be 
a function of the n?Lure of the reconnaissance that 
was carried out... . 

There was a good deal of friction be- 

We suspect ... that the 
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Here is an instance of a conflict between authorities which developed 
before the full extent of the disaster was known, it emerged in the face 
of compelling rescue needs, it resulted in an inhibition of necessary.' 
operations, and victims presumably suffered in consequence. 

The relations, then, between needs of disaster victims and authority 
conflicts are complex and require further study. 

Dominance and Autonony. The conflict in IJorcester underscores a 
fundamental weakness in the position of Civil Defense, even when it has 
adequate funds and considerable official support. Despite legal arrange- 
ments which may vary locally, Civil Defense has little or no effective 
binding authority over participating groups and ultimately depends on 
their voluntary cooperation. As will become evident later, most agencies 
do not dispute any legal authority which Civil Defense may hold, but 
simply tend to by-pass the agency during disaster operations. Comparatively 
few organizations willingly gave up their operating autonomy to Civil 
Defense whose reputation among professional groups was quite shaky. 
situation may prevail until Civil Defense establishes its conpetaxe at 
a professional level. 

This 

This dilemna of Civil Defense may be illusrrated by the remarks of 
one Red Cross supervisor who deplored the lack of liaison among agencies 
during disasters. She correctly claimed that independent agencies did 
not integrate their operations. A moment later, in explaining how Red 
Cross ideally operates, she indicated, "Sed Cross tries tc work through 
its contacts with its own disaster chairmen in the field rather than 
people in other agencies." Thus, she invoked one set of standards for 
other agencies (integration) and a second set for the Red Cross (inde- 
pendence). The desire for autonomy was not peculiar to the Red Cross. 
But before Civil Defense can hope to achieve a position of leadership 
and overall integration, it will have to solve the inclination to autonomy 
of independent operating agencies. 

Fact and Fantasy. The final problem presented by the Worcester con- 
flict is the extent to which it clarified the authority situation. To 
what degree did it result in greater awareness and agreement about the 
distribution of authority? 

Apparently, there was very little re-definition of the situation by 
the two agencies. They emerged from the conflict with about the same 
conceptions that they had before the tornado, although Eed Cross probably 
became much more sensitive to the ideas of Civil Defense and, to this 
extent, is probably the closer of the two to realistic perspectives, 

The resolution of the conflict affected the agencies differently. The 
Red Cross' conception of its role was completely confirmed by the decision 
of the Disaster C m i t t e e .  
in another fashion. The situation was structured primarily as an "error" 
in which Civil Defense infringed on a nan-military emergency. 
the "right" conditions for its plan had not been met, and other agencies 

1 therefore could not be expected to play their "proper" subordinate roles. 
- Thus, the formal emergency plan, the nulti-organizational chart, and the 
c7chain of command with Civil Defense at the apex had not 

aut Civil Defense interpreted the experience 

Consequently, 

been 
tested, but renained intact and inviolate. Although the agency had 
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decisively lost the only fight for authority in its young life, only 
several days later the Civil Defense director carefully explained that the 
(old) organizational chart hanging on the wall was a representation of 
the actual authority system (with Civil Defense at its head). 
no distinction betveen military emergencies and civil disasters, no 
reference to conditions under which the chart applied. 
offered as the structure of the emergency system. 
authority dispute had become an experience in isolation. 

There was 

It was simply 
In effect, the lost 

This isolation of the formal defeat was reinforced by a gain in 
public stature and prestige for the agency's response to the disaster. 
lost fight could be dismissed as a misunderstanding or as a localized in- 
cident. But the public kudos shifted the focus from the unpleasant parts 
of the experience to gratifying praise and a sense of a job well done. 
The recollection of the organization's disaster performance became a 
seductive delusion which brought Civil Defense no closer to future oper- 
ating real€ties. In the future, the differences between the hard reali- 
ties and the ideal situation pictured in the organizational chart on the 
wall could easily dissolve in the mists of past public laurels. 

The 

The inner glow from the "rose-colored glasses" approach may be bought 
only at a definite cost when other people or other agencies are involved. 
The effects of the discrepancy between ideal and real expectations are 
pointed out by a political scientist who has made a close study of the 
Civil Defense organization: 

There is an observable tendency to confuse plans 
and facts. 
defense staff may have...nade elaborate organizational 
charts shoving responsibility and relationships, but 
there has been very little done to transform the com- 
pleted paper plan into reality. 
an organization--it is a guide to action; and the organi- 
zational chart is not the organization in fact, but 
merely a graphic representation of its formal aspects.... 
Cihen a civil defense official is sure that he can press 
a button and know that in a definite time he can count 
on certain civil defense resources being at certain 
places, ready to fill Their civil defense function, the 
term Iicivil defense or .anization" has some meaning. 
Until that time, it is an illusion and a dangerous one, 
since those unfamiliar with the facts will assume that 
the chart represents reality, and will count upon th2 
emergency action of that reality. 

The "coordinating committees" and the civil 

The paper plan is not 

The relevance of this analysis is not peculiar to any single Civil Defense 
group or operation. Significantly, it generally warns against taking the 
organizational. chart literally, and if applied to IJorcester it might have 
been a warning against self-deception. 
Cross-Civil Defense dispute, then, is that conflict resolutions that 
result in no clarification and agreement about future roles simply pre- 
serve the basis of future conflict. 

The major implication of the Red 



FOOTXOTES : Chapter V 

1. 
because many victims did not come to the attention of public officials. 

More accurate figures on casualties and damage cannot be established 

2. The perimeter contained one leak near the largest housing project, and 
many volunteers slipped into the area at this point. According to one 
police official, this leak vas a forrunate oversight which made additional 
manpower available. 

3. The problem of sight-seers has been grossly over-simplified. Authori- 
ties are inclined to be indiscriminate and to damn most of the people in 
the fringe areas (and many within the stricken zones) as sight-seers. 
There is abundant evidence that many people are in the area for other 
reasons. We have noted how the Worcester Civil Defense director and the 
Public Works Commissioner were both caught in the traffic. 
story suggested that scme of Shrewsbury's "sight-seers" were simply 
Worcester residents trying to get home; 

One news 

Traffic flowed smoothly until just past the Drive- 
in Theater in Shrewsbury. There everything was stalled. 

Those who turned around and tried to reach Worcester 
by the Southwest Cutoff were more intimate viewers of 
the storm's destruction. {Italics inserted.) 

Clearly, some distinction must be drawn between people's motives and 
actions in disaster areas. 
sight-see, and some are inadvertently caught. Among all three categories 
there are some who help, some who sight-see, some who try to get out, 
and some who wait for an opportunity to do one of these things. 
quently, there are many different types: People who come to help and 
cannot get in; people who come to sight-see and wind up working; etc. 
Most of the criticism, however, simply assumes that whoever is not 
working comes specifically to sight-see, 
complex. See Fritz and Mathewson, 1957. 

Some cOme in order to help, others in order to 

Conse- 

The problem is obviously more 

4. 
newsnen and sundry VIP's often claimed the phones for their own use. 

Even these two phones were not freely available to the staff because 

5. 
phone Civil Defense headquarters. 

aent over a Uorcester radio station requesting the Civil Defense director 

Six hours after the tornado, the manager of Western Union tried to 
He telephoned continually for three 

:hours wirhout success. He finally reached the office by a public announce- 

to contact Western Union. 

6. 
type machines installed on tornado night. 

The Bed Cross, for example, had switchboards and a battery of tele- 

7. 
were politically consistent. 
Civil Defense had sufficient personnel, indicating an adequate fremework 
of organization, but the lack of equipment could be attributed to the lack 

One interpretation of these "contradictory" policies would be that they 
They night have been based on the notion that 
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of funds, providing the rationale for larger appropriations. 
however, that legal nonns allowed certain actions and prevented others 
which made these policies inconsistent to the outsider. 

8. 
time ago by: lIax Weber, 1947 and repeated in recent works such as by 
Champion, 1975. 

It is likely, 

This is simply the dynamic of bureaucratic structures noted a long 

9. Inmediately after the tornado, the Governor gave ccrzmunities and 
operating agencies complete reassurance on the score of finances. 
he even pledged that the State would pay all victims' hospital bills, 
but this exceeded his legal powers and could not be honored. 
of disaster funds occupied most of the attention of the State and local 
governments for the first week. 

Indeed, 

The provision 

10. The tendency to ascribe social conflict to coriunications fatlure and 
to the lack of common perspectives rather than to conflicting intrests 
dominates much current thought in many tension spheres, such as industrial 
and international relations. For example, porthrop, 1946 attributzs 
international tensions to competing nations' different assmpcions which 
presumably remain unclarified because of communications failures. It is 
more plausible that these tensions mainly reflect conflicting interests 
which antagonists fully appreciate and which communications tiill not 
dispel. The problem is essentially not a lack of cornon understanding, 
for antagonists usually understand each other only too well. 
example, Hriesberg, 1973. 

See, €or 

11. Such an isolation might fafilitate coordination and effective opera- 
tions by minimizing possible conflict--provided that the de facto leader- 
ship is competent and the amateur official authority does not insist on 
dominating the field operation. 

12. 
local authorities and newsmen, see Paletz, Reichert and HcZntyre, 1971. 

For a more recent general discussion of the relationship between 

13. 
tance under the Red Cross rehabilitation program. 

14.. This is significant for those who still believe that urban life is 
dissociated and lacking in solidary kinship and comunal bonds. 
discussion of this point see E. L. Quarantelli, 1960, Drabek, 1969; 
Drabek and Stephen on, 1971. 

This registration was not to be an application for long-term assis- 

For a 

15. 
source of great anxiety to victims. 

After the tornado, even temporary separation of family members vas a 

16. From the begfming of the present research, three days after the tor- 
nado, the Civil Defense file in dispute was available for public inspection 
at CD headquarters. 

17. Ifithin an hour after the tornado, the Worcester radio stations began 
to receive calls from residents of the stricken areas, their friends, and 
relatives. 
that John Jones was safe and could be found at his aunt's house, or a 
request wouLd be ai-sd that anybody with infornation about the welfare or 

. Typically, a person would request an announcczent to be made 
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whereabouts of 
number. These 

Xary Smith should please phone her husbad at a given 
requests for the boradcast of personal messages were ini- 

tiated spontaneously by the public and soon snow-balled. 
broadcast of such personal messages was a technical violation of ECC 
regulations, the stations cooperated energetically. Every local station 
was flooded with these calls and some tried to keep a record of the 
activity, bur soon had to give it up. After several days, any station 
could literally produce several bushel baskets full of hastily-scribbled 
notes on "personal messages"--registration, inquiry, and mutual aid. De- 
spite the undoubtedly high level of "repeaters," the voluntary "registra- 
tion" through cormercial radio stations certainly equalled the bona fide 
voluntary registration through official agencies. In the first three or 
four days, the broadcasting tine devoted to these personal messages exceeded 
the air time of disaster news coverage and official public announcements. 
: Indeed, in assessing the role of radio stations in the disaster, the general 
managers of two stations independently mentioned the registration and in- 

Although the 

,'* 
quiry service first and formulated this in similar terms. One stated, 
"First, we became a kind of missing-persons bureau," and the other in- 
dicated, "We furnished a person-locator service." significantly, people 
in the c m u n i t y  spontaneously turned to familiar institutions probably 
more frequently than to formal agencies set up to provide these specific 
services. 

18. The tension between local and national Red Cross shows a special form 
of amateur-professional distinction which was common among many "auxiliary" 
groups (such as police and fire auxiliaries) but without the possible moder- 
ating effect of living in the same community. 

19. 
be examined in later chapters. 

See Adams, 1970 and 1972. 

The quotations refer to a form of symbolic participation which will 

20. 
public apathy that allowed the agency to languish in Shrewsbury (cf. Chapter 
3) is quite comnon. For indications of lack of interest in various coumuni- 
ties see Dean, 1964; Ktsanes et al., 1955. As an abstract concept, however, 
Civil Defense is usually approved by community members. See Mehnevajsa, 
1966. 

That Civil Defense generally lacks prestige may well be true. The 

21. Mounting clothing donations are almost an endemic response to disaster. 
Agencies are usually helpless to stem the local contributions for at least a 
week. But 
in Worcester, there was a far greater supply than demand. 
four days the excellent processing of the clothes made the Worcester Audi- 
torium resembLe I-lacy ' s basement. 

Clearly, clothes may be more important in winter than in sumer. 
After three or 



Chapter VI 

FLZNT - BEECHER 
Flint is an industrial town of approximately 160,000 population 

m 
at the time of the tornado, located about 60 miles northwest of Detroit. 
The home of sone of the country's giant corporations, notably Gensral 
;.lotors, Flint is a highly specialized one-industry town whose hsavy 
production is supported by a group of smaller supplier plants. In 
this monolithic economy, a handful of major plants is controlled by 
one giant corporation, and the entire industry of the town is concen- 
trated in only 100 manufacturing establishments. In terns of local 
power, this "ccmpany-town" aspect of Flint is counterbalanced by the 
large industrial unions. Thus, the city is dominated by two burzau- 
cratic colossi--General IIotors and the U M .  

The subordination of all other economic activity was reflected 
in the composition of the Labor force. In 1940, almost twu-thirds 
(649.) of the total labor force in the Flint metropolitan area consisted 
of induetrial workers. There were also more skilled wcrkers (includ- 
fng craftmen and foremen) than all classes of non-nanual people com- 
bined--L82 VE. 17X. 

Because of the heavy capitalization and specialization of Flint's 

By the sane token, Flint fs a boom-or-bust town 
These smiled upon Flint 

industry, the general economic structure of the town had been alnost 
unchanged since 1940. 
%hose fortunes shift with the economic tides. 
from 1940 to 1955, but it had not always been eo. 
lation level had not fluctuated by more than 10,000 between 1930 and 
1955, there was a fairly rapid turnover of people when times got hard. 
In the mid-'thirties, for example, scarcsly one half of the city's 
residents had lived there longer than three years. 
recovery froa the Depression had reduced the mobile part of the popu- 
lation, Flinr- remained a city with neither a deep sense of tradition 
nor a quickening tempo of growth and expansfon. 

Although the popu- 

Even though the 

The city as a whole bore the ineradicable stamp of the heavy 
industry upon which ita prosperity and welfare rested. 
the surface acenlties of Yorcest?r, whether of academic or artistic 
activity, generoua parks and recrsation facilities, modern r?sFdontial 
districts or fashionable shops, 2tc. 
DunctinHir.es might deign to inspect for a rating. An assiduous search 
for picture postcaris of Flfnt which did not depict an industrial scene 
yielded not one solitary postcard. Thie merely illustrates thP doni- 
nant character of the town and the little superficial relief from it8 
pervasive tone. 

It hai fw of 

There was only one hots1 ~ h i c h  

- 

The industrial companies and the unions exercised great influence 
in the town when they chose to exercise thefr power. 
been criticized in some quarters for being too bread-and-butter oriented 
and for taking an insufficient interest in civic affairs. 
on the other hadd, had been more attentive in this respect and showed 
an appreciation of the sheer public relatfons benefit of civic 

The unions had 

Kacagement, 



Fzrticipation. The influence of industry and iabor Raeurally extended 
into local politice where both groups had infornal repreaentation on the 
town council. Apparently, howevsr, the major conflicts between busi- ' 
ness and labor were played out prinarbly in the shop and conference 
roo13 rather than in the public arena of local politics. - 

,;7 
The town adninfstration did not seem to be especially distinctive, 

and no deep animosfties, bitter rivalries, or strong alliances nade 
themselves obvioue during the field work. 
described the m y o r  as a pleasant, but undistinguished figure. Rela- 
tionships arcong city departments appeared to be easy-going and casual, 
without many desp involvenents. Cne informal network linked the public 
police groupe and the private factory police of the plant-protection 
departments. 
association among these groups. 
might modify these impressions. 

Civic officials generally 

There were notably free channels of cormmication and 
getailed study of the town governnent 

Flint's resources which were most relevant to disaster needs ir.- 
cluded five privRte hospitals and one public hcspital. 
hospital, of which the townspeople were particularly aware -and proud, 
was a modern institution. Shortly before the tornado, its capacity 
had been increased to about 400 beds by a young, vlgorous adninistra- 
tian, 
and seemed adequately staffed and equipped. 
did not have its own radios and had to depend upon the police for short- 
wave radio cotqunication, 
codest scale. 
more than a mere letterhead. 
organizational chart were even noninally filled. 
of Civil Defense handled his duties as a sideline to his full-time 
responsibilities as a fire narohal, 

This r.unFcipR1 

The police and fire departments consisted of about 200 13zn each, 
But the fire departuent 

A local Red Cross chapter functioned on a 
There was a E fora  Civil Defense which was little - 

Fewer than half of the positions on the 
The operational head 

Perhapa the greatest bitterness in Flint's public life appeared 
in the relatione between two non-city groups, the sheriff and stete 
police. 
a post just outside the city limits (near the area stricken by the 
tornado). 
The atate police post was manned by no nore, but they could quickly 
be augmented by outside reinforcements. 
lent terns with Flint authorities, but they had a long-standing dis- 
pute over which of them had jurisdiction in the counties adjoining 
Flint . 

The forner had headquarters in downtown Flint and the latter 

The shzriff had a small staff of barely two dozen men. 

Both agencLes were on excel- 

Eeecher 

The tornado struck outside Flint proper in Beecher, a settled 
part of the suburban fringe about tvo miles north of the Flint city 
1lrnft.s and six milee from the dotrntown section. 
lation of several theusand manual and some 'lower white-collar workers, 
rost of whom owned their homes. Beecher is not to be confused with 
the typical niddle-class suburban development which burgeoned after 
the war with the general exodus from the cities. 
district of modest working-class hones, 

It contained a popu- 

Rather, it vas a 
P!ost of them had four or five 
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rooms; about half were without basements. Flint's suburban fring? 
never ha3 attracted the city's elitz. For example, in 1940, of tne 
total nucber of proprietors, uanagcrs, officfals, professionals, and 
sed-professionals in the labor forcz, only a scant 8% Eade their 
hor?es outside the city proper. In 1940, about one half the dwellings 
in all the fringe areas were without running water and three-fourths 
of them had no indoor flushing toilets. Of course, the postwar buFLd- 
Fcg W S R  substantially different and had the usual nodern facilities. 
Beecher shared in this development, but ft remained a working-class 
district of snall hone owners rather than an affluent middle-class 
residential suburb. 

Beecher was not a city, town, or an incorporated place. It lay 
in two townships, one state water district, and a school district, 
the latter symbolized by a fine nodern high school at the heart of 

jurisdictions for those baeic public services and facilitien which 
a conuzunity normally provides its citizP-ns. Vithout any autcnonous 
legal status, Eeecher had no distinctive zuthority fitructure through 
which responsible public officials could act for the comunity. By 
the same token, it had few of the appurtcnanczs of government which 
rest on a mnicfpal tax base, such as publfc hospitals, police, or 
public works department. Nor was the district rich in quasi-public 
formal organizations which night be helpful in disaster, such as the 
Salvation A m y  or the Red Cross. Bcecher's p r i X i F A 1  resource wa6 
a volunteer fire department which belonged to a mutual-aid zssocierlon 
of sfmilar grbups in neighboring townships. 
almost completely dependent on outside help during the tornado, ePFe- 
cially on FLFnt, 

: 
I the area. Thus, it was dependent on various separate administrative 

CtherwLse, Beecher vas 

The tornado struck Beecher late in the evening, .knocked out all 
electricity and left the area in rafn and Fn darkness. Except for 
the disruption of utilities, the najor property damage was to pri- 
vate hones. The priricipal large buildings in the area were the new 
high school at the heart of the disaster zone and a nearby factory 
nearing the end of construction. 
the plant less seriously so. The construction work, however, fortu- 
itously made sene heavy equipment available near the tornado '6 destruc- 
tion. Fare than 100 people died and at least 2300 mare were injured. 
Cf the GOO hones affected, almost 60Z were completely demlished and 
over 100 more were severely damaged. 
half the residents of the district, were left honeless. 

The school was severely danaged and 

Close to 2,000 people, at least 

The physical conditions of operation were probably worse in Bzecher 
than in the three Massachusetts to~ms. 
dffficult to get oriented to the larger disaster scene. 
of the area also set important operating conditions. 
nado covered 8 35-mile course. 
a principal road for about four niles and described a perfectly stratght 
path from west to east. 
spread to a depth of 4-5 blocks in the built-up sections. 
west streets were blocked by trees and debris. 
was a fragnentary gridiron pattern because the built-up sections were 

The rain and darkness made it 

The entire tor- 
The ecology 

In the Beecher section, it folloved 

On each side of the road, its destruction 

The street netvork 
. A11 east- 
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irregular and were surrounded by open or undeveloped land which had 
no streets. 
Flint to the disaster zone. On2 vas at the western end of the de- 
struction, another at the eastern end, and the third, the rcajor Flint- 
Sqginaw highway, almost bisected thz district. Another secondary 
north-south road about one mile vest of the area ran through fairly 
open country and could be used only to approach Beecher. In shape, 
the stricken area rssenbled a long loaf of French bread, and the 
three major roads uere like skewers vhich pierced it at each end and 
somewhere near the middle. 
people could freely filter into the arza on foot through the un-subdivided 
land, Even though traffic arteries were limited, it was difficult to 
establish a perimeter of road blocks for the control of entry to the 
stricken zones. Consequently, no control was imposed over acczss to 
the area until the day after the disaster. 

Only three notth-south roads gave direct access from 

While traffic depended on the three roads, 

Cverall Field Authority 

As a small unincorporated placn, Beecher had no municipal services 
and was extremely dependent on outside help. 
was the volunteer fire departrcent whose station was at the hsart of 
the stricken zone. 
limits on the %in road to Saginaw. This post, one Flint fire station, 
and four mutual-aid firehouses exhausted the organized aid within 
three miles of the stricken area.' 
itself were quickly available. 

Its sole disaster resource 

A local statepolice post vas near the Flint city 

But all the resources of Flint 

Beecher's lack of a legal identity and local officials sharpened 
the problems of jurisdiction and authority in the disaster. 
was nobody clearly empowered to act for the local community and con- 
solidate a leadership system or to whom outside leaders might refer 
(as the state polhce related to Holden officials). Nor did Beechat 
even have the condLtione for a leadership-authority discrepancy (as 
in IJorcester). There was a complete vacuum of local leadership and 
author i ty . 

There 

Beecher is of special interest because a number of outside groups 
were potentially capable of undertaking overall leadership. 
nor intervened during the rescue period to confer official authority 
on one group. But this formal designation of authority was insuffi- 
cient to insure the decisive exercise of overall lefidership. During 
the rescue and early energency pettods, Flint had the least aggressive 
leadership of any town studied. This seemed to reflect a complex 
inhibit€on on filling the leadership vacuum despite thg Governor's 
mandate, 
integration of operations. 

The Gover- 

Thus, Beechzr may disclose forces which check the purposive 

!hen the tornado broke, the ncrrs quickly reached the outside. 
The first word from the heart of the disaster zone was flashed by the 
Beecher voluntzer fire department over the mutual-aid association's 
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short wave radio ntework. The fire units and a nultitude of other 
people notified the Flint police and the state police post about a 
mile south of the stricken area. 

On the ground, the familiar patterns of spontaneous Eass rosponse 
appeared. Survivors, volunteers, and arriving agency personnel all 
plunged into rescue riork, and casualties were evacuated in any avail- 
able conveyance. The general picture vas one of great fluidity and 
confusion, dominated by complete darknzss. People struggled iz the 
dark to find and help casualties. Carheadlightswere turned cn. 
There vas severe congestion, and efEorts were made to untangle traffic 
and to clear roads blocked by cars, trees, and debris. Ambulances 
generally worked along the main Flint highway in the center of thz 
area and casualties were carried there from the residential side steers. 

These activities were undertaken by all sorts of people. The ma99 
asskalt was typically fragnented and unorganized, focused on a succession - of inmediate problem that came to hand. Communications in the field 

:mere highly limited and sharply confined to dfscretz work problems. 
There t7as no crystallizing organbation and no divfsion of labor based 
on special skills or special prob12r.m. Ilork proceeded with no attempt 
at supervision, inregration, or control. No perimeter vas Set Up, 
nor were highly strategic problens pinpointed for systematic attzntion. 
No survey vas begun, nor was there any strategic orientation to the 
total situation. 

Some communication took place between various headquarters 2nd 
their men in the field, but this vas sporadic and unsystxzatic. 
on the field situation and the activities of agencies' 01.m neabers 
reached headquarters fn a fragmentary manner, often through people 
returnfng from the field. 
at best. 

Reports 

Liaison in the field itself vas haphazard 

IIeabers of official agencies tended to work in the field alcost 

One notable exception, perhaps, 
as private individuals, There was little effort to coordinate or 
supervise operations at any level. 
was the volunteer fire departments rqhose internal operations were rel- 
atively integrated. 
place in the leadership arena and nobody expected them to provide 
leadership for others. 
to furnish overall leadership. The larger agencies, including the 
police, plunged into narrow tasks of rescue and other riork rhouldcr 
to shoulder with private volunteers and did not attempt to devn,lop 
the leadership potential of their organizations. 

But these snall groups occupied no sLgniEFcant 

Unlike any other town studied, no group tried 

Despite this confusion and Lack of leadership, a substantial part 
of the rescue vork T J ~ S  actually carried out in the first tc7o hours or 
so. Various estinates place the number of injured removed in this 
time at 500-500 or between two-thirds and three-fourths of thz total 
casualties. At the the, there vas no basis for judging what propor- 
tion of th= total casualties were evacuated in the first two hours. 
Nonetheless, it vas carried out by cass assault, without cooprehensive 
information, directed trouble-shooting teams, controlled distribution 
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of equfpuent, etc. 
Civil Defense inquiry: 

A private contractor pointed out to a subsequent 

In spite of all that can be said, pro and con 
by outsiders, they nust realize ttat the first: and 
one half hours of this disaster was practically in 
the hands of the irnrnediate neighbors an3 the prob- 
lem of noving bodies and saving lives vas in their 
hands. This is where training and life-saving 
equipment rmst be set up by an organization that 
has organized leadership. 

During this early part of th? rescue period, various a g m c i e s  
The first was the nobilization t7ere coping with several problems, 

of their awn personnel. 
40 men who were fed into the field as rapidly as they becane avail- 
able. They were supplemented by police auxiliaries. According to 
statements of the sheriff and other informants, his small staff played 
only a token role in ths disaster. The local National Guard unit 
was holdhe a drill in the Flint Armory with almost LOO men when the 
state police notified them of the disaster. 
ly able to take the field. The Flint fire departnent sent auxiliery 
firemen and tvo rzscue teams with first-aid equipment. 
chief specifically withheld heavy fire-fighting equipment to avoid 
extra congestion until fire hazards warranted additional fire engines. 
Six volunteer fire departments of the rutual-aid association were 
acong the very-first agencfes on the scene. 

The Flint police managed to mustn,r about 

These men were inmediate- 

The fire 

The local state police post vas able to muster almost two dozen 
About an hour after the tornado, the magnitude of the disaster men. 

vas deemed great enough to warrant complete emergency mobilization of 
the state police. 
to two men and the rest were ordered to Flint. 
state police en route to another area which had been hit by a -11 
tornado earlier in the day were lntercepted and directed to Flint. 
But as Late as an hour and a half after the tornado, its full sn,rious- 

cotmander reflected the state police perspectives at this time: 
"Capt ...... send as many men as possible to Flint area at once, several 
fatals." Although the disaster -72s seen as serious, its full in?ort 
rras not yet apprsciatej, 

As a result, all the posts in the state were scripped 
Two hundied fifty 

?ness and nagnitud-. had not yet b e m  grasped. Cne order to a post 

-- 
A sacon1 major problem tras the nobilization of equipment, espxialty 

powerful Lights and electric generztors, azbulzcces, trucks, cnl hzavy 
construction equipment such as c r a m s  and bulldozers. Agenci2s recruit- 
ed this equipnant independently, sorzetfmes by public radio appeal. 
Sone heavy construction equipment vas present in the disaster zone at 
the site of the new plant which boing completed. IIuch more, how- 
ever, vas mobilized by s "syndkate" of large private contractors. 
Equipment and supplies began to pour ,into the disaster zone in a 
steadily increasing strean, largely from private suppliers. The 
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industrial plants and other organizations which had critical resources 
simply sent these into the field irithout consultation or request. 
The supplies from private groups probably exceeded those from public 
agencies. 

A third problem tias the handling of inquiries and cffcrs of help 
from the general public and from public and private organizations. 
These offers occasioned some major problzrns in headquarters. The 
two officers manning the local state police post, for example, sere 
overwhelmed by people offering information or help at the post, and 
they found it virtually impossLble to handle operational messages 
over the radio or telephone. 

Personnel and facflities came from many outside sources, although 
the force of these reinforcornents vas felt mainly after thz first 
two hours. Thereafter, the field t7as saturated. In his rzport to 
the Civil Defense inquiry, the state police commissioner comentcd 
on thls aid: 

The tremendous response of volunteer assistance 
- 1 from both organized and unorganized groups and irsledi- 

ately concentrated in the disaster area is evidence of 
what can be expected in the amount of assistance avail- 
able when a disaster occurs. 

Shortages of sheer manpower were not a problem in Flint, although 
specialized personnel may have been another matter. 

The first part of the rescue period lasted two hours 01: 90, and 
vas distinguished by several features vis-a-vis leadership and authority: 
(1) relatively f3w police and public safety people were in the field, 
although heavy reinforcements were on their way from outsids; (2) no- 
body had a comprehensive picture of the overall situation or knew the 
limits of the stricken areas; (3) the mass assault -?as not complemented 
by any attempt at strategic, overall leadership. T’:e lack of laadcr- 
ship was underscored by the lack of survey information PR the scope 
and problem of the disaster. Apparently, one of the volunteer fire 
departments working in the eastsrn end of the stricken area surveyed 
a part of that section about an hour after the tornado. But this 
limited information wae not disseninatcd, either then cr later, and 
tias not incorporated into a comprehensive picture of the emergency 
by any of the potential leadership groups. 

The second pkase of the rescue period began about tyro hours after 
the tornado when theweight of outside help began to make itself fzlt. 
State police reinforcements from all sections of the state b=san to 
arrive in strecgth, and within six hours of the tornado,about 250 
state policemen were on duty in Beecher. 

The first major attempt to bring some order into the acorphous . 
situation was marked by the arrival of the Governor with sevzral offi- 
cials and higher officers specially sclscted from the LansinZ headquarters 
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of the state police. 
police and National Guard officers in tne field. Then the Governor -- officially put the - --- statepol charge of the disaster, empowering: - them with complete authority to deal --. with the emergency. He placed 
in command a ranking state-police csptai-hadrought froui Lansing 
expressly for this purpose. 
tion of additional National Guardsmen and another 100 were irmediately 

ocalled out. Sone 300nilitimenwere on duty four hours after the 
tornado, and within 24 hours about 625 had seen disaster service. 
There was no declaration of martial law, and the National Guard was 
explicitly subordinated to the authority of the state police. The 
Governot'a intervention was an attempt to create a clear authority 
structure and thereby provide overall field leadership. This inaugu- 
rated the second phase of the rescue period. 

The party held a quick consultation with state 

The Governor also ordered the molbiLiza- 
' 

The fLrst move of the state police coml;lnder was the establish- 
ment of a field headquartera in the disaeter zone. A small, free- 
standing store which survived the tornado vas comndeered and equipped 
as a command post. A powerful mobile radio transmitter, conpLete with 
its own power generator, was sent from Lansing State Police head- 
quarters, and this became the communications control center in the 
field. Arrangements were made for the immediate installation of tele- 
phones for operations and to service press arid radio reporters. 
stationed at the headquarters were radfo cars of the Flint police, 
the state police, sheriff and the National Guard, the latter linked 
by walkie-talkie units to ita men in the field. A Red Croos HAM radio 
unit and a radio-equipped truck of the volunteer fire department net- 
work were also situated nearby. 
ly present, but thie core comunicatione network was at field head- 
quartera for a whole week. 

Also 

Other organizations were intermittent- 

The field headquarters was put into operation about three hours 
after the tornado. 
his base of operations. 
of the National Guard, the Flint police, the sheriff, the Flint fire 
marshal who headed the city's Civil Defense, and others. 
poet also afforded excellent connunications channels from the field 
to the outside, including centers in Flint, Detroit, and Lansing 
where a triumvirate of the Governor, the atate police couiiissioner, 
and the state Civil. Defense director comprised a top-level board of 
directors . 

The state police captain made the command post 
Also working in headquarters were officers 

The cormand 

Thus, the structure was established to integrate action within 
the field and between the field and the outside. The chaotic and 
acarphous early period of the rescue stage could give way to some 
rationalization of operations by an overall leadership. 
Governor's creation of a formal authority system and the establishment 
of the coornand post were manifest commitments to order. 

Indeed, the 

The major problem Le whether the delegation of authority and re- 
sponsib ility to the state police produced the overall leadership which 
was sou2hL. - I_- 

Varfoils observers dfsagree about the overall leadership which 
was provided .I Cne resea- team judged that significant leadership 
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emerged. 
on this conclusion. then their observations relevant to leadership are 
drawn together, a picture emerges along the lines of our own findings. 
With reference to the state police, their analysis points out: 

But their analysis of the mode of operation casts grave doubts 

Once the orders to proceed to a given area were 
given, the responsibility for action rested upon the 
individual trooper or team of troopers. 
the lack of coordination and the wide variety of trooper 
activities at the scene of the disaster.... As the res- 
cue operations proceeded, more troopers than officers 
felt their needs were changing. The troopers began to 
feel that they needed more comunications.... Due to 
the confusion of the police network, comunications to 
individual troopers was poor,... While the majority of 
troopers felt that they were given adequate leadership, 
some felt that they were not given enough and others 
felt that they were given none. They LState Police/ 
were highly ethnocentric, nore conscious of thenselves 
and their activities than those of any other group.... 
The State Police worked intermittently with the-people 
around them.... The troopers were much more aware of 
others in the field than were the officers .... 
emphasized however than /Tn future crises/ they would 
act to bring about a better connunications system than 
the one they had in operation .... The problems listed 
by officers in the organization were essentially related 
to command functions; 
tion" was a ser'ious problem, as well as cmunication.. . . 
This organization did not represent a coordinated effort 
even though the potentialities for such an effort did 
exist. One important ingredient was lacking in this 
potential, namely, putting into effect a specific over- 
all plan... . 
activity more or less useful, but not representing the 
aaximun effort for which both the nembership and the 
organization as a whole were adequately trained (Form and 
~ ~ O S G W ,  1958: Chap. 9). 

This explains 

Officers 

They indicated that "organiza- 

The result was a great deal of spontaneous 

Clearly, such a fragmentary abstract cannot do full justice to all 
the findings. 
gap between a comprehensive level and activities on the ground. 
remained between strategic leaders and those working in the field. This 
inadequate contact between headquarters and ground inevitably set limits 
on the leaders' knowledge of the field situation and their ability to 
coordinate activities. 

But it indicates that the commend post did not bridge a 
A breach 

In consequecce , we find that there was definitely less conprehensive 
leadership in Flint than in Holden, Shrewsbury, and even Worcester, While 
it is impossible to conpare Flint's leadership with the other tcwns on an 
absolute scale, it is possible to speeify the differences which appeared. 
Obviously, this ts not a black or white matter, nor one which speciouslv 
precise measures will solve. 
overall leadership of the four towns in terns of "relatively core" (+) or 
"relatively less" (-) liaison and integration on several variables. This 
appears in Table 4. 

' 

~G 

But on the basis of our data, ire can rate the 
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Table 4 

OVERALL LEADERS' REIATIVE INTEGRATION 
CF DISASTER CPERATIGNS 

Among Field - Within Concland - 
Zones Cowand Cornand Cut sid e 

Holden + 4- i- + 
Shrewsbury + 4- i- - 
Worcester - + + - 
Fl int -B eecher - - - f 

This ind€cates that, in comparison with the other three towns, the 
Flint corrnand post had considerable liaison with headquarters and 
centers outaLde the field, but appreciably less contact and integra- 
tion inside the operating arena. 

In general, authorities in the other towns seemed to show a greater 
awareneaa of strategic and organizational problems. 
we are lese concerned with their effective performance than with the 
leaders' orientation, or how they gptoached their problems. 
other towns (I) had a specific early survey which was then SWPleEent- 
ed by 8 steady flow of infomatfon from the ground. (2) Gn the 
baeis of this information, leaders worked within eocle kind of over- 
all plan that they formulated. (3) The plan invariably contatned 
several features: (a) the centralization and consolidation of in- 
formation from the field; (b) the immediate establishment of perimeter 
to control access to strfcken Erccs; (c) some regulation over the 
entry of bulky equipment to the field; (d) an attempt to distribute 
resources to the zones on the basis of need; (e) a fairly close watch 
for critical bottlenecks and the assignment of special troubleshooting 
teams to then; (f) the selection of problem8 on which some specialfats 
and specialized equlpent were to work; (g) a methodical search pro- 
cedure, or ninfmally, a methodical check and supervision of the search, 
featuring close contact at the ground level, consolidation of the in- 
formation, and sealing off of cleared streets and zones; and (h) enough 
liaison among the operating leaders in the field to keep the situa- 
tion in a fairly accurate perspective. In addition, Holden and S'Dre~s- 
bury had a highly systematic accounting for all resldents, and assis- 
tance to the hospitals was undertaken in consultation with medical 
authorities rather than independently. In general, leaders had rela- 
tively close contact with field activities and with each other and 
worked out some division of responsibilities. A B  a result, they kept 
a running check on the ma89 assault, had a reasonably viable grasp of 
operating problems and needs throughout the rescue period, and, sig- 
nificantly, men at all levels had a fairly clear idea of the overall 
operating structure and were able to describe how it worked. 

At the moment, 

All the 

This illustrates hcw the disaster vas approached by the leader- 
ship in the other three towns. If these procedures are used as cri- 
teria, the leadership in Flint ehowed significantly less strategic 
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authority aysten was established. 
authorities did not play a useful role, but simply chat they provided 
perceptibly less overall leadership, supervision, and coordination 
than appeared in the other three towns. The data are consistently 
patterned along these lines. 

This does not cean that Flint 

There was widespread complaint among our infornants about the 
Lack of general leadership and direction. This could not be actrib- 
uted to ignorance of the authority system among the najor operating 
groups1 especially the public safety agencies. The state police 
were put in charge in consultation with, the National Guard. The 
Flint and Detroit police, the sheriff, the Flint fire department, 
Red Cro~s, Civil Defense, and others were specifically informed of 
the arrangement. Furthermore, the formal leaders had the synbols 
of authority to support their decision8 and action. 
stated : 

As one observer 

Arabands and things like that are useless. You have 
Only uniformed people get the raspect to have a uniform. 

of volunteer workers -- especially police officers. 
Notwithstanding the visible symbols and the apparent clarity of 

the authority system to the major groups, there was some confusion 
among smaller groups about: who was in charge. A fire chief in the 
county mutual-aid association stated: 

Nobody knew who was in charge and running things. 
There was no clear authority. 
to be put in charge so everybody knows and they all 
take orders from him. Cutside people who came in, 
like the Detroit police, had no direction and no one 
told them whac to do. So they just wandered around the 
area and speccated. I didn"t know -- and I still Zon't - know if that was a CivflLan DRfense job Ly.e., Civil 
Defense responsibility/ out there or not. 

m a t  you need is someone 

Any ambiguity may have reflected the lack of overall lsadership rather 
than the failure to publicize the authority system. Indeed, there 
appears to have been some uncertainty in the minds of the state police 
themselves: 

When the question was raised as to who the lz.l?rfzz; 
in the operation were, the officers of the State PoLica, 
with few exceptions, indicated that the State Police were 
in charge. 
none of whom indicate any organization as having been in 
charge of the disaster rescue operations. 

This is in sharp contrast to the troopers_, 

Since rescue activities continued after the establishnent of the 
comand post, the leadership structure was apparently not clarified 
through actual operations and a functioning division of labor. Any 
ambiguity was a token of how the system worked or failed to work. 
The confusion did not divide big from little crganizat'o-c, but people. 
on the ground frc. se in headquarters. Although authority was not 
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so formally structured in the other three towns, there was much less 
uncsrtainty at the ground level about who exercised overall leader- 
ship. 

The lack of a strategic orientation was implicitly confirmed in 
several quarters. For example, the officers of the state police made 
a number of recomendations about future disaster proceduree on the 
basis of their experience in Flint. These included: A clearer defi- 
nition of authority; quick, comprehensive survey; organization of 
manpower into teams before they enter the field; control of operations 
by definite work asstgnnent; and use of walkie-talkies to facilitate 
cormunications. Further, in a response to a Civil Defense inquiry 
on disaster operations, the state police comissioner acknowledged 
the overall responsbflity of his organization in Beecher, and to the 
question, "Have you any euggestions for improving the coordination 
of disaster operations?", he replied: 

The experience of the Flint disaster made it plainly 
evident that any planning for possible future cccurrences 
of similar nature nust by all neans provide for the in- 
mediate establishment of a central office or authori-ty. 

All agencies and volunteers responding to give 
their aid could inmediately report to this office, 
which would make 8 record of the groups, assign work 
and other duties, and in general, exercise authority 
over the- entire rescue operation. Without this, thera 
is confusiou, overlapping, lost clotion and instances 
where soue groups are idle through failure to give then 
aonethFng to do. It even happens that some types of 
operations are started prematurely. 

A central office would also be in the best position 
to determine what additional outside help would be 
needed, how much of it, and where and how to get it and 
would_ likewise be able to offend /fend off? i.e., pre- 
venq/ an influx of help that rnighz not be needed and 
which would only add to congestion in the dtsaster area. 

,? The comnissioner's statement is sign€ficant precisely because the 
nachinery to achieve what he suggests was established two hours after 
the tornado. 
was hopefully intended to operate, and implicitly indicate that the 
Leadership structure did not function in this way. 

- 
Hi0 proposals describe how the disaster organization 

In the field, the outlines of the early mass assault seemed to 
persist with little modification and with only linited links between 
the ground and the cormand post. 
the product of personal initiative of private volunteers as of agency 
personnel, although when more.police reached the fleld, nany becam 
I1 foremen" of instable volunteer groups, 

Direction on the ground was as often 

Even the stable agency teams, such as the Flint fire departzent 
rescue team, worked without assignment and their activity was indLs- 
tinguFshable from that of the volunteers. This group was sinply a 
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- 
cohesive body within the PASS assault, 
operation during the rescue stage in the following terms: 

The leader descrfbed their 
$ - - 

TJe had our own group--auxiliaries LfFracez!--and 
some guys from the rescue tean. And we wouLd be working 
our way down this block from one house to the next. But 
there was some other gang ahead of us and another follow- 
ing right behind, m y b e  thirty feet away, looking through 
the place that we just finished. We would shove around 
a pile of timbers and junk to search through underneath 
and when we'd fiaish, the team coming afterwards would 
push it back to check underneath where we had dwped it. 

Q.: Was it the same pile of junk that 
the team ahead of you shoved around? 

Yeh, I guess we were doing the sane thing ourselvee 
following the gang ahead of us. 

But that*s the way it went all night long. Hell., 
I didn't know what was going on acrosa the street. -It 
was probably the same way there too. 
all was there. 
places. 
m c h  the same all over. 

Maybe nobody at 

But from what I heard, I guess it wae pretty 
I don't know what was happening in other 

Significantly, however, nobody checked on his team'e work pro- 
gress nor did he report the reeults of thetr search to anybody. 
body kept track of the operation. 
long on rescue and search, through three presumably directed searches 
before daylight, 
and could not reconcLle the idea of three directed searches with 
the continuous, night-long operation of his team which had no con- 
tact with anybody Ln a superviaory position. 
the check on field work contrasts markedly with the pattern in Shrewe- 
bury and Holden where detailed naps were used, each building was 
checked off, and each street and zone closed when it was declared 
clear. 
flow of information to a central point. 
control lay leas with the zrp than with the flow of fnforcaeion. 

No- 
Thia team sinply worked all nlght 

When asked about this, the respondent w88 puzzled 

Thia description of 

This was based on a close check on ground work and a constant 
The inportant operational 

The orientation of leaders was reflected in other ways than the 
lack of supervision. 
tiation of activity throughout the rescue perfod. 
aerted: 

There tended to be comparatively little differen- 
One observer as- 

In fact, everyone out there the first night was 
doing the sane thing--traffic duty and rescue work. 
Thie started right from the beginning and went on 
the whole night. 

This is of.mal)or hportance for various specialiata (such as the 
fire departnent rescue team) who were not assigned to selected trouble 
spots where their training could be exploited. 
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Further, the loose control was evident in an uneven distribution 
of resources in the field, with a plethora of help in sone places and 
a dearth elsewhere. No perimeter was set up to control access to the 
field, so there was an inefficient concentration of Eanpower in nu- 
merous places. Frequently this arose from the duplication of functLon 
by different agencies. For exanple, the Flint police and the National 
Guard often sent men to direct traffic at the same intersections while 
other traffic trouble-points were unmanned. In one extreme instance, 
the following situation arose: 

They nust have had two or three dozen cops from 
R three different outfits down handling traffic at this 

intersection OD Saginaw Road, They were standing 
around chewing the fat and watching a kid directlng 
the-traffic. 
old/ or so. Did a good job, too, and all by himself. 

He was a Boy Scout, ciaybe eleven beare 

This illustrates the uncoordinated allocation of personnel which 
someticies saturated certain points at the expense of vacuums elsewhere. 

There was little trouble in mobilizing equipnent, but there vas 
almost no control over its delivery and entry to the field. In ef- 
fect, there was a wave supply system which resulted in considerable 
c-zzegrton,both in the field and in the fringe area CQ the nain road 
Exon FllaC. 
bringing certain items, and the second of bulky equipment. The first 
developed largely from independent public radio appeals by different 
agencies or officials, For example, lights were desperately needed 
in the field. Generators and floodlighting equipment were nobilized 
from Flint, Detroit, Lansing, and elsewhere. The Flint mayor also 
had an appeal made for flashlights to be brought to the stricken area 
or to a collection point nearby (rather than to a depot renote fron 
the field or the streets serving it). 
vately brought to the stricken area In almost as many autcp,cbiles 
which aggravated the difficult traffic situation. Gther items were 
delivered in similar fashion. 

Zhe congestion was of two kinds, one of the vehicles 

Some 500 flshlights were pri- 

Heavy construction equipment also intensified operating probleme. 
Bulldozers, tractors, cranes, lo-boys, claabuckets, trucks, and other 
bulky equipment seemed to mushroom of their own accord. LIost of it 
was supplied by large private contractors or other private sources. 
The ponderous equipnent clogged the roads and the ezea. iIuch of it 
sfnply got in the way and became a problem which nobody quite knew 
how to handle. 
Traffic controllers at major intersections were not instructed to di- 
vert the heavy equipment and had no reason to restrict its entry, so 
it continued to acculrulate in the ffeld. 
will be noted presently. 

But the flow of thFs equipment was not stopped. 

The use of this equipment 

Thus, although there was good contact between the comand post 
and outside which greatly assisted the mobilization of resources, the 
flow of these resources was not regulated in accordance with field 
needs, and this created numerous problems. 
with the control exercised in Hold2n and Shrewsbury. 

This contrasted sharply 
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The basically fndependent functioning of separate agencies was 
indicated by the process of com,unications. In practice, there was 
linited liaison anong organizations even in the field, unsystanatic 
comunications between the field and various agency headquarters, ir- 
regylar contact between the ground and the cocnand post, little con- 
munication between the connand post as the overall headquartzrs and 
separate agency headquarters, and comparatively little consolidation 
of information within the comand post proper. There was no general 
radio coverage of the field by one organization (as the stats police 
covered Holden) ; the major participating agencies were distributed 
throughout the field, Each group's separate network which linked its 
headquarters and personnel included a radio unit at the comzand post. 
For 8 comprehensive picture of disaster operations to be built up, 
it was necessary for the leadership to tie together the corznunica- 
tions of the separate organizations, or to integrate the output of 
the different radio channels assembled at the comand post. 
consolidation of infomation was much more haphazard than in the other 
toms, espeically Holden and Shrav&cry. It was conplicated by some 
physical and technical incoveniences, such as the number of groups 
involved and the fact that some radio links were inside the caornand 
Post and others outside. 

Thip 

A deeper difficulty, however, lay in the primary orientation of 
the participating groups which was to their own organizations rather 
than to the overall disaster system.2 
first followed literature by providing writers with new electric type- 
wrtters = to assure objective perception by correcting everybozy's 
vision to 20-20. These are necessary but not sufficient conditions 
that can help only in extreme cases. NOW, clearly, one cannot make 

0 a telephone call without aphonsor expect a sparrow to know the bust- 
ness of a honing pigeon. But, equipment can only make cownunicatiozs 
possible; it does not determine how it will be used. For these de- 
terminates, we must examine the bonds ist a social system and ask who 
becomes relevant touhon under what conditions. These orientations 
often Overcome technical limitations and keep comunications flowing. 

As a result, cocmunications 

.? 

For exactple, a police car reached Beecher from Pontiac, about 
35 miles away. The men had to find out and inform a Pontiac hospital 
whether a particular medical instrument should be sent to Flinc. 
The radio transmitter of the Pontiac police car was too weak lo reach 
its headquarters directly. Therefore, the message was eent to the 
Pontiac hospital over the following circuit: Pontiac police (verbal) 
to volunteer fire truck (radio) to the mutual-aid association "con- 
trol center" (phone) to Flint police headquarters (phone) to Pontiac 
police (phone) to Pontiac hospital (phone). 
radto-phone link f r w  the police car to its Pontiac headquartere to 
the hoapital, there was a six-link circuit which took three minutes 
fnstead of one. But the message was passed with little fuss, and 
the technical inconvenience was no significant obstacle. 

Instead of a two-step 

Other agencies worked the same way. For example, 
the County Road Corxiission and others too. 
in one nan and he'd sort of keep an eye on things and 
keep in touch with his own departnent. 
ment just rxaed their 01lrn judgment. 
of colnnPnd L tie thi-ga tasg:ethGr. 

They'd ssnd 

Each depart- 
There waa no chain 
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Thus, infornation tended to remain within organizations rather than 
being sent to the field center. Gn this basis, for example, survey 
information collected in part of the field by a volunteer fire de- 
partment was not purposively fed into field headquarters. 

Furthermore, information which did reach people at the cornand 
post was not as effectively consolidated and exploited as it might 
have been. Thus, coneiderably more infornation flowed between Flint 
police headquarters and its men in the field than wae passed from the 
patrol car outside the cotsand post into the building. Similarly, 
the National Guard officer in disastcr headquartera was in touch with 
hie men in the field, but not with others in the same area, groups 
who nay separately have been communicating with aorneone else in the 
command post; the separate streams of comunication were not well 
knft together. Thie restricted the kind and amount of direction which 
disaster headquarters could provide. 

The manner in which the cormand post itself functioned delineates 
a picture of strategic leadership vhich contrasts with that of the 
other town. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t l ~  the command post operated largely in its own 
mass assault, inprovieing decisions on a series of specific details 
as they arose. For example, sonebody might bring a truck to head- 
quarters and aek the first person he saw what to do with it. 
driver might have asked the etate police captain or the Civil Defense 
fire marshal or the National Guard commander or anybody else--they 
were equally busy and equally accessible or inaccessible. Ihe volun- 
teer would not be referred to a motor pool or to a ground supervisor 
but would simply be given some dLrection by the particular person he 
stumbled upon. 

The 

Gne high official who worked in the consland post from the tine 
it waa set up until it was closed gave a vivid account of its node 
of operation. He reported: 

Nobody knew what in hell t~as going on and nobody 
had any idea about what to do or how to go about it. 
ThatIs the fact of the matter. 
or be done, like setting up the morgue, and you found 
out abcuc it ataidentally three hours later. We were 
all there behind this counter and phones would be 
ringing lfke crazy and people coming in asking ques- 
tions and you gave them an answer. Half the tine you 
didn't know what you were talking about, but you told 
him something. 
the cuff, so we just made the best guess we could. 
But you just never knew what you were dealing with. 
And we didn't know what was going OR. 

Something would happen 

We were La the dark just workhg off 

After the first night, things quieted d o n  a 

You still didn't get a big pic- 
bit. But in a funny way, they didn't really change 
too much at all. 
ture of what was happening. 
fuczY  ut there-- 

Things were still 
-m ever stopped to think about 
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it. But, you know, that's the thing. You never did 
do much thinking about it until later on. Afterwards 
when I looked back on it, it gradually struck me 
that all I vas ever doing ~7a3 handling real little 
details. Ch, some of them were pretty important 
at the moment, especially the first night. But 
they were still little things all by themselves. 
Later, when I looked back, I could begin to piece 
together little bits of the situation out there 
and fit some of the details into it. But a lot - of then I couldn't--and still can't. All I saw 
then was a bunch of guys across the counter from 
ne, one after the other. But I didn't know what 
the guy next to me was doing. Actually, all he 
was doing vas the same thing I was. 

Q 

It was pretty much the same way after the 
fixst night, too, only much slower. It's funny 
that it didn't occur to us at the tine--about 
not seeing the big picture,, I wan. iiaybe that's - 
why anythe somebody got an idea, it was CK. 
Fnstance, when I figured we might set up the screen- 
ing station and first aid at the fire house. Every- 
body thought that was swell. 
somebody came up with an idea like that and nobody 
ever questioned any of the=!. Anything was CK, 

For 

Every once in a while 

. anytody who had a positive idea. 

In effect, the headquarters housed many people working in a hectic 
atmosphere, but largely on an independent basis. 
took place fell short of making the c o m n d  post a vital nerve center, 
an intelligence center, or a strategic control center. 

The integration which 

This rslativczly limited overall leadership had its counterpart 
in the independent functioning of different organizations. AS an 
extreme case of Lndependent participation, the role of the Detroit 
police warrants spccial attention. The Detroit organization was a 
"big tine" force, large, well trained, and equipped. 
earlier, its chief had been the cormanding officer of the state police 
(and apparently regarded the Detroit position as a promotion). 
cording to him, about an hour aftcr the tornado: 

Some years 

Ac- 

This Department contacted the Flint police radio 
station and offgred assistanc5 in the way of manpower 
and equipnent. Ue werc advised at that tiwe that the 
situation could be handled by Flint, as apparently the 
magnitude or' the disaster had not yet been realized. 

In the next hour and a half, a series of consultations vas held 
by Lansing officials of the state police and Civil Defense, the Flint 
police, the state police in the stricken area, and the Dztroit police.' 
In addition, the Detroit chief contacted the Genessee County Sheriff 
and the Sheriff in the adjoining county (which the tornado had crossed 
after leaving Beecher). kbcut two hours. zftrer the disaster, the 
Flint police bzgan to realiz-? that tho situation was Gore szrious than 

- .  - ~ - -  
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they originally thought. 
a second time, a Flint police serzeant urged his chief to accept, 
pleading, "Let's face it, chief, this thing is bigger than US. It's' 
too big for u3 to handle. Thz Flint police then 
accepted the offer and also asked for help from the state Civil Defense. 

When the 3etroit police chief offered help 

I*Jz need help bad." 

The upshot of these conferenccs vas that about two and a half 
hours after the tornado, there v7as general agreement that the Detroit 
police should cone in. 
and other specialized assistance, including radio equipment and tech- 
nicians, other specialists, clerical help for a centralized emergency 
morgue, and equipment and staff for an emergency hospital to be opened 
in downtown Flint. 

It vas decided that they would send r?anpover 

After this decision was reached, the Detroit chief, about three 
hours after the tornado, dispatched two advance units of 30 men each. 
One was sent directly to Beecher and arrived about five hours after 
the disaster. The second vas sent into the county adfairing C-cnessee 
wh€ch had been hit after Beecher. 
after the tornado, this group vas the very first outside hzlp of zny - kind to appear in this eastern county. 
help was not necessary, this unit continued on to Beecher. Both 
advance groups reported to the stat2 police corimander at the cornand 
post. A fzw men were assigned to traffic control an3 the rest helped 
in the last stages of the rescue and search and in policing the area. 

Arriving there almost six hours 

Ilhzn they were told that their 

The Detroit chief personally arrived in the field about five hours 
after the tornado and took charge 02 the Detroit personnel, all units 
after the first two reporting d€rectly to him. In the field, the 
Detroit police operated independently, and with a vague general assign- 
ment. IIuch of the rescue work had already taken place and final searches 
were under way when they arrived. 
section of the field, but. were irregularly distributed throughout the 
area. A few of the men were on traffic control, but most of then simply 
helped to maintain general security. Their duties were open. During 
the night, theycirculated in little groups of their otm which apparent- 
ly had little contact with anybody else--either their own superiors, 
other groups, or the cornand post. Their specific operations were 
fairly negligible, although thsir sheer presence nay have had "con- 
trol value." 
terms: 
or "So they just wandered around the area and spectated.'' 

They did not take over a definite 
. 

Informants described their activities in tho, following 
"They kept to themselves," or "It was a lot of official touring," - 

'7 

The Detroit men seemed to behave and be vierTed as outsiders who 
occupied a position external to the fornal system. They raached the 
field after t5e peak of the critical rescue and evacuatfon work, and 
their contribution in the life-and-death phase was less than that of 
other major groups. Because they were a prominent law-enforcenent 
agency, their alcost aimless participation may have contrasted not 
only with that of other groups, but also with expectations about the 
performance of a major metropolitan police force. 

Their isolation in the field impressed some infornants as ir- 
responsible and aloof, and occasion:?d considerable local crlticism and 
resenGmnt. This was fanned into hostflity when two Detroit policcnan 
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were arrested (and subsequently convictedj for looting. Word of 
this scandal spread quickly and disgraced the force. While the state 
police, National Guard, and Flint police all had dspartments or local 
units with sone status in Flint, the DetroFt police had no local ties 
with FlFnt which o;ight take the edge off the stigma. The local senss 
of outrage at the incident fntensizicd the group'sposition as octsiders. 

This position, however, had already begun to crystallize e v m  
It vas epitomized by the relations before the lootino, took place. 

between the Detroit police chief and the state police corslander. 
mentally, the Detroit chief did not subordinate himself to the state 
polLce captain. The resources which the chief supplied and his entry 
to the field had resulted from conferences between him and supxiors 
of the field cmmander. Although the chief acknowledged the official 
disaster system when he ordered his two advance units to report to 
the command post, he virtually ignored it when he personally rcaehsd 
the field. He r'unctioned Fndependcntly. There was alnost no liaison 
between the chief and the captaln, and thzir occasional connunFcation 
was irregular. Informants indicatzd that the two men svoidxl each 
other, although the avoidance was punctuated by infrequent, elmost 
token contact. It is possible that their relations were strzined by 
status anbiguitfcs or embarrassments, Although the captain 178s in 
charge in the field, the Detroit chic2 had formerly been the cornanding 
officer of the state police and a superior of the captain, 

Funda- 

Early on the morning after the tornado, 60 Detroit police arrivzd 
to relieve their colleagues in the field, Thereafter, the contact 
between the Detroit police and the field authority was conr'ined to 
the scheduling of subsequent shifts of patrolmen for disaster duty. 
Ultimately, ovar 200 Detroit patrolmen, officers, and technicians saw 
disaster servke. Clearly, aside Lrom work of the technicians, their 
participation on tornado night vas independent, self-contained, un- 
supervised, and not fntegrated with the activity of other groups. 

Perhaps the most strategic leadership failure and the most con- 
spicuous sing12 omission was the lack of a comprS2hensive fisld survey 
in Beecher. Because everybody ir! the disaster zone was wcrking with 
limited perspectives of the overall situatfon, there was little fn- 
fornation on which to base an operational plan. The problem here is 
not simply the sheer lack of information itself, but how leaders acted 
with reference to their ignorance. 

3 

The lack of a survey was written or'f by some fnformants as a 
function or' darkness. 
of the problem, but explains nothing about the leaders' orientation 
to it. Indeed, the objcctive operating conditions created severe 
pressures to clarify the work situation. Informants daclarcd: :?le 
were completely in the dark out thare." "You couldn't see your hand 
in front of your face." 
in hell was Soing on." "Contractors nust have lighting equipwnt at 
their disoosal--as we had -units ~~~orlcing where only God and thc victims 
knew Ltheyl existed." 
total disaster, but a pressing need lor such informtion, nonc of the 
najor operating groups undertook a comprehensive survey at any time, 
either before or after t 

This, of .course, only specifies the context 

"It was black and we vere in the dar'. about what 

Although t h w e  was no general picture of the 

-onnand post was established. 
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The survey situatLon was as follows: The very first report on 
tornado damage (although it was not realized at the tine) came to 
the local state police post. It concerned some trees and two ovp,r-,' 
turned cars which were blocking the secondary road about a nile vest 
of the Beecher section. This was accurats, but deceptive news, since 
it seemed just as routine and localized as an accident report. 
sergeant in comand of the local post immediately took a detail oE 
men to the scene of the overturned cars on Linden Road. This vas 
the first police response to the disaster. 

The 

Quite innocently, this diverted the state police from the heart 
of the devastation to a minor s c m e  on the western periphery. Thz 
post learned soon enough that there was %jar damage sornewhsre east 
of Linden Road and so notified the detail of men who had gone out. 
But the kpassable roads prevented a quick return of the men who 
had started out, and the sergeant in charge reported that they spcnt 
a substantial part of the next tvo hours trying to hack their \ray 
eastward along the blocked highway. 

n 

Thus, within the first half hour, the state police acted on a 
misleading event. They had to abandon their first prcnfse about the 
situation and vere faced with the problem of relocatfng the heart of 
the destruction. Although there vas obviously devastation to the east 
of Linden Road, nobody knew efther the center or the limits of the 
stricken area. (In fact, nobody really knew whether any significant 
damage had preceded the impact on Linden Road.) 
inal definition of the situation proved false, the state police had 
to revise their orientation. How did they do this? 

Thus, when the orig- 

Just to the north of the main intersection (which ultimately 
proved to be at the center of the devastation) was a drive-in theater 
The theater had been hit and some patrons injured, although the casual- 
ties and damage were not as severe as in the residentiaL streets on 
the Flint side of the Lntersection. Early and profuse reports poured 
into Flint police headquarters and to the state police post that the 
theater had been struck. This caused great concern because the the- 
ater was theonly place in the vicinity where there had been any con- 
centration aE people. 
magnified by rumor. 

Reports of the clamage had also probably been 

When it t7as clear that the Lindzn Road incident itself vas ninor, 
the drive-in theater became the focus of the effort to re-define the 
larger disaster. 
the policz groups. 
heart of the stricken area. IIithLn half an hour after the tornado, 
they concentrated on this as the najor problem, and they proceeded on 
this assumption for at least another hour. This was only possible, 
of course, in the absence of tangible infomation to the contrary 
or positive knowledge about the overall situation. The theatzr was 
the node of their reorganized perczptions. 

Hews about the theatcr 17as quickly dFsstltclfnatcd among 
The theater soon crystallized to the police as the 

There vas clear evidence that the police groups -til1 had this 
picture longer than an hour and a half after the tornado. (1) At 
that timz, the state police catezorically inforned the chaircan of 
the Rsd Cress that the +'--?ater was the center of the disaster. (2) The 



Flint police were still disptaching ambulances and scout cars to the 
theater over a circuitous route vhich vent around Beecher and approached 
the drive-in from the north. 

Significantly, however, this re-definition of the situation: 
(1) wafl not accoEpanied by a reorzanization of work or a rsdirectfon 
of energey on a general scale; (2) vas not subjected to any dCtsrmined 
reality-testing, as uight have been cxpected in vier? of the misleading 
Linden Road incident. The police groups were still under-nannd in 
the field and had their hands full with rzscue and traffic to the 
south of the Eain intersection, Ilorking largely on an uncoordinated 
basis in the mass assault, they were not shifted to tha drive-in. 

~ - 
L3 

Further, in the darkness, the road to the theater sezmed blocked. 
Thn, police simply assumed that thzrn vas no ready zcc?-js to the drive- 
in, and not many miin worked to cl-.clr this road. A few start2d from 
tine to tine, but none of them fitst checked the full extent 02 thz 
blockage. 
m a l l  r.iass assaults, and none of thz con reached the theater b,?foro, 
other problems diverted then 31sxihx?. Perspectives rcaninzII1 unchanged. 

Th2 fnw attempts to opcn the road completzly were a11 quite 

Actually, this road was - not cmpletely blocked at any time. A 
newspaper reporter on the scene about 15 minutes after the tornado 
saw cars driven sou:h from the theater over this road while it was 
presumably blocked. Furthermore, the very first outside group of 
any kind to enter the stricken zone vas the Pit. Norris volunteer fire 
department, located about three miles north of the nain intersection. 
Their fire truck drove over this road, passed the drive-in theater, 
and managed to reach the nain intcrsection within minutes of the tor- 
nado. The fire truck did get through, despite the obstructions. The 
damage at the drive-in did not cause the idt. Pforris firemen to stop 
and go to work there. 

At this time, the t,lt. ?:orris firemen and th2 men of the local 
state police post were virtually rubbing elbows in the field. The 
state police knew the firemen and the location of their firehouse. 
Had the policz reflected, they would have realized that the most direct 
approach from the firehouse would have been over the road which thsy 
assumed to be blocked. The firecen were obviously in a position to 
dispel the misconceptions of the state police about the blockcd road 
and about the seriousness of the situation at the drive-in theater. 
Unquestionably, the IX. ilorris fireraen would have corrected the state 
police if they realized what the police were thinking. But they did 
not. 
group how they had cone into the araa. Thus, thnre was no purposive 
reality-checking by the state police, either through thsir cvn efforts 
or by recognizing possible sourczs of relevant information available 
to them. 

Nor did it occur to any of the state police to ask the Mt. i:orris 

Finally, almost two hours aftar the tornado, enough police and 
ambulance drivers had reached the drive-in theater ovcr circuitous 
routes to correct the authorities' sccond major cisconception about 
the disaster. It vas now evidznt that the theatcr was anothsr secon- 
dary locale and not at the \?art 02 the dnvastation. 
po1Lce were izgt rrorking 
had ffe aOdY 

Here ap,ain the 
an unstructured scene of chaos, and they 

fit this IPcaLe &Eo a Ls1ar.k csp of the entire disascer. 
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Significantly, however, when the state police did realize that 
the theater was another diversion, they did not inform the R=d Cross 
of this fact. Thn, state police oP2icer had inadvertently benn respon- 
sible for passing nisleading lnfornation to the Rcd Cross chairran 
in the field, but it did not occur to him to keep the chairnan abreast 
of past errors revealed by new developments. 

That the false frames of reference did have operating consequences 
is clear. Various police were divcrting significant resources from 
centers of nesd to peripheral spots. The Red Cross chairnan based 
his relief program on the picturc which the state police officzr had 
given him in the field, and he sent a mobile HA;; radio operator to 
reach the theater and set up a field radio station for the Red Cross. 
These were, perhaps, not crippling diversions in Beecher. But there 
is a hazardous temptation to interpret theac false orientations in 
the light of their actual consequences rather than by othzr consequences 
that were c2rtainly as possible and plaesiblg at the tine, It is 
easy to visualize other conditions irhere the false inpressions sight 
have compounded the disaster, 

The data on the drive-in theatclr underscore the siF-ificanca which 
different groups have for one another. The state police were concerned 
primarily with operations in the ficld: Rescue and search, evacuation, 
traffic contrpl, road clearance, property protection, imposinz order. 
These were sezn as distinctively "polic~" functions €or which thz Rzd 
Cross and the volunteer fire departments shared neither expertise nor 
responsibility. Therefore, the state police, these non-pclicc organi- 
zations were simply not particularly relevant or significant operating 
groups. As a result, the state police did not perceive the ;.it. Ilorris 
firemen as a possible source of valuable information (to check their 
own assumptions), nor the Red Cross as a major operating a:cccy for 
whom field information was especially relevant. 
cocspicnocs in the perspectives of the police and was not identii'ied 
as a comunications "partner" with whom information might be shared. 

Neither group was 

3 

But what was done about a cocprehensive field survey after the 
establishment of the official authority system and the corxand post? 
There is no indication in our data that the responsible overall a u h x -  
Fties initiatad any purposive survey work at any tine. The class as- 
sault contic.:cd, and information vhich presented itself bras used, 
but there was no attempt to do a straight survey. This contains a 
striking parallel to the orientation of the Vorcester Civi.1 Dzfense. 
The lack of knowledge was not felt as a problsrn so long as thcrc vere 
outlets for action. Action was talczn on discrete problems that were 
not related to a total situation defined by objective infornation. 

The present research uncoverd only three instances of any pur- 
posive survey by anybody. The first case involvs-d one of thc volunteer 
fire departments vhich reputedly surveyed a limited portion of tha 
field in which they were working. This information, however, was not 
assimilated into the leadership system, perhaps because the surv..-jr 
was conducted baforc the cormand post vas established. !le have no 
details - lit the survey itself. 
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The second case involved the Red Cross. The chapter chairman re- 
quired an estimate of the damage and casualties in order to plan for the 
volume of relief needs which might be expected. He visited the field 
himself, but could not get or make an estimate because nobody knew how 
far the damage extended. Other sources of information were equally un- 
satisfactory. The chairman complained: 

Figures OU deaths, injuries, the number of homeless 
and so forth were coming in from everywhere, from the 
Sheriff, the police, the hospitals, and even another town. 
All of these were overlapping and unreliable. 
get a really accurate estimate of what relief needs might be. 

You couldn't 

On his return to the chapter headquarters, he sent a mobile PAM radio 
operator into the field to relay any information on the number of homes 
and people affected. But information from the field proved unstable 
and shifted during the night. The chairman claimed: 

Anytime anybody went out, he came to what he con- 
sidered to be the end of the storm area--and later we 
heard that it was not. 

In frustration, the chairman finally had the HAM radio operator begin 
a personal survey of the disaster area on foot and report his results 
periodically. The chairman regarded this a8 an unsatisfactory ex- 
pedient, but he. saw no alternative. He fitted this information with 
,that coming in from other sources and from Red Cross field workers who 
-returned to headquarters, 
gf the disaster, mainly from people who had been in previously unre- 
ported sections, but he never felt confident in his working information. 

The third instance of survey concerned the areas to the west and to 

He slowly built up some idea about the scope 

the east of Beecher. 
had come out of them. 
police officer: 

Nobody had gone into these districts and no reports 
The implications were put succinctly by a Flint 

What is necessary is a central command post and one 
other headquarters. As it was, everybody was working like 
mad, but there was just no damn organization. Nobody did 
anything about the-area east of Dort Highway, and if they 
needed help Lthergl, it would have been just too bad. 

About two and a half hours after the tornado, somebody decided to in- 
vestigate. A Flint police sergeant approaching the stricken zone along 
Dort Highway saw that damage and debris continued east beyond Beecher. 
Notifying Flint police hadequarters of his intention, he worked his way 
eastward along a clogged road, but broke off after 300 yards and returned. 

Two hours later, he decided to pursue the matter further. Taking sev- 
eral men, he spent two hours working eastward, across the Flint River and 
into the adjoining county. The tornado, he learned, had continued with 
little interruption on an easterly course and caused considerable property 
damage and some personal injury, but fortunately there were not many severe 
casualties. 
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He worked his way well into this section of the devastation about 
fz eight houre aftzr the tornado, and survivors there told hin that n 

outside help of ~?ny kind had reachcd then until two hours 2arlicr. 
In other words, iE there had bezn a severe casualty toll, the injured' 
might have xJaitzralmost six hours before any outside h d p  arrivad. 

Vhen the sergeant reached the office of a local law anforczmcnt 
official shortly afterwards, he rcported: 

I found the son of a bitch sitting there with 
his fEet up on the desk. I aslicd him what the hell 
he vas sitting there for instead of helping some Of 
the people who got hit. 
torndo (Ii2n' t -lo anything in his county! 

And the bastard says the 

Apparently, this official had not conducted a survey either, and the 
angry sergeant informed liin in considerable detail the placns where 
help was nczded. 

Thzt thc actual needs were not great in the castcrn arnas ~7as 
strictly adventitious. But the authorities in the field did not know 
this, nor the situation in the vestern sections of the tornado's course. 
If the limits of their responsibility were fixed by the course of the 
tornado rather than by administrative boundaries, these areas had a 
legitimate claim on their attention and help. 
sergeant in charge of the local statc police post, there vas too much 
dependence up?n tpo few random field reports for a picture of the 
disastar. He Zcclared, "Our biggest single mistake was that we should 
have had a team in to do a survey." 

gation of responsbillty and formal authority does not necmsarily as- 
sure the effective exercise of leadership. 

But, according to the 

The significance of the suzvey problem is that the officfal dcle- 

To this point, we have seen how the amorphous early stage of the 
disaster was followed by the establishment of an official authority 
system as a means of assuring leadership and integration. This fomal 
disaster system, however, proved rather abortive, and the mass assault 
and independent operation of the early phase persisted. Thzre vas 
significantly less strat2gic leadership in Flint than in the other 
three towns. 

The general inhibition on conprehensive leadership, hoFJever, does 
not mean that therc was no speciallzation or differentiation of roles. 
The greatest specialization pertained to the sstablishncnt of a t m -  
porary oorguc, the collection of pzrsonal property, and the devclop- 
ment of a pas3 system. 

formal operating blocs emerged which loosely corresponded to a divisLon 
of power in the system. 

2 The least n,fEcctive use of specialists marked 
Q activities with which police were unEaniliar. Further, c5rtai.n in- 

We will rcviev these problem brier'ly. 

The general discussion which brouzht the Detroit polic? into Flint 
covered plans for an emergency oorguz in the Xational Guard Amory. 
The militia, the statz police, and the Flint police a11 contributed 
personnel., and the Jetroit police provided clerical help and various 
spscialists from the homicide burem, including photcgraphars 2nd 
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identification men. 
however unpleasant, work decfsions could be m d e  on cbjcctivc grounds. 
From all rqorts, the norgue war; handled efficiently and smoothly, 
and the groups trorkzd together with no difficulty. 

The problercs to b? handled were only too clear,.n.nd, 

S 

Aside from the morgue, statc police and National Guard detail; 
were assigned to the collection of personal property which the storm 
had scattered. 
towns studied for the safeguard oE property. Teams of men Catkrcd 
personal items together in the unzinished factory at one end of the 
stricken zone and identified them when it vas possible. This m 3  2 
problem part€cularly with household appliances, furnishings and othct 
standardizzd goods. As one news story indicated two days after the 
disaster : 

This reflects the dczp and abiding concern in all the 

How things like a bathtub or sink can be latgr 
identified is still a problem that nust be solved. 

iIost itcus are listed as "owner unknown." 

But they m r e  asseubled where they could be claimed. 

The concern about looting may have been well founded in Flint, 
despite public reassurances that reports of looting had been grossly 
exaggerated. The commander of the local state police post claimed, 
"There was plenty of it going on." 
team said: 

The fireman in charge of a rescue 

?le would come over s m e  ground the first time and 

Then we would come back again on the way back 
there would be purses and wallets lying around on the 
ground. 
over-the same ground and they i~ould be gone. Somebody . - -  /had/ picked thsm up. 

Looters ~ ~ e r e  seldom apprehended, and even less often brought to law. 
"iey tended to be dealt with privatcly. 
volunteer : 

According to one private 

[le found one guy with sticky fingers picking up 
stuff that didn't belong to him. /G.: What did you do27 
We got him off to one side and beat the hell out of him. 
/Q.: Hell, no1 
Their hands would be tied and ha'd go to court and 
oaybe get off easy with a smart lcwyer. We weren't 
messing around. We just handled It ourselves. * 

Did you turn him over to the cops?7 - - 

The protection of property during the rescue stage must alrcost 
inevitably be loose at best. But in all the towns the police concen- 
trated on this as early as possible. In Beecher, the property still 
in the field after the rescue period was fairly effectively recovered 
by the police team's. 

Finally, the field authorities instituted a pass systerl which 
was arranged at the local state poLice post during the night and put 
into operation the mor .ng after the tornado. Passes were issued from 
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the post and represented the first attempt to control access to the 
field. 

The police Leadership handlad the morgue, property collection, and 
passes more effectively than any other processes. 
such functions, organized them well, and efficiently used available 
specialists. This was partly because these activitigs were not as 
urgent matters as other problems or" the rescue period. 
also successful because the work problems involved a combination of 
two factors: (1) Clear procedures which were familiar to the police; 
and (2) specific tasks which could be isolated and handled independent- 
ly of other disaster activities. All three functions contained both 
characteristics. However, familiarity alone was not enough. Some 
problems which were equally familiar to the police, such as traffic 
control (notably in connection with Burley Hospital), were not handled 
so rationally or successfuly. 

They were alert to 

9ut they were 

Traffic control could not be isolated 
1 from other disaster work. 

Similarly, even after the worst of the rescue period, specialized 
activities which were unfamiliar to the polica were not dealt with 
effectively, regardless whether they were isolable or nonitsolable func 
tions. 
cialized serviceswhich were outside routine police experience. 
cases involve a group of private construction contractors and the 
Civil Air Patrol, and we will examine these now. 

This is seen in two case studies of the exploitation of spe- 
The 

Heavy construction equipment appeared in the field in such volume 
that it soon became a problem. One of the largest contractors in Flint 
undertook to organize the resources of several big prfvat? companies. 
They accepted his leadership and he became their spokesman. His office 
functioned as an informal rear headquarters, and radio ancouncements 
referred owners of construction equipment to his company for informa- 
tion and direction about disaster assistance. The contractor's own 
equipment had two-way radio and, within half an hour after the tornado, 
he had a radio-equipped car in operation as a "field station." 
he set up a working organization and offered its services to the 
County Road Comission and to the Flint police. 

Thus, 

In the early stages, the contractor worked under the Road Comnis-' 
sioner, assigning bulldozers to the clearance of roads which the-con- 
missioner selected. 
but thereafter became virtually useless. In the rescue and saarch, 
cranes and clambuckets were invaluable for handling debris and large 
objects off the roads. Localized darilage, which varied according to 
the tornado's effzcts, determined where this equLpment was needed. 
For example, there might be easy entry to the cellar of one house, 
while access to the one next door night have required a crane for the 
safe, quick removal of a collapsed wall or an obstructing garage roof. 

The "spot" need for such equipment was great, but pinpointing 
the spots rlemandgd the flow of inforxation and requests to a field 
headquarters. 
basis on which to dispatch equipment. 
lem was to scatter the equipment throughout the area on a roving basis 
because the n r 4 s  were apparently randomly distributed. 

These machines were excellent for this purpose, 

Since this comzunication was spotty, there was little 
One attempt to neet the prob- 

Iizanwhilc, 
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heavy equipment from other private suppliers continued to enter the 
field steadily. 
headquarters. 

Some roamed the area whfle oth-rsreported to disaster 
Cne supplier of authonobile wrecking trucks stated: 

Cur wreckers reported to the state police and were 
not s m t  to any particular station or area or given any 
assignment. 
area. 

They mainly wandered through the general 

This only added to the congestion, but no steps were taken to stop 
Q the flow of heavy equipment into the field. 

The distribution of the machinery of both the "independents" and 
It was cassive and pon- the major contractors proved unsatisfactory. 

derous. Idhere it was not needed, it got in the way. Sometimes vhen 
a machine was not needed at the nonent, the operator came down to 
help with some manual work and left the machine alone. He night 
return to find it gone--"lost." TJn_ll meaning, but inexperienced 
people occasionally moved these Fachines out of the way, or tried to 
use them and left them somewhere else--thereby removing them from 
possible radio control. The use of conatruction equipment by i--is:?sri- 
c n c d  pcoph created =any problem. 
imporperly, sometimes putting them out of cotrmission and usually failing 
to do the job. They were a menace to victims and workers alike. In 
the hands of an inexperienced person, especially in the dark, a bull- 
dozer could hecome a lethal weapon. 

They often operatsil ths rackises 

Furthermore, the head contractor found that, quite apart from 
congestion and inexperienced operators, the inefficient use of equip- 
ment only delayed operations. Unless rescue and search parties within 
8 single block were coordinated, there would be no single wholesale 
clearance of obstructions, but bulldozers would sirrply push the sarie 
pile of debris back and forth all night long at the behest of 6uc- 
cessive squads of workers. 

After the rescue and search phases and the most pressfn, 0 rot; 
clearance, the Road Commissioner 17as reluctant to allow any additional 
work because he felt that he lacked the necessary authority. The con- 
tractor turned to disaster headquarters for d2finite work assignmenta, 
but in vain. 
nor the cornnand post would give hirz jobs or even permit him to so 
ahead on his own initiative. 

Ey the end of the first night, neither the Comcissioner 

Cn the day after the tornado, these frustrations led the cajor 
contractors to go out "on strike." They thraatened to withdraw their 
equipment and men unless some central authority would outline a policy 
which would enable then to proceed with the necessary work. They were 
willing either to accept direction or to take the initiative for the 
work they could do. 
neither, and they actually withdrew some equipment from the field. 

But they balked at a situation which gavi them 

Headquarters finally decided to put the head contractor in charge. 
H8 %hereupon organized an operating plan, a general work scheditlci, an 
equipment pool with a central assignment system, a work-flov chzck, 
etc. Equipment 25ich reported to the fi=lc! was rcferred to him and he 
kept it in the 7 1  until there was an assignment for it. 
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This setup, however, provided only a formal rationalization of 
work procedure. 
or to define the work which was to be undertaken. This lay outside ' 

their hands. 
after the second day. 
handled systematically; spot jobs came along piecemeal and haphazardly. 
The contractors had a clear idea of what was necessary and how best 
to handle it. But they never had a clear picture of what those in 
charge wanted done. 
who were accustomed to deal with such problems systematically and 
efficiently. 

The contractors m r e  not allowed to "establish policy'.' 

The contractor clained that considerable work did go on 
But general clearance and cleanup were not 

This was particularly exasperating to specialists 

After several days of chafing under the authorities' indecision, 
the contractors simply quit. 
and voluntary services. Their further work was available strictly on 
a corrmercial basis. They protested against the anorphous leadership 
which left them to execute a "con-existent" policy &hen one could 
easily have been fornulated. On the Civil Defense qufstionnaFr2, the 
chief contractor reccmmended: 

They withdrew their equipment; personnel, 

Contractors and construction workers must be orga- 
nized m l e r  one head (a contractor), and the goverment 
authorities give theill orders on what they want done and 
leave the methods used up to the contractors. 

This represents the perspective of an expert without policy-making 
powers, tut not yet reduced to the role of a sheer technician. 

This situation illustrates how authorities failed to exploit 
technical skills with which they were unfamiliar, but which, after 
the rescue period, could have been separated from other activities 
and organized independently. 

The orientation of the authorities to the Civfl Air Patrol was 
even more apathetic, if not negative. It will be recalled that early 
in the rescue stage in Holden, the state police specifically alerted 
the CAP to stand by on call. But this organization had a completely 
different reception in Flint. The CAP'S responee to the Civil Defense 
inquiry covers the situation from its point of view: 

Cur first intimation of the disaster vas by couaner- 
cia1 radio station broadcasts throughout the state.,.. 

At no tine were we requested to send personnel or 
equipment to assist by any agency. On the contrary, the 
Detroit Red Cross headquartcrs informed us by phone, at 
our request, that everything t7as under control and that 
ne definitely were not needed and a radio message Eur- 
portedly from Lthe state director of Civil 3efensg/ was 
received by.the Lansing Group that CAP was not to move 
in unless called ireceived approximately lfive hours 
after the tornado/). CAP Wrng Headqu_arterst efforts to 
contact GCD by land line /talshone/ ... were Enavailing 
until late in the afternoon /of the next day/ .... - 
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The agency nonetheless felt that it could provide valuable flight 
- services. Accordingly, it pressed its offer of help to on3 agency 

after another without being acceptad: 
i: 

Flint Group Comxanding Cfficer first reported to 
Sheriff's office, later to National Guard Headquarters, 
CCD Headquarters and state police. CAP people lfron 
120 miles away/ arrived with eight nurses and called 
the Red Cross Headquarters from Flint outskirts for 
directions. They were told the nurses were not needed. 
They called Hurley Hospital and were told to bring in 
the eight nurses--that they could use eighty nurses 
additional. 

Cn the day after the tornado, the CAP finally decided to ' k r a k  
the door down" and entered the field notwithstanding. Its equlpcznt 
included 30 aircraft, a dozen assorted vehicles (including bus, jsep, 
and ambulances), several dozen radios, seven power generators, 16 
tents, and sundry miscellany such as floodlights and a public adjrzss 
system. In addition to the nurses, the CAP furnished w e r  300 person- 
nel. While much of the equipment and skilled personnel kay have been 
superfluous after the rescue period, the organization did have sub- 
stantial resources at its disposal which might have been of valuable 
service during, the rescue stage. In terns of specalized resources, 
the CAP was conparable to other m j o r  agencies. 
pointed out: 

The organization 

Civtl Air Patrol could have furnished nearly nino- 
tines the personnel and at least five rimes the equip- 
ment which we dLd furnish and one day sooner than we 
did, had the request been made and the mis-information 
given us restrained. 

In line with its specialized function, the CAP reports it f l w  
70 sorties (individual flights) on damage surveys, had flovm in m e r -  
gency equipcect ancf supplies, and ~ ~ . o x m  various agency personnzl 
and journalists on inspection flights over the area. Although the 
CAP was not the only agency capablz of furnishing flight s?-rv€ce 
(the state police, National Guard, and others also had planes), it 
was clearly - the aviation organization. 

The CAP report concludes: 

Thz h i t  C.O.'s of CAP throughout the state all 
have coriixnentsd that "no one callsd upon us, no one 
wanted us to tome, but when 172 zot there we found the 
need to bc great and our assistance was welcomed with 
open arms by those agencies vhich lcnew what they were 
doing.. . . I' 

In the...tornado area /'?n the southern part of . 

iiichtgasi, the CD area head-in?orrnad the local CAP sqdn, 
C.O. that our services were not required. In spite of 
thts, two danags survey flights were made and the data 
secured turned over t CD who were glad to get it.... 
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A s  in the case of the contractors, the authorities in Flint 
apparently had no clear idea of how to exploit the services and 
resources of the CAP lnost effectively and were not positively oriented 
to the group. Their attitudes later became definitely negative be- 
cause of the alleged amorous proclivities of s0c.e youthful PAP per- 
sonnel--but this in no way illuminates the authorities’ original dis- 
regard of the CAP, despite the significant resmrces at the group’s 
disposal. 

The experiences of the contractors and the CAP indicate that even 
when specialized functions could be separated from other disaster 
activities, the police leadership was unable to exploft unfamiliar 
services as effectively as those which could be related to police work, 

Beyond the spscialized functions, a formal and inforrnal differen- 
The state police in charge of tiatLon of authority groups took place. 

the fieldwere backed by a “board of directors,” consisting of the 
Governor, the state director of Civil Defense, and the state police 
corrmissioner. Acting together and separately, sometimes on the basis 
of field information, sometimes without it, members of this group 
were involved in the conferences which brought the DetroLt police 
into the field, medical personnel from the university hospital in 
Ann Arbor, Civil Defense radio equipment from Detroit, the emergency 
hospital into dov~ntown Flint, and other decisions. These were not 
necessarily rade in collaboration with the field authorities. 

A local disaster committee was also formed in Beecher on the 
day after the tornado. 
of various operating agencies, the committee met daily to deal with 
varlous disaster problems. It was less concerned with short-run 
details of the field situation than with raising emergency relief 
funds under various governmental programs. The cornlittee approved 
proposed field activities for each day, and left the details to the 
state police field commander. 
action, but the cleanup of the area porceeded casually and ucsysterr- 
ntically. 
control was less drastic or abrupt.than in hhe other three tcmo. *The 
police rerained in power but did not push a vigorous prograc;. 

Composed of county officials and the heads 

Hz had almost complete freedom of 

In Beecher,the post-rescue transition from police to civilian 

Aside from the forrsl authority groups, several informal blocs 
developed. The first and strongest of these was the polico cluster 
of the state police, the Flint police, the National Guard, and some 
private plant-protzction police from local industry. Iiany or‘ the plant- 
protection department phoned the local post of tho, state police in 
the hope of finding him there or gztting information on his vheroabouts. 
The plant personnel entered the disaster area almost as quasi-public 
police and collaborated with their public colleagues. 

Tho police in thFs public saEety network were positively oriented 
2to one another--although this dogs not imply that their operations were 
closely coordlnated. They worked Zairly independently, and their con- 
tacts were fairly casual and unplanned. The texture of their relations 
was harrr.onious and cooperative; th?y viewed one another without antag- 
onism or in3ifierence; they saw zach other as potential sharzrs of in- 
fornation an ’ as partners when nut21 assistance was necessary. Yithin 
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each other. 

The public safety network was distinguished by two characteris- 
tics: (1) It was built around a core of local people, and this had 
several effects: (a) It blurred the distinction between local and 
outside groups. The outside state police and dlitia had sorm bri,%e 
to focal people through their Flint units. So the nucleus of local 
affiliates helped to promote solidarity in the public safety netmrk. 
(b) The local people were familiar with the district and the location 
of resources, and they could furnish the outsiders with quick: inforna- 

2 tion or orientation thrcugh the network. For this reason, the sergeant 
in charge of the local state police post worked as an aide of the state 
police commander. Actually, the local people tended to be scneuhat 
more oriented to one another than to the outside members of the nztwork. 
Thus, they turned to the sergeant or' the local state police post b=fore 
turning to the Lansing captain. 
greater proninence of familiar over strange figures. 

3 

This was less a preference than the 

At the same tine, (2) the soltclarity of the doninant police bloc 
was complemented by an informal exclusiveness. Just as Sone groups 
were "in," others were as conspicucusly "out." This included an ar- 
ray of police and non-police groups, technical specialists and non- 
specialists, political and non-political officials, and local and 
outside people. Asile from such "civilian" agencies as th? R?d Cross, 
the CAP, and the private contractors, some prominent public author- 
ities were excluded. Among the more important were the.Detroit po- 
lkz, the county Sheriff, the Flint fire Jepartment, and Flint's top 
political officials -- the mayor and city manager. The case of the 
Detroit police has already been reviewed, and we can now examine some 
of the other relationships. 

his office playsd an insignificant role in the disaster. 
matter of consensus among all disaster participants, newspaper r3portS 
to the contrary notwithstanding. The Red Cross Chapterchaircan stated, 
"The sheriff t7as useless. He was a non-entity in this." The Assistant 
Sheriff hinself flatly described thz staff's role as "negligibls." 
Although the Sheriff had a representative in the cormand post and a 
few men in the field from time to time, this was largely a token ges- 
ture of participation. Calls to ths SheriffJs office about the disas- 
ter were refzrrzd to the National Guard. Cn the whole, the Shzriff's 
role was one of abstention. 

The Sheriff was not only outside the public safety neteork, but 
This was a 

Sevzral factors contributed to this linitzd participation. First, 
the Sheriff hinself was cortally ill in the hospital when ths tornado 
struck. The organization had only provisional, tentative laadsrship 
whose authority was not definitivs and secure. SpconC1, the Shzriff * s  
staff was small, barely totalling two dozen Ken. It could not begin 
to cocparo, Ln sfze or facilities with the major police sroups, Zach of 
which furnished disaster personnel running into three figures. Tfi? 
Sheriff's staff ti2s clearly incapabl: of handling such an exrEency 
without a grzat d%al of help--althouzh this does not account for its 
limited participation asid2 from its leaiership capacity. 
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This was largely a function of a third factor, the relations 
The tornado struck between the Sheriff and the local state police. 

Beecher in Genessee County. Ther?, vas friction and a long-standing .' 
rivalry betwem then about jurisdiction in the county. 
dispute had never been settled, and a deep, competitive antagonism 
separated the two organizations. 

This chronic 

Cne state policeman claimed: 

Some police agencies--especially the Sheriff's 
departnent--are envious of the state police. 
that tic infringe on their territory. They are not 
willing to submit to our authortty at any tine. 

They feel 

Inasmuch as the state police were active from the outset of the disaster 
in territory where the sheriff claiced jurisdiction, this simply re- 
opened an old wound. 
in charge, this rubbed salt into the wound and conceivably threatsned 
to settle the juria3icitonal dispute penranently. In any case, the 
Sheriff's staff playPd only a tok?n role. 

When the Governor officially put the state police 

- AnothPr figure outside the informal bloc of police agencin-s uas 
He had no regular contact with any organization the niayor of Flint. 

and he was not actively connected with field operations. 
largely an independent role, shappd mainly by his symbolic position 
as Flint's highest public official. 
litical officials conmonly showed him official courtesy. 
this meant that vhen anybody decided to open emergency facilities with- 
in Flint proper, the nayor was customarily informed. 
the higher level decisions about the emergency norgue, the Auditoriun 
hospital, and the importation of D5troit personnel, Lansing officials 
first cleared with ths mayor before actually going ahead with these 
projects. ThLs reflected political courtesy a8 nuch as legal nzcxsity. 
As subordinates of the Liayot, the 71int pollce would probably have 
informed hiu of such impending decisions, but it is doubthl that the 
state police or National Guard rrould necessarily have felt tha sane 
obligation. 

..=;' His 

Groups in Flint and outside PO- 
In practice, 

Similarly, in 

In general, non-Flint agencies and non-politicians felt no obli- 
gation to consult the nayor about operations outside Flint. 
groups had no special respect for the nayor. 
flection of the lack of esteem which police counonly had €or non-police 
in general and for political of€icials in particular. Excspt for the 
token extensions of official courtesy, the mayor was a solitary figure 
whom the public safety bloc ignored. 

Police 
This perhaps was a re- 

Two other Flint officials, the city managsr and the fire chief, 

The isolation of the fire chief from the polic? con- 
were similarly excluded, but they tended to crystallize as one ninor, 
informal axis. 
trasted with the pattern in Worccater. It was based on the relatively 
small role of the Flint fire departliicat in the field which rzsultcd 
fron a conscious decision by the chief. The volunteer fire depart- 
ments from the mutual-aid association were all in the field and they 
extinguished the two ninor fires that developed. 
icant 
fire equipment in order to minimize the congestion. 
first-aid and rescuc squads (with auxiliary firenen). into the disaster 

There were no signif- 
fire problzus and the Flint chizf purposely withheld the bulky 

He sent only the 
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area. 
of operations. 

Ekc2pt Eor these teams the fire department was not in the thick 

The police regarded the fire ilcpartment as a virtual non-participant 
and expressed this estinatc aptly. The fire departrent hai no independ- 
ent radio systm, but it u s d  the Flint police Jepartnent's radio 
facilities, vorking through the polic-. ccntrol station. Durins the 
disaster, the police nade alnost no radio tine available to the fire 
department and thereby restricted the contact between the fir? head- 
quarters and its men in the field. 

The r'ire department was not a ncn-participant because of r2luctance 
or policy. Indeed, it wishzd to contribute to the disaster effort. 
Ilen in the department had s0r.e id=as about establishing a scrzaning 
and aid station at the fire house near thz disaster zone and wanted to 
help in various support operations. aut their €solation and lack of 
cormunication created difficulties. 

At the same tine, the city r-anaz?r found himself ignorzd zven 
xore than the L:ayor, and he, too, iront3d to assist €n the disaster. 
Both the city canager and the fire chief were directors in the Flint 
Civil 9efznse and had good personal and working relations with each 
other. In thzir conmon isolation, they started to consult together. 
Both men were Civil Defense officials, but this ray have been incidental 
to their alliance. 
mainly the establishment of the screzning first-aid station in thn fire 
stations near the disaster area. This informal axis of cooperation was 
the second to devclop in Flint, and a rather weak one it vas. 

A liaison developed that resulted in several actions, 

Gf the informal authority groups, only the dominant police bloc 
had any v€able power in the field. 
rsstrictions as were Flint's municipal officials. 
had absolutely no jurisdiction or lesa1 status in Beechcr, they k n m  
it, and they weresensitive to it. 
field was limitzd. 
free of cross-pressures between human needs and legal limits. Thus, 
the Flint or'ficials' decisions about Bo-zcher proper were restrkted. 

They were not hampered by legal 
These pujlic ofzicials 

Their potential authority in the 
During the r s c u c  operation the police were rdatively 

Beecher's lack of local authorities, the pseudolocal authority 
conferred on thz state police, and the ambiguous jurisdiction 
Flir't officials all contributed to tile equivocal authority situation a 
during the Kescure period. In th. clukllcd relations arnong political 
officials an3 police, both in thc ZLal? and outside, several chzr-ac- 
teristics app?-arc:! during this t h e .  Anong tho- political or'ficir?l;, 
the OutsiJers acknowlelgeJ that Flint officials had local "intz:nts" 
and, to this extmt, rights of consultation on some m j o r  dzcisions. 
B3twcen polfxe and political officials, police subordinates d-.ferrd 
to their official superiors, howevn,r reluctantly at ti-es. 
police recognized no "local" political authority and nade no obeisence 
to political ofr'icials who were not their direct superiors. 
all police groups, whether local or outside, acknowledged the official 
authority of th2 state police. 
major police zroups tended to function as indzpendent equals. 
this structure, the informal blocs crystallized along lings of clzavage 
and internal solidaric-* 

of 

But th3 

Finally, 

In actual operations, howevn-r, thz 
Tlithin 
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It is apparent that the disaster ushered in a highly chaotic, amor- 
phous period which was followed by the establishment of a formal author- 
ity system. This was a commitment to order and to the overall organiza- 
tion of operations. Yet under this formal system, the early mass assult 
and independent operation persisted without appreciable change or inte- 
gration -- and did not achieve the level of organization in the other 
towns studied. There was some differentiation of activities which were 
familiar to police and could be isolated from other disaster work. These 
were carried out with facility, and specialists were successfully em- 
ployed in these services. Specialties which were unfamiliar to police 
were not successfully organized, even when they could be divorced from 
other disaster activities. The differences reflected not only police 
experience, but also their orientation to these functions and to the 
experts. This mode of differentiation and the lack of overall survey 
indicate the leaders' limited approach to strategic organizaticn. 

This constitutes the major problem for analysis in the Flint disas- 
ter. The Governor established a formal system of power and legitimate 
authority. Yet there seemed to be a significant inhibition of overall 
leadership. How can we account for this restriction of leadership in the 
system? One hypothesis might question the leadership capacity of the 
state police carmander. Some informants thought the captain was in- 
decisive, Irresolute and restrained. They regarded this as a sign of 
personal weakness under stress. But this hypothesis must definitely be 
rejected. The captain had a long, successful service record with no 
history of personal failure, either in command position8 or under stress. 
We may confidently assume that he gave decisive leadership to subordf- 
nates in his normal work. Furthermore, he had active experience with a 
smaller tornado which hit another town less than a month earller. 

Other informants sensed something beyond sheer personal failure 
in his approach to porblems. One observed: 

He seemed to be awfully careful about offending 
anybody or stepping on their toes. He didn't want to 
give the impression of pushing the other guys around. 
When he gave orders, it didn't sound like someone giving 
comands. 
to hurt anyone's feelings. 

I guess he's just a nice guy and didn't want 

Clearly, however, there was far more to this than a commanding lion 
$mplauelbly turning into a meek lamb. This was not the case. A more 
fitting explanation lies in latent strains among the various police 
groups. These arose from the sharp differences between the normal 
authority situation of the police and their disaster situation. 

In the normal, Ideal-type police context: (1) The police author- 
ities are responsible for maintaining order and control. (2) Their 
jurisd ction covers a definitive, clear-cut territory with sharp bound- 
aries,' (3) Within this territory, police authority is a monopoly; 
jurisdiction is exclusive and not shared with other police. (4) Police 
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respect each other's territorial integrity; no group normally izzringes 
upon the jurisdiction of another, nor is transgressed upon. (5) Con- 
sequently, no police force ever comes to dominate or be controlled by 
other police groups unless jurisdiction is absolutely clear and orders 
hierarchical relationships; each normally doninates only non-polic? 
and is subordinate only to political superiors. (6) Further, there 
is an implicit assumption that police can control any disorder that 
might normally arise. (7) Special emergencies which are too big or 
complex for the local police force are met by specific institutional- 
ized provisions, such as the declaration of martial lat.z, the inter- 
vention of the FBI or other agencies, etc, These ernerzency provisions 
specifically modify n o m a 1  police powers and responsibilities and tem- 
porarily alter the relations between police groups. Thus, the normal 
Police agency operates in a highly institutionalized situation. The 
assumptions and conditions governing its role are well worked out, and 
they are built into the system as a set of norms. 

In the tornado situation, almost all these norms vere ccmplrtely 
disrupted. There was an abnormal kind of disorder and control ProLLem; 
there was no Local authority to represent the community; there I:=S .IO 
definite territorial jurisdiction; no agency had a nEtura1 claim to a 
monopoly of authority; various agencies entered the area freely; one 
police group vas specifically empcwered to dominate other police; the 
magnitude of the disorder vas clearly beyond the capacity of any single 
group; none of the common institutionalized mechanisms to cope with 
extreme emergencies was invoked. 

Thus, the disaster completely unstructured the normal role relation- 
ships among police. 
dinate-subordinate positions on "alien" ground in a mannez which violated 
all their norms. The conventional territorial basis of legitimate 
claims to superior authority was lacking Consequently, the relation- 
ships between police were a potential source of severe strain. 

The formal system placed them in unu3ual superor- 

Under these circumstances, several modes of adjustment were possible. 
Basically, (I) the normal cirterfa governing police relations may be 
waived during the emergency, or (2) these normal criteria may persist. 
These patterns have different implications for operations. 
criteria continue to govern police relations, th2 potential strains 
can be controlled by independent functioning, little integration of 
operations, and inhibited leadership. If normal criteria are waived, 
different groups can be zssinilated as elenents of an overall system. 
We might then expect to find a voluntary acceptance of the official 
system, efforts to cormunicate freely, a restriction on indeaendent 
functioning, pressures tovard coordination, and fairly decisive leader- 
ship. How can our data discriminate the norms which prevafled? 

I€ noma1 

We must first ask whether the police in Flint were in fact p-r_ez_a_rea 
to vaive normzl critcrfa and to collsborate in an int5Zratcd system. 
If so, inhibited leadership ilou1d account ior thc limited integraticn 
of operacions, In cther vords, rlere there the mcessery f d l s ~ 7 - e ~  ccn- 
ditions, but not t1-1.- cecesszry j a d z r s h i p  ccnditions? 'iere the follot,ers 
re& to coordinzted and the leaders unTii?linz to coordindte? This 
possibility nust be rzjcctcd on tY-0 ,,rounds. First, sone pclici grcups, 
notably the Sheriff cnd the Detroit police, never shor7ed a ?ositive ori- 
entation to eke Bystem. n d ,  the patterns of independent fUnCtfOning 

J-J- 
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were well establis:-,ed before the authority system was set up and 
they continued without interruption or expectant hesitation. There 
is no evidence that the independent yolice groups shifted their orien- 
tation or their comnunication patterns to the system or that they looked 
expectantly for lsadccship or direction, or that they hesitated even 
momentarily in order to see how the overoll leaders night try to co- 
ordinate the separate operations. 

IJe can reverse the question and ask :ihcther the authorities aJternpted 
to furnish strategic leadership and were rg-ci-t-ecl. by the other police 
groups. In other words', were there the necessary Jla_dcIrship conditions, 
but not the necessary follower conditions? Vere the leaders ready to 
coordinate and the followers unwilling to be coordinated? This possi- 
bility must likewise be rejected. 
took a stratezic approach, even when this did not depend on the coopera- 
tion of other police. The omission of a survey would alone confirm 
this. A strategic survey could have been made by several small t e a m  
from one organization. Balking followers would not have prevented 
thio focal leadership decision. 

There vas no evidence that the Leaders 

Thus, leaders and followers both seemed to have the-same orienta- 
tion to integration. This implies that, like others, all the police 
structured the crisis in the most familiar possible terms. None of 
the police brought E norms to their definition of disaster roles. 

This was even reflected in those operational judgaents where normal 
operating criteria prevailed. For example, the police dealt smoothly 
with specialized functions which they understood. But they shoved little 
perspective in handling unfamiliar specialties which might have been 
effectively organized, for example, in the failure to delegate power 
to the contractors, Second, where legal issues were not involved, the 
police usually made independent decisions without consulting available 
experts who were often directly concerned in the decision. 
to relieve hospital congestion were typical. Hurley Hospital authori- . 

ties were not consulted about opening the emerzency hospital in Flint 
or various aid stations; the police did not explore possible means of 
shifting patients (such as organizing the necessary transportation to 
nove casualties selected by the hospital). Further, the police largely 
ignored political officials who were not their direct superiors. These 
observations are not critical, but simply illustrate the conventional 
norms which dominated operational decisions. 

The attempts 

Other evidence also shows that conventional police n o m s  prevailed. 
The police groups took each other as their major points of reference, 
but ignored others. 
ian" groups as salient, but generally regarded them as of secondary 
importance. This vas exemplified in attitudes toward the CAP and the 
contractors; the relation of the state police to the ik. ilorris fire 
department and the Red Cross in regard to the drive-in theater; the 
limited amount of radio time which the Flint police radio control ten- 
ter made available to the fire department; the by-passing of medical 

We have seen how the police did not perceive "civil- 

2 authorities; and so on. 
c? 

ilhile the police viewed these groups "neutrally, i' political offi- 
cials were more emotionally-tinLed symbols. The police expressed their 
nost negative sentiments about political figures, such as one police 
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chief's disparsgement of the Flint mayor. 
ical figures tended to be limited. 

But the contact with polit- 

flore direct evidence of the salience of police for each 0th- or was 
the non-participation of the Sheriff's staff, the withdrawal of the 
Detroit police, and the crystallization of the public safety bloc. 
Second, the police vere aware of the general problems of their re- 
lations to one another. This reflected in the state police contention 
that the Sheriff refused to submit to state police authority and the 
mutual avoidance of the Detroit police and those in the police bloc. 
Finally, within the framework of independent functioning, rbe police 
groups voluntarily interected more with each other than with non-police 
groups. Also, outside police volunteered their help to other police 
more than to officials (the Detroit chief formally contacted the Flint 
police, the Genessee County Sheriff, and the Sheriff in the adjoining 
county; the sheriff's association offered help to the Sheriff; special- 
ized police enterprises such as the morgue were jointly conducted; etc.). 
Thus, the data indicate that police were particularly aware of one another 
in both positive and negative terms, that they tiere conspicuous points 
of reference for each other, and that their relations were governed by 
conventional standards rather than special emergency noriris. 

Underlying the inhibition of leadership, then, was the failure to 
waive normal authority criteria in the police relationships. 
clear from the three Massachusetts towns that this adjustment is by no 
means inevitable. 
account for the failure to invoke new norms? 

It is 

But when it does occur in disaster, what factors 

The disaster occurred in an authority vacuum. Beecher ~ 7 . m  not 
the sphere of exclusive jurisdiction of any police group. 
no "home ground," no local "host" organization, no "natural" authority 
inherent in the case.' Thusi from the legal standpoint the 
police were literally outsiders, although at least four ~;roups might 
have claimed quasi-local status (the Sheriff, the state police, the 
National Guard, and the Flint police). But insofar as all the police 
were virtually "infringing" on territory where they had no clear juris- 
diction by law or police norms, anp group which zssuraed overall author- 
ity was in the possible position of an "imposter." Natural juris- 
diction, therefore, was not a principle which legitinized authority. 

There vas 

Similarly, competence was not a legitimizing principle. The four 
major law enforcement agencies (the state police, Flint yolice, National 
Guard, and Detroit police) were 211 distinguizhed by larze resources 

c and undisputed csn?etence. l.?hile none of them could have handled the 
situation without help, each tias probably ob jectivel;. capable c,f fur- 
ni'shingoverallleadership. 
them, but all had the ainimalli necessary Leadership qualifications. 
None could have been eliminated from consideration on the sheer basis 
of competence. Thus, at least four groups qualified on this ground. 

- 

There nay heve been differences between 

Further, sheer availability vas not an over-riding criterion. 
It took all the major police agencies some time to mobilize their full 
disaster strenzth. Only sewents of the state police, the Flint police, 
and the National Guard uere immediately available zftcr the tornado. 
FIost agencieg took at le GVO hours to mobilize lar=;e forces, since 
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state police and ilational Guard personnel were rnainly brouzht in from 
outside. klthouzh it vas at soine disadvantage, the Detroit police 
might conceivably have been activated in the field in about the saqe 
period. ionsequently, availability tias not the discriminating factor 
in the allocation of authority. 

Thus, of the four major police groups, nGne had a claim to autfrority 
inherently superior to that of any other on che basis of conventional 
norms. Hone was obviously nost qualified on grounds of normal juris- 
diction, zvailability, or competence. The Governor fortunately had an 
array of talent at his disposal. He could have conferred overall au- 
thority upon any of the four and could easily have jusrified his choice. 
From the standpoint of the organizations thmaelves, there was no 05- 
vious 2 priori ground or objective princi?le to indicate the "appropri- 
ate" authority group. 
basis--vhich in no sense detracts from the actual choice of the state 
police. 

Authority could only be allocrited on an arbitrary 

That the proper locus of authority was ambiguous Tias documented 
Hi s a p P 0 in tne n t 0 f K e G s e l y  by_rheGovernor'_s_ &rm.~j-in-ge~v~n~i~n. 

the state police 118s a clear attempt to resolve the unstructured situa- 
tion by supplying the missing authority determinate. In other words, 
authority could only be confzrred and lecitinized by fiat. In no other 
torin studied rajas such a declaration necessary. 

7 

But the formal designation of an overall authority inmediately 
limited the leadership initiative which any other police could safely 
exercise. Strategic leadership tias now the responsibility of the 
state police. Undue initiative by others tiould iqlicitly question 
the competence of the state police or the lecitinricy of its authority 
(and ultimately the Governor's judgment). Decisive leadership by others 
could appear as open criticism or attempted arrogation cf authority. 
Such a course could have the gravest repercussions. 
of evidence that anybody ever considered the prospect for even a mcment. 
Thus, the delesation of formal responsibility built into the system 
limits on the possible initiative of other police. The overall leader- 
ship options now rested squarely with the state police. The disaster 
1.1 as their re s pons ib i 1 it y . 

Therz is no shred 

Pet the situation vas also fraught :iFth deep strains for the state 
poiice. 
trary standards, almost as if by chance. 
in a subordinate position. To exercise such Zn adventitious authority 
decisively miLht have inpressed other police 25 presumptuous, preten- 
tious, or azfressfve. It night even be construed as a reflection on 
these others' coapetence. Certainly, their dominance by the state police 
vould have violated the cardinal police norms of autonorry and ccnven- 
tional freedon from direction by other police. Thus, the Governor placed 
the police in unaccustomed superordincte-subordinate positions which 
harbored potentially severe strains because of the persistence of usual 
police noms. 

As "iaposters,!' their authority had been determined by arbi- 
They could as easily have been 

This seems to be the basic source or' the state police comander's 
cauticn. In the informant's terms, he Tias "avfully carefuL about of- 
fending anykody or stepping on their toes," and "he didn't uant to Zive 
the inpressic. 7ushing the other suys around." If our anelysis of 
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major police reference groups and norms is correct, the "anybody" and 
"other guys" were primarily other police to whose judgments the state 
police leaders night have been most sensitive. The root of the in- 
hibition of overall leadership, then, lay in the police norms of in- 
dependent, exclusive authority which demand that police be insulated 
from other police and neither control nor be dominated by them -- xost 
particularly in spheres of acbiauous natural authority. 

There are structural as well as economic grounds for police rconop- 
oly. The domination of one group by another undermines the exclusive 
power which stabilizes normal police authority. Any cha1len:e to ex- 
clusive jurisdiction weakens the legitimacy of police authority and 
thereby vitiates tbeir collective representation of t'ie community. In 
this case, their authority brooks no open challenge, for this breeds 
potential competition. Thereby the rizht to exercise authority could 
become the prize of open competition among various claimants. Such 
competition could shift the basis of authority from legality to sheer 
power. Various mechanisms regulate the indiscriminate use of force 
and'thereby protect the community from its possible effects. The rul- 
ins principle is that the legitimate exercise of force inheres in 
public authority which ultimately resides in the community as a whole. 
This authority is then delegated to a single collective representative 
(the police) through institutionalized non-competitive means. Thus, 
within a given jurisdiction, police authority is ultimately fndivisi- 
ble. It can brook no competition and still remain stable. The com- 
petitive threat implicit in dominant-subordinate relations aziong po- 
lice cannot be easily faced because it contradlcts the corpcrate basis 
of police power. 

Potential competition would also threaten police stability because 
it would invite comparisons of performance. These could create strains 
because competence is necessarily assumed as a condition of the monop- 
oly of police power. The police represent a contlnuous institution, 
nominally above short-run policy controversies and ideally neutral po- ' 

Ittically.* 
of the community as a whole. 
of stable life-conditions rather than short-run chanze, and there is 
a nominal consensus about these cowunal goals (Kennedy, Brooks and 
Vargo, 1969). Tke commitment of police to comniunity stability demands 
ideals of service and an identification of their interests with those 
of the larger community rather than with limited segments of it or 
with narrower self-interest. This identification :s presumably fostered 
by freedom from comparztive performence tests and by insuktion from 
competitive pressures. The stabilization of their position ic?ezlly 
frees them from conflicting interests snd from sllort-run or ctronic 
insecurity which might undernine their service ideals. T'ieir service 
czn then supposedly be guided by considerations of group welfare rather 
t h m  self-interest. Thus, as 2n organization, the police 2re elmost 
necessarily sssumed to be both honoreble (com,unity-orLented) end com- 
petent, until the contrary is demonstrated. This 2s.sumption is not 
only important for the motivation of police, but seems indis?ensable. 
for the community's peece of mind and confidence in its institutions 
of control.9 

Their concern with order presumably involves the welfare 
They are responsible for the continuity 

Under these circumstances, ?olice organizations are not eccustomed 
.! to prove their CGWetence fnl-marly, nor, 8s rnono?olists of community 
- 
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power, to have their performance compared in competition with other groups. 
The insulation from competition reinforces the assumption about competence. 
This became especially irliportant in the Flint disaster whose demands might 
threaten any complacency about adequacy. The formal emergency system did 
not insulate the police organizations from possible invidious comparisons 
which mi;;ht have injured the prestige of some groups (the Sheriff's office 
certainly did not benefit). 
agencies informally provided just this normal insulation from invidious 
comparison. 

But the independent operation of the police 

Our analysis has concerned the sources of possible strain when police 
groups move from their noraal context into an extreme authority vacuum as 
appeared in Beecher. These strains were accoamodated by an avoidance of 
dominance. The ultimate effect was to inhibit decisive leadership and 
exercise of authority. 

This adjustment was not necessarily inevitable. But the response to 
potentially competitive strains by restraint and fragmented activity m a y  
not be rare. A conspicuous example appeared in the Xetherlands flood of 
1953. 
independent functioning found in Beecher. Operations reached a point of 
semiparalysis, and the disputants evidently wanted a superior authority to 
intervene and resolve their dif f icuLt Fes. The analyst gives the following 
account and interpretation (Courtney et al., 1953): 

Tensions between two leading authorities drove them far beyond the 

There was one basic conflict in the Dutch response 
to disaster. 
civilian authority, approached the disaster a8 a recon- 
struction problem, since their concern is the building 
and maintenance of dikes. The waterways authorities did 
not appear to recognize the more imminent and, in human 
terms, the more important problem of life-saving ....( 11) 

The waterways authority, which is a top 

Early in the disaster the Dutch military was called 
in to alleviate sufferin,? .... 
friction between the Dutch civilian authority and the 
Cutch military authority, in that the military thouzht 
in terms of human rescue whereas the civilian authority 
thought in terms of dike repair. (12) 

T'r.ere was a good deal of 

NO differentiation was mde.. .between immediate 
needs and long-term needs. Tkis is clearly apparent in 
the establishing of an engineer as the m e  in char:e of 
the field operations, for nost of the basic engineering 
requirements. (16) 

In this operat ion, reconnaissance /-&rveyT appeared 
to be especially weak. 
team in the area Labout 40 hours after the dikes broke-7 
led to the first apparent reconnaissance of tke disas- 
ter situation ... by GeGeral Eddy and high-rankin& staff 
members by air.. . . /Thts survey seemed7 to be a sone- 
what less than adequate reconnaissance lan27 it was very 
high-echeloned.. . . (16) 

The advance arrival of a U.S. 

-- 
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2!0 early atterpt was made to clove Lrescugl units to 
a more advaiita1;eous location.. . . Tbe delay ir, brinCing 
rescue units to the scene appears to be a function of the 
nature of the reconnaissance that was carried out.. . . 
The delay in reconaaissance and its Seneral inadequacy ... 
involving no action undoubtedly led to 2 much greater 
loss of life t5an raizht have occurred - /sis/. (17) 

In sone cases the victim was not able to communicate 
his plight for as long as twenty-four to thirty-six 
hours after he was struck. In other cases, no com'unica- 
tion was possible and victims were trapped for as lon:: 
as three or four days before rescuers came close enouzh 
to be alerted. The first twenty-four tours were tke cru- 
cial ones, however, and the hours in which nost of the 
Lives vere lost. (19) 

Why the Cutch %ad not already carried out a similar 
reconnaissance and more clearly formulated t%e extent of 
the disaster and the rescue requirements is not known. 
T.Je suspect, altItouLh we have little evidence to support 
it, tiiat the Dutch 'coped to reconcile the conflict be- 
tween their civilian and military people by cettin;; a 
third party, General Eddy, to act as the unifying 
force. (16) 

For our purpose; it is siznificant that the inhibition of action was prob- 
ably closely linked with a conflict between the two authority groups. 

Equally important in Flint was the failure of the Governor's fiat to 
neutralize the potential strains in the situation. His assumptions about 
the emerzency did not cover all the values relevant to the police. Ihen 
tSe police were faced with the prospect of waiving their normal criteria 
or continuing to operate by then, the regular police norms prevailed. 
This was not necessarily a conscious decision, of course, but simply re- 
sulted from their avoidance of possible frictions. As it developed, 
there was cooperation in the public safety bloc. But everybody's autonomy 
remained intact arid no5ody was obli3ed to relinquish his basic independence 
or subordinate hiaself to any central direction or control. The continued 
autonomy rLiiZht well have been a vital condition of the harmony. 

The statement of one police officer reveals a predictable sensitivity 
to tke delicare issues in the relations of normally independent author- 
ities: 

Tke Sa;inaw Valley Law Enforcement ASency has been 
talkin2 about ozzanizing all police departments into 
squads for emerzency and disaster work. 

Q. : How do you think tkis vould work out? 

I have rry doubts. We all have responsibilities to 
our o m  :youps. We would 5e reluctant to release Fen. 
Then there is always the question of authority--. 
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Here the prospacr of relfnquishing autonomy was viewed wfth skepticism 
and reservations. In another clisester, the propose3 organization night 
well reproduce the leadership patterns in Beecher. Fornal organization 
might be aborted. 

It should be noted that conparable coupetftfve straLns did not 
appear among najor police groups in Shrewsbury, Holden, and Yorcester. 
But no Nassachusetts police group was confronted with a local authority 
vacuum or the dileana of assuming leadership in an alien jurisdiction 
over equally conpetent bodies of police. 

Conceivably, if there had besn only two major police forces In 
Beecher, overall leadership might have naterialfzed. The custocary 
norms might then have been waived. Two groups might have worked as 
equal peers, or have divided responsibility and authority in soce 
fashion, or have worked out a superordinate-subordinate relationship 
in a tacit "gentlenen's agreement" simflar to the Shrewsbury arrange- 
ment (where the militia subordinated themselves to the polfce chief). 
With "third parties" present Ln Beecher, however, there were greater 
complications from potential judgments of other groups. And this 
discouraged any tacit private ad justcents. 

--- SocLal S e r v i .  

The data on Flint present basically different materials for anal- 
ysis from those of Worcester. Although Flint reportedly saw consid- 
erable friction between the Red Cross and other community agencies, 
the major problems concern medfcal aid. 

The pattern of social services bore some resemblance to that of 
Worcester: There was a plethora of emergency housing which was little 
used; rose of the people fed were the disaster workers rather than 
the victims; there were large clothing donations, but registration and 
welfare inquiries (as well as relief needs generally) flowed cainly 
through preferred private and inforcal channels; there was a great 
deal of personal initiative fn medical aid by a number of offfclals 
and strategtcally located agency volunteers which created core opera- 
tional problems than it eased. 

Durfng the rescue period and the early part of the emergency phase 
(i.e., for alrost 18 hours), there was no progressive fntegration of 
social services. Different groups, agencies, and officials took in- . 
dependent action. There was occasional consultation acong officials on 
highly discrete projects, but little overall coordination of social 
services. 

Innedfately after this early period, there was evidently little 
doubt among Flint officials about the proper agency to take charge of 
relief operations. In a public radio broadcast the day after the tor- 
nado, the Flint cayor announced, "I hereby. officially designate the 
national Red Cross as the official disaster relief agency in Flint... 
for assistance to families and individuals." Such an appofntnent, 
of course, could apply only to Flint itself and had no legal status 
in Beecher where a good deal of the actual relief work was gofng on. 
Consequently, the official structure bore only a slight resenblance 
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to the actual situation. The relations Letween tile ?.ed Cross and otber 
cornunity azencies was apparently marked b y  counting frictions durins the 
first week. These culmiiiated in a jurisdictional dispute vi:- ich ev iqqt.ntly 
had to be settled by formal cesotiation, but the present yesearch has no 
relia5le data on this conflict and its settlement. 

Xelief. Tke independent operations oE the fiist ni-ht rjere rarked in 
relief activities. Almost 350 homes were destroyed and over 100 severely 

lo This would damaged and in need of major repairs to cake them k'abitaJle 
indicate upwards of 1,800 people displaced the first ni:ht. Tbree major 
emer5ericy housin: shelters were established, and tyiese apparently were 
used 3y even fewer people than in Worcester. Tke Salvation A m y  threw 
open its downtown headquarters as a dormitory with 150 beds. T: e Zed 
Cross was :;iven perdssion to take over a criunicipal field Youse near tSe 
disaster zone, which the al:ency opened as an enerzency shelter with 153 
'7eds. A third skelter of comparable size was opened Sy tke E:syor in a 
cornunity center near the stricken area. In addition, lesser housing 
facilities were prepared by a number of private cotinmnitjl -_-reups: 
old fol!cs' home, YMCA, a hotel, etc. Private individuals also aade offers 
of housinC to the police, the Zed Cross and otlers, alt5ouZh riot nearly on 
the scale which developed in Liorcester. On the first ni,oht-, public asen- 
cies housed perhaps two dozen people. 
hotel and others presunably were accorxodated in private facilities. 

Cl-Lurches, 

One family was put up at a local 

The three rzajor housinz shelters were arranged independently wit5out 
consultation a m o q  the o2ficiala and a2encies concerned, a1thout;h the 
mayor was probably informed of the Red Cross' intention to convert: the 
field house into a dormitory. 

The lack of coordication of housinf, arraneements upset t?e Zed Cross 
director considerably. Shortly before the disaster, he returned to Flint 
from a relief operation in a town whict had experienced a small tornado 
several weeks before. He insisted that housing needs uould be minhal in 
Flint. He expected that the Ked Cross field house shelter would easily 
cover all requirements, and the chapter had enou;ti beddin2 stocks on Sand 
to equip another emergency shelter in case the field house were to prove 
inadequate. He claimed that he never expected the mayor to open anotker 
shelter at the community center. 
housing arrangements and the ignoring of the 9ed Cross which he felt to 
be the logical agency to take charge from the outset. He claiced that 
because of the leek of coordination of housing and informtion from the 
field, he pleaded with the mayor to set up some central information ser- 
vice to help in planning operations. No informtion center was organized 
the first night, and operations continued without integration. 

He was annoyed by the uncoordinated 

There were no dysfunctional effects from the sheer duplication of 
services, but some developed from the lack of coordination. Apparently 
the mayor and the Salvatton Army had put out public radio appeals for 
bedding donations. Most of the contributfons were delivered either to the 
disaster zone or to the Red Cross. This only served to a2,cravate the 
severe congestion because the Red Cross had 1arge.beddinG stocks of its 
own on hand. 
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As in Worcester, most of the people fed by public agencies were volun- 
teer workers, not victims. The Salvation Army was the first organization 
to get food into the field, to set up a fixed feeding center, to have hot 
food, and to serve meals. AccordFng to the head of that organization, 
within an hour of the tornado, 50 uniformed people were distributing food 
and coffee in the field. The next morning, the Salvation Army set up a 
tent at the main intersection in the heart of the disaster zone and began 
to serve hot food in the afternoon. The Red Cross also set up a tent fur- 
ther along the road that day. 

The Salvation Army prided itself in its choice location as evidence 
of its initiative and effectiveness. People began to congregate at the 
tent, and its advantageous locale became a point of tension after the Red 
Cross was declared the official relief agency in Flint. The Salvation 
Army contended that the Red Cross was jealous, that it resented the "pre- 
emption" of the central site and demanded to know by whose permission it 
was occupied. Under the circumstances, the Salvation Army saw no reason 
for requesting permission to use the site or to relinquish it to anybody 
else for feeding purposes. The rancor about the location exemplifies 
the tension which developed between the two organizations. 

The acrimony between the agencies was further illustrated by two 
possible incidents reported by Salvation Army informants. A Red Cross 
worker knew a disaster volunteer who was waiting in line for a hot lunch 
at the Salvation Army tent and sarcastically remarked to him, "Well, I 
see that you're eating at our competitor's." Cn another occasion, a Zed 
Cross worker wa$ distributing coffee and doughnut8 in the. field and came 
into the Salvation Army tent under the impression that it was the Led 
Cross canteen. After serving several disaster workers, she realized her 
error. But before leaving, she is reported to have taken from the Sal- 
vation Army the amount of coffee and doughnuts that she had served. 
These incidents may be true or they may be gossip; the research could 
not validate them. But they are less important as faccual accounts than 
as images which members of the two organizations had of their relations. 

There were many by-products of competition between them, including 
avoidance, and a note of animosity when they had contact. 
Army official s u m e d  up the situation from his organization's point of 
view : 

Gne Salvation 

The Red Cross came in-and criticized the Salvation 
Army - /about several things/, asking us if we were 
asleep and making suggestions .... A spirit of conpeti- 
tion and bitterness crept in .... The Red Cross's atti- 

Salvation Army had no business in there. 
1 

~ tude was that they were the exclusive agency and the 
f7 

Zed Cross officials however claimed that the relations between the two 
groups were amicable. 

The successful service of the Salvation Arny made a most favorable 
impression on people in the field, and this was recognized and rewarded 
in several ways. After the emergency stage, when th2 high school had 
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been sufficiently clearei of lebris, the state police turned the 
kitchen an3 caf2tcria over to thz ialvation Arny (and the disputzd 
tent cantean was closed). UltiLiately, the organization served as 
rany as 700 m a l s  daily to disaster vrorkers and agsncy personnel. 
The use of the school facilities not only enabled better service, 
but was a clear acknowledgement of valuable services already rendered 
ani a nark of prestige. Further, before disastar operations were 
closed Jown, the police who had b c m  on disaster duty took up a 
voluntary collsction and turned thz proceeds over to the Salvation 
Army in appreciation of its servic2s. 

In this situation, the Red Cross had formal authority in Flint, 
and the Salvation Army did not dispute the status of the Red Cross 

: within the city. But in the principal operating arena, the Salvation 
A m y  was given inforcal recognition both by the fFzl3 authoritiPs and G' the beneficiaries of the services. Thus, there was no o p m  fight for 
authority in aeecher, but a conpstition in services in which the 
authoritiss ,did not officially intervEne. In Bsecher, the RcJ Cross 
did not have the legal position of the 14orcester chaptsr in the city 
and there was no way of coEpelling the state police who w3re in charge 
of the disaster area to abide by the formal authority p' onouncer-ients 
in Flint. Thus, with separate jurisdictions, there was no sure way 
to bring the fornal and informal structure of services together for 
the larger disaster area. 

The Eeeding services in Beecher were supplemented by considerable 
private activity, especially for the first few days. Local wonen 
brought coffee and sandwiches into the field or to the state police 
post for distribution. 

This emphasizes a strong orientation to the local area which was 
carked in the distribution of clothing. 
from the outset and were freely available to disaster victins. 
of the distribution took place through the Salvation Army, the volun- 
teer Beecher fire departnent and other corriiunity groups. The Xed Cross 
reported little 3sr.and for clothing. The victim' selection ar:ong 
the groups giving help was dictated by cany sentiments anl inages 
apart from the agencies' official status. Beecher people seenad to 
cling to local corrrunity facilities in a manner reciniscznt of Hol.Jen, 
an1 they preferred those agencies which inforaally accomcoditd then- 
selves to these sentinents wfth a ainirnun of bureaucratic procedure. 

Clothing donations wzre heavy 
iiost 

Thus, in the overall relief szrvices, the official gesture to 
centralize formal authority in Flint bras largely ignored by Boichar 
residents in favor of informal procedures and local groups. The sup- 
port of the "clients" was the decisive factor in the flow of services 
and the prestige of agencies. 

RegistratLon an3 %Telfarc Inqtiiris. The overall patt.?rn of 
registration ani porsonal welfare inquiries in Flint basically resrrx- 
bled that in FTorcester.There werz certain similarities and differGxes 
which are worth noting within the eross pattern. 

Among the sioilarities: (1) The use of prfvate channnls or' ccn- 
nunixation was uuch greater than the rzliance upon public agencies. 
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(2) The SPlvation Arny clained that it offered the Red Cross help 
with registration which was refused, The Salvation 4rcy had records 
of a cocplete 9cho01 census which had been ccrpleted in Beecher about 
two months before the tornado. Vhile this did not include all resi- 
dents, the census did cover all household units, the name and address 
of the heai of household, ani the number of chillren of school age. 
The Salvation Arny felt that, as far as it went, the Lnforxation was 
definitive and cight be helpful in accounting for many people. The 
agency offered it to the Red Cross, but claiced that (as in Vorcester 
nith Civil Defense) its offer was declined. 

Anong the differences: (1) There was no consolidation of a uaster 
register for the location of victims. 
identifying inforration in connection with their work, such as the 
hospitalcenalisesand casualty lists. But this was sel-ion seen fn a 
"registration and inquiry" context. (2) The comercia1 radio stations 
were not used for personal iocation or welfare inquiries. 
assuned m j o r  proportions for & !lorcester stations, only one m a l l  
(non-network) station in Flint carrid any private messages. Flint 
people exerted no pressure on the stations for this service even after 
it was started, and the independent station reported only several 
dozen requests far such announce-ents. The Vorcester radio stations 
a.1opte.l a conspicuous public service ori5ntation during the rlisater; 
the flint stations' public functions differed very little from their 
normal, non-iisastet services (although news coverage of the disaster 
eventually broka up scheduled broadcasting). (3) The Ref Cross vas 
the only public agency which had any signiffcance in.registration and 
inquiries; this waa largely confined to inquiries. This is apparent 
from the full dota on registration and inquiries through public and 
private channels which are consolidated in Table 5. These caterials 
are parallel to those for llorcester (Table 3) and are derived in the 
sace way. 
trations or inqulries through any public agencies except the Red Cross. 
And the Red Cross had far nore inquirles than regietrations. 
public appeals for vlctfrns to register with the agency>* comparatively 
few people turnej up, although th3 first week's total represented about 
107'. of the disaster vfctims. 
included those fn the first wave of applicants for long-tern rehabili- 
tation a€d (there were another 250 in the next nonth). 
role of the private channels of coxmunication is quite clear. 

Various organizations collected 

IJhile this 

As Table 5 indicates, there were almost no voluntary regis- 

aespite 

Tho 200 registrants of the first week 

The preponderant 

Several poLnts in these data are noteworthy. In terr.is of inquiries 
alone, the 8aJ Cross was used Ln FlFnt about as much as private telz- 
erans , but in '?orcester, :!e$ tern Union "inquiries" outnumberal those 
of the Xed Cross by 6 to 1. Sinilzrly, the Red Cross ha.1 ovir m i c e  
as many LnquirLzs in Flint as Fn Vcrczster. Thus, the relativn role of 
the ?el Cross was about twice as inportant in Flfnt aa in !lorcester 
(for inquiries). The reasons for this are not clear. Possibly there 
were raore extended family ties in Vorcester than fn Flint so that it 
was possible to reach victins' relatives privately without recourse 
to the Red Cross. 
trends of Flint ani Worcester (up 7% and 5% respectively from 1940 to 
1950) to suggest obviously dLfferent nlgraticn patterns and outsiJe 
ties to faaily or friendslect behin3. The factors Ln the selection 
of these Farcicular outlet iy b3 further clarifial in future research. 

Cn the other h a d ,  there is nothing in thz population 
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TPKUGH PUBLIC AN3 PRIVATZ C?UlNZL3 IN FLIX" 

I1 ,400 
co, 200 -- .- 

Total Private: 100,300 

(30,000) * 
app. 100 .gG@O, 

- Public Agencies 

Red Cross 20oA 

All Other (50) * - 
250 -- Total Public : 

14, OOGB 

cr Estimate 

A Total for five Gays 

3 Grand Total 
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Cn t k  bnsis of our lata, howmer, the prefcrence for privete 
rather than public channels is quit3 clear, and ve shoull not expzct 
that formal agencies, taken togeth=r, trould be used [,lore than a frac- 
tion as often as private channels or' inzornation. 

Iledical ALA. A great leal of Snjepen3ent sction was taken by 
various officials an4 agencies in 2n cffort to assist the hospitals. 
This was lone without consulting thz hospitals involve3 and resultd 
not only in a lupfication of effort, but in a severe aggravation of 
operating difficulties. This nust b 3  set in the perspective or' thz 
general nedical situation. 

Vhen the tornado paasecl,survivors an3 volunteers in the arza began 
the familiar rsscue patterns, helping Earnily mersbers and neishbors first 
and then others. The injured were rushed of€ to the hospitals as quickly 
as possible in any available vehicle. There was no atteopt to screen 
casualties before they reached the hospital and comparatively little 
first aid was adcinistered in the field. Although there were soti2 
first-aid teams in the field durinz the night, there was 1ittlZ spon- 
taneous convergence of doctors and nurses on the 3isaster zon'. The 
basic prowss was sinply an evacuation of the casualties, It has been 
estimated that perhaps as many as 75X of the injured were evacuatzd in 
about two hours by the spontaneous rzscue operation. 

Accurate casualty figures ar.5 not available. Perhaps the best 
estimte is that 900-1,000 people wsre taken to hospitals, and ultF- 
mately about 400 of then were hospitalized. 13 

The major rredical ?robZen developed frcn the concentration of casu- 
aLtf.es at Che one public hospital in Flint. About 750 people, or ?5-85% 
of the injured, were brought to Hurley Hospital and the remaining 150- 
250 were IiviJe3 anong four private hospitals in Flint and three hos- 
pitals fn Saginaw, some 30 cliles away. Casualties were brought to 
Hurley in a shuttle system which continued for five or six hours. FOP 
all practical purposes, the medical problem was confined to Hurley 
Hospital. Accordingly we will consiler the events there, but not at 
the other hospitals. 

The flood of unscreened victins that descended on HurLey quickly 
overflowed from the admitting rooms, soon filling up the parking lot 
and the spacious grounds. The routine emergency admitting procedure, 
alequate for normal loals, was overwhelned and major bottlenecks in- 
riediately developed in processing patients. The operating theatres 
were working at capacity and a backlog of case8 awaiting surgery ac- 
cumulated in the corridors and especially in the admitting room, 
thereby holding up the examinat ion and treatment of non-surgical pa- 
tLents. Although not aI.1 the people brought to the hospital were 
necessarily serious casualties, they all .lid require attention. 

The hospftal had relatively adequate staff from the beginning, 
.with Joctors anj nurses arriving stealfly during the night, and nore 
were available if necessary. 
patients, separating the superffcial fron the serious casualties and 
the surgical fron the non-surgical cases, an3 serting up Ldepedent 
streana of treatme-t for 3iffeter.t types of injuries. 

The main problem was to screen the 
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Tho, cutsiie grounis tzere organized Fnto a "receiving room" where 
joctors an3 interns clpssified pPtients into surgical an3 non-surgical 
cases. The forner were route1 into a separate surgical waiting pool 
vhfch bypassed the almitting rooms and soon cleared these of the sur- 
gical backlog an3 the minor casualties. This freed the almitting rooms 
for the resumption of treatment of the serious non-surgical cases. 
Those with ninor injurfes who Jid not require 
given first ai3 outsiie an.1 releasel without even reaching the admftting 
rooms. 
operatel simultaneously Ln fifferent places so that the pace or bottle- 
necks in one ha1 no direct repercussions on the others. 

hospitaliz2tion were 

This system set up three sets of independent services which 

The FtOblemS were attackd vigorously and effectively. The pro- 
cessing of patients went forwar3 as rapidly as possibl9 by thfs system. 
The worst bottlenecks first began to crack about 45 minutes after the 
tornado, and vithfn an hour an3 a half the procedure vas flowing sncothly 
ani stealily, if slowly. Six operating rooms upstairs an3 the aimit- 
ting rooms Jownstairs were working at capacity without interfering 
with one another and probably at the naxfnurn rate that the ne3ical 
problems anll the sheer physfcal faci1ftFes would allrift. 

cther agencies lent a hanl. The Xed Croes furnishel people to 
wash waiting patients14 anJ fron tine to tfme supplieJ Hurley with 
specific itens (such as beda,tetanus serum to replace supplies which 
Hurley hai sent to other local hospitels, etc.). The state police 
an3 the 9e-1 Cross helped Hurley to take a census of patients later 
in the night. 

The aimhistration of Hurley Hospital made a basic decision not 
to transfer waitfng patients to other hospftals. Further movement of 
unscreened cases would have been jangerous. The doctors ju2ged that 
once patients were deposfted in the grounds, there were few principles 
by which to select patients for transfer without as w c h  exanination 
as was already fnvolved in the screening. The mobilization of trans- 
portatFon would also have diverted the hospital staff fror. the ongoing 
screening and treatment. They judged that, in the last axlysls, the 
jisajvantages from their organization of transfers would quite po3sibly 
offset the net gafns so that victims night not get treatrient any sooner 
than ff the HurLey staff handled them as efficfently and a s  quickly 
as possible. It is lfifffcult to judge the accuracy of this decision, 
although it is fcportant that it was nade after a rational assessment 
of the factors and alternatives involved. 

News of the congestfon at Hurloy Hospital gradually spreal in the 
field. An hour or so after the tornado, the Flfnt police, state police, 
the Pherfff's men anj others tried to Jfvert the flow of patients else- 
where. Ambulances and cars were instructel by sound truck in the field, 
e t  checkpoints along the route, an3 by traffic riirection to take their 
casualtics to other hospitals. Police untangling the traffic snarl at 
Hurley an hour 3113 a half after the tornado to13 returning drivers to 
make their next trip elsewhere. No road blocks were used to channel 
traf ffc. 

These efforts to rel€eve the congestion were sfngularly unsuccessful. 
At the height of the sF -+le, the trip of several miles fron the field 
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to Hurloy took as long a s  tvo hours. This is in nzrkej contrast to 
!*lorcester where, about a n  hour aftn-r the tornado, the main routzs were 
We11 m o u g h  controllel to allow uninterrupted speeds of 50 miles an 
hour between the fie11 an3 the hospitals (thrcugh the hedrt of Wor-' 
cester) .I5 

The rate at which casualties strclaned from the field did not c:Fprc- 
ciably slacken for three hours and in the absence of a survey of the 
disaster scene, nobody ha.J any idea just what the total casualty toll 
would ulrhately be. There was growing ccncern about the mounting nu=- 
ber of casualties and their concentration at Hurley Hospital. Conse- 
quently, se-vera1 groups took separate action on the problem. AS a 
result, in three to five hours after the tornado, three supplementary 
mdical aid stations had been opened, and authorities tried to divert 
casualtfes to these. 

Cne was a screening and aid station set up in the fire hcusz near 
the disaster zone en the main road into Flint. This resulted from 
consultations between the City FIanager and the Flint fire chief, both 
top Civil Defcnsz officials, who felt that a screening station night 
help relieve Hurley of some of the burden. The fire station was staffed 
by a doctor and four nurses who gavs first aid to about twenty d n o r  
ca sua 1 t ies . 

Another first-aid station was szt up in the industrial plant at 
one end of the disaster zone. It was intitiated by the state police in 
collaboration with private individuals. 
and about half a dozen nurses and nurses' aides. Cther doctors looked 
Ln during the evening, but left because their services were not required. 
According to one report, about a dozen patients were seen. 

It was staffed by a doctor 

The t3irl station resulted from the telephone conference a m n g  
the Flint Gayor and police chief, top state police an4 Civil DPfznse 
officials in Lansing, and the Detroit police chief (the hzad of Detroit's. 
Civil Defense). This culminated in the decision to convert an auditorium- 
arena in downtown Flint into an -?nzrgency hospital. This turnxi out to 
be a large enterprise. 
at 150 people. 
the balance was supplied by Flint. 
a type of xobile field hospital whose Rajor cornponints were brought in 
a pzckage and rapi-dly set up. E::c?pt for some beds and cots provided 
by Flint, the bulk of the equipnznt was brought from Detroit. 
hospital was reputedly equipped to perform surgery. '' The local press 
reported that 15 casualties were scrsened at the auditoriuc! and, after 
preliminary treatment, they were sent to local hospitals. A nut.bcr 
of informants privately asserted that not one case was brought to the 
a ud i t oriusr . 

A Detroft specialist headed a staff rsynrted 

The hospital seems to have been 
liany doctors and nurses were brought in fro= Jetroit; 

The 

AEter the consultation which brought the nobile field hospital 
j7 fron Detroit, the state director of Civil Def.:nsn in Lansing took addi- 

tional action to mobilize medical pzrsonnel for Flint, About four 
or five hours after the tornado, ha contacte.3 the University of i;ich&- 
gan iledical School in Ann Arbor. H-. told them that Flint nzeJ3,i nedi- 
cal help a d  a s k d  them to send in a contingent of people. 
lr..urAcC: 

After a 
consultation on this vagEe request, a group of nurses and 



doctors with various specialities drove off in a caravan to Flint. 
They reached Flint in the middle of the night, about two hours after 
receiving the call and about six hours after the tornado. ?Ji.th no 
instructions or idea about where to go, they first went to the stricken 
area and found that they were not nned2d. Then they comenced to do 
the rounds of the Flint hospitals and Eound that doctors were not 
needed. Hhen they reached Hurley Hospital, the surgeons were "washing 
UP* after their work and the admitting room doctors were calling it 
a night. 
to Ann Arbor, 

The nurses remained to help in Hurley and the doctors rzturned 

The hospital administration c1airr.s that a shortage of pzrscnnel 
was never a serious problem. There was a steady steeam of nurses from 
sany sources, rr;cludLng local plants, and they managed to kezp pace 
with the need. Pools of other nursss and doctors were available. For 
example, an hour after the tornado, the Hurley administration phoned 
another Flint hospital whert the county medical society was holding 
its monthly meting. - not needed and that they should not come down to Hurley, but that they 
might wait on call at the meeting for another hour just as a prscaution. 
In addition, Hurley was in contact all night long with hospitals through- 
out the state and their personnel and facilities were at Hurley's 
di spo sa 1. 

The society was told that additional doctors were 

But this perspective on the supply of doctors and. nurses differed 
ariiong various non-medical authoritizs. At least an hour before the 
state director of Civil Defense ?honed Ann Arbor, some local groups 
were aware that there would be no shortage of medical people. Three 
hours after the tornado, state police in the Flint post inform6 the 
Red Cross that no note first-aid people were needed, and both acsncies 
were sending volunteer nurses home with the request that they inquire 
again next day. The higher officials, however, did not have this per- 
gpective. 
and afterwards ths state director or' Civil Defense not only phcnd Ann 
Arbor, but also surmoned help fron several other major hospitals in 
the region. 
authorities in Flint (or even thosz in Lansing) to learn what kind of 
help they needed or ahised. 
to local developcents and thereby failed as a significant contribution 
to the tiiedical probleo. 

They independently arranged to set up the auditorium-hospital, 

These arrangements were made without consulting the hospital 

The nzdical cobilization was not adjusted 
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Other independent action by lay officials proved to be extrenely 
disruptive. A major problem developed over blood supplies, and this 
complicated the work at Hurley Hospital more than any other single 
factor. According to Hurley supervisors, the hospital had adequate stocks 
of blood on hand and many places could quickly supply mors if a short- 
age threatened. Indeed, before nornlng, Hurley did order blood to 
replenish the stocks for future treatment, but there was plenty on 
hand for the night. 

About an hour and a half after the tornado, when Hurley had 
broken the bottlenecks in its processing of patients, the Flint nayor 
stopped off at the hospital. He did not comprehend Hurley's system 
of screening and treatment, He was disrrayed by the magnitude of the 
problems and what impressed him only as a spectacle of complete con- 
fusion. He hastened to his office convinced that Hurley needed help 
and T370Uld certainly need blood--although nobody on the staff suggested 
anything of the ki.nd. 

A t  about the same time, a staff physician at Hurley vas talking 
by phone to a Red Cross volunteer. 
Into the conversation. The volunteer may have inquired about blood 
sLpcks or the doctor may have made some passing allusion to it. He 
vas not anxious about the blood supply and certainly made no suggestion 
that any be collected. But the volunteer picked up the cue, "blood," 
and, like the mayor, concluded that Hurley would definitely need blood. 

The mayor add the Bed Cross volunteer then took. identLcal action 
almost simultaneously. IJLthout consulting or informing anybody, each 
phoned all the radio stations to have an imediate appeal made €or 
blood donors at Hurley Hospital. 

The word, "blood," somehow got 

So an urgent appeal was broadcast. 

1Zeanwhfle, at Hurley, the processing of patients was being un- 
tangled and the administration could turn its attentLon to other 
supporting services, such as opening the hospital pharmacy and laundry, 
starting a census of the injured, etc. 
action of the mayor and the Red Cross volunteer. 
about two hours after the tornado, while the hospital grounds were still 
full of casualties and with more arrivinz steadily, Hurley was suddenly 
deluge3 vith blood donors. Vithin half an hour, 2,000 people appeared, 
clamoring to give their blood. 

They were quite unaware of the 
Without warning, 

The hospital tried to service the blood donors. It assembled one 
bleeding team (in itself direct evidence of the adequacy of its staff) 
which began to draw blood, It called on the Red Cross for additional 
bleeding tzams and tvo were sent. 
to heve the blood appeals cancelled and announcements were made that 
plenty of donors were on hand and no r.:orc Mere needed. 
the crowd of donors vas brought into some semblance of order, the 
administration transferred the blecdinz service from the hospFtal 
itself to the nurses' residence across the street. 
donors off the hospital grounds and helped to relieve sone of the 
acute congestion. 
night and everybody who rias willing to wait vas bled. The administra- 
tion estlmata-l that about three-fourths of the original donors eventually 
got tFred of rjaitLng and gra-fually melted away during the night. 
three bLeedLng teams collected about 600 pints of blood. 

Hurley phoned the radFo stations 

Finally, when 

This took waiting 

The bleeding vent on for the better part of the 

The 
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The entire incident proved extrecEly disruptive in Hurley's 
eEEort to cope utth its problems. The trcatnent of casualtins had to 
continue without delay while the aggravated congestion ani the arrange- 
ments for bleeding were being handled. It illustrates further the 
potent Fa lly far-reaching effects of inf. tia t ive exercf sed by s tra t egi- 
cally-located individuals, regardless of whether their responsibility 
is great or small. 

!.lhile the blood donation affected the, hospital, a further leck 
of integration in medical aid had repescussions on the Red Cross. 
Hurley HospFtal was equipped with almost everything it needed, but the 
number of casualtics placed a strain on three items: Stretchers, beds 
and blankets. The hospital had only 50 extra cots in reserve. The 
Red Cross had several hundred cots and beds stored at headquarters, as 
vel1 as blankets, bedding and stretchers. ?,hen the casualties began to 
arrive at the hospital and agafn several hours later, Hurley phoned the 
Red Cross for these items, and each tice they were delivered within 15 
or 20 minutes. 
;public appeal nade for cots and blankets, and this vas broadcast OII 
Peveral occasions during the evening. In view of the volulze of zed 
Cross supplies, a public request for contributions vas unnecessary, 
although Hurley Hospital obviously did not appreciate this. 

The hospital also called the radio stations to have a 

It will be recalled that the Salvation Army and the mayor had 
also made public appeals for beds and bedding in connection with eaer- 
gency shelters trhich they opened. The public response from individuals, 
organizatlons, businesses, plants, unfons, and social agencies :;as 
prompt end the hosp*ital's ceeds were met witli little trouble. ' i'ltirnktc- 
ly about 250-350 beds and cots were contributed, but not n?a.iy of these 
were brought to the hospftal ftself- 
zone and many were delivered to the Red Cross. 
of beds and bedding created serLous conzcotion at the Red Cross chapter, 
bath fron the bulk of the articles and from the vehicles delLvaring 
them. 
Red Cross were literally like bringfng coals to Nemastle. 
fng, irony finally occurred almost thrsc hours after the tornado. A 
Red Cross volunteer surveyed the grotring pile of bedding donations 
with dismay and concluded that the Red 3 2 3 3  must desperately need beds. 
Yithout consulting anybody, she includcd beds in a list of itens to be 
broadcast in a publfc appeal. 
uation. 

Many were sent to the disaster 
The mounting contributions 

Vith a storehouse of bed-ling on hand, the contributions to the 
The crovn- 

Obviously, this only aggravated the sit- 

Thus, the Red Gross suffered from public appeals for items which 
The requests were independently initiated by it had in ample supply. 

its own volunteer trorker, the mayor, the Salvation Army and Hurley 
Hospital. 
nobo3y informed the Red Cross or checked to see whether public contri- 
butions were actually nacessary. 

Vhfle the agency was fn dirzct contact ~7ith those responsible, 

The medical aftermath of the tornads shoved that, of the 300 
casualties hospitalized at Hurley the Eirst night, about one half were 
discharged within 36 hours. Those who remained longer were aLi accom- 
modated in regular hospftal beds, so that none had to put a:, with cots. 
Five days after the tornado, chnut 100 disaster victims irere still 
in Hurley Hospital The Red tross furnished significant szrvices for 
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the care oE the injursi. The morning efter the tornajo, it began to 
proviie extrs nurses whom it hnl recruttel to supplement the Hurley 
nursing stafE. The organlzatfon rnafntained regularly schelulel shifts 
of these extr;r nurses ?or several weeks untfl Hurley couli comfortably 
hnnlle the remaining load. 

The social services in Flint are rich in qualitative materials, 
an3 their inplications €or future research can be summarized btfefly. 
When there are two exclusfve authority systems, P S  fn Flint sn3 Beechst, 
separgte systems of scrvfce ievelop. !]hen no formal authority is con- 
Eerrel over services, the "CLients" iefine the Lea lership system by 
their auwrrt (within the limits set by the resources o €  the orgpniza- 
tion) 
'formal authority. 

This may effectively meet the goals of servfce without any 

Flint social services represent the case Far excellent. of nany 
actors working with private letinitions. Vfth mfnor exceptions, action 
w a a  taken hiependently without re Eerencc to the groups who might have 
been concerned. ThLs shoved R failure of comnunicstfons within orga- 
nizaticns an1 between oE€fcials or agencies. For example, ne.iicel 
assistance was mobilize3 by high officials who hai P less accurate es- 
ttmate of objective neede than specialists. Slmilatly, the people 
who appe;.le3 €or blood an1 bediing jii not knot7 that the Rei Cross 
ha4 sizable 8tOCbS of both on han-1 an3 that chapter supervisors haj 
arrgnge3 €or extra bloo4 to be -3eliver23 from Qetroft and Lansing. 
Thus, there vas a failure to capitalize on Pnowleige ani information 
which were eesily available. Great effort wae levotel to mobilize 
resources that were alrealy in the system, Similarly, there was a 
failure to capitalize on special competence ani fu Ignent, particularly 
in rneifcal assistance. 
whst help the Rurley authorities themselves nee3ei or might have sug- 
gestei The people wfth the suoerfor inEorrnatfon or oualificPtion 
were not consulted because, for the matter in hanl, they were not ai%- 
nlficant figures to those vho were taking action 

C €€icials nobi1izem3 help without finiing out 

The tn,lepenlent action was extremely disruptive €or ochers ani 
ineffective because attention was 1iverte.l Eron other realistLC pos- 
sibilities. 
other hospitals might have been intensively used through a more vigorous 
jirection of traffic (vi2 toad blocks, escorted convoys, etc.) or by the 
police organizing transportation for a patient trrnsEer systen €or 
Hurley in consultation vith the ahlnistretion. But, because relevent 
people were not consulted, the alternative solutions were not pursus3. 

Fr,r example, asiie from setting up nefical stgtions, Flint's 

The ePfects oE strategically-locate3 people unlerscore not only 

A l l  public groups are 

But proninent officials are elso unfet adiitlonal pressure 

the role of the eager, but inexperience1 volunteer, bur ~ 1 s o  a form 
c E  symbolic perticiontion by public officials. 
unler pressure to ect Fnstrumentally or take lirect ptoblem-sofvlng 
measures. 
to ~ c t  exoresslvely 3n3 publicly to Ienonstrate their concern 2nd 
resDonsFble involvement, For example, the Flint mayor an1 city manager 
both male broadcasts to the people on tornalo nicht. 
3inension may also be woven together with problen-solvlng action. 
clear illustration is given by the state jirector of Civil Defense. 
After RobLlizLr lical personnpl, he talephone1 the nefn raiio sta- 
tfons FLIP.'. ~ i >  L ~ ~ Q T Q  then- 

This expressive 
A 

he -7as senling lielp fron Ann Arbor, 
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Detroft, an3 other citfee. The ra3fo stations ha4 no oDeratLona1 
signfficance in thLs mtter, but they simply publfcfzei his particfpa- 
tion. The Flint mayor's action about housing 811.3 blood may also have 
contefned this expressive -1Lmensfon. Symbolic pRttictpation may 
become 3isruptfve in operations when there Ls: (a) Pressure to act 
inlependently of others; (b) concern for personal prestige; or (c) 
competition between agencfes or officials. But eynbolfc action an.4 
operaticnal effectiveness are not always hfghly correLated. 

The failure to 4fvert patients Eron Hurley Hospftal shows the 
formilable power of fanilfar fnstftutions in gufdfng action. 
height of the shuttle system, the trip from the fieli to the hospital 
took up to two hours 
or the most easily accessible Erom the field. CE the others, one was 
two b1ocl.e from Hurley. 
zone an3 only two blocks off the main roai almost hed to be passed en 
route to Hurley. Furthenore, the main highway a d  the parallel streets 
on the Hurley side of this roai were jammed. 
the other side of the major roal were clear, and fast tines were pos- 
sible down these street8 Vhy, then, 3i3 arnbulmce irfvers an3 other 
People persist in jamming trafffc in order to reach Hurley ani neglect 
the other hoepitale? 

At ths 

Yet Hurley was by no means the closest hospital 

Another whfch was auch closer to the dtsaster 

But parallel streets 

Hurley Hospftal occupied a orominent place in popular avareness. . 
It was a municipal inatftution and the only publfc hospital in Flint. 
It was a miern,. well-ordered establishnent of 450 beds, wfth more than 
tvfce the capacity of the next largest hospital. 
emergency hospital in the city, and all accident: cz1ses were brought 
there, but not elsewhere. 
a community Eacilfty an3 it was the salient hospital not onLy to an- 
bulence irfvers en.]. polfce, but also to the general publfc. 
people thought of hospitals, they normally thought first of Rnrley. 
Conseaueatly, 3eepLte the congestion and iefay, the other hospftals were ' 
vfrturlly ignored an1 the overwhelming bulk of the casualtiee was 
brought to Hurley. It is more signiEicant that other hospfta~s w r e  
ignore1 than that they were avaflable. 
irrity firected behavior so long as the goal (Hurley Hospftel) w3s not 
impossible to rezch. 

Xt was also the only 

People were generally prou3 of the hospital a8 

VhPn 

The well-worn paths of faafl- 

That familiar fnatf tutfons have a famidable power to channelize 
emergency action La conffmerl by perhaps the most sfngulnr Inturn fn the 
entire study. 
Sagfnav, over thirty miles to the north. For tbefr drivers, the ?aa,inaw 
hospitals rather than Hurley vere familiar and salient. Conseouently, 
vhen these ambulance 3rLvers picked up thefr casuslties, they jf.3 nat 
drfve five miles south into Flint, but spontaneously turned around and 
Cushe4 back over thirty mfles away to the Sagfnew hospitqle whLch were 
aa=jient to them. Cn ita face, thfs may seen like an exceordlnary 
ac-tion, although it is cmprehensfble in terns of our analysis. There 
is no evidencc that their 4ecfsion was rationally calculatei. If 
they rejected Hurley because of the confestion there, other Flint hoe- 
pitala were near zt hand and accessfble. If they rejected the other 
Flint hospitals because of traffic, there were stfll other hospitele 
which were closer than Sr-inaw. 
theae alternatfves werF siderel. Thefr action in rushing back to 

Anbulances came to the disaster area from hospitsls fn 

Rut there Ls no evidence that any of 
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Seginaw vas actually iJenticaL to what the Flint people were ,doing: 
They spontaneously turns3 to the most salient institutions an3 sicply 
followed the nost Eamiliar behavior petterns with a compelling sense 
of urgency. 

FOCTNOT ES 

1. Cf the four mutual-aid fire houses, BLbzcher's and one at Mt. 
Norris were hit by the tornado. 

2. This reflects the social determinates of communications that SO 
frequently get lost in the "gadgeteering" approach. The most comon 
panacea for conrmunications failures is to add equipment, and heated 
controversies arise over the respective virtues of radio vs. telephone 
or multifrequency vs. single-frequency communications channels. Ths 
neglect of social orientations (or refEr,ace groups)in communications 
makes gadgets and electronics chimerical solutions. This perspective 
is similar to an effort to improve literature by providing writers 
with new electric typewriters or to assuri objective perception by 
correcting everybody's vision to 20-20. 
sufficient conditions that can help only In extreme cases. 
clearly, one cannot make a telephone call without a phone or expect a 
sparrow to know the business of a homing pidgeon. But, equipment can 
only make communications possible; it does not determine how it will 
be used. For these determinates, we must examfne the bonds in a social 
system and ask who becomes relevant to whom under what conditions. 
These orientations often overcome technical limitations and keep com- 
munications flowing. 

These are necessary but not 
Now, 

For example, a police car reached Boecher from Pontiac, about 
35 miles away. The men had to find out and inform a Pontiac hospital 
whether a particular medical instrument should be sent to Flint. The 
radio transmitter of the Pontiac p o l k c  car was too weak to reach its 
headquarters directly. Therefore, the message was sent to the Pontiac 
hospital over the following circuit: 
teer fire truck (radio) to the mutual-add association "control center" 
(phone) to Flint police headquarters (phone) to Pcntiac police (phone) 
to Pontiac hospital (phone). Instead oE a two-step radio-phone link 
from the police car to its Pontiac headquarters to the hospital, there 
was a six-link circuit which took three minutes instead of one. But 
the message was passed with little fuss, and the technical inconvenience 
was no significant obstacle. 

Pontiac police (verbal) to volun- 

3. This is the social crux of communication which no anount of tech- 
nical equipment can correct. The Red Cross chairman later learned 
quite accidentally from somebody who had been there that the drive-in 
theater was a "blind alley.'' 
the state police finally realized their error. 

4."' 
police chief. 

This was over an hour and a half after 
- 

-, 
This was one of the two advance units sent out by Detroit 
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5. Soae incidental problems did-arise. Since county budgets are not 
geared to cope with disasters of this ntagnitude, the Genessee County 
coroner refused to authorize the expense of autopsies on his own respon- 
sibility. 
which financial considerations actually delayed any operation. 
ranking state police corporal at the morgue contacted the state police 
captain. 
authorized the expenditure. 

His flat refusal is the only instance in the entire study in 
The 

He spoke with the Genessee County prosecuting attorney who 

According to another state policenan at the morgue, another 
dlfficulty also arose: 

Later on, frictions developed among the morticians. 
They began comparing the number of bodies they had, and 
some felt that others had used undue influence upon rel- 
atives to get bodies. 

6. This is subject to occasional imperfections, as we have seen in 
the conflict between the Sheriff and the state police over jurisdLction 
in Genessee County. For a general treatment of state police see Preiss 
and Ehrlich, 1966. 

7. Some respondents thought that primary responsibflity and legal 
jurisdiction belonged rn the Sheriff, and a good case might have been 
made for this position. The state police might have made an equally 
good counter-claim. The 3heer possibility of dispute simply documents 
the ambiguity of 'the situation. 

8. We are momentarily concerned with the fnstitutfonal properties 
of the police position and the assumptions on which it fs predicated 
rather than with the informal value systems which usually arise in 
police groups. 

9. 
precisely becauae it violated this public confidenee. 
there was no public acknowledgement of the Sheriff's ixzactfvity. 
Although everybody in public lffe knew that the Sheriff's office made 
only a token gesture of participation, this could not be publicly 
admitted. An elaborate testimonial to his staff was included in a 
series of feature stories on disaster agencies in the Flint press. 
This could not be omitted without risking embarrassing public curiosity, 
and a story was built up on the theme, "Sheriff's Office Gets Fast 
Start .'I 

The looting by the two Detroit policmen became a scandal 
Sirnflarly, 

LO. 
any structure arbitrarily appraised as "70"/." damaged." 

By one convention, officials classify as "severely damaged" 
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11. 
homes affected and the number of persons without housing. Although 
some early estimates ran twice as high as the actual figures, offi- 
cials tended to under-estimate the number of homeless by one half 
on tornado night. 

There was complete confusion that night about the number of 

12. There was an unforeseen response to these announcements which, 
according to the Red Cross director, delayed registration for about 
two days. The major response was not from registrants, but from 
people offering to adopt children orphaned by the tornado. 

13. There were somewhat over LOO people killed in the tornado, 
but only one person who reached hospital care died in the month 
f o 1 lowing the d 1 sa s t er . 
14. Many of the injured were black from dirt which the tornado 
had ground into their skin. There were several cases of mothers 
who failed to recognize their own children. 

15. This speed may have aggravated or resulted in states of 
shock. But jammed traffic (which delays treatment and may a-lso 
induce secondary trauma) is no solution of this problem. 

16. Informant reports on this hospital are probably inaccurate, 
-especially in regard to its facilities and the services which it 
~ 2 s  equipped to provide. 
smallest mobile field hospital prepared to handle emergency surgery 
in the U.S. Army. 
organization of personnel, equipment, supplies and transportation, 
consists of a sixty-bed hospital. 
road in two and a half hours, and set up in four hours of reaching 
its destination"(Courtney et-al., 1953: 27). On this basis, the 
Flint auditorium-hospital was probably closer to a dispensary than 
a surgical hospital because, from all indications. the unit from 

The report on the Dutch floods cites the 

This unit, with a completely self-sufficient 

"This hospital can be put on the 

Detroit was prepared to receive patients in Flint about five hours 
after the tornado. 



Chapter VI1 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The unifying thread in most of our data is that emprgency intensi- 
Cies people's normal definitions and values, :heir established responses, 
and the salience of familiar reference gro112s and institutions. 
custcnary frames, of reference guide conceptions and behavior in emergency. 
The normal authority system thereby becomes a foundation for the crisis- 
scructure. Disaster needs are perceived essentially in terns of normal- 
roles. Thus, there fa some continuity from normal to crisis Situations. 
But there is no simple correspondence between their authority structures. 

These 

The continuities between normal and crisis systems involve the Same 
methodological problems that frustrate successful pred:tion elsewhere in 
the social sciences. Despite clear continuities, it is difficult to pre- 
dict emergency authority by simple extrapolation from the normal s:;stem. 
A particular variable (such as responsibility) may give rise to differat 
crisis structures as immediate conditions vary or as it interacts with 
other forces in the situation. It may also be affected by intervening 
factors which may predispose toward one kind of adjustment (viz., waiving 
conventional norms) as opposed to another (viz., observing conventional 
norma). For example, under strese, tensions between rival agzncies can 
either erupt into open conflict (viz., the Worcester Red Cross and Civil 
Defense) or be.controlled through avoidance and independent operation 
(vit., Worcester police and Civil Defense). In such cases, only the im- 
mediate group relations are apparent as well as the different resolutions 
of conflict. 
though they are accommodated differently. Despite the similarity of 
causea, they are resolved according to a variety of intervening variables, 
some situational. 
formation, either about any specific normal system, about the immediete 
"triggering" conditioas, or about the intervening variables. 
we cannot accurately foretell the final adjustments or the form of a spe- 
cific emergency authority system that will emerge. 
score" may indicate that our major variables are faulty or, perhaps more 
often, that we lack crucial data on them. This does not, however, reduce 
the principle of Continuity to 8 sheer & 

Yet the conflict8 themeelves may have similar roots, even 

Prediction commonly occurs with incomplete advance in- 

Consequently, 

A low "predictive 

explanation. 

The basic problem then is how the properties of the normal system 
shape the emergency system. Aside frcm the question of the effectiveness 
of disaster leadership, the general issue consists of two parts: (1) Who 
sponstaneously assunes what authority? 
lished and legitimized? We will consider them fn order. 

(2) How is that authority estab- 

/HJ Who Assumes Authority? ft will be recalled that the distribution of 

This can be ranked in a hierarchy of three levels. 
autherffy ia the normal community varies according to scope of responsi- 
bility held. At the 
bottom are the service specialists in medicine, social services, and tech- 
.nical operating departments (viz. , transportation, public works). They 
,have specific, restricted responsibility which can be fairly accurately 
designated. In the middle are the police with flexible, corxnunity-wide 
control functions and fairly vague limits of responsibility. At the top 
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are the political officials with the most diffuse spheres of legitimate 
concern and responsibility. 

In disaster, the specialists assume authority over their specific 
spheres of competence but never preetme to speak authoritatively for the 
stricken zones or for the larger community. The police immediately as- 
sume direct authority in the field where the disruption is usually re- 
garded as their Legitimate concern. 
authority into specific technical specialties. But they seldom assume /, . 
cnqlete community authority outside the field. This comprehensive re- '1 
sponslbility is the prerogative only of the hiphest political officials. 
On occasioa, these officials also extend their authority into the disas- 
ter zoaes and even into narrow technical specialties. 

Sometimes they also extend their 

Thus, in emergency, the different functional spheres become sharply 
The scope of possible authority on any one level may encom- stratified. 

- pass that on lower levels. The potential, therefore, exists for authority 
:>to be extended downward and for lower functions to be taken over directly. 
But the actual diaplacement of lower authorities is fairly infrequent, and 
it becomes conspicuous when it does occur. 
thority to be extended upward to take over the more comprehensive pre- 
rogatives ou a higher level. 

There is 9 tendency for au- 

Emergency fuactionc3, then, are related to conventional roles; the 
hierarchy of normal responsibility fixes the upper limit on the range of 
authority assumed in disaster. Although some diocrepancies occur, the 
sphere of emergency action generally corresponds to what might be ex- 
pected from so~nebody'e position in the normal syetem. 
all pattern. 

This is ehe over- 

How I8 Authority Established and Legitimized? Authority tends to be 
distributed with greater spontaneous agreement when emergency functions 
are apecific and responsibility narrows. But agreement decreases as 
functions become diffuse and reSpOn8ibilfty broad. 
wide responsibility and ambiguous guides to appropriate action are the 
ones noat likely to be involved in authority conflicts. 

The normal roles with 

Authority is distributed somewhat differently between people on dif- 
ferent levels of the hierarchy, between superiors and subordinates on the 
same level, and between peere OQ the same level. 

Between groups or officials oa different levels, the noma1 authority, 
power, and responsibility of the higher placed person tend to prevail. 
When pressed, conflicts between officials and others (police or specialists) 
are resolved along straight superior-subordinate lines in favor of the of- 
ficials. 
tlonship. But when police Laterveae in specialized functions, their au- 
thority usually predominates, mainly because of the flexible range of their 

By and downward. 
. croach upon higher policy and executive prerogatives so long as officials 
are functioning. 

Police and specialists are normally not in a hierarchical rela- 

-responsibility. Its limitr are ambiguous only in their relations lateral- 
It is evidently quite clear that police are s to en- 

Further, normal superior-subordinate authority also prevaile within 
any functional sphpre or hierarchical level. The superior may allow 



sub rdinates a maximum of indcpendenc , but thus authority is delegated 
and exercised strictly subject to the discretion and initiative of the 
superior. IC every instance in the present study, subordinates (even 
those with virtual carte blanche, as the Holden Civil Defense director) 
acknowledge the legitimate authority of their direct superiors. Thus, 
the locus of authority within spheres follows normal hierarchical lines, 
even as it does between levels. If there is a insistence on noma1 
prerogatives, authority is thereby distr5buted accordingly. 

Conflict6 between those with higher formal responsibility and special- 
iSt8 with superfor competence on lower levels reveal tensions between 
hierazchical values and humanitarian or anti-bureaucratic values. When 
somebody with responsibility dominate6 another who has competence, this 
testifies to organizational discipline. 3ut it invariably indicates 
that the dominance is predicated upon the continued relatirrns of the 
actors. Sn the moderation of conflict, the deference of the subordinate, 
therefore, safeguards this future relationship. When this takes pre- 
cedence m e r  the pressures of the temporary disaster, it protects the 
subordinate's long-range security or career goals. Thus, when they are 
in conflict, future considerations tend to prevail over immediate disaster 
stresses. In our data, however, this choice was seldom subject to the 
acid test of drastically different sets of operating consequences. 

In the relations between local and outeide groups, the factor of 
community embeddedness is significant. In our data, the outside agencfea 
whose competence was not superior to that of local groups tended to come 
from neighboring conslunities; outside agencies of definitely superior 
competence often represented jurisdictione above a cumunity level. TWhile 
the outeide community groups usually did defer to local authorities, it 
is unclear whether this reflected their community roots or their lack 
of superior qualification. The outside non-cmunity organizations did 
tend to be more qualified. Thus, their noa-deference to local authorities 
could be a function of either their greater competence or non-community 
representation, for these factors tended to vary together. 

The present data cannot discriminate between these variables clearly, 
but they are encouraging to the coIcmunity embeddedness hypothesis. It 
can be tested in future research by relating outsiders' deference with 
a typology based on their community representation and their relative 
ccmpetence vis-a-vis local agencies. 
two variables on the role of outside groups. 
authority in our data, the following illustrative patterns of deference 
amear: 

This would clarify the effect8 of the 
When there is a clear local 

Outside Community Guts ide rs ' Outsiders' 
De f e renc e Place Agency Group Competence 

Shrewsbury Worcester Yes Superior Yes 
Mi 1 it is 

Moda 1 
Pattern Many Ye 8 Not Superior Yes 

Holden State Police No Superior No 
Shrewsbury A.A.F. Unit NO . Not Superior NO 

If these trends were to be found with regularity in other dis?sters, then 
community embeddedness rather than competence would clearly determine 
outsiders' deference to 1 sl groups. 
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The present data tire no more than suggestive because not enough pure 
types are available. The only outside agency with high cormunity embed- 
dednesa and clearly superior qualification vas the Wcicestet militia in 
Shrewsbury. The imponderables make this case inconclusive. The militia's 
superior competence is .xbitrarily designated on the basis of its manpower 
and equipment. 
leadership qualities of the police chief and :he militia comnander when 
we try to throw these onto the balance. 
of the personal acquaintance of the commander and the field chief. 
cases are equally contaminated by other variables. For example, the 
scate police in Holden might be regarded as a quasi-local group, because 
of the Holden post. or at least not a clear-cut outside group. But a 
sufficient number of pure cases would settle the issue. 

We do not know the relative weight to assign to the sheer 

Nor can we weight the fnflucnce 
Other 

The conspicuous role of outside agencies warrants careful isolation 
So of the variables that govern thefr relations with local zJthorities. 

far we have seen that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Normal hierarchical authority prevails within and between 
functional levels. 

Future hierarchical relations may take precedence over 
disaster considerations. 

Police can exert authority over specialists on the strength 
of their vague sphere of responsibility. 

Although local jurisdiction seems important, the basis of 
local-outside adjustments is still indeterminate. 

We can now turn to consider the relationships between peers on the 
same level or in the same sphere. This €8 especially problematic for 
the specialists because the relations of officials or police are largely 
regulated by hierarchical guides, strettfied responaibility, OK local 
jurisdiction. But hierarchical principles are less relevant to the rela- 
tions between specialist groups and Leave a great area of indeterminacy. 
The problem of consensus becomes paramount when there are no clear prin- 
ciples for the allocation of authority among conflicting peers. Pre- 
sumably, sheer competence would become the Q O S ~  appropriate authority 
determinate, but this only raises the deferred problem of the criteria 
of qualification in disaster. 

Criteria of Competence. The clearest criteria of competence come 
from established professional standards of journeymen skills which apply 
to technical specialties. As the specialty becomes less technical (viz., 
some social services), other principles are increasingly emphasized, both 
in the field and outside. 

These criteria of competence cluster around several major factors: 
(1) Orzanizational size and resources. Oreanizations regard a l a q e  
regular staff and large body of facilities and equipment as qualifying 
resources. The organization is a p i n g  concern with a stable base, and 
its people are accustomed to working together. It has a distinct iden- 
tity in the minds of its personnel and may often be readily identified 
by others. Competence is further distinguished by (2) an organization's 
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professional= amateur status. In any given function, organizations 
regard technical traininc of personnel and routine, fi;ll-time occupational 
experience as more qualifying than little training ani part-time, non- 
occupational experience as more qualifying than lirtle training and 

Cpart-time noti-occupational experience. While this refers strictly to 
amount of experience, it distinguishes organizations with technical ex- 
pertise from those without. A further criterion is (3) type of ewerience. 
This places a premium on the routine handling of unexpected, prcfzrably 
diversified situations which require decisive action. This is ex mplified 
in the sentiment, "Emergency and trouble are our businese." Finally, 
special evidence of competence is assumed to inhere in (4) t-radition. 
Presunably, a long history institutionalizes an agency's experience and 
assures its qualification. 

These criteria enhance prestige and reputation. A claimant Of 
authority feels his competence substantiated by the number of grounds on 
which his claim implicitly rests. 
of consensus, however, because disputing parties may attach different 
importance to the respective criteria. 
weighting the factors objectively, but there is as yet no clear basis 
for thie. 
cally rate organizational size and professional identity as the more 
important criteria, followed by emergency experience and tradition. In 
general, this seemed to be their relative power in the division of author- 
ity between peers in the present disasters. But this is only tentative, 
for conflicting parties did not necessarily see eye to eye on the 
relative - value of these legttimizfn= factors. 

This may only intensify the problem 

This poses the problem of 

In the absence of objective weights. we would inpressionisti- 

These criteria, incidentally, account for the conspicuous role Of 

Typically, the major forces can claim disaster conpetence on all 
the police on grounds aside from the vague limits of their responsibil- 
ity. 
four criteria: Large organization, professional experience, tradition, 
and dealing actively with assorted disorders. 
pressed in the judgment, "That was a police job out there," and rein- 
forced by such symbols as their uniforms and weapone.' 
cials did not always share the c o m o n  feeling that the police ticre 
necessarily the proper, exclusive field aUthOKLtie8. They did rbot re- 
gard this authority as indivisible, nor as mutually excluslve with 
political office. But they could not claim leadership simply on the 
basis of the four criteria which we have discussed. 
participation in field leadership was implicitly based solely on the 
criterion of responsibility, This involves no simple conflict between 
people or between roles, but between legitimizing values as well. 
will presently amplify this in another connection. 

Their claims were ex- 

Political offi- 

Consequently, their 

!*?e 

The lack of conaensus underscores the conditions under which con- 
flict may persist. 
first arises from the urgency of victims' needs. So many things have to 
be done that procedural n o m s  arc waived. 
one does not worry about who is rC8pQUSiblC for getting a house off a 
man's back. These two conflicts typify the independent operation that 
characterizes the early stage of disaster. 
there is a primary commitment to collective welfare. The conflict can 
then be classified and some integration can emerge from disorder. 

ltlo kinds of conflict have solidary goals. The 

To paraphrase the policeman, 

~ 

They may be sorted out when 
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--- Non-Solidary - Conflicts. 
concern with common weif;;<. 
effort and integration, but they have this effect because of a primary 
concern for private norms or non-communal goals, There are at least 
three sources of non-cohesive conflict. These involve: (1) Non-solidary 
ends, (2) symbolic participation, and (3) salient reference groupe. We 
will consider them in order. 

But not all conflicts develop with a first 
Some are not intended to disrupt collective 

Non-Solidary Ends. The disaster provides an opportunity to achieve 
ends beyond those related to the fmmediate emergency. It releases open 
scruggles for power, prestige, and status which take precedr-sce over 
collective goals. These usually represent conflicts smoldering in the 
normal system which are intensified or erupt during crisis. Private 
vendettas, rivalriea, competition, and norms of aggrandizement persist 
in some circles and relegate collective goals to secondary importance. 
They testify that solidarity in the community and the authority system 
is by no means pervasive. 

The possible dysfunctional effects of these conflicts are usually 
clear: disruptive rivalries, deflection of energy from di-saster needs 
to competitive goals, non-cooperation in the use of resources and the 
rendering of services. But the consequences are not solely dysfunctional. 
Some conflicts for power or prestige may clear the air and clarify an 
ambiguous authority system. (Krepa and Wenger, 1973: 158-174; Quaran- 
tell5 and Dynes, 1976). Different assumptions about the proper locus 
of authority may be threshed out to yield not only acrimony and long- 
range cleavages, but also greater consensus and sZability. 

The predominance of private over communal interests seems to be 
associated with amateur groups or local affiliates of national organiza- 
tions. In our data, the amateur agencies showed the greatest open con- 
cern for public recognition and rewards. Professional groups, in 
contrast, seemed less concerned with these and more satisfied to remain . 

anonymous--as judged from respondents' spontaneous mention of prestige 
themea. The pursuit of rewards and recognition creates a high propen- 
sity for collision and rivalry between groups. This propensity is in- 
creased when it involves non-technical specialists of similar competence 
in the same functfonal sphere. It is also increased when old, establfshed 
organizations may be threatened by relatively new groups. 

The apparent relationship between amateur groups and status conflicts 
is subject, of course, to further check, but it corresponds with other 
evidence. 
ciations has been documented in a steadily growing body of research. 
(Smith, Reddy and Baldwin, 1972; Smith, 1973). On this basis, we might 
well expect a selective recruitment of status--and prestige-oriented people 
into many cherftable and service organizations which become prominent as 
emergency welfare groups. To the extent that these agencies are composed 
of such self-selected members, participation can easily assume competitive 
forms because the emergency provides such a golden opportunity to gratify 
prestige motives. On the other hand, the- comnunaL soLidarity displayed 
by the Holden Xed Cross and Civil Defense indicates that the entire prob- 
lem La too complex to be taken for granted. The connections between 
social participation and conmuhity integration are et111 too unclear to 

The connection between status aspirations and voluntary asso- 
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permit an unqualified acceptance of the relationship. Isle would generally 
expect the relationship to be strongest in large urban centers and in 
new suburbs. 

Symbolic Participation. Although rist of the participation in 
disaster was highly anonymous, public officials were denied this anonym- 
ity. Much of their role was played out, as it were, on a public stage. 
The special pressure on political officials touched off a symbolic 
dimension over and above the instrumental action to solve disaster proh- 
lens. 

The symbolic component had two aspects. The first was the 
officials' expression of sentiments on behalf of the comunity: c m i s e r -  
ation with victims, visits to hospitals and other centers, public reports 

a o n  the disaster situation, expressions of shock and sorroG, inspection of 
the stricken zones, progresa reports on welfare programs or rchabilitation 
plans, proposals for tax abatement and similar financial relief for 
victims. 
communi ty . 

2 

These were expressions of solidarity directed to thz entire 

Typically, such symbolic action was taken by the officials p-x- 
sonally; it was performed in a highly visible, pbtkc manner; it was 
aimed at the sentiments of the community. Thus, action was not delegated, 
the official was not insulated from public contact, and the main concern 
was with public reassurance and the expression of feeling rather than 
public information or effective problem-solving. 

This expressive part of symbolic action was only incidental to 
problem-solving. But the second part was integral to it and arose from 
the highly ego-involving pressures of official responsibility. 
direct instrumental actions had to display an appreciation of their un- 
usual responsibility and an adequate fulfillment of their roles. They 
had to demonstrate by vigorous, resourceful leadership that they could 
meet their special obligations and thereby warranted the public confidence 
vested in them. To the extent that high offices vere laden with emu- 
nltyresponaibility,officials felt the need to be active and to show that 
they could rise above routine performance when group welfare was threat- 
ened. In other words, the man felt the need to measure up to the denands 
of the office. 

Officials' 

This participation concerned the sqmbol of Leadership which the 
official presmably enbodied. 
at large, but also to other authorities. Their evaluation of the 
official's leadership capacity could be based on action which he took 
privately, within the disaster apparatus, as well as that taken publicly. 
Officials were acutely avare of the impression that they might create as 
leaders. 
precisely because they had little opportunity to share their individual 
responsibility. 
ual identity which was not obscured by an organization. 
organizations were fairly anonymous and could be concerned mainly with 
work criteria, but officials were under greater pressure to take added 
account of sheer leadership which they night provide. 

It was oriented not only to the corrrnunity 

They felt the performance pressures as keen personal dcnands 

Their prominence as public figures gave then an individ- 
Those within 



This had a profouad effect on the responsibility-competence conflict. 
Specialized agencFes or groups with relatively equal campetence were, to 
socle extent, interchanceable. If one organization did not discharge'a 
leadership function or was delinquent in other res?ects, there were sub- 
stitutes available, The unit of competence tias the orgacization. But 
the responsibility of political officials could not be shared. The unit 
of responsibility vas the office 8nd specifically its incumbent. 
conpetence (or incompetence) could remain relatively anonynous, the 
responsibility of officials carried a fixed identity. And this pressure 
vas one source of political officials' activity in the field, despite their 
lack of special disaster qualification. 

there 

\?e nust, however, distinguish between participation which vas symbolic 
in its effects, but not in fta intent, and that which wa3 slymbolic in 
both. 
political officials and some social service agencies th:n among other 
groups. 
with empty ritual, cynical token gestures, stereotyped public relations, or 
political opportunisn. 
comntnity solidarity and straight disaster operations as well as private 
ego-involvements. As a conscious demonstration of leadership or contri- 
bution to the emergency effort, it expresses a concern with much more than 
sheer disaster control. 

Consciously symbolic participation was more conspicoous among 

Symbolic participation must not be oversimplified and confused 

It is a complex phenomenon which is related to 

There were numerous instances of symbolic participation, anon$ 
officials end others, In each tornado, the Governor and U.S. Senators 
made personal inspection tours of the stricken zone8 on the night of the 
disaster or the following day and they took immediate steps to expedite 
Federal aid. Lesser officials also made personal appearances. Those who 
could not come thenselves sent messages of strong apology and sympathy. 
On the night of the disaster, Tlorcester and Flint radio stations broad- 
cast talks by the mayors and other officials. 
interview with the head of Xed Cross outlined the agency's disaster activ-. 
ities. In Holden, the disaster newsletter expressed officials' concern 
and Gave detailed accounts of their activities and plans. 
purest case in the data is the state Civil Defense director's notiflca- 
tion of the Flint radio stations that he had recruited doctors from Ann 
Arbor. A straight operational action was publicized in ordcr to demon- 
strate the activity of an official. 

- 

In Worcester, a radio 

Perhaps the 

- Symbolic action can be functional or dysfunctional. Ebst of thesc 
A >  ,illustrations were solidary. But gome were not. For example, the Sheriff's 
'token participation Ln Beecher actually concealed the group's withdrawal. 
Other actions were 111-a3vised and disruptive, however unintended and 
wcll-meant. The Flint nayor's recruitment of blood donors for Xurlcy 
Hospital only contributed to the disorder and confusion. i3merous other 
disruptions arose from an eazer desire to be helpful, to fulfill role 
responsibilities visibly, and to allay personal anxiettcs. There were 
strong pressures to act, and they increased initiative and decisiveness. 
Sut they also stimulated anxious people to make private decisions and 

- to operate independently of others, including qualified counselors. Such 
action often feeds on itself, increasing actors' isolation from channels 
of information and cmunication. Beyond a certain point, initiative 



may pass through stages of independence, isolation, and disruption. 
This hazard i3 particularly latent in symbolic action. 

Some officials restrained the pressure to act with little reflection. 
The mayor of Holden avoided gratuitous gestures of leadership in favor 
of a supportive role. Similarly, in order to avoid conzestion, the 
Flint fire chief shoved 8n atypical restraint in keeping massive fire 
cquipnient out of the field until it was needed. Such cases illustrate 
another reaction to pressures of public responsibility. 
were determined by operational considerations rather than symbolic leader- 
ship or anxiety and nere the obverse of symbolic participation. 

The actions 

Salient Eefcrence Groups. The third source of conflict involved a 
set of special groups rather than the larger disaster system. 
members' orientations followed primary allegiances or antiQathies and 
focused their sense of solidarity not on the comunlty, but onto smaller 
cohesive elements. Discriminating perception is not always divisive. 
The cotunon acknowledgement of superior police authority in the field, 
for example, expressed consensus and common definitions in the division 
of labor. But selective perception may be divisive when it is governed 
by sub-group values. 

Their 

The selective orientatioo to others bClOn88 to reference group be- 
havior. The reference group and one's relation to it regulate con- 
sciousness and organize action. It looms large (or has high salience) 
because the noms and judgments of the group are particularly important 
for the actor. It may also be important because of ita power, qualifi- 
cation, resources, information, or significance for operating (or other) 
goals. The group may have a positive, neutral, or negative value for 
the actor. It can, therefore, influence his behavior without necessarily 
irnplying his identification with it and acceptance of ita noms. In 
this sense, the state police in Flint were a strong ne~ative reference 
group for the Sheriff and were probably a major influence on his staff's 
withdrawal. 
to hts reference groups and their meaning to him. 
groups do not have equivalent importance for any one actor or for any 
single goal, they are arzayed in a hierarchy of relative visibility or 
significance. The nost important ones become the most conspicuous. The 
hierarchy outlines the probable orientations and his channels of inter- 

The actor perceives and structures the situation according 
Since different 

action, avoidance, comnunicatfon, and influence. 2 

Authority groups show a markedly selective orientation to others dur- 

which locate significant others and probably identify the m s t  fundamental 
Lintca~es in the normal system. 
iables are: (1) Community membership, (2) organizational affiliation, 
(3) official status, (4) occupational identity, and (5) informal influence. 
!Je can review then briefly. 

,,?ing disaster. Reference groups are a function of several dimensions 

The more important reference group var- 

(I) The c o m n i t y  dimension is epitomized in the relationship of 
outside agencies to. local groups. 
most significant for those outsiders who themselves represented local 
communities. Outside groups representing hisher jurisdictions were the 
most likely to bypass or ignore local authorities. 
spicuous among Federal, State,. and large metropolitan agencies which 

Local suthorities were apparently the 

This was most con- 
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entered small towns. 'These groups may have taken their own superior 
competence for granted 
appraisal of relative cmpetcnce. 
not think much about local authorities because they were apparently not 
significant figures. Those representing higher or larger jurisdictions 
presumably accept this factor as a legitimizing principle exempting then 
from the authority of small 1ocaliti.es. 

but evidently there was little deliberate 
The large outside agencies sirrp1y.di.d 

There are few clear patterns in local views of outsiders beyond a 
dependency on large organizations.. especially police groups. nut local 
pcople are more positively oriented to those outsiders with whom they 
have some prior identification. In Holden and Flint, for example, local 
groups preferred to vork with men of the Local state police posts 
rather than with outside state police. Similarly, Local people distin- 
guished between outsiders who were members of their mutual-aid associa- 
tion and similar groups who did not belong. 

(2) This touches upon the second major orienting principle, organi- 
zational affiliation. iqenbers of the same organization (such as the 
?.ed Cross or Civil Defense) took each other as primary points of refer- 
ence. For example, national Zed Cross officials took over the arection 
of local operations according to standard procedures of the organiza- 
tion, while outside Civil Defense higher-ups served as advisors or 
observers for the local agency. 
an extremely sharp distinction in the power, prestige, and authority of 
local end higher levels, the organization itself was salient for its 
members on all levels. The primary consideration was the identity and 
integrity of the organization as such. 
membership a8 an orienting principle increased aiong amateur groups, 
among agencies in a fairly open competitive position, or where mcc?bership 
waa a vehicle €or people's status aspirations. The prominence of the 
membership group then blotted out awareness of others cxccpt cmpetitors) 
and reduced the number of operating groups significan; to them. 
in Worcester, the ::ed Cross and Civil Defense simply 
agencies in the perspectives of the Red Cross. 
members had such an image of the agency that the headquarter8 operated 
with little outside contact or check on its procedures. 

Although s m e  organizations displayed 

The importance of organizational 

Thus, 
-1ipsed other 

Or Wo:cester Civil Defense 

(3) A third orientation followed official statuses. Reference groups 
reflected the hierarchy of direct authority which has been our Ioodel. of 
the emergency structure. This applied within and between levels. With- 
in levels, political officials were salient €or officials, police for 
police, and specialists for specialists. Setween levels, groups were 
rather more negatively than positfvely oriented to those on higher levels. 
I,%ere there were no direct superior-subordinate relatj-one, those on 
higher levels tended to be ignored or avoided. 
to avoid political officials more than spccialiste avoided either. 

On tho whole, police tended 

(4) To a great extent, the perspectiveo between positions OR differ- 
ent levels reflected perhaps the strongest sinzle orienting principle, 
occupational identity. Occupational groups were usually the nost salient 
of all, transcending in force community membership, official stat use^, 
and even organizational affiliation whenever agencies were not occupa- 

- tionally homogenous. (The social servlce and operating divisions of the 
i Worcester '1 Defense, for example, functioned virtually as separate 7 
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organizations.) Doctors and nurses looked first to hospitals for orien- 
tation, and hospftals relied on each other for help before looking to 
non-rnedicai ,youps such as police, offici-als. or social scrvicc agencies 
responsible for medical assistance. By the same tckcn, vcry refined 
occupationel orientations could be observed. Sheriffs offered help to 
other sheriffs bei'ore offering it to police; fire chief; solicited 
help from other fire departments; HAP1 radio cperators worked with other 
HAMS; police considered other police before "civilian" agencies; news- 
paper people looked to other journalists; nayors to nayors before other 
political executives; public works people to their counterparts; clergy- 
men to church groups; the utility companies to one another (even con- 
solidzting repair work by zones rather than by company); etc. 
regularities were shaip, highly refined and forceful. 

The 

Thus, collective aspects of disaster were mediated by salient points 
of reference which conspicuously followed occupational lines. People in 
the same occupation or comparable positions were primarily oriented to 
one another in giving and receiving information, sharing resource6, inte- 
grating operations, cooperating, etc. Negative (and competitive) orien- 
tations also followed occupational lines. These patterns applied both 
to private and public groups, although they could most easily be observed 
among public organizations. 

These limited reference group orientations had both functional and 
, dysfunctional effects. They were the foundation of a spontaneous division - of labor that gave direction to outside helpers. Specialists needed 
'-little early guidance, but contacted their Local colleagues directly. 
Reference groups were also the basis of incipient operating blocs. 
showed several striking instances in the informal liaison between the 
private contractors and the county road commissioner and between the 
local police and the private plant-protection departments. 

- 
Flint 

But there were also some important dysfunctional resuLts. 

People who were unimportant for one 

Such ex- 
clusive orientations often isolated from each other groups whose members 
were In close physical proximity. 
another frequently failed to share highly relevant information. The low 
significance of some "civilian" groups for the state police in Flint pre- 
vented the pooling of vital infornation which would have corrected false 
operating perspectives. 

Similarly, leaders were isolated from qualified resources. Specialists 
were frequently not coneulted for guidance in specialized matters, as in 
the independent decisions regarding the establishment of thc energency 
hospital and the provision of emergency housing facilities in Flint. 
ical and social service people were ignored by police and officials. 
By the same token, the resources and services of some groups were over- 
looked. The state police in Flint simply did not exploit the Civil Air 
Patrol because this group did not loom large in its calculations. 

Med- 

Further. occupational reference groups carried the eeeds of incipient 
competition which were often likely to sprout. 
certainly inhibited leadership (as in Flint) or made for independent oper- 
ation (as in the segregation of the Vorcester police and Civil Defense). 
Occasionally it erupted into open conflict (as between the l!orcester Red 
Cross and Civ61 Defense). 

This potential threat 
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Occupation c7as thc primary alternative to cormunity membership as an 
axis of integration. 
provided an apparently stronger basis of cohesion than dissimilar OCCUpS- 
tions within the comunity. That occupation rather than cormnunity should 
have been the authorittes' major reference principle in disaster is not 
a spurious product of our data. Occupations frequently serve to bridge 
social systems and establish links between their members, as a recent 
annual report on the activities of the British Council exenplifies: 

Occupational groups cross-cut conslunity lines and 

Cur main task is the making and fostering of contacts 
between individual people. We have not the rcsources... 
to make any direct inpact on the masses. Among the 
most effective international contacts are those 
between opposite numbers. This principle apparently, 
was established larzely as a result of experiences in 
providing diversions for American forces in 3ritain 
during the war. 
made comparatively little headway. But courses for 
doctors or farmers, run by their British counterparts, 
were a success. 
it today 
in common. 

General course8 on general subjects 

"Contact was made," as somebody put 
"on the basis of something they already had 
And we've not forgotten it." 

The power of occupation in guidine people's effective orientation vas 
learned in another context in Britain, bur its persistent strength in 
disaster testifies to ita fundamental character. 

: 
';? 

(5) Sheer social status and power pervade the fifth reference group 
dimension, informal fnfluence. Beyond such occupational alliances as 
the plant protection men and the Flint police were other informal in- 
fluentials to whom different authorities were oriented. The effect 
of the VIP's Ln Morcester and the early relinquishment of the pass sys- 
tem in Shrewsbury indicate considerable private influence. It would be 
of importance to learn what. LE any, informaL influence helped to 
settle disputes or allocate authority. Our data only hint at probable 
systematic influences of various informal social groups and non-govern- 
mental leaders on public decision-making. 
doubtless played central roles within the disaster apparatus. especially 
at high levels. In this sense, the structure of public authority 
encompasses more components than official offices and agencies. Formal 
and informal systems enter into a delicate, complex balance whlch 
warrant greater attention than the present study could give. 

. 

Such private influentials 

Taken together, the non-solidary ends, sumbolic participation, and 
salient reference Groups locate essentially private orientations or in- 
terests which may conflict with collective values. 
from comprehensive perspectives to limited segments of the disaster 
participants and overall situation. 
tend to be stable and persistent. 
redefinition than the inadvertent conflicts which result from partial 
exposure, private definitions and independent operation. The non-solidary 

They divert attention 

The private n o m s  which support them 
They are less amenable to change and 



conflicts result from definite forces, not simply from a v a c u a  of dircc- 
tion and integration. Consequently, they are likely to foster obstacles 
to comprehens-'ve leadership and a resistance to pressures for consensus 
and a unified disaster apparatus. 

Police and community. Insofar as the police occu?y such a strategic 
position in the overall leadership structure, their reference groups 
assume special importance. On many grounds, the police seem singularly 
qualified to assume emergency authority. They have organization, re- 
sources, professional experience in handling disorders. They have a 
tradition and the outward symbols of community authority. 
accustomed to a superordinate position, and to exercise initiative and 
issue orders. 

They are 

The texture of police participation, durinz the disasters and in the 
research itself, suggests that they had less cmotional invclvcment in 
and leas emotional response to the effects of the tornadoes than other 
groups. 
leadership because their ability to make objective decisions may 5e less 
impaired than those with greater emotional investment. 

Up to a point, this may be extremely valuable for effective 

But the police gave the impression of an underlying sense of alicna- 
- tion --- from the consunity and the people they represented. 
observe a "we-they" distinction betveen themselves and virtually all 
non-police. This was not stated explicitly, but the impression vas 
suggested by subtle cues, by modes of reference to thenselves and others, 
by the terminology with which they disparaged the ability and adequacy 
of almost all non-police group8 in the field. The alienation was also 
inplied by default, by what wa8 pot_ said. Of three dozen assorted police- 
men who were interviewed, only one man ever referred to disaster victims 
in terms of sympathy or compassion. This vas in marked contrast to 
members of all other groups, including journalists social workers, doc- 
tors, and others occupationally toughened to the spectacle of human 
suffering. Police may be little given to sentimental expression, partic- 
ularly for the record, while others nay be morc prone to make their 
sympathy explicit, if only as a gesture. But the entire series of inter- 
views with police respondents nhmed a pronounced lack of compassion and 
en extreme emotional flatness--except in the expression of aggression. 
They were extremely articulate in their agsressive feelings and their 
contempt for others, displaying a depth, subtlety and refinement that 
were lacking In other subjects. 
alienation from the rest of the conzmunity. 

They seemed to 

The police conveyed a strong sense of 

This impression corresponds closely with findings of independent re- 
: search into covert values of police groups. These have long been subject 

have long permeated folklore. Actual research, however, into the content 
of police values has been rather sparse. certainly to some extent because 
of their concealment and inaccessibility for direct study. Ilillian Vest- 
ley, however, has xportec! on the private values by which police condone 
their maintenance c;' secrecy and illegal use of violence. He reports 
that "...the maiitsnance of secrecy. ..is considered to be more inportant 
than law enforcement, and is supported by the most powerful sanctions 
available. " (IJcs t ley, 1953 : 34-41. 

,to popular speculation, and such invidious imao,cs as the "third decree" 
v' 



Elsewhere, in developin=; the themes of police noms, he finds: 

Slnce "brutality" is strongly crLticizcd by the 
larger corsnunity, the polfceman lrationalizes it in a 
manner whit@ results in a transfer in propert;. from 
the state to the colleague group. 
which were origj-nally a property of the state 
its law-enforcement agent, the police, are in a psycho- 
logical sense confiscated by the police, tc be con- 
ceived of as a personal property. 

The means of violence 
in loan to 

Their use of brutality ... is a result of their 
desire to defend and improve their social status in the 
absence of legal means. This desire in turn is directly 
related to...the low status of the police in the 
community, which results in a driving need on the part of 
policemen to assert and improve their status. Their. .. 
occupational goals ... are independent of and take pre- 
cedence over their legal mandate. (41) 

These results suggest (1) that the police believe 
that these private or group ends constitute a moral 
legitimation for violence, which is equal or superior 
to the legitimation derived from the law.. . (39) 

The policeman finds his most pressing problems in 
his relationships to the public. His is a service 
occupation but of an incongruous kind since he nust 
discipline those whom he serves. Re is regarded as 
corrupt and inefficient by, and meets with hostility 
and criticism from, the public. He regards the public 
-_I as his enemy, feels his occupatlon to be in conflict 
with the comunity, and regards himself to be a 
pariah. The experience and the feeling give rLse to 
a collective emphasis on secrecy, an attempt to coerce 
respect from the public, and a belief that almost-any 
means are legitimate o n  discharging their duties/. ---- These aye for the policeman basic occupational values. 
They arise f r o m  his experience, they take precedence 
over hLs legal responsibilities, arc central to an 
understandinz of his conduct.. . . (35) (IaJestley, 

-- 

1953, ) 

This analysis and the impressions drawn €ran the present research 
make the relations between police and other groups cmprehensible. 
assumptions which raise police "above the law" made fnadequate the 
Governor's intervention to assure the exercise of leadership in Flint. 
Private police norms took precedence over the rcsponsibility and author- 
ity legally delegated to then. 

The 

Further, police tend to regard their authority as an exclusive, 
divisible prerogative. 
their authority even nominally with officials or agencies like Civil 
Defense (as in Worcester), the police viewed this as an infringement of 
their rlxhts. Me+--horically speaking, they sat? only a limited amount 

in- 
When disaster circunstances obliged then to share 
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of "police pcwer" in a comunity. 
to non-police groups was, ia effsct, "usurped" by intruding competitors. 
This was also felt as a deprivation because disasters offer police un- 
paralleled opportunities to assert their power, dominance, and indispens- 
ab1 1 i ty . 

Any portion of this which was given up 

Westley argues that in their desire for  tatu us, the police regard the 
public and the comunity a8 sigalficsnt reference groups. During the 
present disasters, the police expected public conformity and obeisance to 
their orders. Certainly, they found public recognition of their disaster 
services gratifying, but such rewards seemed to be "grdvy." Ovr data in- 
dicate that the police did = cariously seek public recognition. Their 
most significant sources of prestige, status, and honor were basically con- 
fined to their own organizatica and other police groups. These were ap- 
parently the important jud&es wl20 could properly appreciate police per- 
formance and confer prestige. Thus, just as sociologists may be profes- 
sionally most sensitive to the jiidgnents of other sociologists and sur- 
geon to other surgeons, so the police accepted their colleagues as major 
reference groups and their moat significant sources of esteem. 
vate deprecation of non-police groups evidently reinforced their internal 
cohesion and alienation from o t h a  community organizations, a case of 
multigroup memberships indeed conflicting. To be sure, only limited seg- 
ments of the larger communfty may be well informed about private police 
values. This may help to integrate the police as an exclusive society 
(Turnin and Moore, 1949: 787-795), but its disaster consequences can be 
quite dysfunctlonal. 

Their prf- 

It must be remembered that, despite the general qualification of po- 
lice orffanizations for disaster, policemen normally work as individuals or 
small teams (in contrast, for example, to the larger units found in mili- 
tary ~perations).~ 
ly supervised nor to ofganize the large-scale operation of others. 
their private group values of dominance, aggressiveness, and physical ac- 
tion lend themselves, in extreme cases, eo personal ego-aggrandizement 
which can easily be realized in individual and small-group action. 
tainly, in the fluid disaster situation, such personal goals could easily 
be gratified, regardless of the coordination of operaticns. 

They are not accustomed to have their activities close- 
Also, . 

Cer- 

Further, their reference groups indicate that police have a special 
relation to the rest of the corounity. 
it and with collective welfare seems quite equivocal. 
Westley's findings dealt mcinly w i 5  the relations between police and crim- 
inals or suspects. 
tion and this presumably justifies their firm control. 
strong aolidarity against these deviants. 
they expressed a comparable animus toward officials and agencies which 
represented respzcted, reopunsible elements of the comunity. The rela- 
tions between the police and lag-abiding public-service groups involved 
no control of offenders in a society governed by laws and not men. 
the contrary, disaster problems concerned solidary interests of welfare 
and equilibrium, not the actions or values of deviant groups. 
tion of police from both the "reapectable" and "disreputable" elements of 
the cornunity implies that their private norms are quite remote from 
-ideals of public service; they tend to be pervasive and applied indis- 
q?!.rninately to the cr -.unity. 

Their positive identification with 
For example, 

They define offenders as inimical to social organiza- 
TSe police show 

In the disasters, however, 

On 

The aliena- 



=e pxticular reference grcqc, Frivate values, end usual work con- 
text of police exert forces t3t;zrd fragmented operation in emergencies ., 
Yet thc: disaster situction may place a premium on the coordination of 
energies if any overall contTol is to be achieved. This contradiction 
cannot easily be overcme without a basic shift in police reference groups 
and waiver of private norms. 
no means be expected. 

Acwrding to our data, such a shift can by 

Ir' it should not occur, wocld this n e m  that the private norma were - inccmpatible with collective interests and that police could not be effec- 
tive aloastar leaders? 
trol when conimunity disruption is limited rather than extreme. The ob- 
jective situation migbt permit tile realization of both communal welfare 
and private police goals of duuinsnce and aggressive action. But beyond 
some hypothetical point, genuinely severe disasters req.aire collective or- 
ganization which is not condctcfve to private norms. Our data suggest that 
at this point of conflicting values, private police goals will tend to 
prevail over corrnmrnal interests. This implies that police leadership and 
effectiveness would be inversely related to the severity of disaster, in- 
creasing wtth the opportunity for individuals to perform favorably in small 
emergencies, and decreasing as lcrger crises require greater rationality 
and caordination of operations. 

The police might be able to imgose effective con- 

Private Norms and Community InteRration. 
out here because of their strategic disaster role, but they may fllustrats 
only a specfal,. if extreme, case of non-aolfdary ends. Private norma are 
latent and pervasive in the normal authority system. They may take prece- 
dence over definable community interests, even among groups that are not 
sharply alienated from the community, and thereby affect the role of dif- 
ferent public authorities in varying degrees. This can limit the amount 
of cohesion within community authority systems. 
greater when strong private norms and conflicting Fnterests focus effort 
on prestige, power, status, or similar scarce social values. Future re- 
search might well examine the integration of authority systems in terms of 
discerni'Jle tolerance limits, or the points at which private interests 
supersede or are forcefully subordinated to collective goals. Profoundly 
disruptive crises nay alter the tolerance limits normally governed by oc- 
cupational identification, non-professional prestige organieationa, and 
the innovation of new errergency services, such as Civil Defense. 

The police have been singled 

The restriction should be 

Conflict and Control of Disaster. The present study has concentrated 
on the effects of conflict, and thio interest may have magnified its appar- 
ent importance in dise.ster. Clearly, the latent divisive forces in the com- 
munity do not invariably erupt, nor are they purely dysfunctional. 
would be surprising if the crisis did not also heal some existing rifts. 

It 

The net effect of the auzhority conflicts were fairly clear in one 
respect: They did E t  ieoro*:s disaster operations. In Flint, for example, 
as in the Netherlands flood, leadership was inhibited. 
necessarily mean that ccnf licts or leadership Fnhibitfon seriously impaired 
the larger response to disaster. Ye have exmined the conflicts under a 
magniEying lens in order to identify their properties, 80 they have loomed 
large, perhaps larger than life. The differences observable under this 
magnification may dwindle in significance when we restore the life perspec- 
tive. 

But this does not 

Jlur47.- the rescue stage, fc.mh1 orS&dzatian may have affected anly 



a minor portion of the total disaster operation, and conflicts may have 
altered the objective results only negligibly. 
then conflict may have influenced an inconsequential part of the total 
situation in comparison with weightier variables. 
cannot diecriminate this. 

If this should be the case, 

Unfortunately, our data 

It is quite possible, however, that improvised emergency systems may 
have only a minor Objective effect on large disasters. 
study, f o w l  leadership systems did not seem to be clearly decisive, or 
at least we cannot confidently attribute decisive importance to them. 
can we say that when conflicts obstructed organization, this had telling 
result8 on reecue. To be sure, isolated instances may be judged with 
greater confidence. For example, the congestion at Hurley Hospital in 
Flint probably could have been relieved by improved traffic control. 
though potential conflicts are always present, we cannot clearly asses8 
their objective consequences on disaster. The problem remains open for 
further study. 

In the preeent 

Nor 

Al- 

Apart from conflicts, it is quite clear that actual control over the 
worst phase of disaster is loose at best. 
cumstances, rational organization had only limited control Over rescue 
and evacuation of victims. This was rooted in the fluidity and amorphous- 
nesi of the situation, inexperience with disasters of even such magnitude, 
and the vast, diffu8e energy released in the mas8 assault. 
reason to suppose that rational leadership can quickly impose coitroL Over 
the effects of larRe rare dfsastere. Formal organizatlan may be able to 
affect the total situation only within narrow limits. Possibly a sheer, 
unguided mass assault ultimately achieves as much as improvised formal 
leadership systems. Or poesibly leadership might be effective only in 
selected processes, principally in breaking bottlenecks by small, mobile 
work teams; in keeping traffic channels open; in setting up a centralized 
cmunications system which gives full ground coverage; in the mobilize- 
tion of strategic resources; and in keeping surplus supplies out of the 
operating field. 
for positive direction and effective control during the moat critical 
period . 

Under the most favorable cir- 

There is no 

But beyond these, there may be little realistic prospect 

This is no insistence that rational improvisation is futile, €or the 
But we must recognize that the evidence is question is still quite open. 

not promising. 
and gifted leadership. 
however, we can review some of these conditions. 

Successful organization may demand both optimal conditions 
Before the question is uncompromisingly prejudged, 

Problems of Ideal Organization. Perhaps the best approach is to 
specify the strategic problems that necessarily must be met if rational 
control is to be achieved. 
of potential decision and action which confront any overall leadership. 
These critical decision point8 are neither an inventory of actual operating 
procedures nor a manual of disaster tactics. 
lustrations refer to tornedoea, similar principles of organization apply 
to other disasters as well. 

They can be analyzed into general categories 

Although the particular il- 

The strategy of effective disaster leadership generally seems to 
hinge on two crucfal processes: 
eourcee; and (2) the channeling of spontaneous mas8 responses. 

(1) the exploitation of specialized re- 
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I, Unconditionally, an early, systematic sarvey ?-s the cardinal cri- 
terion o,f overall leadership. 
of orientation. An amorphous situation must be structured to clerify rhe 
problems which nust be solved. 
emergency to fix its approximate limits and its internal properties. 
the boundary and characteristics of the field must be defined. 
ture demands some quick, bat systematic, survey to collect information. 
The accuracy of detail is less important than the adequacy of sampling and 
coverage. Enough facts must be gethered from different sections of the 
entire affected area to give a working picture of the overall disaster and 
a reasonable estimate of its problems. 
disaster will govern the extent of a possible survey, whether information 
is systematically collected only once or is generated continuously, and 
whether information sources are direct or indirect. 

m e  first problem of organization is that 

This demands some overview of the entire 
Thus, 

Such a pic- 

The circumstances of eny particular 

11. The second step in organization is the analysis of such survey 
information to define the obiective problems. This involves several 
judgments : 

A. Asaigning problems to rough classee of priority. - 
8, Differentiating them according to substantive and procedural 

needs. 
mizing control over the total situation (viz., giving high 
priority to communications and circulatipn processes). 

Differentiating problem according to the criteria by which, 

Ln completion) z. maxinun efficiency (minimum cost). 
fectiveness will certainly be invoked for survival problems 
while efficiency will be most applicable to,property protec- 
tion. 
effectiveness and efficiency n o m s  will tend to predominate 
sequentially . 

The Latter are distinguished by their value for maxi- 

C. 
c 
v they will be handled: Maximum effectiveness (minimum time 

Ef- 

Since these value8 are related to disaster stages, 

D. Differentiat€ng problems according to preferred flow-patterns: 

1. Those in which resources must be mobilized at fixed 
points of need (viz., rescue equipment in the field); 

2. Those in which needs must flow to fixed resources 
(viz., evacuation of casualties to hospitals); 

3. Those permitting an option in flow (viz., feeding, 
first aid). 

E. Distinguishing problem according to whether administrative 
or technical criteria should guide the division of labor. 

IIX. The third stsp in organization is the saecification of instru- 
mental needs in both general and concrete terms. 
problem-solving, it involves: 

As the generic aspect of 

A. A gross division of Labor whereby work areas are broken in- 
to sp3ti"' zones, problems are reduced to smaller elements, 
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and work processes are analyzed into independent or in- 
tegrated functions (i.e., into isolable or non-isolable 
procedures). 

I B. The translation of work problems into necessary resources 
which may be broadly classified into several mafor groups: 

1. Supplies, Equipment, Facilities 

a. Abundant, General, or Unspecialized-- 
trucks, transportation, housing, cots 
blankets, rope, etc. 

b. Scarce, Specific, or Specialized-- 
power chain saws, cranes, portable gen- 
erators, floodlights, walkie-talkies, 
public address systems, electroencephalo- 
graphic equipment, etc. 

2. Personnel 

a. General or Unspecialized-- 
manpower, drivers, etc. 

b. Experts, Specialists, Technicians-- 
- brain surgeons, radto mechanics, bull- 

dozer operators, pilots, trained rescue 
teams, etc. 

The principal distinction between specialized and unspecialized re- 
Unspe- sources is the flexibility with which units are interchangeable. 

cialized resources may be easily procured and substitutes can be impro- 
vised without creating serious bottlenecks. 
simply admit no easy substitution. 
illustrate such relatively inflexible needs. 
power-saw team can open a road in a fractLon of time required without them. 
One either does or does not have speciffc specialized resources. 

But specialized resources 
An oxygen tent or a scarce blood type 

Similarly a bulLdozer and 

IV. The fourth aspect of organizaiion is the mobilization, control 
and allocation of resources. 
mitment to specific operations involve: 

The manipulation of resources and their com- 

A. The identification of problems in which specialized resources 
can be exploited, including: 

I. Functions which cannot safely be entrusted to in- 
experienced people. 

2. Approximate knowledge of the necessary facilities 
or skills. 

3. A knowledge of the location of suppliers of spe- 
cialized as well as unspecialized resources, es- 
pecially in the local community or surrounding 
area. 

7 i  
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4. The delegation of supervisory authority and con- 
trol directly EO technical specialists where pos- 
sible. 

5. A sensitivity to the potential contribution of 
specialists and when to seek their counsel. 

B. An appreciation of the problem-solving and problem- 
generating aspects of different resources. Few re- 
sources have purely favorable or unfavorable effects 
under all conditions, but their utility varies with 
purpose and circumscances. A clear understanding of 
these conditions cometimes requires experienced judg- 
ment and a knowledge cf the processes which are tak- 
ing place (viz., the Flint mayor's misunderstanding 
of the Hurley Hospital screening system). The util- 
ity of resources is related to: 

1. Time stages in the operating program. 

2. Mobility, flexibility, fragility, and bulk of 
facilities. 

C. Mobilization and allocation of resources are mediated 
by controlled flow. 

1. Mobilization involvee the system of supply. The 
general principle is to organize reserves whose 
access to centers of operation shall be regulated 
by need. 

a. Unspecialized resources may be mobilized in 
large volume and massed at the periphery of 
operations available for use, but not so as 
to impede circulation and operations. 

b. Specialized resources that might later be- 
come necessary may be mbilized into pools 
in the field of operations provided they do 
not aggravate congestion. 

c. In the concentration of resources, the use 
of consolidated or dispersed pools can only 
vary by local circumstances (including avail- 
able communications facilities). 

d. The regulation of entree to the field can be 
complemented by prompt evacuation of those re- 
sources which are no longer needed. The rul- 
Lug criterion throughout ie maximum flexibil- 
ity--both in circulation and in keeping po- 
tentially useful reserves available for corn- 
mi tment . 
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2. Several principles are germane to the Ellocation of 
resources: 

a. Those resources to be given specific pin- 
point assignments from centralized pools 
should be distinguished from those to be 
permitted free circulation without sssign- 
ment for maximum flexibility. Control 
should be exercised over the first and a 
check kept on the second, 

b. General resources may be dispersed fairly 
uniformly in the field to the extent that 
needs are s-hilarly distributed. Uneven 
distributions must correspond to the dis- 

hazard of saturating some areas at the ex- 
pense of others. 

~ tribution of need in order to avoid the 

c. Special aztention must be given to real; 
iminent, or potential bottlenecks. These 
are typically bound up with specialized 
equipment or with problems or circulation 
and congestion. The circulation bottle- 
neck8 require highly flexible trouble- 
shooting t e a s  that work on assignment. . 

d. A distinction nust be drawn between in- 
dividual volunteers and cohesive small 
groups with their own sense of identity 
(usually agency, work, friendship, or 
family groups). 
cohesive groups keeps them intact as work 
teams while individual volunteers tend to 
shift from one ephemeral group to another, 

The stable structure of 

This has 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

imp 1 ic at i on8 for : 

The amount of supervision or 
direction which different vol- 
unteers require; 

Their assignment to single task8 
piecemeal or to small work pro- 
grams ; 

The extent to which they must be 
incorporated into communications 
channels for work progress reports. 

V. The final element of organization is the integration and coordina- 
This requires in the leadership structure: tion of operations. 

A. Common perceptions and agreement on: 

1. C%munal enpas with a moratorium on divisive, pri- 
vate +&&@8. 
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2. Objective problems end the general strategy of an 
integrated plaa. 

3. The dlvision of responsibility and functions. 

4. The importaace of consolidated communication for 
coordination. 

5. The capitalization of chance by systematically 
directing exploitable windfalls into the structure 
of control. 

B. Structural elements: 

1. Division of responsibility, authority, and control 
into a functional and spatial hierarchy adequate 
for a two-way comxiunications system. 

2. A viable communications flow by which the higher 
coordinating echelons are kept informed of ground- 
level developments as a basis of decision-making. 

3. Consolidation of information on an ongoing basis 
and circulating information among those for whom 
it is pertinent. 

4. A system of headquarters which includes one con- 
solidated field center and one outside headquar- 
ters to service its requests. Ideally, the field 
center shou1.d rely on the outside headquarters 
for making contacts outside the field (in the 
mobilization of resources, etc.). 

* * * *  * 

This formulation is not intended 8s a set of moral imperatives about 
what should happen in a disaster, nor a prediction of the streamlined 
organization wh-lch will be improvised in several hours with the precision 
of a slick football team. It indicates some major conditions for the in- 
crease of control, strategic decisions for cutting down wasted effort and 
increasing integration. 
lems of leadership about which decisions are actually made or defaulted. 

In a word, these are categories of rational prob- 

It also places some of the spontaneous responses to disaster in sharp 
relief against the objective problems which must be met. 
between the real and the ideal patterns helps to clarify the prospects for 
effective spontaneous organization. 
great. In sudden, unfamillar disaeters, they certainly appear to be in- 
evitable and unavoidable--and, on balance, perhaps irreducible, 

The discrepancy 

The discrepancies are necessarily 

Prospects for an Omnibus Disaster Organization. In contrast to the 
prospects for improvised systems, experienced emergency agencies (like 
fire departments or the Coast Guard) present another picture. 
fined procedwea incotporace and routinize actLon in terms of the cate- 
gories we .. tocsidered . these p ~ o f . ~  csionals, the discrepancy 

Their re- 
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between idea: organization and res1 operation is not great. 
familiarity with endemic, recurrent emergencies produces routine pro- 

Indeed, 

cedures even on informal levels. 4 

The question which this poses is whether some disaster provisions 
are feasible between the extrenzs of sheer unpreparedness and professional 
emergency organization. In other words, what would be the prospects of a 
fienerd df.saster organization set up to cope with unpredictable natural 
emergency which might strike a comunity? Could an omnibus disaster agency 
operate effectively against a broad range of possible calamities? The 
problem is not abstract, but may be quite topical. We could specifically 
ask the question about the prospects for an effective Civil Defezse. 

Basically, the problem presupposes economic factors. Conceivably 
almost any effective organization can be assured at a calculable, but 
prohibttive cost which few communities could meet. To be realistic, we 
would have to assume cost limitations roughly approximate to recent Civil 

~ Defense expenditures, and at most a factor of twice this order. Within - these conditions, what might be expected of an omnibus disaster agency in 
;?he community? 

On the basis of the present research, the prospects for such an orga- 
First, it would be faced with many problems of nization are not sanguine. 

nev organizations in fields dominated by existing public agencies. Not 
the least of these would be the resistance of the old groups which might 
feel challenged or skeptical about the importance and necessity of such a 
new agency. This obstacle might prove too formidable for a new group, as 
conflict of the Worcester Civil Defense and Red Cross indicates. Innova- 
tions which seem superfluous or threaten powerful interest8 generally face 
strong opposition. 

Second, to achieve some status and symbolic importance in the cormnu- 
nity, a new agency would have to contend with extensive promotional prob- 
lems. 
an appealing public image, based etther on the importance of its work, the 
personal benefits of its training, the civic virtue of coxnunity service, 
or the prestige which affiliation would confer. 
campaign would be extremely expensive and would probably have limited 
appeal. The lack of concern which has confronted Civil Defense in America 
and even in England darkens the prospects for building a sliccessful mass- 
based organization (Dean, 1964). 

To attract public support and participation, it would have to create 

Such a public relations 

Third, the agency would have to develop an obvious, unqualified pro- 
fessional competence. 
is doubtful. The organization of the Red Cross implicitly recognizes thi6 
problem, for local chapters are expected to hold the disaster fort as well 
as they can until the trained professionals arrive from regional or national 
centers to take over the local situation. Without actual operating exper- 
ience in live disasters, professional competence is hard to cone by, es- 
pecially at the local level. 
integrate several agencies, particularly when they are basically reluctant 
participants. 
Limited training value. The possible alternative of a Red Cross form of 
organization hrid obvious d' -dvantages, primarily the operating delay in 
the crucial early period8 a* well as the possibility of friction between 
tbeat 5igher-eci;larsb outside gr~ups, 

Whether this could be achieved at the local level 

It is difficult to clarify roles and ta 

Simulated emergencies and field maneuvers may have only 
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Finally, in view of the values and response patterns of police, we 
would expect them to continue to regard civil emergencies as their respon- 
sibility, prior agreements to the contrary almost notwithstanding. The 
professional police tend to have little respect for the competence of non- 
police agencies and informally exclude them from the dominant authority 
spheres. A new organization would be faced with potential strains in this 
quarter. 

In general, then, such an innovation would face formidable institu- 
tional problens, those of a new mass-based ,amateur agency entering into 
competition with established professional groups (at the very least, for 
appropriations) in order to claim authority which the professionals would 
spontaneously assume both as a right and obligation. The sheer political 
problems which this presents may prove well nigh insurmountable. The basic 
difficulty might be to secure the cooperation and subordination of separate 
interest groups for the sake of hypothetical, remote events which have no 
cornge 11 ing re a1 i t y . 

It is possible, however, to conceive of another kind of disaster or- 
ganization which might have a somewhat greater air of reality about it. 
This could be designed to avoid some of the major obstacles. It would not 
entail basic changes or pressures to alter the existing balance of forces 
among connnunity agencies. It would not be a large-scale, independent 
"leadership" agency aiming at broad social participation, with its atten- 
dant promotional, competitive, and financial burdens. Instead, it could 
accept the existing institutional structure as its basic working framework 
and simply assume that the latent attitudes and spontaneous response pat- 
terns are highly resistant to change. It would then identify the gaps in 
the system which it might fill with minfmum disruption. 

-consist of a small, integrated, intensively-trained staff of disaster ex- 
gerts. 
functions for them. By concentrating on specialized skills and knowledge 
not available elsewhere, such 6 staff could complement existing institu- . 

tions without adding a competing agency to duplicate the services of others. 

The group could 

It could be affiliated to existing agencies and perform staff 

Such a staff agency might focus on the appropriate strategy and tactics 
for three key disaster problems: (I) the control of mass participation, 
especially untrained volunteers; (2) the exploitation of specialized re- 
sources (including a detailed inventory of various skills and facilities 
In the community and region); (3) the location of nondisruptive outlets 
for s ymbo 1 ic part ic i p a t i on. 

Would this or another alternative to a mass-based agency offer any 
greater prospects of success? Perhaps some, although the margin might 
still be small. Its superior chances would rest on the limited social 
changes which it would entail and on the recognition that the democratic 
values of mass participation are not mutually exclusive with intensive 
training, extensive experience, and highly specialized skills. Disaster 
problcrns require both. 
skillfully they are handled as complementary factors. 

Effectiveness may depend almost completely on how 

Such en agency would probably have to meet at least two conditions: 
(1) It would have to set up close workinq ties with other agencies as a 
matter of normal routine. This does not mean simple liaison, but intimate, 
joint working contacts which foster others' involvement, an identtty of 
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interests, and personal familiarity cenkering on an occupational identifi- 
cation. (2) The long-range planning functions would have to be brought 
into a routine, informal workaday context. Proposed solutions to key di- 
saster problems would have to be tested in the cornunity as in a labora- 
tory. 
life of the community, especially those which approximate the elements of 
disaster problems. This implies, for example, that various "crowd" events, 
such as athletic matches or other large spectator gatherings, offer useful 
experimental conditions. They provide crowds of people, massed traffic, 
including ponderous buses, and "fragmented" behavior in which many people 
work toward similar ends on an individual or small-group basis, use similar 
channels of flow, etc. Faulty solutions to the control of spontaneous, 
individually-defined behavior can be rather quickly exposed. There are 
ample opportunities to introduce the equivalent of specialized functions 
into these mass situations. Such experiments should of course be planned 
to facilitate rather than hinder the objectives of crowd members. 

This would require the use of opportune situations in the daily 

This approach m€ght have several results. It could lead to the re- 
finement of disaster-related skills; it could establish a recognized sphere 
of competence for the agency; it could demonstrate the group's professional 
qualification to others; and it might, incidentally, help to ircprove cur- 
rent municipal services. 

These possibilities rest strictly OR the program's routinization on a 
practllcal, workaday level. The "fleld tests" would have to be conducted 
quite spontaneously, without elaborate preparation, public warning, or 

! advance publicity. Indeed, the problems demand that public participation - be spontaneous and unprepared--and with a minimum of disruption to the 
'?equilibrium of the community. 

A program of this type demands skill, but it may be feasible. Its 
ultimate chances for success are limited not only by the necessary leader- 
ship skill, but even more by the inherent dilemma of a communitv's institu-' 
tionalization of Qethods to deal with rare, raEdom events. When actuarial 
probabilities of a natural disaster are very low, there may be little in- 
centive to invest in any_ program when so many other pressing community 
needs are competing for 8 share of the budget. The proposed agency would 
be competing for funds against other municipal improvements--social ser-' 
vices, teachers' salaries, a neighborhood swimming pool, new buses, street 
widening, etc. 
attractive. It might be easier to promote an investment in, for example, 
wall fire-extinguishers because this is a sheer marketing decision, the 
costs are relatively small in an overall budget, the possible losses 
without them are clearly calculable, and a tangible product is secured for 
the money. But a specialized disaster agency cannot be viewed so clearly, 
partially because its functions are less specific and the consequences of 
non-investment are by no mesns as specifiable. Both decisions involve car- 
culated risks. But a disaster agency is beset with so many imponderables 
that there might be little inducement'to take it seriously or to view a 
possible disaster as a .realistic prospect which mdces advance 'action pru- 
dent and advisable. n o s e  cornunities for whom recurrent calamities are 
realistic prospects do not have to be prodded into protective planning. 

As a form of "insurance," it might not be particularly 



t7 FOOTNOTES: Chapter VI1 

1. The use of force is seldom necessary for the maintenance of order since 
the symbols themselves are clear enough. An interesting aspect of this was 
reported in a Worcester news story: 

Questioned whether guardsZen carrisd weapons eon- 
taining live ammunition, the Lmilitia'=/ headquarters 
came back with a quick "no comment." 

"But whether we're protecting the people's property 
with loaded guns or not," one staff officer quietly said, 
"don't forget our boys are packing bayonets." 

2. 
reference groups essentially as non-membership groups. 
(ea.), Readings in Reference Group Theory and Research (New York: Free 
Press, 1968). 

This usage differs somewhat from the conventional concept which treats 
See Herbert Hyman 

3. 
1964; Bordua, 1967; Kennedy, 1970, 

4, 
WeLler, 1973. 

For a general treatment of the operation of the police, see Banton, 

This is often described as a disaster subculture. See Wenger and 



Appendix I 

THE RESEARCH STUDY 

This study of problems of authority was undertaken in the 
summer of 1953 under the sponsorship of the Committee on Disaoter 
Studies. Two tornadoes struck in seperate sections of the country; 
the investigation covered three towns in Massachusetts (Worcester, 
Holden and Shrewsbury) and one in Michigan (Flint). 

The Sample. Since there was no advance knowledge of the 
leadership and authority situation, there was no principle by 
which to define the significant universe for purposes of s:-npling. 
This had to crystallize as the research unfolded and discloseci an 
outline of the overall disasrer, the participating organizations, 
the decisive events, and the key figures. At the outset, there 
was no way of knowing whose experience was most relevant, and hence, 
who belonged in the sample. 

This entailed two basic decisions from the start: (1)-to 
regard all people as informants who report events of which they 
have firsthand knowledge, rather than as respondents who describe 
only their own personal experiences. 
difference in emphasis. With informants, we are interested in 
how much ltght they can shed on a total situation; with respondants, 
we are more concerned with their own personal responses and action. 
(2) The second decision was to sample from a matrix of ex9osure to 

Diversified informants could 
cover the overall Situation like overlapping plates of aerial 
feconnaissance photographs. Consequently, the sample included 
people who had contact with victim8 or with non-victims; those 
active at the disaster scene, at various organizational head- 
quarters, or at service centers; people fram different kinde of 
agencies and performing different kinde of services; and officials 
or people in positions at differemt vantage points. 

This is essentially a 

- >differeat parte of the disaster. 
r '  

The critical sampling criterion became informants' knowleclge of 
the relations among groups in authority. 
over 80 informants. 
key personnel in active organizations, largely in positions of 
leadership. Some informants were in low-echelon posts. Others 
were aon-agency people who had critical "inside" information. 
Aside from their positions, the informants represented professional 
and non-professional organizations; police and fire departments; 
welfare and public service agencies; municipal, county, state, and 
federal departments; newspapers and radio stations; hospitals; the 
Red Cross and Civil Defense. 

The final sample totaled 
They were predominantly public officials and 

There are, unfortunately, no standard tests of how adequately 

One simply has to observe the limits set by the incernal 
such a sample represents "exposure to different parts of the disas- 
ter." 
coneistency of the data. It is possible to bias a sample of 
I1 exposure" inadvertently. 
of informants probably helps J limit this prospect. This sampling 
pattern is only designed to 

But the principle used in the selection 

sure coverage of events within the 
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leadership system. But it does not control for inaccurate report- 
ing by the infomants selcctcd. This is a separate problem which 
must be handled independently. 

m.e Icterview. Because the sampling was specifically aimed at 
different exposures, there was no core of shared experience suitable 
for a standard interview. Therefore, intensive, unstructured inter- 

- views were used and these varied in length from twenty minutes to 
:%several hours. About a dozen of the most important informants were 
re-interviewed in several session8 to clarify various problems which 
arose. The interviews were guided mainly to explore new ground, fill 
data gaps, cross-check ambiguous facts or conflicting reports, and 
uncover crucial information. 
stage of the research varied according to how much new information 
he could provide or perspective he was able to throw on what 
Was known to that point. 

An informant's importance at any given 

Supplementary Data Sources. The interviews were supplemented 
by several documentary sources, including reports to a Civil 
Defense inquiry in one area, and field reports by various investi- 
gatore. News stories in the local press were found to be erratic, 
although they contained useful illrmtrative materials and public 
announcements. Occasionally new6 items were used to fill data 
gaps when the gap wae small and the information was clearly con- 
afotent with the interview materiale. 

Problems of Disaster Research, The problems in the field 
study of disaster cover the conventional range of research 
headaches: research design, sampling, entree, rapport, inter- 
viewing, respondent distortions, interviewer effects, etc. In 
disaster research, however, these problems are inteneified by the 
greater uncertainty about their effects on the data. 
irrevocably intervene between the investigator and the objective 
situation that he is trying to assess in a nay which is not 
easily checked. Even with carefully designed instruments, it 
is difficult to control these effects through such routine 
techniques as sarcpling tests or "distortiou scales." There is 
no criterion of "reality" to guide the field work; the nominally 
"seal" situation only emerges when the study is finished. 

They 

Many of the field problems of disaster research are being 
codified for publication. But two of the more formidable diff- 
iculties should be briefly discussed here: research entree and 
distorted perspectives. 

Entree. In the present study, three kinds of entree problems 
were met. First, there was a general research saturation of the 
field. 
and private investigations of damage, relief, and the defense. 
implications of disaster mobilization. Infornal "research" was 
also conducted by representatives of press, radio, industry, and 
by influential private people. 

Aside from academic research, there was a flood of public 

This welter of .ordinated investigation intensified the 
second epft**e prcrb' ionpetiti-e cZaima on infomants' time and 
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attenticn. InfLrmants were so busy in the early period after t k 3  
disaster that they had little time for interviews. It is advisable 
to start vbservatiLns in the field as soon after a disaster as 
pclssible. gut, with tornadoes, it may not be feasible to begin 
any formal interviewink until 24-36 hours after the comoletion of 
rescue operations. 

The final entree problem is routed in responses to the disaster. 
The danger and personal tragedy in the event arouse anxiety in the 
community. The anxiety is accommodated psychologically by various 
mechanisms of defense, notably kullt. The guilt may frequently 
be externalized as hostility. This tendency seems strongest among 
potential victims who escape loss and suffering and among officials 
with a heavy weight of public responsibility. 
most comonly directed against outsiders whose interest is easily 
construed a a  a violation of sacred values (death and suffering), an 
invasion of privacy (bereavement), or an exploitation of loss 
(business and profiteering). 
for such resentment, particularly if there Is any underlying 
animus toward "theoretical ivory- tower guys. "* 

The hostility is 

Outside researches are open targets 

- 
Tu0 factors were helpful in dispelling this hostility. The 

(7 rredentialsus2dLn the present study gave the research official 
governmental sponsorship (including that of national defense 
agencies) and dedicated it to humanitarian goals. These were 
sufficient to provide entree in all cases but one. One informant 
refuged to be interviewed without the approval of his superior, 
and the investigator had to arrange this clearance himself. 
Further, prestigeful informants were useful in reessuri:ig other 
informants. Whenever possible, personal introductions were sub- 
stituted for formal credentials. The local network of informal 
influence was the most effective entree channel in the field and 
usually made the presentation of credentials unnecessary. 

Once entree and rapport are achieved, however, distorted 
reporting and warped images of the disaster become major problems. 
Thle is not a deliberate or conscious tampering with the truth. 
First, informants try to recall a coherent picture, and, second, 
their perceptlon of a stressful situation is organized strongly 
by personality needs. 

Retrospective Coherence. A tornado sweeps over a huge path 
and leaves in its wake devastation, confusion, and disorder 
which envelop an entire community and reach out into the surrounding 
region. It is a pervasive event of which individual participants 
see only a tiny part and which they cannot fully grasp. Under 
the pressure and urgency of work, they often become disoriented 
in time or space. There is a global impression of utter confusion 
and hectic activity. Memory is episodic. There are clear images 

relate separate events to one another coherently. 
.' of only limited fragments of experience and it is difficult to 

Afterwards, there is an internal pressure for "closure" and 
clarity which the interview itself intensifies. With these 
internal and 3rnal pressures, informants try to reconstruct 8 
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coherent, unified picture of the disaster. They unwittingly 
interpolate memory gaps, convert hearsay, inferences or specula- 
tion into "fact," order incidents, smooth over conflicting 
impressions, repress disturbfag materials, and generally arrange 
their recollectioninto a pattern which makes sense of the exper- 
ience, Many inaccuracies almost inevitably creep into these 
reconstructions. 

Personality Needo. A eecocd source of perceptual error can 
be. traced. to personality needs of informants. The tornado has a 
different impact on people with different emotional needs, but 
in no case is the impact reassuring. The informant's world has, 
to a greater or lesser extent, been shaken up and threatened. 
But some stabilizing forces inhare in his group identifications, 
his social values, and his self-images. These are invoked to 
give reassurance that, though shaken, his world is still basical- 
ly intact, that the responses to the disaster were appropriate 
and effective, and that the people with whom he is identified 
acquitted themselves properly. These personality needs affect 
the perception of eveats. In the reduction of anxiety levels, 
three themes are brought into prominent play, themes of community 
solidarity, duty, and virility. The assertion of these values 
distorted the interpretation of disaster activity. 

Community Solidarity. Many informants spontaneously asserted 
that there was .universal community cooperation. 
even denied that there had been any significant frictions, tensions 
or conflicts. Others minimized their importance or treated them 
a5 exceptions to the general pattern, More often, however, their 
reports of conflict were simply not related to their claim about 
cowunity solidarity, and no connection was seen between them. 
For example, oue Civil Defense director clained that the National 
Guard "gave us magnificent cooperation, they came in and subordinat- 
ed themselves completely to Civil Defense authority." A few minutes 
later he complained that the National Guard had refused to honor 
Civil Defense paeses to the disaster zone. But he saw no contra- 
diction between these statemente, partly because of his strong 
corrnnitment to the image of community solidarity. 

Some of them 

Durv and Service. The theme of duty was typlfied by the 
sentiment, "We had a job to do and we did it." Selfless dedica- 
tion was emphasized and any desire for personal credit or reward 
was denied. 
trative : 

The folloving excerpts from the interviews are illus- 

We got hit. I don't talk about it because we 
didn't have anybody hurt like other people, although 
I didn't even know if my wife and family was O.K. or 
not. 
L-to headquarterd. 

But I didn't go home. I came right back here 

We all feel the same way. We are not looking 
for credit or glory. 
talk about it--let's just get the job done. 

Re have a job to do. Let's not 
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As evidence of devotion to service, informants mentioned haw 
long some people had remained on continuous duty, without sleep, 
a shave, a bath, a change of clothes, or seeing the family. The 
duty theme was most emphasized in peripheral or non-professional 
organizations. While members typically disclaimed any desire for 
recognition, they were those most likely to raise the issue and 
to compare the performance of their group with another. 

Virility and Masculinity. The tornado was generally view- 
? ed as a trial by ordeal, a severe test of personal adequacy under 
=;istress, somewhat akin to various initiation rites on reaching 
manhood. The emergency commonly demanded personal courage, steady 
nerves, decisiveness, a cool hsad, and a strong stomach--all to be 
expressed in masculine fashion. Any wavering was regarded as a 
personal failure and a sign of immaturity. A stereotype of the 
virility theme was expressed by one informant in these terms: 

This thing sure seperated the men from the 
boys. And when it was all over, it turned out 
that s m e  of the boys were men and some of the 
men were boys. 

In another instance, a news story reported the discovery of the 
last missing person in town, an infant whose body had been hunt- 
ed for three days. 
to have fainted. 
denial of his reported faint. 1 

The truck driver who found the body was rumored 
The news story carefully made a strong, explicit 

The unintended distortion from retrospective coherence and 
from personality needs are, of course, not exclusive and they 
may well operate together. These warped perspectivea bedevil 
the investigator. The constant possibility of error necessitates 
steady cross-checking of information. The data must be care- 
fully weighed and sifted to yield an objective picture of the 
events. 

The few problems discussed here are generic to all research, 
but they assume special prominence in the disaster field. 
operate quickly and powerfully to obscure the disaster events, 
and accurate data begin to melt away at a disconcerting rate, as 
the winter m o w s  in a springtime thaw. Thus, the investigator--or 
preferably, the team-- must work rapidly and intensively in a 
short period of time. After that, additional units of research 
effort are rewarded by rapidly diminishing increments of sound 
data for a least certain kinds of research. 

They 

* Thece reactions are less formidable in an "impact-on-victim" 
study. Many people directly exposed to the disaster have'residues 
of anxiety to liquidate and apparently srize upon the interview 
situation as a cathartic outlet. The problem in interviewing is 
not to establish rapportadpersuade victims to talk, but, for a 
noa-specialist, the subtler one of recognizing the therapeutic Fm- 
plications of the eituat- 
deveisp. 

m d  the atceadant problems which may - 
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WORCESTER, HOLDEN, AND SHEWSBURY REVISITED 

In the late stages of the present study, slightly over a year 

These cities were brushed by the edge of a hurri- 
after the tornado, Worcester, Holden, and Shewsbury had a second 
disaster scare. 
cane which wrought vast devastatfon elsewhere in New England, but 
scarcely affected the three tornado towns. The opportunity was 
taken to revisit these towns on the day after the hurricane to see 
what effect the tornado of a year earlier had on the authorities' 
perspectives and action in the hurricane threat. 

There had been adequate advance warning of the impending hurrl- 
cane through all the public cormnunications channels so that the storm 
was expected. In the words of a colonel in the State Civil Defense: 

I guess the people in the weather bureau 
learned from last year that it doesn't pay to 
be so cautious. It's better to cry, 'Wolf!' 
and have nothing happen than to keep quiet 
for fear of creating panic. 

State Civil Defense headquarters alerted all local directore 
about the hurricane and fnatructed them to work through the nearest 
State Police post if they should need help and find that the tele- 
phone8 were disrupted. This was s'imost a formal, official approval 
of the actual dependency patterns observed in Holden after the tor- 
nado. 

Advance knowledge of the impendfng hurticaae was common in 
Shrewsbury. 
The local Civil Defense director dropped into Town Hall during the 
morning and oeveral auxiliary policemen phoned to find out If they 
should come into the station. 
in case they should be needed. 
walked around town, inspecting the effects and giving occaelonal 
instructions to Public Worke 
ritreets of fallen branches. 

But no special preparations were made by any officials. 

Four or five men actually did report 
After the wind blew over, the mayor 

Departnent crew6 which were clearing 
,,/ 

Holden officials were not formally warned or instructed about 
the hurricane. 
Nobody took any preparatory action, privately or publicly. 
Civil Defense director was out of town. 
organization might have been alerted. 

They had only the public news of the press and radio. 
The 

If he had been present, the 

In Worcester, the mayor did officially alert Civil Defense, 
instrscting the director to assemble the key division heads on a 
stand-by basis. ALthough no volunteers or lower-echelon people 
were called in, the core of the operating staff stood by on a 
seven-hour alert until the weather bureau gave the all-clear. 
The communtcations head set up the HAM radio network, and half a 
dozen additional telephones were quickly installed in the office. 
An emergency Fhott-wa- dlo atatinn was set up for t h e m y o r  in 
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a city car and this was kept outside his office at City Hall in 
case emergency operations became necessary or telephone lines were 
knocked out. The mayor kept a close check on the develoging hurricane. 
He made a public radio broadcast during the morning to reassure the 
community that a close watch was being kept on events and instructed 
people to remain indoors uutif the hurricane had passed. 

This is the full extent of action which public authorities took 
in anticpation of the hurricane. The most conspicuous lesson 
learned from the tornado was to set up colmnunications lines and 
keep them open. Also noteworthy was the lack of action in the small 
towns, the Worcester mayor's careful tracking of the storm, and 
his other steps to avoid trouble, including his public reassurances 
and safety instructions to the public. 

There was no apprehensive mer-reaction to the hurricane threat 
This was one possible response after events of the anywhere. 

previous year, but nobody took over-elaborate precautions or got 
excited. On the contrary, the basic responses were far more apa- 

- r thetic than hysterical. 
1, 

The views of the Worcester Civil Defense director were esaential- 
ly unchanged from his images of a year before. He reported that 
with the alerting of his key Btaff, "We were all set to go if it 
had been necessary." Beyond the installation of telephones, there 
was no lndlcatioa that the organization had fundamentally changed 
since the tornado, that clearer operating proceedures had been de- 
veloped, that the dlvieion of responsibility with other agencies 
had been clarified, or that the organization was any more competent 
to handle a dieaster.* 

The hurricane offered no real test, however, because there was . 

no emsrgency, no crisis, no disaster. There was insufficient stress 
to test what, if any, real changes had crystallized in the inter- 
vening year. It would be impossible on the basis of this incident, , 

for example, to see whether Civil Defense and the Red Cross had 
straightened out their differences in scme stable fashion. The 
authority system had scarcely been stimulated enough to make any 
moves, although the responsibility which the mayor quickly assmed 
is suggestive. 

*For other studies dealing with change created by disaster events, 
6ee Drabek, 1968; Anderson 1969; Weller 1973; and Taylor, Ross and 
Quarentelll, 1976. 
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STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 

BEWEEN THE FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION 

ANI) THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS 

RELATING TO DISASTER OPERATIONS 

UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 10427 AND PUBLIC LAW 875 

To insure understanding and agreement on interpretation of 
Executive Order 10427 and Public Law 875 (Federal Disaater Relief 
Act), this statement is issued by the Federal Civil Defense Ad- 
mfnietratioa and the American National Red Cross for the guidance 
of National and Regional Offices of the Federal Civil Defense 
Administration, State and local civil defense organizations, and 
National Headquarters, Area Offlces and local chapters of the 
American National Red Cross. 
any way other agreement8 between the Federal Civil Defense Adrnin- 
fstratioa and the American Natlonel Red Cross relative to Civil 
Defenae rerponsfbilitiee under Public Law 920 (Federal Civil De- 
fense Act of 1950). 

Nothing fn thie statement affects in 

Executive -Order 10427 was issued by the President on January 
16, 1953. This Order directr tbe Federal Civil Defense Administra- 
tor to take certain actioa.authorized by Public tau 857, 81st 
Congress, 2nd setsion,. as amended,. provtrlfng for 8' continuing means 
of supplemental aseistaace by the Federal Government to States and 
local governments in carrying out their responoibilitiee ia 
alleviating suffering and damage resulting from major disasters. 

Zt further directs the Administrator to coordinate activities 
of Federal agencies in planning for and furnish%% assistance in 
disaster8 and to foster development of State and local plana and 
organizations to cope with major disastera. 

La addition, the Order authorized the Administrator on behalf 
of the Presideat to coordinate activities of Federal agencies afford- 
ing assistance under their own policies, practices and statutory 
authority in the event of any disaster which will not permit delay 
ia the colamencement of Federal assistance and pending the determination 
of the President whether or not the disaster ia a major one. 

Public Law 875, ae amended, provides in Sectiou 3 that upon the 
declaratfon of a "major disaster" by the President, Federal agencies 
are authorized to provfde assistance "(a) by utilizing or lending, 
with or without campensation therefor, to the States and'local govern- 
ments their equipment, supplier, facilitiee, personnel, and other 
resources other than the extension of credit uuder the suthority 
of any hct; (b) by distributing, through the American National Red 
Croea or otherwise, medicine, food and other consumable supplies; 
(c) by donating to States and local goveramente equipment and 

. 
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supplies determined under then existing law to be surplus to the Eeeds ea 
and responsibilities of the Federal Government; and (d) by performing 
on public or private lands protective and other work essential for 
the preservation of life and pyoperty, clearing debris and wreckage, 
making emergency repairs to and temporary replacements of public 
facilities of local governments damaged or destroyed in such major 
disaster, providing temporary housing or other emergency shelter 
for familier, who, a§ a result of such major disarter, require 
temporary housing or other emergency shelter, and making contrilntiom 
to States and local governments for purposes stated in subsection (a), 
The authority conferred by thds Act, and any funds provided here- 
under shall be supplementary to, and not in subszitution for, nor 
in limitation of, any other acthoriry conferred or funds provided 
under any other law. " 

Section 4 of Public Law 875 states "...nothing contained in this 
Act shall be construed to limit or in any way affect the responsi- 
bilitiee of the Axerican National Xed Croes under the Act approved 
January 5, 1905 (53 Stat. 599) as mended." The American National 
Red Cross will continue to carry out its traditional services to 
thoee in need as a result of disaster8 by providing such assistance a8 
food, clothing, shelter, medical care, household furnishings, 
building and repair of homes, and occupational rehabilitation. 
The Red Crose in carrying out its relief program will, ae hereto- 
fore, exercise admfaietrative and financial control over its own 
operations. Nothing in this statement shall be construed to in- 
validate or change existing understandings of cooperation between 
the American National Red Cross and Federal agencies for joint or 
supporting action in discharging tholje disaeter relief activities 
for which the Red Crose Is respoaeible. 

To secure full coordination of effort in the exetciee of 
their respective responsibi~ities, the American National Red Cross 
and Federal Civil Defense Administration agree to and will be 
governed by the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Arrangement6 will be made nationally and regionally 
for continuing liaison, mutual planning and exchange of 
information regarding disasters. 

Similar arrangements should be established between 
Civil Defense and Red Cross organizations at the 
local level. 

Federal Civil Defense Administration will cooperate 
with and encourage State and local Civil Defense 
orgznizationa to assist the American National Red 
Cross in dischargbg it8 defined disaster relief 
responsibilities. 

American Naticnal Red Cross will cooperate with 
Federal Civil Defense Administration and encourage 
Red Cross chapters to assist the Civil Defense forces 
in dischargia~ thetr responsibilities for disaster 
relief. 
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5. Federal funds authorized under Public Law 875 will 
Cot be used to reimburse States and localities for 
expenditure made by them within the area of zed Cross 
disaster responsibility, as outlined above, nor is 
it intended that Federal funds will serve as a 
substitute for, or make unnecessary, voluntary 
contributions by the general public which provides the 
Red Cross with the funds necessary to discharge 
its respoasfbilities in disasters resulting from 
natural causes. 

/SI 
J. J. Wadsworth 

Acting Admfni st ra tor 
Federel Civil Defense Administration 

February 5, 1953 

/ S l  
E. Roland Harriman 

President of the American 
National Red Cross 

February 6. 1953 
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